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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this study was to provide a rigorous statistical evaluation of the accuracy of 
long-term forecasting by (1) verifying and validating at least 400 retrospective, long-term 
forecasts, and (2) conducting statistical analysis to determine if any forecasting methods, time 
frames, domain areas, and other key attributes yield a higher (or lower) probability of success. 
This work builds upon a previous retrospective analysis of forecasts conducted by Bryce Space 
and Technology and The Tauri Group in 2012, although the current effort is broader, focusing 
on predictions about economics, demographics, and other domains—not just technologies—and 
on predictions made over the long term (10 or more years).   

Methodology and Results 

Bryce Space and Technology extracted and analyzed long-term forecasts from 17 documents 
chosen by the Open Philanthropy Project. We extracted 769 forecasts from those documents; of 
the 769 forecasts, 761 were found to be timely, specific, complete, and relevant enough to be 
further verified and assessed for accuracy. Figure ES-1 summarizes data collection metrics.  

 
Collected data 
Number of forecast extracted 769 
Assessable forecasts 761 
Validated forecasts 435 
Forecasts for statistical analysis 423 

 

We categorized forecasts based on six objective attributes: forecast methodology, time frame, 
geographic origin of the forecast, geographic region forecasted about, publication type, and 
domain area. We were able to verify 435 forecasts by determining if the predicted event 
occurred and, if so, when it occurred. The 435 validated forecasts were used to provide 
descriptive statistics of our data. Of these 435 forecasts, 12 were outliers that were excluded 
during the statistical analysis. Consequently, 423 forecasts were used for the statistical analysis 
to determine if a given forecast methodology was better than others given various conditions.  

Key Findings 
! All forecast methodologies provide more accurate predictions than uninformed guesses 
! Forecasts based on quantitative and qualitative trend analyses are more accurate than 

forecasts based on expert opinion 
! Forecasts of the economy are the least accurate in comparison to all other domains 
! All forecasts time frames (10 years, 11-20 years, and >20 years or more) are more accurate 

than an uninformed guess, but no time frame was more accurate than another 
! As a whole, long-term forecasts are equally likely to over or underestimate the event date 
! A predictive model of forecast accuracy could not be developed 

Figure ES-1. Collected Documents and Forecasts 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 

This report describes the retrospective analysis of long-term forecasts that Bryce Space and 
Technology conducted for the Open Philanthropy Project. The Open Philanthropy Project is a 
organization that provides grants for, among other things, research addressing long-term issues 
with widespread effects but minimal support, such as pandemic preparedness. One part of 
Open Philanthropy Project’s undertaking is to identify funding opportunities for long-term causes. 
As part of identifying long-term funding opportunities, Open Philanthropy reviews documents 
that forecast the future state of potential research areas. However, Open Philanthropy Project 
seeks to better understand the accuracy of these forecasts in order to better identify funding 
opportunities.  

To determine which forecast documents merit the most consideration, the Open Philanthropy 
Project asked Bryce Space and Technology to conduct a retrospective analysis of forecasts in 
multiple areas, including economics, environment, and agriculture. Bryce Space and 
Technology (then under the name of “The Tauri Group”) had previously developed a 
methodology to retrospectively analyze technology forecasts for the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Research & Engineering (ASDR&E).1 The analyses showed that long-term 
technology forecasts (more than 10 years) were less accurate than short- or medium-term 
forecasts, and that technology forecasts generated using quantitative information were more 
accurate than forecasts generated using other methods. The Open Philanthropy Project wished 
to determine whether these findings held true for long-term forecasts in domains outside of the 
technology domain.  

1.2. Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to provide a rigorous statistical evaluation of the accuracy of 
long-term forecasting by (1) verifying and validating at least 400 retrospective, long-term 
forecasts extracted from client-selected documents, and (2) conducting a statistical analysis to 
determine if any forecasting methods, time frames, domain areas, and other key attributes yield 
a higher (or lower) probability of success.  

This work builds upon a previous retrospective analysis of forecasts conducted by Bryce Space 
and Technology and The Tauri Group in 2012, although the current effort is broader, focusing 
on predictions about economics, demographics, and other domains—not just technologies—and 
on predictions made over the long term (10 years or more). The results of the study will be used 
by the Open Philanthropy Project to more reliably identify long-term funding opportunities. 

	  

																																																								
1 In 2011, Bryce Space and Technology analyzed 300 technology forecasts for the ASDR&E. That project 
culminated in the following report: https://ideas.repec.org/a/eee/tefoso/v80y2013i6p1222-1231.html. In 
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2. Methods 
The Open Philanthropy Project reviewed and selected 17 documents from government, industry 
organizations, and strategic analysis firms that made long-term forecasts, defined as those with 
a time frame of 10 or more years. Bryce Space and Technology was asked to analyze at least 
400 forecasts from these documents. The study was conducted in three phases: 

1. Extract technology forecasts from documents and record attributes in database. 
During this phase, we extracted forecasts from the 17 documents, characterized each 
forecast based on six common forecasting attributes (methodology, time frame, 
geographic origin of the forecast, geographic region forecasted about, publication type, 
and domain area) and added the data to a Quickbase database that served as a 
repository for analysis data. 

2. Verify whether forecasted events occurred. During this phase, we conducted 
research to verify whether (1) forecasted events had occurred and, if so, (2) when they 
occurred.  

3. Assess forecast accuracy and identify key findings. During this phase, we 
conducted statistical tests—developed during the 2011 and 2012 studies—to ascertain 
the accuracy of forecasts and determine which of the six attributes are most associated 
with forecast accuracy. We also refined our previously-developed dictionary of 
ambiguous language to develop clear and concise interpretations of forecasts. The 
intent of this dictionary is to help users read and understand future forecasts. 

	
Figure 1 summarizes the study methodology.  
 

The following sections provide more detail about the three phases of the study.  
	  

Extract forecasts and record 
attributes in database 

Verify whether and when forecasted 
events occurred and validate 
research 

Analyze data to determine forecast 
accuracy; identify key findings 

Figure 1. Study Methodology 
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2.1. Phase I: Forecast Extraction  

2.1.1. Document selection  

As mentioned above, the Open Philanthropy Project selected 17 documents that made long-
term forecasts in six domains: technology, economy, demographics, energy, environment, and 
natural resources. The documents were selected based on internal criteria for analytical rigor 
and relevance to Open Philanthropy Project’s mission. Table 1 shows the initial 17 documents 
that Bryce analysts reviewed for use in this study. 
 

Author Organization Title Year Publication Type 

Barney Council on 
Environment Quality 

The Global 2000 Report to 
the President  1980 Government reports & 

roadmaps 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 

Battelle Memorial 
Institute Agriculture 2000 1983 Industry organizations, 

associations, & societies 

Brundtland 
Commission United Nations (UN) 

Report of the World 
Commission on 
Environment and 
Development: Our 
Common Future 

1987 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) UN Agriculture: Toward 2000 1980 Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Gordon & Helmer RAND Report on a Long-Range 
Forecasting Study 1964 Industry organizations, 

associations, & societies 
Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) 

IPCC First Assessment Report 1990 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Kahn & Weiner Hudson Institute The Year 2000  1967 Strategic analysis firms 

Leontief et al. United Nations The Future of the World 
Economy 1978 

Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Lesourne et al. 

Organisation for 
Economic 
Cooperation and 
Development 
(OECD) 

Facing the Future 1979 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Meadows et al. Club of Rome Limits to Growth 1972 
Industry organizations, 

associations, & societies 

Mesarovic & Pestel Club of Rome Mankind at the Turning 
Point 1974 

Industry organizations, 
associations, & societies 

National Aeronautics 
and Space 
Administration 
(NASA) 

NASA Outlook for Space 1972 

Government reports & 
roadmaps 

NASA NASA A Forecast of Space 
Technology 1980-20002 1976 Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Tenet National Intelligence 
Council  

Global Trends 2015: A 
Dialogue About the Future 
with Nongovernment 
Experts 

2000 

Government reports & 
roadmaps 

																																																								
2 This document was initially assessed by Bryce Space and Technology and The Tauri Group in the 2012 
study for ASDR&E. The Open Philanthropy Project asked that we analyze the document’s long-term 
forecasts for this effort.   
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Author Organization Title Year Publication Type 

UN UN 
Growth of the World’s 
Urban and Rural 
Population, 1920-2000 

1969 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

UN UN 
Overall Socio-Economic 
Perspective of the World 
Economy to the Year 2000 

1990 
Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Wilson 
Workshop on 
Alternative Energy 
Strategies 

Energy: Global Prospects 
1985-2000 1977 Industry organizations, 

associations, & societies 

	
 

One of the initial 17 documents, the Brundtland Commission’s “Report of the World Commission 
on Environment and Development: Our Common Future” was not included in the study because 
it cited other forecast documents rather than providing original forecasts. As a result, we 
extracted forecasts from 16 documents. 	

2.1.2. Extraction and Attribute Recording 

Before extracting forecasts from the 16 documents, we first needed to determine their 
assessability. To be assessable, forecasts needed to meet four inclusion criteria. First, they 
needed to be accompanied by a clear, 10-year-or-greater time frame. Second, they needed to 
be old enough to allow their predictions to be evaluated. Third, the methodology by which they 
were produced needed to be identifiable. Fourth, their language needed to be specific enough 
to allow for subsequent analysis. We extracted 769 forecasts from the 16 documents; 761 of 
these were assessable. That is, they were timely, specific, complete, and relevant enough to 
proceed through the verification process.3 

Forecast language is often vague or ambiguous, requiring interpretation. In many cases, 
extracted forecasts were specific enough for analysis but contained words or phrases that 
required interpretation before analysis could begin. During the 2012 study for ASDR&E, we 
developed a standard lexicon to enable consistent interpretation of vague terminology 
commonly used in forecasts. Analysis rules were also included in the standard lexicon to ensure 
different types of forecasts, such as multi-variable and contingent forecasts, were evaluated 
consistently.  

During this study, we refined and updated the standard lexicon and analysis rules as needed. 
For example, we added a rule that for forecasts predicting growth each year within a specific 
time frame, the last year in that time frame should be the evaluation year.4 We also added a rule 
that we would not attempt to find year of realization for steady-state/as-is forecasts if the event 
did not occur on the forecasted year.5 Appendix A provides the complete standard lexicon and 

																																																								
3 Eight forecasts that were not assessable were causal forecasts or used vague terms like “perhaps.” Per 
our Standard Lexicon and Analysis Rules (Appendix A), these forecasts are to be excluded from the 
analysis. 
4 For example, forecast 2863 predicts the world's GDP will grow on average by 3.5% per year from 1990-
2000. Rather than using the median year as the evaluation year, as is done for events forecasted within a 
range of time, we used 2000 as the year to evaluate the success of the forecast, because the forecast 
predicts that each year in the range (i.e., 1990 through 2000) would experience 3.5% growth).  
5 For example, forecast 2470 predicts that the bulk of the world population would continue to be Asian in 
the year 2000. If the bulk of the population in 2000 was not Asian, then the verifier would not seek to find 
the first year of realization (i.e., the first year the bulk of the world population was Asian) because the 

Table 1. Long-term forecast documents identified for analysis  
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analysis rules.   

After extracting forecasts and identifying those that were assessable, we characterized 
assessable forecasts based on the six attributes we hypothesized could influence accuracy: 
forecast methodology, time frame, geographic origin of the forecast, geographic region 
forecasted about, publication type, and domain area. Domain area refers to the subject of the 
forecast, including technology, environment, economy, demographics, energy, and natural 
resources. We entered assessable forecasts and their associated attributes into a Quickbase 
database that served as a repository for all analysis information. 

2.2. Phase II: Forecast Verification and Validation  

We verified assessable forecasts by determining (1) whether the forecasted event occurred and, 
if so, (2) when it occurred. Researchers verified forecasts using open-source research. Only 
information from credible websites and sources was accepted from researchers. These sources 
include conference papers, government and international publications, newspaper articles, 
popular magazines with a reputable editing record, industry websites, electronic books, 
interviews with experts, and other sources with journalistic standards and appropriate subject 
matter expertise.  

In order to ensure verification information was correct and unbiased, we attempted to find 
verifying information from at least two independent sources. If sources conflicted—or if we were 
unable to find verifying information using open-source research—we relied on expert opinion for 
clarification or verification. However, in the present study, we encountered a number of 
forecasts that could only be verified using a single source because that source appeared to be 
the authority on a particular data set. For example, the FAO, an agency of the UN, maintains 
and publicly shares eight databases on subjects including forestland, caloric consumption, water 
availability, and more. The World Bank and other reputable publications cite FAO as their sole 
source for statistics on food and agriculture, further demonstrating that FAO is the authority on 
these topics. As a result, forecasts related to food and agriculture were typically verified using 
only FAO data. These types of “soft verifications” comprise 15% of our 435 validated forecasts 
and were mostly forecasts relating to demographics. 

After adding verifying information to the database, we characterized the degree of interpretation 
involved in verifying the forecast (a measure of how specific the forecast language was, and 
how closely it aligned with ground truth sources) using a five-point Likert scale.   

After a forecast was verified, a senior analyst validated 
that the forecast and its attributes had been characterized 
properly and that verifying information was clear, credible, 
and reproducible. Where needed, further research was 
conducted on forecasts that required additional sources. 
A different researcher than the one who originally 
attempted verification typically conducted this additional 
research.  

Using these methods, we verified and validated 57% of the assessable forecasts (435 of the 
																																																																																																																																																																																			
forecast states that the Asian population would still be the bulk, rather than that it would reach the bulk at 
some point in the future. 

Degrees of Interpretation: 
1. All interpretation 
2. A lot of interpretation 
3. Moderate interpretation 
4. Little interpretation 
5. No interpretation  
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761). Twelve forecasts were outliers that were excluded during the statistical analysis, resulting 
in a final sample size of 423 forecasts. All verification information, including the degree of 
interpretation rating, analyst justifications, source citations, and page numbers, is included in the 
database in sufficient detail to allow each forecast's verification to be reproduced by other 
analysts.   

The remaining 325 unverified forecasts were not included in the statistical analysis due to time 
constraints and an absence of sufficient information to characterize their ground truth with a 
high degree of confidence. 

2.3. Phase III: Data Analysis 

The purpose of the data analysis phase is to quantify and characterize the forecasts in our 
sample, identify which of the six attributes yield the most accurate forecasts, and determine the 
likelihood that a forecasted event will occur within the specified time frame, given certain 
conditions.  

2.3.1. Characterization Metrics  

To facilitate this analysis, we identified six metrics that could be consistently applied to each 
forecast, a set of criteria by which we could assess each forecast, and an analytical plan that 
allowed us to answer questions about the accuracy of forecasts.  
• Success. A forecast was considered successful if the forecasted event was realized 

(occurred) within an allowable time frame. The allowable time frame was calculated as +/- 
30% of the forecast time frame centered around the forecasted date. If a forecast was made 
in 1990 and the predicted year of occurrence was 2000 (a ten-year forecast), the forecast 
would be a success if the actual event occurred sometime between 1997 and 2003 (10 
years +/- 3 years). For forecasts that provided an explicit range, we used the provided range 
as the criteria for success.   

• Realization. This binary metric captures whether the forecasted event has occurred. A 
forecast that predicts that flying cars will exist by 2010 has been realized because flying cars 
had been developed by that year. However, a forecast that predicts consumer adoption of 
flying cars by 2010—for example, by predicting that flying cars will be commonplace by 
2010—was not realized on the forecast date and has not yet been realized.  

• Degree of realization on forecasted year. This metric captures the degree to which a 
complex forecast was realized. In some cases, a forecast may be unrealized but not entirely 
inaccurate; in these cases, we characterized forecasts as partially accurate. For example, if 
a forecast predicted solar cell efficiency would increase to 40% by 2005 and the ground 
truth data revealed that it only increased to 36%, the forecast was characterized as having 
been partially realized.  

• Degree of interpretation. This metric captures the amount of interpretation involved in 
verifying that a forecasted event did or did not occur. Not all ground truth sources provided 
unambiguous information, and not all forecasts were easily interpreted. This metric allowed 
analysts to provide insight about potential error introduced during the forecast verification 
process. For example, when verifying a forecast that stated that the share of the 
automobile’s energy would drop by a certain time frame, analysts had to loosen their 
definition of automobiles to include not only light-duty, privately owned passenger vehicles 
but also commercially owned vehicles carrying property, such as buses and trucks. 

• Signed temporal forecast error (STFE). The STFE measures the difference between the 
date the forecast was realized and the forecast date. As such, it measures the temporal 
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accuracy of a forecast. A forecast that predicts that a technology will emerge in 1990 would 
have an STFE of -3 years if ground truth revealed that the technology emerged in 1987, 
three years before the predicted date. For forecasts that provide a range of dates, the STFE 
is calculated from the midpoint in the range. The STFE provides a consistently comparable 
metric to evaluate precision and serves as the basis for analytical statements like “long-term 
expert sourcing forecasts tend to occur two years sooner, on average, then predicted.” 

• Temporal forecast error (TFE). The TFE is the absolute value of the STFE. It measures 
the magnitude of the error: the larger the average TFE, the larger the error. A forecast that 
predicts that a technology will emerge in 1990 would have an STFE of -3 years and a TFE 
of 3 years, if ground truth revealed that the technology emerged in 1987. The TFE 
complements the STFE, describing the magnitude of errors among forecasts, rather than 
bias towards over- or underestimating forecast events. The TFE is the basis for analytical 
statements like “medium-term expert sourcing forecasts on average miss event dates by 
more than four years.” 

These metrics were used during and after the forecast verification process to characterize 
analysts’ confidence in verification and the accuracy of forecasts.  

2.3.2. Assessment Process  

To assess forecasts, we first determined if a forecast could be verified, whether it fell within the 
time frame limits set using the 30% rule, and whether it met the other two criteria for viability 
(completeness and language specificity). We collected a total of 761 forecasts that met this 
requirement. These forecasts were then verified to determine if the forecasted event was 
realized. Of the 761 forecasts, we were able to verify whether 435 of them were realized or not, 
and when they were realized. Using the metrics described above, we further analyzed forecasts 
for success and accuracy. Forecasts that were either not realized or realized outside of the 
allowable range were considered failures. The STFE and TFE metrics described above were 
then analyzed to determine what types of forecasts provided the best results. 

Figure 2 illustrates the process used to assess the forecast results. 
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2.3.3. Statistical Analysis  

We conducted a statistical analysis to determine if a given forecast methodology was better 
than others given various conditions. The intent of the statistical analysis was to inform decision 
makers as to the most accurate forecasting method to use in the future. Our analytical plan 
consisted of three parts: testing forecast success rates, testing for the most accurate forecast 
methodology, and determining the key attributes of successful forecasts. These analyses are 
described in the following sections.  

2.3.3.1. Success Rate Analysis 

We used a binomial test to compare each forecast methodology’s success rate with a 
hypothesized probability of success based on a random guess. Forecasting methods that failed 
to outperform the hypothesized test were considered poor choices for technology forecasts. We 
continued the analysis by comparing success rates for the methodologies against each other, to 
determine if there was statistically significant evidence that some methods were more accurate 
than other methods. 

2.3.3.2. Temporal Error Analysis 

The TFE describes the magnitude of the forecast error and the STFE indicates the tendency to 
forecast early or late. Therefore, forecasting methodologies with a small average TFE are 
considered more accurate than methodologies with a large average TFE and those with positive 
average STFE are considered to generally predict too early while those with a negative average 
STFE are considered to generally predict too late. For all methodologies, we assessed whether 
one methodology was better (more accurate), than another by comparing mean accuracy of 
TFE and STFE. 

Figure 2. Forecast Assessment Process 
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2.3.3.2. Key Attributes Analysis 

The previous tests were designed to provide insights about the most appropriate forecasting 
methodology given a domain area and time frame. The last phase of the analysis was designed 
to elucidate whether, given a forecast with specific attributes, it is possible to predict with any 
confidence the accuracy of the forecast. To accomplish this, we conducted a multiple regression 
analysis to determine the relationship (if any) of each of the six attributes on the accuracy of a 
forecast.  

3. Results  
This section describes the data in our sample. We describe metrics for the forecast documents, 
including geographic origin and publication type. We then describe metrics for the forecasts that 
we extracted, verified, and validated. These metrics include the geographic origin, methodology, 
and domain of the forecasts, as well as degree of interpretation used for verification. This 
section also provides a comparative analysis of 
metrics.  

3.1. Document Collection Metrics  

As mentioned in Section 2.1, we extracted 
forecasts from 16 pre-selected forecast 
documents. The geographic origin of these 16 
documents was primarily worldwide organizations 
like the United Nations (50%), followed by the 
Americas (44%) and multiple regions (6%). Figure 
3 shows the distribution of forecasts by region. 

Most of the 16 documents (63%) were produced 
by government entities, followed by industry 
organizations (31%) and strategic analysis firms (6%). 
Figure 4 shows a breakout of forecast documents by 
publication type. 

3.2. Forecast Verification Metrics  

As mentioned in Section 2.1, we extracted 769 
forecasts from the 16 documents. Eight of these 
forecasts were deemed unassessable because they 
used language that was too vague to be assessed.6 Therefore, the final number of assessable 
forecasts extracted from the 16 documents was 761. We were able to verify and validate 435 
(57%) of these forecasts. 

																																																								
6 Those forecasts are 2677, 2934, 2935, 2936, 3054, 2465, 2312, and 2428.  
 

Figure 3. Number of forecast documents by 
region of origin 

Americas: 7 
Multi-regional: 1 
Worldwide:  8  

Figure 4. Number of forecast 
documents by publication type 
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We characterized each of the 435 validated 
forecasts by six attributes. This section highlights 
some of the informative findings associated with 
the long-term forecasts in our sample and their 
distribution among the six attributes.  

In terms of geographic origin, 215 of the 435 (49%) 
originated in the Americas, while 142 (33%) 
originated from worldwide organizations, such as 
the United Nations. Only 78 forecasts (18%) 
originated from a multi-regional organization, such 
as the Organisation for European Economic Co-
operation (OECD). Figure 5 shows the geographic 
origin of forecasts in our sample. 

In terms of forecast methodology, 133 (31%) of the 435 forecasts used gaming and scenarios, 
109 (25%) used models, 80 (18%) used quantitative trend analysis, 61 (14%) used expert 
sourcing, 37 (9%) used qualitative trend analysis, eight used source analysis (2%), and seven 
(2%) used multiple forecasting methodologies.  

 

Most of the 435 validated forecasts related to the demographics domain (135, or 31%), followed 
by technology domain (128, or 29%), economy (91, or 21%), energy (32, or 7%), natural 
resources (25, or 6%), and environment (24, or 6%). Figures 6 and 7 show the breakout of 
forecasts by methodology and domain.  

Two hundred and thirty-seven (54%) of the 
435 validated forecasts were verified using 
two sources, which is the minimum required 
for a forecast to be verified. When more data 
was available or necessary to provide 
additional context or support, verifiers used 
additional sources: 75 forecasts (17%) were 
verified with three sources, 42 (9%) with four 
sources, 21 (5%) with five sources, and 
three (0.6%) with six sources. Meanwhile, 
67 (15.4%) were “soft verified” using only 
one source. As mentioned in Section 2.2, in 

Figure 6. Number of validated forecasts 
by methodology 

Figure 7. Number of validated forecasts by 
domain 

Figure 5. Number of validated forecasts by 
origin of region.  

Americas: 215 
Multi-regional: 78 
Worldwide:  142  

Figure 8. Validated forecasts by number of 
ground truth sources used for verification  
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these cases, the verifier relied on a single source because that source appeared to be the 
authority on a particular data set. Figure 8 shows the breakdown of validated forecasts by 
number of ground truth sources. 

The majority of validated forecasts (160, 
or 37%) were verified using little 
interpretation. A little interpretation 
resulted, for example, when a verifier 
was required to convert metrics or when 
minor detail was absent from a ground 
truth source. A total of 41% of forecasts 
required moderate (37%) to a lot (4%) 
of interpretation. For example, a 
forecast required more interpretation 
when the verifier needed to assume the 
definition for a key term, such as 
“automobile” in a forecast about the 
energy use of automobiles. The remaining 22% of validated forecasts required no interpretation. 
No forecasts in our sample required “all interpretation” to verify. Figure 9 shows the degree of 
interpretation involved in verifying the forecasts in our sample. 

3.3. Comparative Analysis of Forecast Metrics  

This section provides highlights from a comparative analysis of attributes and other metrics from 
the 435 validated forecasts. 

3.3.1. Success Among Forecast Documents  

To limit biases based on document selection, we attempted to extract as many forecasts from 
each document as possible. However, due to assessability criteria for forecasts (timely, specific, 
complete, and relevant), a variable number of forecasts were extracted from among the 
documents. To determine whether any of the documents produced forecasts that were more 
accurate—or less accurate—than others, and whether accuracy or inaccuracy related to the 
degree of interpretation involved in verifying forecasts, we compared the success of the 16 
documents.  

Only 15 of the 16 documents produced successful forecasts. Battelle Memorial Institute's 
“Agriculture 2000” had the highest success rate. However, there were only seven validated 
forecasts from that document. Mesarovic & Pestel’s “Mankind at the Turning Point” and NASA’s 
“Outlook for Space” yielded forecasts that were 67% and 68% successful, respectively. 
However, the Mesarovic & Pestel document had a small sample size (three validated forecasts) 
while the NASA document yielded 28 validated forecasts. The NASA document used 
quantitative trend analysis as its forecast methodology, which could have impacted accuracy.		

Table 2 compares success for the 16 documents, showing them in order of most successful to 
least successful.  

 

Figure 9. Validated forecasts by degree of 
interpretation used for verification  
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Source 
# 

Successes 
Total # 

Validated  
%  

Success 
Method 

Battelle Memorial Institute, “Agriculture 
2000” 7 7 100.0% Multiple 

NASA, “Outlook for Space” 19 28 67.9% Quantitative 

Meadows et al., “Limits to Growth” 2 3 66.7% Models 
Mesarovic & Pestel, “Mankind at the 
Turning Point” 2 3 66.7% Models 

UN, “Growth of the World’s Urban and 
Rural Population, 1920-2000” 17 40 42.5% Quantitative 

NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 
1980-2000” 15 37 40.5% Qualitative 

UN, “Overall Socio-Economic Perspective 
of the World Economy to the Year 2000” 15 38 39.5% Models 

Kahn & Weiner, “The Year 2000” 12 32 37.5% Gaming & scenarios 
Barney, “The Global 2000 Report to the 
President” 18 49 36.7% Models 

Wilson, “Energy: Global Prospects 1985-
2000” 5 15 33.3% Gaming & scenarios 

Leontief et al., “The Future of the World 
Economy” 4 16 25.0% Models 

Lesourne et al., “Facing the Future” 19 76 25.0% Gaming & scenarios 
FAO, “Agriculture: Toward 2000” 2 10 20.0% Quantitative 

Gordon & Helmer, “Report on a Long-
Range Forecasting Study” 11 61 16.4% Expert source; 

Gaming & scenarios 

Intergovernmental Panel on climate 
Change (IPCC), “First Assessment Report” 4 15 6.7% Source analysis; 

Gaming & scenarios 
Tenet, “Global Trends 2015: A Dialogue 
About the Future with Nongovernment 
Experts” 

0 1 0.0% Expert source 

	

3.3.2. Success Among Forecasting Methodologies  

Decision makers continue to seek forecasts that will provide strong predictive results, relying on 
forecasts generated from many different forecasting methods. Methods range from more data-
driven quantitative trends to highly qualitative methods like source analyses. A number of 
studies examining forecast accuracy have found that quantitative methods produce more 
accurate forecasts than qualitative methods do.7 Although forecasts derived from expert 
methods are less accurate than those derived from quantitative methods, expert methods are 
widely used. Armstrong found that among expert methods, those that rely on the collaborative 

																																																								
7 J.S. Armstrong, M.C. Grohman, A comparative study for long-range market forecasting, Manag. Sci. 19 
(2) (1972) 211–227; K.S. Lorek, C.L. McDonald, D.H. Patz, A comparative examination of management 
forecasts and Box–Jenkins forecasts of earnings, Account. Rev. 51 (2) (1976) 321–330; 
J.S. Armstrong, Long-Range Forecasting: From Crystal Ball to Computer, Wiley, New York, NY, 1978.; 
W.M. Grove, D.H. Zald, B.S. Lebow, B.E. Snitz, C. Nelson, Clinical versus mechanical prediction: a meta-
analysis, Psychol. Assess. 12 (1) (2000) 19–30. 

Table 2. Success compared across forecast documents 
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judgment of participants produce markedly less accurate forecasts than those that average 
expert input to generate forecasts.8 Furthermore, Carbone and colleagues observed that when 
experts reviewed and modified quantitative forecasts, accuracy decreased.9 In our 2012 study 
for ASDR&E, we showed that forecasts produced using quantitative data are the most accurate, 
and are more accurate than those produced from expert input.10  

Our findings corroborate these earlier observations. Specifically, our results indicate that long-
term forecasts produced using quantitative trend analysis were the most successful, followed by 
qualitative trend analysis, models, and gaming and scenarios. Because there were only seven 
validated forecasts produced using multiple methods (and only one document that used these 
methods),11 we cannot draw conclusions about this method’s accuracy. Expert sourcing and 
source analysis had the least success. However, our sample size for the source analysis 
method was small (eight forecasts), which might have affected our findings on its success.  

Table 3 shows the most and least successful forecasting methodologies, as well as the number 
of forecasts in our study that used these methods. Section 4.1 below, provides detail about 
whether any of these forecast methodologies are statistically more accurate than a random 
guess.  
 

Method 
#  

Successes 
Total # 

Validated  
%  

Success 
#  

Documents  

Multiple 7 7 100% 1 
Quantitative trend analysis 38 80 48% 3 
Qualitative trend analysis 15 37 41% 1 
Models 41 109 38% 5 
Gaming & scenarios 40 133 30% 4 
Expert sourcing 10 61 16% 1 
Source analysis  1 8 13% 1 

 

3.3.3. Success Among Time Frames  

This study evaluates long-term (10 years or more) forecasts. To determine whether any span of 
time within this long-term time frame (i.e., 10 years, 11-20 years, or more than 20 years) is more 
successful than another, we compared the success rates of these time frames. Our results 
show that the success of these time frames fell within similar ranges of 30% to 36%. However, 
our sample size for forecasts in the 10-year time frame was much smaller (47) than the other 
two time frames (260 and 128), which might have affected the results. 

 

																																																								
8 J.S. Armstrong, How to make better forecasts and decisions: avoid face-to-face meetings, Foresight 5 
(2006) 3–15. 
9  R.Carbone, A.Anderson, Y.Corriveau, P.P.Corson, Comparing different time series methods the value 
of technical expertise, individualized analysis, and judgmental adjustment, Manag. Sci. 29 (5) (1983) 
559–566. 
10 C. Mullins, Retrospective Analysis of Technology Forecasting: In-scope Expansion, August 2012, 
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a568107.pdf. 
11 Battelle Memorial Institute’s “Agriculture 2000” used multiple methodologies to generate forecasts.  

Table 3. Success among forecast methodologies  
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Time Frame  
#  

Successes 
Total  

# Validated  
%  

Success 

>20 years 94 260 36% 
11-20 years 42 128 33% 
10 years 16 47 34% 

Table 4. Success among time frames  

3.3.4. Success Among Domains  

Previous research conducted by Bryce Space and Technology and The Tauri Group studied 
only forecasts of technology. For this analysis, we included forecasts from other domains, 
including demographics, the economy, energy, the environment, and natural resources. Table 5 
shows the success of forecasts within each of these domains.  

Success ranges between 18% (economy) to 41% (demographics). Based on the forecasts in 
our sample, forecasts about the economy domain were less successful than those from other 
domains. Section 4.2, below, analyzes whether this is a statistically significant finding. That is, 
whether economy forecasts are statistically less successful than forecasts in other domain 
areas. 

 

Domain 
#  

Successes 
Total # 

Validated  
%  

Success 
# 

Documents  

Demographics 56 135 41% 11 
Economy 17 91 18% 8 
Energy 10 32 31% 3 
Environment 7 24 30% 3 
Natural resources 10 25 40% 3 
Technology 47 128 37% 12 

Table 5. Success among domains  
 

The majority of the economy forecasts (53%) used the gaming and scenarios methodology, 
while 37% used models. Only 10% used quantitative methods. The use of gaming and 
scenarios methods, which are less successful than other methods, may play a role in this result, 
although we would need to analyze a larger sample of economy forecasts to fully elucidate 
whether the economy is simply a more difficult domain to predict in the long term. 

 

3.3.5. Degree of Interpretation by Document and Publication Type 

Degree of interpretation measures a researcher’s confidence in his or her verification. This 
confidence is a product of (1) the forecast’s specificity, (2) ground truth source’s specificity, and 
(3) the similarity of forecast language and ground truth language.  

Forecasts that require considerable interpretation are generally more difficult to verify. For 
example, several forecasts made predictions about population but did not specify whether they 
were referring to a city population only or to the wider metropolitan area.12 Several other 
																																																								
12 Examples include 2476, 2477, and 2478.  
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forecasts made predictions about geographic areas such as “less developed/developing 
countries”13 without specifying which countries those are comprised of, or about the “lower 
middle class”14 without specifying what income level constitutes lower middle class. These 
forecasts required more interpretation to verify than did forecasts with clearer language.  

In other cases, degree of interpretation increased because the predicted event appeared to 
have been realized before the forecast was made. Gordon & Helmer’s “Report on a Long-
Range Forecasting Study,” published in 1964, produced a number of these forecasts. For 
example, one forecast predicted that by 1984, the military would be using (among other things) 
a “lightweight, rocket-type personnel armament.” However, the bazooka, a lightweight, rocket-
type personnel armament, was introduced as early as 1942. This same source predicted that 
“general immunizations”15 against both viral and bacterial diseases would be available in 2000. 
However, vaccines protecting against individual viruses and bacteria have been generally 
available since the early 1900s. In these examples, degree of interpretation increased because 
verifying researchers assumed that, because the predicted technologies appeared to exist 
before 1964, it was likely they were interpreting the forecast incorrectly.   

In some cases, the long-term nature of the forecasts resulted increased interpretation, For 
example, several forecasts in our sample made predictions about Gross National Product in 
1980, a term that became obsolete in the 1990s.16 Similarly, a number of forecasts made 
predictions about geographic regions that no longer exist, such as Yugoslavia and the Soviet 
Union.17 The forecasters could not have anticipated that these terms and regions would become 
obsolete.  
	
To determine whether any documents in our sample required considerably more interpretation 
than others, we compared the degree of interpretation for each of the 16 document. Table 6 
provides this data. No forecasts from any of the documents required “all interpretation” (score of 
1). Only 17 validated forecasts—from five documents—required “a lot of interpretation” (score of 
2). For one document—NASA’s “Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000”—14% of its verified 
forecasts required “a lot of interpretation.” For two other documents—Gordon & Helmer’s 
“Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study” and Kahn & Weiner’s “The Year 2000”—less than 
10% of their verified forecasts required a lot of interpretation, while “Facing the Future” 
produced 4% requiring a lot of interpretation. The vast majority of verified forecasts required 
moderate interpretation (score of 3) and little interpretation (score of 2).  
 
Documents that yielded forecasts with the least success generally had no forecasts that 
required a lot of interpretation. However, Gordon & Helmer’s “Report on a Long-Range 
Forecasting Study” had a success rate of only 16% and produced one of the highest numbers of 
forecasts requiring a lot of interpretation. This document used expert sourcing to generate the 
vast majority of its forecasts.18  
 
 

																																																								
13 Examples from three different documents include 2353, 2894, and 2493.  
14 Examples include 2719, 2720, and 2721.  
15 This example is from forecast 2450.  
16 Includes forecasts 2711, 2710, 2709, 2512, 2511, 2510, 2497, 2496, 2495, 2494, 2469, 2377, 2375, 
2373, 2372, 2371, and 2358. 
17 Includes forecasts 2969, 2574, 2597, 2598, 2612, 2613, 2704, and 2622.  
18 The forecasters used gaming and scenarios to generate one validated forecast in this document; all 
other forecasts were generated using expert sourcing.  
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Source Method Degree of Interpretation 

5 4 3 2 1 
Barney, “The Global 2000 Report to the 
President” Models 27% 33% 39% 2% 0% 

Battelle Memorial Institute, “Agriculture 
2000” Multiple 14% 43% 43% 0% 0% 

FAO, “Agriculture: Toward 2000” Quantitative 10% 60% 30% 0% 0% 
Gordon & Helmer, “Report on a Long-
Range Forecasting Study” 

Expert source; 
Gaming & scenarios 25% 30% 38% 8% 0% 

Intergovernmental Panel on climate 
Change (IPCC), “First Assessment 
Report” 

Source analysis; 
Gaming & scenarios 27% 40% 33% 0% 0% 

Kahn  & Weiner, “The Year 2000” Gaming & scenarios 38% 22% 31% 9% 0% 
Leontief et al., “The Future of the World 
Economy” Models 19% 31% 50% 0% 0% 

Lesourne et al., “Facing the Future” Gaming & scenarios 21% 41% 34% 4% 0% 
Meadows et al., “Limits to Growth” Models 67% 33% 0% 0% 0% 
Mesarovic & Pestel, “Mankind at the 
Turning Point” Models 33% 33% 33% 0% 0% 

NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 
1980-2000” Qualitative 30% 27% 30% 14% 0% 

NASA, “Outlook for Space” Quantitative 0% 21% 79% 0% 0% 
Tenet, “Global Trends 2015: A Dialogue 
About the Future with Nongovernment 
Experts” 

Expert source 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

UN, “Growth of the World’s Urban and 
Rural Population, 1920-2000” Quantitative 0% 58% 43% 0% 0% 

UN, “Overall Socio-Economic 
Perspective of the World Economy to the 
Year 2000” 

Models 42% 34% 24% 0% 0% 

Wilson, “Energy: Global Prospects 1985-
2000” Gaming & scenarios 7% 60% 33% 0% 0% 

Key: 
5 – No interpretation 
4 – Little interpretation 
3 – Moderate interpretation 
2 – A lot of interpretation 
1 – All interpretation 

Table 6. Degree of interpretation compared across forecast documents 

4. Key Findings  
While Section 3 described our data sample, this section describes the results of our statistical 
analyses to determine forecast accuracy. We conducted three series of analyses - success 
tests, temporal error tests, and regression modeling The three attributes analyzed in this phase 
of the analysis were forecast methodology, domain area, and time frame. The metrics of interest 
in this analysis were forecast success rate, TFE, and STFE. During this phase of the analysis, 
we also wanted to determine whether there was validity behind two common assumptions 
associated with forecasts: 1) a forecast is better than a guess, and 2) the longer the forecast 
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time frame, the greater the variance in forecast errors will be.  

4.1 Test for Success  

The outcome of a forecast is a binary event; it is either a success or a failure. Therefore, a 
methodology’s outcome can be represented by a binomial distribution. The binomial test 
requires three parameters: the number of successes, the number of observations, and the 
hypothesized probability of success, ρ. For this test, we allowed ρ to be the success rate for a 
random guess, and we compared the number of successes and observations for each 
methodology against ρ. Thus, our hypothesis test was: 

 
 Where: ri is the observed success rate for methodology i, and 

 ρ is the expected success rate for a random guess 

In this test, we rejected the null hypothesis if there was an observed success rate for a given 
methodology that was so low that it was unlikely to have been generated by a binomial 
distribution with probability of success equal to ρ. Failing to reject the null hypothesis indicated 
there was sufficient evidence that ri was at least as large as ρ; rejecting the null hypothesis 
indicated that ri may be less than ρ.  

We labeled a forecast as successful if the forecasted event was realized within ±30% of the 
forecasted time frame around the forecasted year for a point estimate, or within the predicted 
range for a range estimate. If a forecasted event occurred outside of those limits, it was not a 
success.  

To prevent outliers in the data from influencing this test, we based our theoretical probability of 
success on the statistically useful records that fell within the 99th percentile of data for time 
frame—thereby excluding the extreme outliers in forecast length—and the 95th percentile for 
temporal error. The trimmed data set included all records with a forecast length no greater than 
36 years and no forecasts with a temporal error greater than 23 years. 

To compare with the theoretical probability of success, no records had forecast lengths in 
excess of 36 years and twelve additional forecasts that had temporal errors in excess of 23 
years from the original set of 435 records, for a trimmed sample size of 423 forecasts. All of the 
excluded forecasts were failed forecasts, resulting in a conservative test in favor of the 
forecasting methods. Details on the excluded forecasts can be found in Appendix C.  

We used a uniform distribution from 1 to 36 to represent the predicted event realization. We 
assumed that the range in which a forecasted event could occur was within a 59-year time 
frame (longest forecast plus worst temporal error). Given these bounds on our parameters, the 
expected probability of success, ρ, for a randomly generated guess was 21%. Appendix C 
provides detailed information on how ρ was derived. Table 7 provides the results of the binomial 
test for each of the methodologies compared to ρ.  
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Method Successes Failures Success 
Rate p-value 

Random guess   .21  
Gaming and scenarios 40 88 0.31 0.998 
Models 41 66 0.38 1.000 
Qualitative trend analysis 15 21 0.42 0.999 
Quantitative trend analysis 38 40 0.49 1.000 
Expert sourcing 10 48 0.17 0.302 
Multiple 7 0 1.00 1.000 
Source analysis 1 7 0.13 0.474 

Table 7. Results of binomial test comparing methodologies to a random guess 

We failed to reject the null hypothesis for all seven methodologies. We interpret this to mean 
that all seven methodologies generally perform better than a random guess. Even though expert 
sourcing and source analysis had lower success rates than a random guess, this result was not 
statistically significant. It should also be noted that source analysis and multiple methodologies 
do not have enough data to compare with a large 
degree of statistical certainty. 

The definition of success is based on a 
subjectively-derived time frame value of 30%. To 
determine how robust our findings were relative to 
the definition of success, we conducted a 
sensitivity analysis where the allowable time 
frame ranged from zero (forecast must be 
accurate to within the exact year) to 100% 
(forecast can occur anytime within twice the 
length of the forecast). These results are provided 
in Table 8. 

 

	
Table 8. Results of sensitivity analysis on allowable range 

All methods responded to the sensitivity analysis in an intuitive fashion. However, forecast 
success was fairly robust with high p-values until the allowable range was increased or 
decreased about +/- 20%. The aberrant results associated with the qualitative trend analysis 
method are due to the distribution of temporal errors. For this method, temporal errors were 
extremely small (less than one year) or extremely large (twice as long as the forecast period 
itself). This means the method’s success rate will not benefit from the increased allowable range 

Key Finding: Forecast Methodology 
In general, forecasts provide more 
accurate predictions than uninformed 
guesses. All seven methodologies are 
statistically more accurate than a 
theoretical probability of success. 
Source analysis and forecasts using 
multiple methods do not have enough 
data to compare with a large degree of 
statistical certainty. 
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until the range is large enough to include the realized forecasts with large errors.  

Quantitative trend analysis and qualitative trend analysis both had relatively high success rates 
compared to the other forecast methodologies. To determine whether this was a statistically 
significant observation, we developed a test to compare the success rates of these 
methodologies to the other forecasting methods. Our primary interest was in comparing both 
methods against the two other methods with relatively large sample sizes. While forecasts using 
multiple methods also had a high success rate, the sample size is too low to determine 
statistical significance. We excluded both source analysis and multiple from this test due to the 
low sample size.  

We tested both trend methods 
individually against the other methods 
using Fisher’s Exact Test. The 
resulting p-value represents the 
likelihood that the two data sets came 
from the same binomial distribution. 
Our hypothesis test was: 
 

 
Where: rt is the observed success rate of a trend method, and  
rs is the observed success rate of each other method 

We rejected the null hypothesis if there was sufficient evidence to indicate that it would be 
unlikely to observe a large difference in the number of observed successes if both methods had 
similar probabilities of success. The implication is that the trend method has a true probability of 
success greater than the other methods. We conducted these tests with the success rates 
associated with the 30% rule. Table 9 and Table 10 provide the results of this test. 

 
Test p-value 
Quantitative trend analysis tests  
Quantitative trend analysis vs Gaming & scenarios  0.0093 
Quantitative trend analysis vs Qualitative trend analysis 0.3093 
Quantitative trend analysis vs Expert sourcing 0.0001 
Quantitative trend analysis vs Models 0.1035 
Qualitative trend analysis tests 
Qualitative trend analysis vs Gaming & scenarios  0.1658 
Qualitative trend analysis vs Quantitative trend analysis 0.8167 
Qualitative trend analysis vs Expert sourcing 0.0094 
Qualitative trend analysis vs Models 0.4342 

Table 9. Results of Fisher’s Exact Test for Quantitative and Qualitative Trend Analysis 

We rejected the null hypothesis for quantitative trend analysis, compared to gaming and 
scenarios, and expert sourcing, showing that quantitative trends perform better than these 
methods. However we cannot say quantitative trend analysis is better than qualitative trend 
analysis or modeling. Qualitative trend analysis also performed better than expert sourcing. 
However, it did not perform better than other methods. Based on this analysis, expert sourcing 
did not perform better than either trend method. 
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Key Finding: Trend Analyses 
Forecasts based on quantitative and qualitative trend 
analyses are more accurate than forecasts based on 
expert opinion.  
Quantitative trends have a higher success rate than 
other methods but are only statistically more 
successful than gaming and scenarios and expert 
sourcing. 
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4.2 Success Rate Analysis by Domain Area 

Domain area is a key attribute associated with forecasts, and we sought to determine whether 
some domain areas have a higher success rate than others. Table 10 describes the success 
and failures of all 423 forecasts distributed by domain areas.  
 

Domain Area Total Success Failure Success 
Rate 

Demographics 135 56 79 0.41 
Economy 91 17 74 0.18 
Energy 32 10 22 0.31 
Environment 24 7 17 0.30 
Natural resources 25 10 15 0.40 
Technology 128 47 81 0.37 

Table 10. Distribution of forecast success and failures by domain 

Natural resources and demographics have high success rates compared to all other domains. 
To determine whether this was a statistically significant observation, we used Fisher’s Exact 
Test to compare the success rate of these two domains to the success rate of all other domains. 
We used the following hypothesis test for this comparison: 
 

 
Where: rcar is the observed success rate of the natural resources and 

demographics domains, and  
ro is the observed success rate of each/all other domains 

Table 11 provides the results of the natural resources tests.  
 

Natural resources compared to… p-value 
Demographics 0.58 
Economy 0.02 
Energy 0.39 
Environment 0.60 
Technology 0.40 

Table 11 Fisher’s Exact Test comparing natural resource forecasts to other domain areas 

Table 12 provide results of the demographics tests. 
 

Demographics compared to… p-value 
Natural resources 0.60 
Economy 0.0001 
Energy 0.33 
Environment 0.59 
Technology 0.23 

Table 12. Comparison of Demographics forecasts to all other domain areas 

There is statistical significance to the observation that forecasts made in both the natural 
resources and demographics domains have higher success rates than those made in the 
economy domain. These p-values also suggest that forecasts in the economy domain are less 
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successful than all other domains. To confirm this significance, we compared economy domain 
forecasts to those in other domain areas. Table 13 provides these results.  

 

Economy compared to… p-value 
Demographics .99 
Natural resources .99 
Energy .94 
Environment .99 
Technology .99 

Table 13. Comparison of Economy forecasts to all other domain areas  

The results of this test indicate that forecasts made in the economy domain are statistically the 
least accurate. However, we cannot assert with statistical significance that forecasts about 
natural resources or demographics have a higher success rate than any of the other domain 
areas. 

4.3 Success Rate Analysis by Timeframe 

Time frame is the third key attribute of forecasts. Table 14 provides the success rates 
associated with the 423 forecasts distributed by time frame.   

 

Time Frame Total Success Failure 
Success 

Rate 
10 Years 47 16 31 0.34 
11-20 Years 124 42 82 0.33 
>20 Years 252 94 158 0.37 

Table 14. Distribution of forecast success rates based on time frame 

The highest success rates are found in 10-year forecasts and >20-year forecasts. However, the 
success rate of 11-20 year forecasts is extremely close in proximity. To determine if there was 
statistical significance among time frame successes, we used Fisher’s Exact Test and the 
following hypothesis test to evaluate the observation: 

 

 
Where: rs is the observed success rate of the 10-yr., 11-20 yr, and >20 yr. 
forecasts,  
and ro is the observed success rate of each time frame 

Tables 15, 16, and 17 provide the results of these tests. There is no statistical significance to 
the success rates at different time frames. 

 
10 year compared to p-value 

11-20 Years .56 
>20 Years .72 

Table 15. Fisher’s Exact Test comparing 10 year forecast success rates to other time frame success rates 
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11-20 year compared to p-value 
10 Years .58 

>20 Years .78 
Table 16. Fisher’s Exact Test comparing 11-20 year forecast success rates to other time frame success 

rates 
 

>20-year compared to p-value 
10 Years .40 

11-20 Years .30 
Table 17. Fisher’s Exact Test comparing >20 year forecast success rates to other time frame success 

rates 

The analyses above require multiple pair-wise comparisons. In these cases, it may be useful to 
compensate for the number of tests conducted. The Bonferroni correction is one method to 
correct for erroneous inferences from a set of statistical observations. In order to ensure that a 
statistically significant observation has not arisen by chance because of the size of the set of 
comparisons, this correction is used to deflate the significance level as number of comparisons 
increases in size. When applied to the p-value outputs of the binomial sensitivity and FET tests, 
the Bonferroni correction of alpha ranges from .01 (five tests at .05 alpha) to .025 (two tests 
at .05 alpha). Using a Bonferroni correction on the comparisons above would reduced the limit 
of statistical sensitivity from .05 to .01 for the binomial sensitivity test (five tests) and from .05 
to .025 for the Fisher’s Exact tests (two tests). This would not result in any major shifts in an 
outcome’s statistical significance. In these analyses, the p-values are either very significant (far 
below .05) or very insignificant (far above .05). This test is more effective for comparisons where 
p-values are closer to (± .01) our value of alpha of .05. 

4.4 Test for Temporal Error 

The temporal error is the number of years between the actual realization and the predicted 
realization dates. Forecasts with a small temporal error are more accurate than those with a 
large temporal error. Forecasting methodologies that produce forecasts with a small average 
temporal error are more accurate than methodologies associated with large average temporal 
errors.  

Two statistics are important when considering average temporal errors for forecast methods: the 
absolute temporal error (the TFE) and the STFE. The TFE provides insight about the average 
magnitude of errors associated with each method. A large average TFE, for example, indicates 
that a forecast methodology was less accurate. The STFE provides insight about the distribution 
of optimistic and pessimistic forecasts. A method with a negative average STFE indicates that it 
tends to overestimate the time frame necessary for the event; in other words, the method tends 
toward pessimistic forecasts. A positive average STFE indicates a tendency to underestimate 
timing of events; that is, the method generates optimistic forecasts.  

Table 18 provides calculated statistics of the forecasting methods. This analysis is based on the 
forecasts in the sample set that had realized events, since temporal error can only be calculated 
if an event occurred.  
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Forecast Method 
# 

Realized 
Mean Variance Median 

Range 
STFE 

TFE STFE TFE STFE TFE STFE Min Max 
Expert sourcing 19 10.05 -6.26 46.05 111.32 10.00 -6.00 -23 10 
Gaming and 
Scenarios 64 6.74 -0.79 43.71 89.26 5.00 0.00 -22 19 
Models 63 5.02 -1.37 24.77 48.44 4.00 0.00 -20 14 
Qualitative trend 
analysis 25 7.30 -0.42 48.90 104.22 5.00 0.00 -21 22.5 
Quantitative trend 
analysis 52 5.41 0.61 17.43 46.93 4.50 1.75 -14 16 
Multiple 7 2.36 0.93 4.48 9.95 1.50 0.50 -3.5 5.5 
Source analysis 6 4.50 -0.50 5.90 29.90 5.00 -2.00 -6 7 

Table 18. Description of Temporal Error 

Excluding multiple and source analysis due to the relatively low sample sizes, the descriptive 
statistics in Table 19 show that quantitative trend analysis and models have smaller mean errors, 
variance, and error range. Previous research by Bryce Space and Technology and The Tauri 
Group showed that quantitative trend analysis was statistically better than all other forecasting 
methods. Binomial tests in this analysis comparing quantitative trends shown above did not 
support this finding since they were only statistically more successful than gaming and 
scenarios and expert sourcing. To determine whether this is also true based on errors, we 
compared quantitative trend analysis to all other methods. Lacking a classical test by which to 
compare these methods, we used an approximation of the Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant 
Difference Test to determine if the quantitative trend analysis method is derived from a different 
distribution than the other methods. Our test was: 
  Where  µQT is the mean of the TFE for quantitative trend analysis, and 

 µi is the mean of the TFE for forecasting method i 

We generated a 95% confidence interval for each methodology and then subtracted the 
confidence interval for the quantitative trends analysis method from each of the other methods. 
If zero was included in the resulting confidence interval, then we could not reject the null 
hypothesis. If zero was excluded from the resulting confidence interval, then we could reject the 
null hypothesis. If the lower bound of the resulting confidence interval was positive, the test 
implied µQT was less than µi, and if the upper bound of the difference confidence interval was 
negative, the test implied µQT was greater than µi. Appendix C provides details on the derivation 
of the confidence intervals and significance levels. The results of the test are shown in Table 19.  

 

Forecast Method Realized 
Forecasts 

TFE Difference CI 
Mean Variance Lower Upper 

Expert sourcing 19 10.05 46.05 2.53 6.74 

Gaming and Scenarios 64 6.74 43.71 0.84 1.81 

Models 63 5.02 24.77 -0.49 -0.31 

Qualitative trend analysis  25 7.30 48.90 0.16 3.61 

Multiple  7 2.36 4.48 -3.85 -2.27 

Source analysis  6 4.50 5.90 -2.3 0.47 
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Table 19. Results of temporal error test 

We reject the null hypothesis for all methods except source analysis. However, source analysis 
and multiple have sample sizes that are too low to provide statistical accuracy. Because the 
upper limit for models was negative, there is evidence the distribution of the TFE for the 
quantitative trend analysis method is larger than that of models. Additionally, because the lower 
limit for the three remaining methods was positive – expert sourcing, gaming and scenarios, and 
qualitative trend analysis – there is evidence the distribution of the TFE for the quantitative trend 
analysis method is smaller that these three methods. This observation is consistent with the 
descriptive data presented in Table 19, above. 

4.5 Identification of Key Attributes  

After evaluating temporal error, we 
conducted a regression analysis to 
determine if there were combinations of 
attributes that contributed to forecast 
accuracy and could be used to produce a 
predictive model of accuracy. We used 
forecast attributes—methodology, domain 
area, time frame, geographic origin, and 
sub-methodology—as variables for the 
regression model.  

We initially generated one- and two-
variable plots of the data to identify 
potential trends that would facilitate the development of a regression model. However, we could 
not identify any trends in the data with any combination of attributes; the data generally 
exhibited a random distribution. Figure 10 presents the results of STFE against time frame (in 
years). 

 

Figure 10. STFE by time frame 

As indicated in Figure 10, the STFE is generally symmetric about the abscissa. This implies that 
forecasts are neither optimistic nor pessimistic. Lastly, the data are random in their placement, 
do not indicate a positive or negative trend, and do not indicate any type of underlying non-

Key Finding: Over and Underestimating 
Forecast Dates 
Forecasts are equally likely to over- or 
underestimate the event date. A statistical 
analysis of the temporal error, defined as the 
difference between the predicted date and 
the realized date, shows that long-term 
forecasts do not tend to error sooner or later 
than reality.  
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linear trend. There is a slight positive slope of the trendline as a result of the twelve outliers with 
STFE values in excess of 23 years. We eliminated these twelve records from the regression 
analysis, as their influence in the model was disproportional to their weight. Analysis of the TFE 
was consistent with the observations of the STFE. 

We explored all combinations up to four variables. To filter out the ill-fitting models, we 
established the criteria that a model had to produce a p–value of .05 or smaller and an adjusted 
R2 value of .8 or better. No model produced any results that satisfied the criteria. The details of 
the regression analysis are provided in Appendix C. 

4.6 Summary of Findings  

In terms of the accuracy of long-term forecasts:  

1. All forecast methodologies provide more accurate predictions than uninformed guesses 

2. Forecasts based on quantitative and qualitative trend analyses are more accurate than 
forecasts based on expert opinion 

3. Forecasts of the economy are the least accurate in comparison to all other domains 

4. All forecasts time frames (10 years, 11-20 years, and >20 years or more) are more accurate 
than an uninformed guess, but no time frame was more accurate than another 

5. As a whole, long-term forecasts are equally likely to over or underestimate the event date 

6. A predictive model of forecast accuracy could not be developed 
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Appendix A. Standard Language Lexicon 

A.1 Standard Language  

Time frame: 
• “A” (as in “a year”) = 1 
• “About” or “approximately” or “around” or “almost” = the number specified (“about 15 

years” = 15 years) 
•  “Few” = 3 
• “Some” = “few” = 3 
• “Couple” = 2 
• “Several” = “Multiple” = indicates a range of 4-10 
• “Variety/various” = “several” = 4-10 
• “Many” = context-specific; can be equivalent to significant (>15%) or several (a range of 

4-10) 
• “Majority/most” = >50% 
• “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Shortly” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Near term” = “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Coming years” or “years to come” = “short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Near Future” = “Short term” = 1 to 5 years 
• “Mid term” = 6 to 10 years 
• “Not too distant future” = “mid term” = 6 to 10 years 
• “Long term” = 11 to 25 years 
• “Soon” = near/short term = 1 to 5 years 
• “X years away” = evaluated as a negative forecast 
• “By the year”= evaluated date is the forecasted year 
• “By the 21st century” = 2000 
• “In the 21st century” = 2000-2099, can’t be evaluated 
• “In the next X years” = “within X years” = a date range from the year of the forecast to 

forecast + x years, evaluated date is the median   
• “In X-Y years” = a date range between x and y with the evaluation data at the median 
• “In the future” = not specific enough to include 
• “Early next decade” or “early in the 19XXs” = the first 3 years of the decade (i.e., 1970-

1973) 
• “Middle of the next decade” or “mid 19XXs” = the middle years of the decade (i.e., 1974-

1976) 
• “End of the next decade” or “late 19XXs” = the last years of the decade (i.e., 1977-1979) 
• “Foreseeable” = too vague to be analyzed on its own, requires further support from the 

document to determine time frame 

Probabilistic Qualifiers: 
• “Improbable” = will not happen 
• “Maybe,” “may,” “is possible,” “can happen,” “could,” “perhaps” = equivalent to 40-60% 

and excluded as a not forecast  
• “Will,” “should”, “likely”, “probably” = greater than 60% probability and treated as will 

occur 
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Growth Rate: 
• “Annual rate(s)” = treated as compound annual growth rate 
• “Rate of growth per year” = final year in range treated as evaluation year  
• “Significant” = greater than 15% 
• “Substantial” = greater than 30% 
• “On the market” = can be purchased commercially 
• “Growth until X year” = growth from year of forecast until X year 

A.2 Analysis Rules  

Exclusion Rules: These rules determine what we will not record in the database. 
• Time frame:  This is a temporal filter to avoid recording data that is a waste of time. 

o We will not record recent forecasts. 
" Recent is defined as occurring more recent than 30% of the forecasted 

time frame.  For example, a forecast in 1950 projecting X event in 2005 
will not be recorded.  A forecast in 2000 for X event in 2005 will be 
recorded. 

• Specificity:  This is a filter to avoid forecasts that are too vague. 
o For instance, at least one piece of vital information (time frame, event, or 

technology metric) needs to be explicitly stated in a measurable format in order 
to be included.  If some but not all information is vague or not included, we will 
track that data down.  

Inclusion rules:  These rules effect how we populate the database. 
• Attempt to select forecasts that are diverse in respect to subject area or time frame from 

each source.  
• Binary forecasts are treated as two separate forecasts. 

o For example, “In the future there will be more error messages, and the 
information contained in such messages will be more helpful,” will translate to: 

1. There will be error messages. 
2. Error messages in the future will be more helpful. 

o “Rapid growth would follow either the entry of one of more large companies into 
the field or the emergence of a highly successful nanotechnology company,” will 
translate to: 

1. Rapid growth would follow the entry of one of more large companies. 
2. Rapid growth will follow the emergence of a highly successful 

nanotechnology company. 

Analysis rules:  These are rules that affect the final analysis but not data collection. 
• An event that occurs 30% out of its time frame is recorded as a failed forecast. For example, 

an event forecasted to occur in the long term (11-25 years) that occurs 37 years out (or 
later) or sooner than 5 years out will be a failed forecast. 

• Probabilistic Forecasts: 
o A probabilistic forecast with less than or equal to a 40% chance of occurring will be 

treated as a forecasted event that will not occur in the specified time frame. 
o A probabilistic forecast with more than or equal to a 60% chance of occurring will be 

treated as a forecasted event that will occur. 
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o A probabilistic forecast between a 40% and 60% chance of occurring will be 
excluded from analysis as a non-forecast. 

• Causal Forecasts: 
o We will exclude causal forecasts from the analysis. For instance, forecasts that say, 

“Because of X, Y will happen.” 
o Due to the limited number of causal forecasts, we will document them but we will not 

perform analysis on them. They are not verifiable.   
 

• Steady-state/as-is forecasts:  
o If a steady-state forecast does not occur on the forecasted year, then we will not 

attempt to find year of realization because the forecast is predicting a condition or 
event will still be occurring on the predicted year. For instance, forecasts that say, “X 
will continue to be X in 2000.”  
 

• Forecasts predicting year-by-year growth within a range: 
o The year of realization for forecasts predicting growth each year within a range of 

time will be the last year in that range, because said growth must occur each year in 
the range in order for the forecast to be successful. For instance, forecasts that say, 
“X will have a growth rate of X% per year from 1980-2000.”  
 

• Close but Conflicting Ground Truth Sources 
o If two ground truth sources are close in narrowing down a year of realization, then 

the average of those two sources is used as the year of realization. For instance, if a 
one source says that Gross Domestic Product for a particular region reached 2% in 
2001 but another source gives the year as 2003, then the average year (2002) will 
be used as the year of realization.  
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Appendix B. Forecast Sources 
 

Author Organization Title Year Publication Type 

Barney 
Council on 
Environment 
Quality 

The Global 2000 Report to 
the President  1980 Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Battelle Memorial 
Institute 

Battelle Memorial 
Institute Agriculture 2000 1983 

Industry organizations, 
associations, & 
societies 

Brundtland Commission United Nations 
(UN) 

Report of the World 
Commission on 
Environment and 
Development: Our 
Common Future 

1987 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) UN Agriculture: Toward 2000 1980 Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Gordon & Helmer RAND Report on a Long-Range 
Forecasting Study 1964 

Industry organizations, 
associations, & 
societies 

Intergovernmental Panel 
on climate Change 
(IPCC) 

IPCC First Assessment Report 1990 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Kahn & Weiner Hudson Institute The Year 2000  1967 Strategic analysis firms 

Leontief et al. United Nations The Future of the World 
Economy 1978 

Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Lesourne et al. 

Organisation for 
Economic 
Cooperation and 
Development 
(OECD) 

Facing the Future 1979 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Meadows et al. Club of Rome Limits to Growth 1972 
Industry organizations, 
associations, & 
societies 

Mesarovic & Pestel Club of Rome Mankind at the Turning 
Point 1974 

Industry organizations, 
associations, & 
societies 

National Aeronautics 
and Space 
Administration (NASA) 

NASA Outlook for Space 1972 
Government reports & 
roadmaps 

NASA NASA A Forecast of Space 
Technology 1980-2000 1976 Government reports & 

roadmaps 

Tenet National 
Intelligence Council  

Global Trends 2015: A 
Dialogue About the Future 
with Nongovernment 
Experts 

2000 

Government reports & 
roadmaps 

UN UN 
Growth of the World’s 
Urban and Rural 
Population, 1920-2000 

1969 Government reports & 
roadmaps 

UN UN 
Overall Socio-Economic 
Perspective of the World 
Economy to the Year 2000 

1990 
Government reports & 
roadmaps 

Wilson 
Workshop on 
Alternative Energy 
Strategies 

Energy: Global Prospects 
1985-2000 1977 

Industry organizations, 
associations, & 
societies 
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Appendix C. Statistical Analysis  
All statistical analysis was conducted using R version 3.5.0, published on April, 23rd 2018. R is 
an open source statistical software package available through The R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing. Binaries for the application can be accessed via the following URL: http://cran.r-
project.org/. 

We present the elements of analysis for this appendix in the same sequence in which the 
analysis is referenced in the main report. There are five data files that support this appendix: 

RATF_All_Data.csv: This file contains used by R to tabulate the full set of records in the 
database. It serves as the base data set for all other data files. 

Load For R.csv: This file contains the data read in by R used for the analysis that compared 
success rates among forecasts, TFE rates, as well as regression analyses.  

RATF_Results.xlsx: This Excel® file contains all data tables presented in the appendix. 

C.1.1  Outliers in the Data Set 

There were 436 records available for analysis in the data set. The following twelve records were 
extreme outliers with respect to forecast error and were removed from the data set for all 
statistical analysis conducted in support of this study: 
 
Record 
Number Technology Area Methodology 

Year of 
Forecast 

Predicted 
Year 

Year 
Occurred TFE Success 

2679 Air Transportation Technology Expert Sourcing 1964 1984 1942 42 FALSE 

2506 Population 
Gaming and 
Scenarios 1967 2000 1965 35 FALSE 

2010 
Autonomous/Robotics 
Technology 

Qualitative Trend 
Analysis 1975 1995 1961 34 FALSE 

2502 Labor Force  
Gaming and 
Scenarios 1967 2000 1968 32 FALSE 

2501 Labor Force  
Gaming and 
Scenarios 1967 2000 1969 31 FALSE 

2811 Arable land  Models 1980 2000 1969 31 FALSE 
2449 Temperature Expert Sourcing 1964 2000 1971 29 FALSE 

3031 Sensor Technology 
Quantitative 
Trend Analysis 1975 1987.5 2016 28.5 FALSE 

3008 Population 
Quantitative 
Trend Analysis 1969 2000 1972 28 FALSE 

2652 Energy and Power Technology 
Gaming and 
Scenarios 1979 2000 1973 27 FALSE 

2756 Gender 
Gaming and 
Scenarios 1978 1990 2016 26 FALSE 

2462 Communications Technology Expert Sourcing 1964 1984 2009 25 FALSE 
Table C-1. Forecast outliers excluded from analysis 

C.1.2   Deriving ρ, the Probability for Success of an Uninformed Guess 

For this study, we developed a test that compared each of the eight forecast methodologies 
against a control. The control for this test was the probability of success associated with an 
uninformed guess. Because we classified a forecast as either a success or a failure, the 
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binomial distribution was an appropriate distribution for this test and we used the probability of 
success of an uninformed guess as the hypothesized success rate. The statistical test then was:  
 

 
Where: ri is the observed success rate for methodology i, and 
 ρ is the expected success rate for a random guess 

Conducting the test required that we develop ρ. We initially considered using the 95th percentile 
of the data set for both the length of forecasts and the temporal error. Upon inspection, however, 
we discovered the 95th percentile in forecast length (forecasts in excess of 35 years) would have 
unfairly biased the analysis in favor of expert sources by removing over 24% of its forecasts (all 
of which were failed forecasts). We therefore used the 99th percentile of data for timeframe and 
the 95th percentile of data for temporal forecast error. This selection of percentiles resulted in a 
forecast range of one to 36 years and a temporal error between zero and 23 years. 

No records were removed for excessive forecast lengths.  

The twelve outlier forecasts were removed from the data set due to excessive temporal forecast 
error. All of these were failed forecasts.  

The remaining data set consisted of 440 records for this particular phase of statistical analysis.   

We provide the following symbolic definition for this section of analysis: 

〈 a 〉 represents the function to round the term a to the nearest integer. We use the convention 
that 〈 a 〉 = ⎣a + 0.5⎦. 

We developed ρ assuming x% allowable error in a forecast. This means a forecasted event can 
occur within x% of the predicted time and still be considered a success. The first step was to 
calculate the allowable range factor using the following equation: 

xt×+= 21α  

Where α = allowable range measured in years 
 t = number of years between the prediction and the predicted year of occurrence 
 1 accounts for the year the event was predicted to occur 
 2 accounts for the allowable time on either side of the forecast. 

For example, a 10-year forecast with a 30% allowable error would be calculated as: 

7
321

30.1021

=

+=

×+=

α

α

α  

When values of x get sufficiently large, it is possible that the allowable range could exceed the 
59-year period of the hypothetical guess (36-year forecast + 23-year TFE). Therefore, we bound 
the upper half of the allowable range by 23 years.   
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A calculation with the upper bound in place for a 36-year forecast with a 60% allowable is:  
a = 1 + (t × x) + min([t × x], 23) 
a = 1 + (36 × .6) + min([36 × .6], 23) 
a = 1 + (21.6) + min(21.6, 23) 
a = 1 + 21.6 + 23 
a = 45.6 

The following Table C-2 provides α for all combinations of years (t) and allowable error (x) in 
increments of 10%. These values served as the basis of our sensitivity analysis of the allowable 
range. 

 
Forecast 
Length 
(years) Allowable Error 

  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 

2 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 5 

3 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.4 4 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.4 7 

4 1.8 2.6 3.4 4.2 5 5.8 6.6 7.4 8.2 9 

5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

6 2.2 3.4 4.6 5.8 7 8.2 9.4 10.6 11.8 13 

7 2.4 3.8 5.2 6.6 8 9.4 10.8 12.2 13.6 15 

8 2.6 4.2 5.8 7.4 9 10.6 12.2 13.8 15.4 17 

9 2.8 4.6 6.4 8.2 10 11.8 13.6 15.4 17.2 19 

10 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 

11 3.2 5.4 7.6 9.8 12 14.2 16.4 18.6 20.8 23 

12 3.4 5.8 8.2 10.6 13 15.4 17.8 20.2 22.6 25 

13 3.6 6.2 8.8 11.4 14 16.6 19.2 21.8 24.4 27 

14 3.8 6.6 9.4 12.2 15 17.8 20.6 23.4 26.2 29 

15 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 

16 4.2 7.4 10.6 13.8 17 20.2 23.4 26.6 29.8 33 

17 4.4 7.8 11.2 14.6 18 21.4 24.8 28.2 31.6 35 

18 4.6 8.2 11.8 15.4 19 22.6 26.2 29.8 33.4 37 

19 4.8 8.6 12.4 16.2 20 23.8 27.6 31.4 35.2 39 

20 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 

21 5.2 9.4 13.6 17.8 22 26.2 30.4 34.6 38.8 43 

22 5.4 9.8 14.2 18.6 23 27.4 31.8 36.2 40.6 45 

23 5.6 10.2 14.8 19.4 24 28.6 33.2 37.8 42.4 47 

24 5.8 10.6 15.4 20.2 25 29.8 34.6 39.4 44.2 48 

25 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 49 

26 6.2 11.4 16.6 21.8 27 32.2 37.4 42.6 47.4 50 

27 6.4 11.8 17.2 22.6 28 33.4 38.8 44.2 48.3 51 
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28 6.6 12.2 17.8 23.4 29 34.6 40.2 45.8 49.2 52 

29 6.8 12.6 18.4 24.2 30 35.8 41.6 47.2 50.1 53 

30 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 48 51 54 

31 7.2 13.4 19.6 25.8 32 38.2 44.4 48.8 51.9 55 

32 7.4 13.8 20.2 26.6 33 39.4 45.8 49.6 52.8 56 

33 7.6 14.2 20.8 27.4 34 40.6 47.1 50.4 53.7 57 

34 7.8 14.6 21.4 28.2 35 41.8 47.8 51.2 54.6 58 

35 8 15 22 29 36 43 48.5 52 55.5 59 

36 8.2 15.4 22.6 29.8 37 44.2 49.2 52.8 56.4 60 
Table C-2.  Width of allowable error in years 

Given the 59-year boundary of an event occurring and a uniform chance of the event occurring 
any time within the 59 years, there was a 1/59 = .016 probability of an event occurring in any 
given year. We used the following formula to determine the probability that a forecast would be 
a success given a specified allowable error: 
ρ  = a / 59 

For example, the probability of success for a 15-year forecast with an allowable range of 40% 
would be: 
ρ  = a / 59 
ρ  = 13 / 59 = .22 

Table C-3 provides p for all combinations of years (t) and allowable error (x) in increments of 
10%. 
	

Forecast 
Length 
(years) Allowable Error 

  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

1 0.020 0.024 0.027 0.031 0.034 0.037 0.041 0.044 0.047 0.051 

2 0.024 0.031 0.037 0.044 0.051 0.058 0.064 0.071 0.078 0.085 

3 0.027 0.037 0.047 0.058 0.068 0.078 0.088 0.098 0.108 0.119 

4 0.031 0.044 0.058 0.071 0.085 0.098 0.112 0.125 0.139 0.153 

5 0.034 0.051 0.068 0.085 0.102 0.119 0.136 0.153 0.169 0.186 

6 0.037 0.058 0.078 0.098 0.119 0.139 0.159 0.180 0.200 0.220 

7 0.041 0.064 0.088 0.112 0.136 0.159 0.183 0.207 0.231 0.254 

8 0.044 0.071 0.098 0.125 0.153 0.180 0.207 0.234 0.261 0.288 

9 0.047 0.078 0.108 0.139 0.169 0.200 0.231 0.261 0.292 0.322 

10 0.051 0.085 0.119 0.153 0.186 0.220 0.254 0.288 0.322 0.356 

11 0.054 0.092 0.129 0.166 0.203 0.241 0.278 0.315 0.353 0.390 

12 0.058 0.098 0.139 0.180 0.220 0.261 0.302 0.342 0.383 0.424 

13 0.061 0.105 0.149 0.193 0.237 0.281 0.325 0.369 0.414 0.458 

14 0.064 0.112 0.159 0.207 0.254 0.302 0.349 0.397 0.444 0.492 
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15 0.068 0.119 0.169 0.220 0.271 0.322 0.373 0.424 0.475 0.525 

16 0.071 0.125 0.180 0.234 0.288 0.342 0.397 0.451 0.505 0.559 

17 0.075 0.132 0.190 0.247 0.305 0.363 0.420 0.478 0.536 0.593 

18 0.078 0.139 0.200 0.261 0.322 0.383 0.444 0.505 0.566 0.627 

19 0.081 0.146 0.210 0.275 0.339 0.403 0.468 0.532 0.597 0.661 

20 0.085 0.153 0.220 0.288 0.356 0.424 0.492 0.559 0.627 0.695 

21 0.088 0.159 0.231 0.302 0.373 0.444 0.515 0.586 0.658 0.729 

22 0.092 0.166 0.241 0.315 0.390 0.464 0.539 0.614 0.688 0.763 

23 0.095 0.173 0.251 0.329 0.407 0.485 0.563 0.641 0.719 0.797 

24 0.098 0.180 0.261 0.342 0.424 0.505 0.586 0.668 0.749 0.814 

25 0.102 0.186 0.271 0.356 0.441 0.525 0.610 0.695 0.780 0.831 

26 0.105 0.193 0.281 0.369 0.458 0.546 0.634 0.722 0.803 0.847 

27 0.108 0.200 0.292 0.383 0.475 0.566 0.658 0.749 0.819 0.864 

28 0.112 0.207 0.302 0.397 0.492 0.586 0.681 0.776 0.834 0.881 

29 0.115 0.214 0.312 0.410 0.508 0.607 0.705 0.800 0.849 0.898 

30 0.119 0.220 0.322 0.424 0.525 0.627 0.729 0.814 0.864 0.915 

31 0.122 0.227 0.332 0.437 0.542 0.647 0.753 0.827 0.880 0.932 

32 0.125 0.234 0.342 0.451 0.559 0.668 0.776 0.841 0.895 0.949 

33 0.129 0.241 0.353 0.464 0.576 0.688 0.798 0.854 0.910 0.966 

34 0.132 0.247 0.363 0.478 0.593 0.708 0.810 0.868 0.925 0.983 

35 0.136 0.254 0.373 0.492 0.610 0.729 0.822 0.881 0.941 1.000 

36 0.139 0.261 0.383 0.505 0.627 0.749 0.834 0.895 0.956 1.017 
Table C-3. Probability of an event occurring during the span of the allowable range 

The final step is to calculate ρ for each allowable error. We used the following formula: 
 

 
Where: pix is the probability of a forecast being successful in year 

i given an allowable range of x%, and  
1/36 = 0.027 is the probability of year i being randomly 
selected as the forecasted year of the event occurring 

Table C-4 provides ρx, the probability of success for an uninformed guess given an allowable 
range of x%.  
	

Allowable 
Range 

Sensitivity Analysis of Allowable Range 
0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	 50%	 60%	 70%	 80%	 90%	 100%	

ρ	 1.6%	 8%	 14%	 21%	 27%	 33%	 39%	 45%	 51%	 56%	 60%	
Table C-4. Probability of success for an uniformed guess given various allowable range parameters 
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C.1. 3  Negative Forecasts 

Of the 441 forecasts in the dataset, none of them were negative forecasts. Negative forecasts 
predict that an event will not occur prior to a certain time frame.  

C.1. 4  Test Against a Control with a 30% Allowable Range 

The first test we conducted was used to determine whether the eight forecasting methods 
considered in our study were better than a random guess. We used the probability of success 
for a random guess described in the previous section as the control probability of success for 
this test. We conducted a series of binomial tests comparing the number of observed successes 
and trials against the control probability of success. Our hypothesis test was 
 

%30

%300

:

:

ρµ

ρµ
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≥

fA

f

H
H  

Where: µf is the observed success rate for forecast methodology f, and 
ρ30% is the hypothesized probability of success given an 
allowable range of 30%  

Table C-5 provides the results of the binomial test with ρ30%=21%. 
	

x = 30%; p30% = 21% 

Method Total Successes Failures 
Success 

Rate Alpha 
Expert Sourcing 61 9 52 0.15 0.04 

Gaming and Scenarios 133 37 96 0.28 0.83 
Models 109 40 69 0.37 1.00 

Multiple 7 7 0 1.00 1.00 

Qualitative Trend Analysis 37 15 22 0.41 0.99 

Quantitative Trend Analysis 80 38 42 0.48 1.00 

Source Analysis 8 1 7 0.13 0.37 

Total Observations 435 
    Table C-5.  Results of binomial test given a 30% allowable range 

Where: 
• “Method” describes the forecasting methodology being tested,  
• “Total” is the total number of observed forecasts using the specified methodology, 
• “Successes” is the number of successes for the observed methodology, 
• “Failures” is the number of failures for the observed methodology, 
• “Success Rate” is the value of (Successes/Total), 
• “Alpha” is the resulting p-value from the hypothesis test. High values of alpha support 

the hypothesis that the specified methodology is at least as good as a random guess 
and that low values of alpha support the alternative hypothesis, 

• “Total Observations” is the total number of forecasts in the sample population. 
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C.1. 5 Results of Fisher’s Exact Test in Comparing Trend Methods to Other 
Methods 

Both qualitative and quantitative trend analysis demonstrated substantially higher success rates 
than did the other forecasting methodologies (we excluded “multiple” from previous analyses 
due to its the small sample size of six forecasts). We used Fisher’s Exact Test to determine 
whether we could draw any statistically significant conclusions concerning these two methods 
relative to the three forecasting methodologies with large sample sizes (expert analysis, expert 
sourcing, and source analysis). The following hypothesis test was used: 
 

stA

st

H
H

µµ

µµ

>

≤

:
:0

 
Where: µt is the observed success rate of a trend method, and 

µs is the observed success rate of the other methods 

We present each test in its contingency table set-up. For comparison of the qualitative trend 
assessment methodology: 
 

 
Success Failure Total 

  
Qualitative 15 21 36 Alternative = Greater Than 

Gaming and Scenarios 40 88 128 p -value = .1658  

Total 55 109 164 
  

        Success Failure Total 
  

Qualitative 15 21 36 Alternative = Greater Than 

Models 41 66 107 p -value = .4342 

Total 56 87 143 
  

        Success Failure Total 
  

Qualitative 15 21 36 Alternative = Greater Than 

Quantitative  38 40 78 p -value = .8167 

Total 53 61 114 
  

        Success Failure Total 
  

Qualitative 15 21 36 Alternative = Greater Than 

Expert sourcing 10 48 58 p -value = .0094 

Total 25 69 94 
  Figure C-6.  Results of Fishers Exact Test for qualitative trend analysis methods 

For comparison of the quantitative trend methodology: 
  Success Failure Total 

  
Quantitative 38 40 78 Alternative = Greater Than 

Gaming and scenarios 40 88 128 p -value = .0093 

Total 78 128 206 
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  Success Failure Total 

  
Quantitative 38 40 78 Alternative = Greater Than 

Models 41 66 107 p -value = .1035 

Total 79 106 185 
  

        Success Failure Total 
  

Quantitative 38 40 78 Alternative = Greater Than 

Qualitative 15 21 36 p -value = .3093 

Total 53 61 114 
  

 
Figure C-7. Results of Fishers Exact Test for quantitative trend analysis methods 

These results indicate that there is insufficient evidence to suggest the qualitative trend analysis 
method is better than the two other methods investigated. There is, however, sufficient evidence 
to suggest the quantitative method is better than the two methods most commonly used. 

C.1.6  Description of Data Set for Temporal Analysis 

We calculate our temporal error statistics using the following formulas: 

FO

FO

datedateTFE
datedateSTFE

−=

−=  
Where: STFE is the signed temporal error,  

TFE is the unsigned temporal error, 
dateF is the date of the forecasted event, and  
dateO is the date the event actually occurred 

A forecast which predicts an event will occur before it actually does is considered an optimistic 
forecast (STFE is positive) while a forecast which predicts and event will occur later than it 
actually does is considered a pessimistic forecast (STFE is negative).  When taken across a 
specific treatment for an attribute, the average STFE corresponds to the mean error (ME) and 
the average TFE corresponds to the mean absolute error (MAE). 

Only those forecasts whose predicted events actually occurred can have a temporal error.  
Those forecasts whose events have not yet occurred cannot have a temporal error and are 
therefore excluded from the temporal analysis phase of the study.  

 

  Success Failure Total 
  

Quantitative 38 40 78 Alternative = Greater Than 

Expert Sourcing 10 48 58 p -value = .0001 

Total 48 88 136 
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C.1. 7  Results of Tukey-Kramer HSD (TKHSD) Multiple Pair-wise 
Comparisons 

An omnibus test of the means, such as the ANOVA, does not indicate which treatments within 
the attributes have different means if differences exist. It only tells you if differences do exist. It 
is possible, however, to conduct a pair-wise comparison between each of the treatments within 
an attribute to determine specific differences. Had the data satisfied the normality and equal 
variance criteria, the TKHSD test could have been applied to determine which treatments were 
different and how they are different. Our revised hypothesis test for this analysis is: 
 

jiH
jiH
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≠∀≤

≠∀>

µµ

µµ

:

:0
 

Where: µi and µj are the observed average temporal errors for 
forecast attribute values i and j, and 
i and j = 1 to n 

In this analysis, we conduct nCk combinations of pair-wise comparisons for the statistic of 
interest. We subtract the means from each other and compare the results to the test statistic 
qα,n,v, which is the Studentized range at α-level of significance for n degrees of freedom for the 
first sample and v degrees of freedom for the second sample. TKHSD accommodates for 
unequal sample sizes and returns an adjusted p-value that accounts for the total number of 
comparisons to be made.  R returns results from the TKHSD by providing the difference 
between the two means, a confidence interval for the difference of the two means, and an 
adjusted p-value for each comparison. As a visual check, if the confidence interval includes 0 
within its boundaries, then there is not statistical evidence that the two means are different. If 
the difference between the two terms is negative, that indicates the first sample may have a 
smaller mean than does the second sample.  

Treatment Difference 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted 
p-value 

Multiple-Expert Sourcing -7.5840336 -16.466012 1.2979453 0.0484274 
Qualitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing -3.0939542 -8.91418 2.7262714 0.5098851 

Quantitative Trend Analysis-Expert Sourcing -4.5277149 -10.053271 0.9978414 0.0673246 
Source Analysis-Expert Sourcing -5.4411765 -14.832816 3.9504633 0.4012373 

Models-Gaming and Scenarios -1.954714 -5.52427 1.6148417 0.4726355 
Multiple-Gaming and Scenarios -4.3631961 -12.269519 3.5431266 0.4628555 

Qualitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios 0.1268832 -4.055869 4.3096355 0.9999999 

Quantitative Trend Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios -1.3068774 -5.068813 2.4550586 0.8879642 

Source Analysis-Gaming and Scenarios -2.220339 -10.695201 6.2545232 0.9697379 

Multiple-Models -2.4084821 -10.281981 5.4650166 0.9363639 

Qualitative Trend Analysis-Models 2.0815972 -2.038774 6.2019686 0.5720572 

Quantitative Trend Analysis-Models 0.6478365 -3.044616 4.3402892 0.996347 

Source Analysis-Models -0.265625 -8.709873 8.1786235 0.9999998 
Qualitative Trend Analysis-Multiple 4.4900794 -3.679723 12.6598818 0.4680599 

Quantitative Trend Analysis-Multiple 3.0563187 -4.906245 11.0188822 0.8313115 
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Table C-8. Results of TKHSD test based on forecast methodology 
	

Treatment Difference 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Adjusted p-
value 

Medium-term-Long-term -1.506564 -4.391306 1.378178 0.2758321 

Short-term-Long-term -3.256564 -7.93479 1.421663 0.1032275 

Short-term-Medium-term -1.75 -6.958467 3.458467 0.584926 
Table C-9. Results of TKHSD based on timeframe 

We conducted the TKHSD test on the TFE for the forecasts in spite of the violations of the equal 
variance and the normalized data requirements. While we ran the test for multiple confidence 
intervals, we provide the results (in both tabular and graphical formats) for the 99% confidence 
interval only.  

We note that all comparisons are significant and therefore we could have concluded the errors 
associated with the timeframes come from different distributions had we satisfied the criteria 
(normality and equal variance). Because we fail to satisfy these criteria however, we draw no 
conclusions with respect to this test. 

C.1. 7  Results of Pair-wise Comparison of Quantitative Trend Analysis 
	
Given that our data does not conform to requirements to use standard parametric and non-
parametric tests for differences in means (neither normal nor i.i.d.), we developed a test to 
determine if there was a statistically significant difference between a subset of means in our 
sample data set. For this test, we compare the quantitative trend analysis methods against all 
other methods.  Our hypothesis test is: 
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Where: µQ is the mean of the temporal forecast error for 

quantitative trend analysis, 

µE is the mean of the temporal forecast error for all other 
methods 

 
Our test consists of finding the 95% confidence interval for each of the methods in question, 
subtracting the quantitative CI from the opinion CI, and then observing if the value zero is 
included in the resulting interval. If it is, then there is insufficient evidence to reject the null 
hypothesis.  Because these data comparisons are not paired, are not normal, have unequal 
sample sizes, and are not i.i.d; standard methods for developing confidence intervals do not 
apply – we cannot assume 3 standard deviations include 95% of the data (normality) nor is 
there an appropriate T-statistic that accounts for 95% of the data. Therefore, we developed a 
method for creating a confidence interval from which to draw conclusions for our hypothesis test. 
 

Source Analysis-Multiple 2.1428571 -8.860485 13.1461995 0.9935385 
Quantitative Trend Analysis-Qualitative Trend -1.4337607 -5.721872 2.8543502 0.9050323 

Source Analysis-Qualitative Trend Analysis -2.3472222 -11.068405 6.3739601 0.9654376 
Source Analysis-Quantitative Trend Analysis -0.9134615 -9.440816 7.6138925 0.9997796 
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We use the standard confidence interval formula as the basis of our test. The standard normal 
confidence interval is derived from the following formula where Zais the Z-value returned from 
the standard normal tables. 

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
+−=

n
sZx

n
sZxCI ααα ,  

 
We derived the CI from the 95th percentile of the data. We modify the standard CI equation by 
replacing the Za*s term above with the value of the 95th percentile for the given method under 
investigation. 

 
Results of our test indicate that there is strong statistical evidence that quantitative trend 
analysis method is larger than that of models. Additionally, because the lower limit for the three 
remaining methods was positive – Expert Sourcing, Gaming and Scenarios, and Qualitative 
Trend Analysis – there is evidence the distribution of the TFE for the quantitative trend analysis 
method is smaller that these three methods. Each of the three tests was conducted at a level of 
significance of .05.   
 

Forecast Methodology CI LB CI UB 
Difference 

LB 
Difference 

UB 

Expert sourcing 6.78 13.32 2.53 6.74 

Gaming and Scenarios 5.09 8.39 0.84 1.81 

Models 3.76 6.27 -0.49 -0.31 

Multiple 0.4 4.31 -3.85 -2.27 

Qualitative trend analysis 4.41 10.19 0.16 3.61 

Source analysis 1.95 7.05 -2.3 0.47 
Quantitative trend 

analysis 4.25 6.58    
Table C-10. Results of Confidence Interval Test Base on 95th percentile of data 

C.1. 8 Results of Regression Analysis 
	
We evaluated several regression models to determine if we could develop a predictive model of 
forecast accuracy. All assessed models were linear since we could not discern an underlying 
non-linear distribution of the data. Figure D-12 provides a distribution of the data with respect to 
forecasting method and comparing length of forecast to error. 
 

 
Figure C-11. STFE by time frame 
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R has a feature that allows you to specify your data set, develop a regression model and then 
build the best regression model given the data available. It iterates through various 
combinations of variables seeking the best regression model for the data available. There are 
two procedures for finding the best model: 
 
• Forward step: it builds the model from the simplest to most complex and stops when it no 

longer achieves improvement, and 
• Reverse step: it builds the model from the most complex to the smallest and stops when it 

no longer achieves improvement by removing variables.   

The literature for R recommend conducting both the forward and reverse paths to ensure both 
methods converge on a single model. 

Before conducting the regression tests we observed that our attributes consisted of two types of 
data: categorical and numerical. In noisy data sets, regression models may benefit by 
transforming numerical data. Therefore, we conducted a series of tests that that did forward and 
reverse passes on our data applying various combinations of transformations on the numerical 
attribute (time frame years) and on the response variable (STFE).  

We explored all combinations up to four variables. To filter out the ill-fitting models, we 
established the criteria that a model had to produce a p–value of .05 or smaller and an adjusted 
R2 value of .8 or better. No model produced any results that satisfied the criteria. 
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		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969.		Government reports and roadmaps		This paper was published by the United Nations in New York, but the organization, including the parts responsible for this publication, is international/global.										Worldwide		yes				Document transparently (albeit briefly) describes methods and is particularly clear about limitations.		Given that the UN is a global organization, forecasters likely come from a variety of backgrounds.		This document uses a lot of noncommittal language ("may") to hedge their forecasts.  Otherwise, document defines terms and uses them consistently.		Given that this document is about population, forecasters are integrated (since they are a part of population).		no		68		no				no		no

		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975.		Government reports and roadmaps		Document was created and published in California.		ii				Northern America		United States of America		Americas		yes				Document transparently describes documentation process and methods.		Each forecast developed by a single individual involved with the technology, so level of bias mitigation is uncertain.		Source uses clear, consistent language.		Forecasts are closely integrated, as each one was developed by an individual active involved with research in the specific technology.		no		52		no				no		no

		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The workshop that produce this report (Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies) is made up of international participants. MIT sponsored and published the report however, which is why the sub-region/country is the U.S.		xvii				Northern America		United States of America		Worldwide		yes				The report clearly explains the methodology, providing background, rationalize, limitations, and so on.		The report involves experts across agencies and countries to mitigate bias.		The clarity of the report's language varies. At times its clear and well defined, but other times the report used uncommitted language like "could be" or "possibly," resulting in vague forecasts.		The report is closely integrated, as all participants are connected to an organization related to energy.		no		38		no				no		no

		World Commission on Environment and Development, "Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future, From One Earth to One World." 1987.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The commission consists of members from all over the world.		297-299								Worldwide		yes		This source does not have page numbers, so all page numbers listed are those indicated by the Adobe PDF reader (not the actual document).		Source has a short annex "The Commission and its Work" that describes how they reached out to experts and help Public Hearings. It is implied that all claims in this report derived from those meetings.		Source includes a wide arrange of perspectives across fields and countries.		Source uses clear, controlled vocabulary, although it falls into vague language like "may" and "could" in order to make claim noncommittal.		The forecasters are integrated in that they are contributing knowledge relevant to their respective fields of expertise. The institution as a whole, however, is multidisciplinary.		no		1		no				no		no






Long-term forecasts All Fields 

		Record ID#		Forecast source - Citation		Forecast Source - Publication Source		Forecast Statement Summarized		Forecast Statement Page Number		Year forecast was made		Date of Forecast Evidence		Date of Forecast Page Number		Methodology - Name		Sub-methodology - Name		Forecast Methodology Page Number		Methodology Evidence		Domain Name		Geographic Area Forecasted About - Region Name		Geographic Area Forecasted About - Super Region Name		Geographic region forecasted Evidence		Geographic region forecasted page number		Geographic Origin of Forecast - Region Name		Geographic Origin of Forecast - Super Region Name		Geographic Origin Evidence		Geographic origin page Number		Timeframe Designation - Long Term		Ground Truth Fully Verified?		# of Ground Truth Evidence		Soft Verification		Ground Truth Evidence		Ground Truth Year		Validated		Success		Degree of Realization on Forecasted Year		Explanation of Degree of Event Realization		Degree of Interpretation		Explanation of Degree of Interpretation		Is Forecast Year a Range		Year of predicted event		Year of Predicted Event: High		Year of Predicted Event: Low		E Year		Event Realization		Last Year Evaluated		Normalized TFE		RangeHigh		RangeLow		Signed Temporal Forecast Error (STFE)		Temporal forecast error (TFE)		Statistically Usable		Comments

		1970		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to provide fully closed (fully recycling) biological life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. 		2-2		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		3		no		1970				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2003, fully-closed life support systems for space applications were described as "beyond today's technology" and in 2009 they were described as probably not existing for the time being. In 2017, current systems were still evaluated as being insufficient.		5. No interpretation		Data stated clearly in sources.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable		An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		1971		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to develop reusable, vertical landing, heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. 		2-2		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		4		no		1971				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		In 1988 the only launch system that was reusable in any way was the Space Shuttle and this was only partially reusable. In 2011, SpaceX announced they would plan to build the world's first fully reusable launch system. As of 2018, a reusable, vertical-landing heavy lift vehicle does exist but it has not demonstrated the  low cost access forecasted.		5. No interpretation		Data stated clearly in sources.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2018				2000		1975						Usable		An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		1972		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, the amount of data collected in space by the U.S. space program and returned to Earth will be larger than the amount collected in 1974.		2-3		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		1972		1988		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Data collected in space was increasing during the time period forecast.		3. Moderate interpretation		Interpreted "the amount of data being collected or generated is increasing exponentially and should continue to grow in the future" to indicate that prior to 1989 there was a good level of growth of data collected.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.04		2000		1975		0.5		0.5		Usable

		1973		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, image devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning 10^13 to 10^15 bits/day. 		2-3		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		1973		2016		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		10^13 bits is equivalent to 9312.2 gigabits, which is equivalent to 1164.1 gigabytes. This is over 5 times more data than the Terra satellite could send back. Data volumes per day of this amount still have not been reached today, with future satellites being planned for 900 gigabytes a day. NASA has suggested to continue achieving higher data rates an optical communications system is required.		3. Moderate interpretation		Calculated the minimum Gigabyte value a day of 1164.1 Gigabytes fro 10^13 Gigabits.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable		An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		1975		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be substantially (at least 30%) lower than the amount required in 1974. 		2-4		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		3		no		1975				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The entire Skylab mission 1973-1979 intended to generate up to 30-40 gigabits of data or approximately 5 gigabytes. The Terra satellite launched in 1999 generated and transmitted 194 gigabytes of data per day and the Landsat 7 satellite also launched in 1999 generated 150 gigabytes of data a day.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated that 40 gigabits is equivalent to 5 gigabytes.		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2008		1992						Usable		Expanded research in June 2018 revealed that this forecast has not yet been realized. 

		1976		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, the U.S. space program will only use laser and microwave beam systems to transmit large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space.		2-6		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		1976				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Neither of the technologies - lasers or microwaves have been used by the U.S space agency in the fashion forecast (to transmit large amounts of energy) in and from space.		4. Little interpretation		Interpreted multiple sources provided above to in conjunction come to the conclusion that neither microwave or laser based power transmission is used for large amounts of power by the U.S space agency.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2017				2000		1975						Usable		In 1987, Canada wirelessly powered a small plane to fly 2km circles: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a57b04632601ee8ffeeab49/t/5a720cc208522917a25a07f7/1517423825743/MolthropWPT.pdf

In 2012, Japan successfully transmitted 500 W by laser across 500m. http://www.kenkai.jaxa.jp/eng/research/ssps/hmi-lssps.html

In 2015, Japan successfully transmitted 340 W by microwave across 55m. http://www.kenkai.jaxa.jp/eng/research/ssps/150301.html

An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		1982		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, at least one Earth-application satellite operated by the U.S. space program will return imaging data at a daily rate of 10^13 bits.		3-3		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		4		no		1982				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		10^3 bits is equivalent to 9313.2 gigabits, which is equivalent to 1164.1 gigabytes per day. No earth-application satellite operated by the U.S. space program was capable of this in 2000 nor is any currently. 		2. A lot of interpretation		Calculate that 10^3 bits was equal to 1164.1 gigabytes. Interpreted the Terra satellite being described as flagship and having "extraordinary rates" of data generation to indicate that at the time this would have been one of the highest levels of data per day transmissions by satellites operated by the U.S in 2000. Also interpreted a future satellite planned in 2010 having a data rate of 900 GB which is described as particularly high to indicate that as of 2010 no satellites were transmitting 1164.1 gigabytes to earth a day.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable		Expanded research in June 2018 showed that this forecast has still not been realized. 

		1995		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the maximum diameter for large, 15GHz spacecraft antennas will be 180m. 		3-50		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		1995				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		9.1 meters was the diameter in 2000, not the 180meters which was predicted. However, there was an antenna that was >180m, but it did not meet the forecast's Ghz specs. As of 2010, this forecast had not been met. In June of 2015, the International Telecommunication Union published a report on fixed satellite service in the 13-17 Ghz range, finding that these antenna did not exceed 9 meters in diameter. Indeed, the appeal of the Ku band is that it can use a smaller antenna than older frequencies, like C band.		3. Moderate interpretation		It appears that a 180m antenna was realized before the forecasted date, but the Ghz were not to par. As of 2010, this forecast had not been met. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2008		1992						Usable		Expanded research in June 2018 revealed that this forecast has not yet been realized. 

		1997		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, personnel communications via random access satellite links will be commonplace in the U.S. space program.		3-53		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		4		no		1997		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The Iridium system was fully functional in 2000.		5. No interpretation		Documentation clearly states that IRIDIUM was deployed and available in 2000. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2008		1992		0		0		Usable

		1998		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the U.S. space program will have achieved a large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements. 		3-53		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		4		no		1998				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No antennas with "billions of small dipole moments" had been developed in 2000. This remained the case in 2018. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Information on exact number of dipole elements installed on IMAGE antenna is not available, but since 3-m Ka band has 200,000, then IMAGE has less than billion.

		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2008		1992						Usable		An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		1999		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		By 2000, the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) will acquire and relay data at gigabit rates. 		3-68		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		1999				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		300Mbps is a lot slower than the "gigabits" which were estimated for the year 2000. Information on the most recent TDRS satellite, which launched in 2017, showed no increase in data bandwidth. 		5. No interpretation		The "gigabits" prediction had not been realized as of 2002, as is evident in the sources from NASA		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable		Briefer on most recent TDRS satellite, launched in 2017. No publicized increase in data bandwidth

		2000		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, at least one satellite-to-satellite link in use by the U.S. space program to transmit data will be optical.		3-68		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		3		no		2000		2007		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		The predicted technology was still in the research phase in 2000.



The year of realization was chosen as 2007: the first time an optical link was established between a U.S. satellite and any other satellite. 		2. A lot of interpretation		I have assumed that we can qualify "U.S. space program" more broadly than just NASA.

I have assumed that the link does not need to be between two U.S. satellites (not specified in the forecast). JMS



Sources show that as of 2012 the predicted technology has not been achieved.		no		2000						2000		yes		2012		0.28		2008		1992		7		7		Usable		ESA tested this between two European satellites, which does not qualify as "U.S. space program"

In 2007, an inter-satellite optical comm link was tested between a German commercial SAR satellite, TerraSAR-X, and a U.S. Missile Defense Agency demonstration satellite, NFIRE; if we can qualify "U.S. space program" more broadly than just NASA, and if we assume that the link does not need to be between two U.S. satellites (not specified in the forecast) then the year of realization would become 2007: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/7330/73300Q/NFIRE-to-TerraSAR-X-laser-communication-results--satellite-pointing/10.1117/12.820393.short

Otherwise, the U.S. seems to have focused on space-ground optical communications.

		2001		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 1985, deep-space communication stations on Earth will consist of two 64-meter antennas plus one 26-meter antenna at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia.		3-68		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology				Multi-regional		The forecast indicates that antennas would be located outside the U.S., so this forecast likely applies to countries with space programs or with satellites. 		Mar-68		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		10 years		yes		4		no		2001		1972		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The 26-Meter Antenna, Madrid, Spain (DSS 61) was ready for system checkout in May 1965 and began participating in Mariner 4 operations in July. The  implementation  of   the  SIX-band  capability  and upgrade  of   DSS  61  from  a  26-meter-diameter  antenna  to  a 34-meter-diameter  antenna  was  completed  on  1 March  1980.



The 64-Meter Antenna at Tidbinbilla [Tidbinbilla Valley, about 35 killometers (22 miles) southwest of Canberra, Australia's capital], Australia: installation of the subreflector, multicone, and control-room electronics followed, and during the period of subsystem testing the antenna supported the Apollo 17 manned lunar landing mission (December 1972) as a backup to the Parkes radio telescope.		4. Little interpretation		The forecasts began to be realized in 1966 and was finally realized completely with Spain's Antenna in 1972. Some interpretation in determining if forecast was fully realized or not, since it predicts that a 64m antenna plus 3 26-inch ones (in 3 different locations will exist). Verifying info reveals that 2 of the predicted locations had 64m antennas while a third had a 26m antenna. The analyst believes this meets the requirements of the forecast. 		no		1985						1985		yes				1.3		1988		1982		-13		13		Usable

		2002		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 1985, network monitoring and control for deep-space communication will be almost entirely automated.		3-68		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		10 years		yes		3		no		2002		1964		yes		no		5. Fully realized		All stations were remotely operated from centralized Signal Processing Center starting in 1964. 		5. No interpretation		By the forecasted year, all stations were remotely operated from a SPC.		no		1985						1985		yes				2.1		1988		1982		-21		21		Usable

		2004		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, satellite communication will exceed gigabit data rates. 		3-74		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		2004		2010		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		According to multiple sources, 2010 is the first time a satellite held a data link over 1 gigabit per second with a ground terminal.		2. A lot of interpretation		I have assumed that here "data rate" is on the scale of seconds.

I have assumed that "satellite communication" here refers specifically to satellite-to-ground (multiple interpretations would require multiple forecasts) communications of any kind of satellite, i.e. the communication function shared across satellites rather than satellites specifically used for telecommunications . -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				1.8		2000		1975		22.5		22.5		Usable

		2005		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, three types of satellite links will be in use by the U.S.: 1) satellite-to-satellite, 2) satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and 3) satellite-to-Earth. 		3-74		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		no		1		no		2005		1989		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		2 of the 3 communication techniques had been established in 1998.		4. Little interpretation		Source shows that all 3 comm techniques were eventually realized, with the last (Satellite to LEO) being realized in 1989.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes		1975		0.12		2000		1975		1.5		1.5		Usable

		2006		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, at least one organization in the world will attempt to detect electromagnetic signals emanating from other civilizations in interstellar space. 		3-74		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2006		1992		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		"In 1992, NASA initiated a formal, more intensive, SETI program."		5. No interpretation		The NASA documents specify 1992 as the start year for a formal SETI program. 		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.36		2000		1975		4.5		4.5		Usable

		2007		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 1990, the U.S. space program will use at least one teleoperator in the near-Earth environment.		3-105		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2007		1994		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		It wasn't until 1994, during Space Shuttle mision #STS-62, that the technology was sent into a near-Earth environment. 		4. Little interpretation		There was no evidence for the technology in orbit in 1985. The technology was noted as being launched in 1994, according to NASA. 		yes				1990		1980		1985		yes				0.9		1990		1980		9		9		Usable

		2008		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 1990, space robots will reach the stage of prototype development.		3-105		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		no		1		no		2008		1981		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1981--four years before the predicted date--a Space Shuttle had a robot.		5. No interpretation		A robot first became part of the SS in 1981, well before the 1985 date forecasted in which a robot would merely be a prototype. 		yes				1990		1980		1985		yes				0.4		1990		1980		-4		4		Usable

		2010		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1990 and 2000, simple robots (special purpose machines capable of performing a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment) will be introduced commercially. 		3-105		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology				Worldwide		The forecast is making a general statement about robots (not space robots) so the forecast likely applies worldwide,		3-105		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2010		1961		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Forecast was achieved in 1961 when GM introduced robots for car production. Therefore, it had been fully realized by 1995. 		4. Little interpretation		Sources show the forecast being realized ahead of schedule and in specific years (1961, 1962). 



Interpreted commercial use as use by industry. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes				1.7		2000		1990		-34		34		Usable		Question- If it's two links but to the same source website, is it fully verified?



Verification sources should be entered separately, even if from the same website. Sources also need to be entered using Chicago Style. SF 6/25/12

		2011		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1990 and 1993, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to land a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn. 		3-105		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2011		1997		yes		no		4. Mostly realized		In order to be realized, the spacrafts had to have arrived at target planet by year 1992.		3. Moderate interpretation		Although the launch to Jupiter occurred in 1989, it failed. The forecast is interpreted to be mostly realized, since it predicted that a rover would be landed on Mars and Saturn OR Jupiter. 		yes				1993		1990		1991.5		yes				0.3333333333		1993		1990		5.5		5.5		Usable

		2012		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1990 and 2000, robot vision systems will be used in commercially-available products that perform at least four different office and/or household tasks. 		3-108		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis				1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology				Worldwide		The forecast is general and applies to the global market.		3-108 				Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		5		no		2012		2008		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Only one version (medical) was noted as being commercially available in 1995. There were not enough functions available to meet the forecast. 



I have set the year of realization to the commercial availability of the SD-10 dual-arm robot, by Yasakawa Motoman as the earliest instance of a robot sold commercially that could perform 4 office and/or household tasks.		3. Moderate interpretation		The evidence is focused on cleaning and medical use of the technology and may not encompass all research or available uses at the time. However, it does show the technology still being mainly in the developmental stage rather than commercial. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes		2012		0.65		2000		1990		13		13		Usable		The ground truth citations need to be put in Chicago Style. I can't tell what year each was published, which makes it difficult to substantiate that 2012 was the last year the forecast was evaluated. SF 6/25/12

		2015		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Space-qualified robotic systems with some advanced automation will be used by the U.S. space program between 1987 to 1989.		3-114		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology				Worldwide		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2015		1993		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		A 2003 paper claims to provide the first ever example of a fully autonomous robot prototype constructed.



However, the forecast is about semi-autonomous systems in which a human maintains control over the most important aspects of decision-making. Turns out the benchmark for "autonomous" was very different in the 1970s.		2. A lot of interpretation		Interpreted "advanced automation" to mean fully autonomous.



JMS interprets "The first robots used will be interactive in that they will depend upon human beings for most critical decisions and for planning" to mean that pre-programmable autonomy (what used to be called "local autonomy") is being referred to.		yes				1989		1987		1988		yes		2003		0.3846153846		1989		1987		5		5		Usable

		2017		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the uprated Space Shuttle recurring flight costs will be $180/kg at Level-II activity. 		18-Apr		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		The Space Shuttle is a U.S. endeavor.		18-Apr		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2017				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The costs of the space shuttle only increased throughout its operational period rather than decreasing as predicted.		5. No interpretation		Data stated clearly in sources.		no		2000						2000		no		2011				2008		1992						Usable		I did not update the last year evaluated for this because it cannot be later than 2011, the year of the Space Shuttle's final flight. -JMS

		2021		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 1989, large, lightweight arrays capable of producing 110 We/kg of electrical energy will be available for use by the U.S. space program.		25-Apr		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2021		1991		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The first instance of an array that meets the criteria was in 1991.		4. Little interpretation		The W/kg performance levels, as well as technology description, are available within the NASA document. 		yes				1989		1980		1984.5		yes				0.6842105263		1989		1980		6.5		6.5		Usable

		2024		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 1990, microwave beam technology for space-based systems will be available to the U.S. space program.		Apr-39		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2024				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The technology was in the research phase in 1990. The technology was still not being used in 2017. 		5. No interpretation		Data stated plainly in sources. 		no		1990						1990		no		2017				1995		1985						Usable		An expanded search in June 2018 found that this forecast had still not been realized. -JS

		2025		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		High-powered laser beam technology for Earth-based systems will be available in the U.S. in 1985. 		Apr-39		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		10 years		no		1		yes		2025		1964		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Sources describe the CO2 laser as being developed in 1964 and being capable of producing very high power densities stating that such technology is still currently used. 		5. No interpretation		Data stated clearly in sources.		no		1985						1985		yes				2.1		1988		1982		-21		21		Usable

		2026		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 1995, high-powered laser beam technology for space-based systems will be available in the U.S.		Apr-39		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		11-20 years		no		1		no		2026		1991		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1991 the Alpha laser was demonstrated to operate in space like environments.		3. Moderate interpretation		Interprets available to mean developed rather than deployed and ready to use.		no		1995						1995		yes				0.2		2001		1989		-4		4		Usable

		2027		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the U.S. space program will be able to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with whatever level of accuracy is required at the time. 		2-May		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		3		yes		2027		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		From a purely technical standpoint, the technology of 2000 was sufficient to deliver payloads anywhere. However, the technology is unlikely to be demonstrated until 2015, the arrival year to Pluto. Therefore, as of 2012, it has not been realized. 		3. Moderate interpretation		According to the SMEs, it was technically possible for the U.S. space program to do this. However, this will only be theoretical until 2015 at least, when it will be demonstrated. 		no		2000						2000		yes		2012		0		2008		1992		0		0		Usable		Just need to make sure I've select the appropriate status according to the information from the SMEs.  BL 16 July 2012

		2028		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the U.S. will be able to land manned or unmanned payloads on the surface of Mars.		2-May		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		no		1		no		2028		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1997 the Mars Pathfinder landed on the surface of Mars.		5. No interpretation		Data stated clearly in source.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.12		2008		1992		-3		3		Usable

		2029		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the U.S. will be able to traverse Mars or the Moon with mechanical vehicles with high precision.		2-May		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2029		2004		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		In 2004 the Mars Rovers were able to able to be precisely controlled in order to traverse the surface of Mars.		4. Little interpretation		Interprets "expected" to move precisely to mean that the Rovers were technically capable of doing so.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.16		2008		1992		4		4		Usable		Although data does indicate that the Mars Rovers could be precisely controlled it does not seem to rule out the possibility that others before were also able to be precisely controlled. DF



Checking with SMEs (Jason and Phil) to see if we can reach consensus on this. SF



According to Phil Smith, the rovers were "high precision" thereby satisfying the forecast. SF 7/2/12

		2037		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, products containing fire-resistant polymers will be adopted by consumers. 		31-May		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology				Worldwide		The forecast is not specific to space technologies, so it likely applies worldwide.		31-May		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		no		1		no		2037		1976		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Products containing fire-resistant polymers were being used in a number of commercial applications in 1976.		4. Little interpretation		Research shows that the products were already being adopted across several applications in the 1970s. We can assume that if there were standards in place across multiple products then the products were in use. 		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.92		2000		1975		-11.5		11.5		Usable

		2044		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 2000, it will be possible for the U.S. space program to process materials in Earth orbit.		May-44		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2044		1973		yes		no		5. Fully realized		In 1973, Skylab was in earth orbit and had a materials processing facility on board.		4. Little interpretation		Interpreted experimental materials processing facility on Skylab to indicate the U.S. space program was then able to process materials in earth orbit.		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				1.1333333333		2000		1980		-17		17		Usable

		2053		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. space program's accuracy in delivering spacecraft to inner planets on flyby missions will be 2-20km.		May-59		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2053		1989		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The "B-plane" is a planar coordinate system that allows targeting during gravity assists. It's kind of like a conceptual target attached to the celestial body to help calculate accuracy. I chose 1989, the launch year, as the year of realization.		3. Moderate interpretation		I assumed that the forecast specifically refers to flybys, and specifically to planets, not orbital insertions, non-planets, or the Earth.

I assumed that the launch year would be the correct year of realization versus the date of the flyby event. -JS		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				0.0666666667		2000		1980		-1		1		Usable

		2054		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. space program's accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the outer planets on flyby missions will be 2-10 km. 		May-59		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2054		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The original text states "outer planets, and their their major satellites."

I have chosen the launch year for Cassini spacecraft as the date of realization.		2. A lot of interpretation		I have assumed that because a spacecraft could do a flyby of an outer planet's moon within the forecasted accuracy that it could therefore do the same with the moon's planet. 

I assumed that the launch year would be the correct year of realization versus the date of the flyby event. -JS		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				0.4666666667		2000		1980		7		7		Usable

		2055		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S.' accuracy in pointing spacecraft instruments will improve from 0.1 degrees to 0.005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft. 		May-59		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2055		1989		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The "0.005" degrees predicted correspond to 18 arc seconds. My choice of the year is the launch date of the earliest interplanetary spacecraft within the forecast time range to achieve a recorded instrument pointing accuracy of at least 18 arc seconds.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that "interplanetary" specifically means a spacecraft that goes to another planet. I also assumed that "the ability" is not confirmed until successful launch of a spacecraft that accomplishes its mission. -JS		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				0.0666666667		2000		1980		-1		1		Usable

		2056		NASA, “A Forecast of Space Technology 1980-2000,” January 1976.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1980 and 2000, the accuracy with which the U.S. points spacecraft instruments will be 0.0001 degrees for Earth orbiters.		May-59		1975		The preface indicates that the study was initiated in mid-1974, and there are forecasts throughout the document that are for 1975. As such, the forecasts were likely made in 1974. Text on pages 1-2 and 1-2 indicate that two phases of the study were conducted in 1975. 		1-1 and 1-2		Qualitative Trend Analysis		Trend Impact Analysis 		1-6		The majority of forecasts in this study resulted from trend extrapolation, which was conducted by experts in the field. Page 1-1 indicates that exploratory forecasting was primarily used. It involved trend extrapolation, incorporating forecasts from existing literature, interviews with experts, and a large body of specialized information and skills within NASA. 



**Consensus judgments were sought without resorting to Delphi techniques. 

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		According to the preface, the study examined the civilian role of the U.S. space program during the next 25 years. As such, forecasts likely apply to the U.S. space program.		NA		Northern America		Americas		NASA is a U.S. government agency.		NA		>20 years		yes		2		no		2056		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		60 arcseconds in an arcminute; 60 arcminutes in a degree.

0.007 arc seconds = 0.000116 arcminutes = 0.00000194 degrees instrument pointing accuracy.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed here that "earth orbiter" refers specifically to the instrument's location, and that this in no way indicates that it must be pointed *at* earth. -JS		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				0		2000		1980		0		0		Usable

		2295		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Methods to desalinate sea water to economic benefit will be developed and in use between 1964 - 1980. 		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964. 		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method. 		Environment				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world. 		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2295		1980		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		By 1972, desalination did not yet exist in a manner that could be considered "economically useful."		5. No interpretation		These sources and others clearly indicated that desalination was taking place by 1972, but that large-scale (municipal) desalination doesn't take place until about 1980. 		yes				1980		1964		1972		yes				1		1980		1964		8		8		Usable

		2296		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Fertility control by oral contraceptives or other simple and inexpensive means will be developed and in use between 1970 and 1983. 		12		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		4		no		2296		1963		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The percentage of US women 15-44 years of age who were using oral contraceptives went from 15.1 in 1965 to 25.1 in 1973 and then dipped to 22.5 in 1976. 		3. Moderate interpretation		The event in question certainly happened; the question is whether it happened before the forecast was made. Evidence indicates that the cost of birth control dropped considerably in 1962-63, while use of  birth control pills rose steadily. While the percentage of US women using birth control rose from 15.1 percent in 1965 to 25.1 percent in 1973, there were factors other than cost that could help account for that rise, including court rulings in 1965 and 1972 that broadened access to birth control pills and a 1972 law that provided federal assistance for family planning to the needy. Interestingly, the percentage of women aged 15-44 using birth control pills declined between 1973 and 1976, from 25.1 to 22.5 percent.		yes				1983		1970		1976.5		yes				1.08		1983		1970		-13.5		13.5		Usable

		2297		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Reliable weather forecasts will be in use between 1972 and 1988.		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2297		1974		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Forecast does not define "reliable" in the context of weather forecasting, but new and improved capabilities, including satellites, computers and radars, were deployed starting in the mid 1970s.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast does not  define "reliable" in weather forecasting context, but improved capabilities were deployed during the period in question.		yes				1988		1972		1980		yes				0.375		1988		1972		-6		6		Usable

		2298		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Operation of a central data storage facility with wide access for general or specialized information retrieval will be  in use between 1971 and 1991. 		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6 		>20 years		yes		2		no		2298		1991		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The forecast is likely describing the Internet, which was opened to the public in 1991. Data storage systems -- i.e. the first computers -- were in use before 1964, when the forecast was made. Access to these systems via remote terminals was available in the 1960s, before the forecast range. ARPANet, the precursor to the Internet, was developed starting in the late 1960s. All of these systems, as well as access to them, improved throughout the forecast period, making it difficult -- without knowing exactly what the forecasters meant by "wide access" -- to pinpoint realization. We went with 1991, the last year of the forecast period, which is when the  World Wide Web became publicly available for the first time.		2. A lot of interpretation		Data storage systems -- i.e. the first computers -- were in use before 1964, when the forecast was made. Access to these systems via remote terminals was available in the 1960s, before the forecast range. ARPANet, the precursor to the Internet, was developed starting in the late 1960s. All of these systems, as well as access to them, improved throughout the forecast period, making it difficult -- without knowing exactly what the forecasters meant by "wide access" -- to pinpoint realization. I went with 1991, the last year of the forecast period, which is when the  World Wide Web became publicly available for the first time. 		yes				1991		1971		1981		yes				0.5882352941		1991		1971		10		10		Usable

		2299		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Physical theory will be reformed and in use between 1975 and 1993.		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6 		>20 years		yes		2		no		2299				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Scientists had not reconciled the differences between relativity theory and quantum mechanics as of 1984, 1993 (end of forecast period) or 2015.		3. Moderate interpretation		I interpreted the phrase "eliminate confusion in quantum-relativity and simplifying particle theory" to mean reconcile these conflicting  models of how nature works with a new theory. --WF		yes				1993		1975		1984		no		2015				1993		1975						Usable

		2300		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Implanted artificial organs made of plastic and electronic components will be in use between 1975 and 1988. 		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2300		1982		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The artificial hearts in use during the forecast  had to be hooked up to a large external console, thus confining patients to hospital.		3. Moderate interpretation		Assumed forecasters meant full organ, as electronic pacemakers were in use prior to 1964. Forecaster specifications do not preclude reliance by implanted artificial organ on external power/control source. Nonetheless, this reliance led me to conclude that the forecast had only been partially realized.		yes				1988		1975		1981.5		yes				0.0285714286		1988		1975		0.5		0.5		Usable

		2301		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Lasers in X-ray regions of the spectrum will be developed and in use between 1978 and 1989. 		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2301				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		X-ray lasers in early stages of development in forecasted year with no applied use outside of a R&D setting.		3. Moderate interpretation		The phrase "in use" from the forecast was defined as being used in an applied setting outside of research and development. All sources suggest that X-Ray lasers have yet to find any application for which they are currently in use outside of a research setting, with only future potential applications cited.		yes				1989		1978		1983.5		no		2017				1989		1978						Usable

		2302		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will be developed and in use between 1980 – 2000. 		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		5		no		2302				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No commercial deep sea mining operations were in operation in 1990, therefore it is reasonable to conclude that there was no economically useful activity. Sources indicate that technology was still in research and development phases in the forecast year of 1990.		4. Little interpretation		Interpreted lack of any commercial operations up until current date as indicative of no economically useful deep see mining taking place.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2017				2000		1980						Usable

		2305		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		A technology that is capable of automatically researching legal information will be developed and in use between 1971  and 1988. 		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2305		1970		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The forecast was probably realized the year (1970) before the range forecast (1971-1988), and the forecast was definitely realized by 1973 and the deployment of the LEXIS system.		4. Little interpretation		The definition of automation was uncertain from the forecast. In order to evaluate, "automated lookup" was considered to be "full-text searching capability".		yes				1988		1971		1979.5		yes				0.6129032258		1988		1971		-9.5		9.5		Usable

		2306		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Automatic language translator with correct grammar will be in use between 1971  and 1996.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2306				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast specifies automated translation capabilities with "correct grammar." 		3. Moderate interpretation		The latest automated translation tools still fare poorly compared to humans. I'm assuming the latest technology better than what was available from 1971-1996 and equating lack of accuracy with incorrect grammar.		yes				1996		1971		1983.5		no		2017				1996		1971						Usable

		2307		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Automated rapid transit will be actually developed and in use  between 1973 - 1985.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2307		1981		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The first fully automated rapid transit was implemented in 1981 in Kobe, Japan. Followed by Osaka, Japan in 1981 and then Lille, France in 1983.		4. Little interpretation		Used following definition for automated from UITP source  "Grade of Automation 4 systems, where there is no driver in the front cabin of the train, nor accompanying staff assigned to a specific train. This can also be referred to as Unattended Train Operation, or UTO".



Grade of Automation 4 is the highest level of automation as defined in IEC 62267. Levels 0 -3 all depend on varying levels of staffing in order to operate.		yes				1985		1973		1979		yes				0.1333333333		1985		1973		2		2		Usable

		2308		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Robot services as household slaves will actually be in widespread use  between 1980 and 1996.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		5		no		2308				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		There was no widespread usage of robots in applications described in the forecast in 1988.		3. Moderate interpretation		Interpreted "household slaves" as being indicative of a mutli-functional robot able to carry out many different ad-hoc tasks. No robots with this level of sophistication are in widespread use with domestic robots currently on the market being single/limited use.		yes				1996		1980		1988		no		2016				1996		1980						Usable

		2309		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Deep-space laboratories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will be in use between 1975 and 1994.		31		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2309				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Extraterrestrial laboratories and observatories have been limited to Low-Earth Orbit thus far.		3. Moderate interpretation		"Deep-space" was evaluated using the definition 'beyond the Earth-Moon system', as the alternative definition 'in interstellar or intergalactic space' seemed unreasonable. "Laboratories and observatories" were determined to refer to manned facilities, since other forecasts from the source used "probe" to refer to unmanned scientific systems.		yes				1994		1975		1984.5		no		2018				1994		1975						Usable

		2310		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The installed power in the European Economic Community will grow by a factor of a hundred from a programmed 3,700 megawatts in 1970 to 370,000 megawatts in 2000.		71		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967. 		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points." 		Energy				Europe		The forecast statement specifies "the European Economic Community" 		71		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title p		>20 years		yes		2		no		2310		2006		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		Sources provided show the forecast was out by a range of 23,000-36,000 MW in forecast year 2000 within 10% of forecast.		5. No interpretation		Uses quantitative data relating directly to forecast.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1818181818		2010		1990		6		6		Usable

		2311		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		There is a greater than 60% probability that most or all reactors will be breeder reactors in the year 2000. 		72		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		The forecast does not refer to a specific place, using the term "all" to mean worldwide. 		72		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title 		>20 years		yes		4		no		2311				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As no commercial breeder reactors were in operation in the forecast year, these types did not account for "most or all" reactors.		4. Little interpretation		Technology was not commercialised in forecast year therefore it could not account for "most or all" reactors.		no		2000						2000		no		2010				2010		1990						Usable

		2313		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The cure rate of cancer, currently one-third of cases, is expected to double by 2000. 		107		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		The surrounding paragraphs do not specify countries, suggesting this prediction is about cancer in general, across the globe.		107		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		5		no		2313		2001		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The five-year survival rates for cancer were extremely close to forecast value in 2000.		3. Moderate interpretation		Five-year cancer survival rates are generally used as a proxy measure for cure in the medical literature. See source from Cancer Society of Finland confirming this. Furthermore, the "currently one-third of cases" figure given in the forecast agrees with this. Looking at the "The World of Chemistry: Essentials" and "Health Care in the Early 1960s" sources, it is likely this is what the forecast was predicting.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0303030303		2010		1990		1		1		Usable

		2315		National Intelligence Council. Global Trends 2015: A Dialogue About the Future with Nongovernment Experts. National Intelligence Council, 2000. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 2000 and 2015, local-to-global Internet access will enable universal wireless connectivity.		31		2000		The report was published in 2000.		title		Expert Sourcing		Workshops		1		The NIC "worked actively with a range of nongovernmental institutions and experts" and "began the analysis with two workshops focusing on drivers and alternative futures... Many of the judgments in this paper derive from our efforts to distill the diverse views expressed at these conferences or related workshops."		Technology				Worldwide		The report is forecasting what "the world of 2015" will look like -- not just a single country or region.		5		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the report, the National Intelligence Council, is based on in the U.S. Moreover, in the list of cosponsored conferences in support of the report, only one is based outside of the U.S. (a U.K. conference).		1		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2315				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Even within the US, significant wireless Internet blind spots remain, particularly in the Rocky Mountains. Globally, other blind spots remain for political and economic reasons, as well as geographical reasons. However, a new generation of prospective satellite systems may enable universal coverage in the near future.		4. Little interpretation		2016 FCC report depicts universal (albeit weak) coverage for the US, which is contradicted by 2017 crowd-sourced report. Wireless blind spots on crowd-sourced report track with blind spots on 2014 NTIA report, which lends credence to crowd-sourced report. Additionally, crowd-sourced report was sole source for much experimental global connectivity data.		yes				2015		2000				no		2017												Usable

		2316		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The world's population will increase 55 percent, from 4.1 billion people in 1975 to 6.35 billion in 2000. 		(vol.1) 8		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well. 		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies. 		Demographics				Worldwide		The forecast statement specifies the "world's" population. 		(vol.1) 8		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2316		2003		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Forecast was only 4% off.  Population did not hit 6.35 million until 2003. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using quantitative, specific data 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.15		2006		1994		3		3		Usable

		2318		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The average fuel efficiency of automobiles in the US will be 27 to 29 miles per gallon in 2000.		26		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Technology		Northern America		Americas		This statement is specifically projecting the fuel efficiency in the U.S. 		26				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2318				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		US automobiles were significantly under the predicted fuel efficiency in forecast year, and have yet to achieve the forecast levels of fuel efficiency to date.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2007		1993						Usable

		2321		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The US will be the main producer of shale oil in 2000.  		39		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		The forecast statement specifies "worldwide" production.		39				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		6		no		2321		2012		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		At .4 million barrels per day, the US was not the main producer of global shale oil production in 2000. The US accounted for 0% of global shale oil in 2002, and the main producers were Estonia, Brazil, Australia, and China. It wasn't until 2007 that  significant shale oil drilling activity first began in the U.S., and that productivity doubled between 2007 and 2012. By 2014, the US was the main producer of shale oil in the world, although this was likely first realized in 2012.		3. Moderate interpretation		Some assumptions in determining the fist year of realization. Belfer Center source indicates US production increased dramatically from 2007 to 2012, and a 2012 article by Institute for Energy Research indicated the US led the world in shale gas production (used "shale oil and shale gas" throughout the article). 2014 data from the Energy Information Administration shows the US far ahead of other countries in shale gas and tight oil/shale oil production. It's likely the forecast was first realized in 2012 and 2013. -SFM		no		2000						2000		yes		2012		0.5217391304		2007		1993		12		12		Usable

		2325		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The ability to affect regional weather at acceptable cost will be  implemented between 1987 and 2000.		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		5		no		2325				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast requires that the stated technology be in use in order for the forecast to be fulfilled, and it was not in use during the forecast range. For the last period evaluated, use of the forecast technology is still unreliable and employed only in rare instances.		3. Moderate interpretation		Interpretation was limited to summarizing and analyzing reports on the topic, as well as identifying and discounting fringe and fraudulent reporting on the topic.		yes				2000		1987		1993.5		no		2017				2000		1987						Usable

		2326		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Commercially-generated, synthetic protein for food will  be developed and in use between 1985 and 2003.		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2326				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Technology was still in development by end of forecast range, and was definitely not feasible or in widespread use.  The predicted technology is still not feasible as of 2018.		3. Moderate interpretation		"Synthetic protein" was interpreted as synthetic meat and fish products, not vegetable- or grain-based meat substitutes.		yes				2003		1985		1994		no		2018				2003		1985						Usable

		2330		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Electronic prosthesis (radar for the blink, servomechanical limbs, etc.) will be developed and in use between 1975 and 1990.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2330		1988		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The forecasted technology was in use in the forecast range, but not yet standardized or accessible to all potential users.		4. Little interpretation		The two examples (radar for the blind, servomechanical limbs) were considered samples of the technology forecast (electronic prosthesis) and not the technologies specifically forecast. As a result, verification focused on servomechanical limbs.		yes				1990		1975		1982.5		yes				0.2972972973		1990		1975		5.5		5.5		Usable

		2331		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Automated interpretation of medical symptoms will be developed and in use between 1980 - 1990.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2331				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No automated systems for diagnosis of medical symptoms were in use in the forecast year. 		4. Little interpretation		Interpreted the forecast statement as referring to fully automated systems rather than the CAD systems in current clinical use, which act as providers of a second opinion for physicians.		yes				1990		1980		1985		no		2012				1990		1980						Usable

		2332		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Computers for tax collection, with access to all business records—automatic single tax deductions--will actually be developed and in widespread use between 1980 and 1996. 		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2332				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Increasingly complex and ambiguous tax codes still require professional human interpretation, with automation being limited to large-scale routine tasks and verification. As of 2018, automated tax administration has not been in widespread use.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast was interpreted as discussing automation of the collecting agency rather than the taxpayer. Automation was interpreted from "Computers" and "automatic single tax deductions".		yes				1996		1980		1988		no		2018				1996		1980						Usable

		2333		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		A machine that comprehends standard IQ tests and scores above 150 (where “comprehend is to be interpreted behavioristically as the ability to respond to questions printed in English and possibly accompanied by diagrams) will actually be in use and available between 1984 and 2000.		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2333				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		An AI specialized to answer a particular class of question (verbal comprehension) on common standardized tests only performs slightly better than the human average for said question type. AIs designed for semi-flexible tasking performed far worse than the human average on a standard IQ test.		4. Little interpretation		Specialized verbal comprehension AI was tested on the GRE,not a standard IQ test. However, the researchers in the study translated and mapped the AI's performance on to a standard IQ metric.		yes				2000		1984		1992		no		2017				2000		1984						Usable

		2334		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Re-execution of critical experiments in deep space (Michelson-Morely, speed of light, equality of gravitational and inertial mass, etc.) will be developed and in use between 1973 and 1994. 		31		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2334				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast technology was not executed in the forecast range, and has not been executed as of 2018, although there are proposals to do so in the future. The forecast would have been fulfilled if it allowed for the domain of the Earth-Moon system to be included.		4. Little interpretation		"Critical experiments" was defined generously to include most terrestrial physics experiments. "Deep space" used the definition of 'outside the Earth-Moon system' as opposed to 'outside the Solar System'.		yes				1994		1973		1983.5		no		2018				1994		1973						Usable

		2336		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In the year 2000, fusion power will not be a significant source of energy. 		4		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		The report is providing a global energy assessment, so all projections are about the entire world unless otherwise specified.		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		4		no		2336		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		No commercial fusion reactors had been developed or were in operation in the year 2000. Therefore fusion power could not be a significant source of energy.		4. Little interpretation		Forecast predicts that fusion power will not be a "significant" source of energy in 2000. As no commercial fusion reactors were in operation or developed in 2000, prior to 2000, or going forward until 2017 I have taken this as indication that fusion power could not be a significant source of energy in the forecast year or at any point in time.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2007		1993		0		0		Usable

		2338		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Transportation energy use will decline to 25% of total energy demand in 2000.		24		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		The report is providing a global energy assessment, so all projections are about the entire world unless otherwise specified.		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2338				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		If the forecast was global, actual value declined far below forecast value for the forecast year. If forecast was for US, Europe, or both, actual value exceeded forecast value for the forecast year.



Since the worldwide value was around 19% in 2000, around 19% in 2010, and forecasted to be around 20% in 2020, I assumed that the worldwide value in 2018 was between 19% and 20%. -RG		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast does not describe the region the forecast is for, but based on the source it is probably WOCA (World Outside Communist Areas). In that case, "worldwide" metric is the most useful for verification of the forecast based on the state of the world in 2000. Also, since the worldwide value was around 19% in 2000, around 19% in 2010, and forecasted to be around 20% in 2020, I assumed that the worldwide value in 2018 was between 19% and 20%. -RG		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2007		1993						Usable

		2340		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In the year 2000, 50% of oil consumption will go to transport and petrochemical feedstocks, where it is an essential fuel.		25		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		The report is providing a global energy assessment, so all projections are about the entire world unless otherwise specified.		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2340		1981		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Both data sources show oil consumption by transport sector as 50% or above in year 2000. IEA data shows that 50% was first reached in 1981. 		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentages for IEA data source by dividing figures for final consumption of oil products by final consumption of oil products in transport sector. Minor interpretation involved in reading figures from graph in BP data source. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.8260869565		2007		1993		-19		19		Usable

		2342		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		World food production will increase 90 percent between 1970 to 2000.  		(vol.1) 1		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		Forecast specifies "world production" of food.		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2342		1999		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Change in actual value over the forecast period was reasonably close to change in forecast value over the forecast period, based on the scale of the forecast/actual change. Food production in 1999 was 91% greater than the food production of 1970.		3. Moderate interpretation		Single Ground Truth due to all other sources using the FAO as the definitive data source, or other sources being incomplete in scope (limited regional coverage, excluding food types such as fish, etc). -RG		no		2000		2000		1970		2000		yes				0.05		2006		1994		-1		1		Usable

		2343		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The real price of food is projected to increase 95 percent between 1970 and 2000.		(vol.1) 17		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified. 		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2343				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Rather than nearly doubling over the forecast period, the actual value for real price of food was decreased by more than half.		3. Moderate interpretation		Prices vary regionally, meaning that most sources focus on pricing for a country/region. The source cited uses commodity pricing.		no		2000				1970		2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2344		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Arable land worldwide will be 1,538.6 million hectares in 2000, up from 1,476.8 in 1975. 		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		Table specifies "worldwide"		(vol.2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2344				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well below the forecast value for the forecast year, and the actual value has yet to reach the forecast value as of the last reported period.		4. Little interpretation		FAO is the definitive source for global agriculture data. All other sources  (including het World Bank) reviewed for global arable land data cited FAO database or an FAO report.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2348		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Forest cover in less developed countries will have decreased by 40% in 2000 (from 1980 forecast cover amount). 		(vol.1) 2		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2348				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The data shows that the decrease in forest area was perhaps half as much as predicted. In fact, sources show that deforestation rates began to decrease in the 1990s and have continued to do so as of 2015. 		3. Moderate interpretation		I did not have complete data that for the entire 1980-2000 period and had to make some inferences relying on data for smaller segments of time within that range. 



Also note that the FAO and the Guardian source provide slightly different data, a discrepancy that is likely a result of the sources defining "developing countries" differently. 



Finally, the forecast source does not provide a definition for the term  "less developed countries." The analyst assumes they meant "developing" and used the corresponding UN list of countries.

		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable		Possible duplicate with 2894

		2349		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The rate of growth per year in 1975 was 1.8 percent; the projected rate for 2000 is 1.7 percent. 		(vol.1) 8		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2349		1991		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Rate of population growth was significantly below that predicted in the forecast year given the historical range of values for population growth rates.		4. Little interpretation		Forecast source only expresses forecast to one decimal place. This makes a significant difference to the year of realization here depending on how the second decimal place is dealt with. Have used 1991 as the year of realisation as this was the first time the data shows population growth rate crossing 1.70 (1.65% rounded up is 1.7%). The data shows that population growth has been decreasing since the late 1980s/early 1990s. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.45		2006		1994		-9		9		Usable

		2350		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Most of the world's population growth (92 percent) will occur in the less developed countries rather than the industrialized countries between 1980-2000. 		(vol.1) 9		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified. In this case, the statement is about less developed countries worldwide, specifically.		(vol.1) 9		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2350				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Growth was only 2% away from the predicted amount of growth. 



However, it does not appear that this share of growth ever exceeded 90% and in fact began to go back down to 89%, which may be because of developing countries' declining fertility rate.		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation needed because of the forecast's use of the term "less developed countries," which the source does not provide a definition for and is not a commonly used term by other organizations. The analyst assumes they meant "developing" and used the corresponding UN list of countries. 



Only soft verified because the World Bank source derives its data from 6 credible sources, and is considered an authoritative source for population data.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2351		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Of the 6.35 billion people in the world in 2000, 5 billion will live in less developed countries.		(vol.1) 9		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2351		2001		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Population levels were close to  forecast in year 2000 but hadn't reached 5 billion.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecasters did not define what they meant by "less developed regions" so I used UN definition for "less developed regions".  These comprise all regions of Africa, Asia (except Japan), Latin America, and the Caribbean plus Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia. -DF

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.05		2006		1994		1		1		Usable

		2352		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		World fertility rates will drop more than 20 percent over the 1975-2000 period, from an average of 4.3 children per fertile woman to 3.3.		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the "world in 2000," so all predictions are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2352		1989		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Although the forecast correctly predicted a decline in fertility rates, it was off by 19%. In fact, fertility went down to 3.3 children per woman 11 years earlier, in 1989. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using quantitative, specific data 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.55		2006		1994		-11		11		Usable

		2353		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In less developed countries, fertility rates are projected to drop 30 percent over the 1975- 2000 period.		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Worldwide		This study is forecasting the fertility rates in lower developed countries worldwide.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2353		1999		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 2000, developing countries' fertility rate had dropped 31.5%, which is only 1.5% over the predicted amount.



Fertility rate first decreased by 30% in 1999. 		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation needed because of the forecast's use of the term "less developed countries," which the source does not provide a definition for and is not a commonly used term by other organizations. The analyst assumes they meant "developing" and used the corresponding UN list of countries.



Only soft verified because the World Bank source derives its data from 6 credible sources, and the World Bank is considered an authoritative source on population information. 		no		2000						2000		yes		1999		0.05		2006		1994		-1		1		Usable

		2354		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Mexico City will have a population of more than 30 million people in 2000. 		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics		Central America		Americas		This forecast is predicting the population of a city in Mexico.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2354				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well below the forecast value for the forecast year, and is still below the forecast value for the last reported year.		4. Little interpretation		"Mexico City" was interpreted as "the Mexico City metropolitan area".  If the forecast language were interpreted as "Mexico City proper", the forecast would be even further from fulfillment.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2355		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Calcutta will approach a population of  20 million people in 2000.		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 6		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Forecast is projecting population growth in Calcutta, an Indian city.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2355				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The population of Calcutta in 2015 was 17 million--still 15% off from the forecasted number of 20 million. Forecast was 35% off. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using quantitative, specific data.  Second source used 2001 data, but you wouldn't expect to see a dramatic change in one year.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2358		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		GNP will increase worldwide by 145 percent from 1975 to 2000.		(vol.1) 13		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Economy				Worldwide		Statement specifies "worldwide" increase		(vol.1) 1		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2358		1987		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual rate of growth in global economic output was much higher than was forecast for the forecast range.		4. Little interpretation		Two ground truths yielded slightly different data sets, but the year of forecast fulfillment was only one year difference. 1987 was chosen as the fulfillment date, as the forecast value had been reached under both datasets by that point.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.65		2006		1994		-13		13		Usable

		2360		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		By 1982, information storage and retrieval will become a runaway revolutionary process.

		96		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		1		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2360		1982		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The development of TCP/IP in 1982 created a new method of communication that, despite required infrastructure, significantly reduced the cost to transmit information in terms of time (and later, in financial terms as well). TCP/IP was a key technology to enable the emergence of the Internet, which continues to be a "revolutionary runaway process".		3. Moderate interpretation		Evaluation required a review of a history of technological development with irregular early progress, but a clear indicator occurred during the forecast year. "Runaway revolutionary process" is an ambiguous term (falls into the case of 'I'll know it when I see it'), but the development of the Internet is probably the best example of a "runaway revolutionary process". -RG		no		1982						1982		yes				0		1987		1977		0		0		Usable

		2362		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		Between 1967 and 1982, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		114		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		1		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2362		1975		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The technology became widespread on the national level during the forecast range, but individual access was still inhibited. The year of realization is based on the growing use of progesterone pills during the timeframe despite unequal barriers to access.		3. Moderate interpretation		"Superior technique" is defined as progesterone birth control pills. "Universal" is determined as the technical knowledge or professional access to the technology being global, even if individual access to the technology still faces barriers. -RG		yes				1982		1967		1974.5		yes				0.0666666667		1982		1967		0.5		0.5		Usable

		2364		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The world's population in the year 2000 will be less than the seven billion.		115		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics				Worldwide		Statement specifies "world" population		115		Northern America		Americas		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		1		>20 years		yes		2		no		2364		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, population was 1 billion less than the previously predicted number of 7 billion. 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation needed; validated using hard, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2010		1990		0		0		Usable		Per our standard lexicon, "perhaps" is equivalent to 40-60% probability and excluded as a forecast. However, I'm retaining this forecast because the "perhaps" refers to how "off" the population will be, which is not what we're trying to verify. -SFM

		2366		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The population of the USA in year 2000 will be 318 million.		125		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		The information preceding this forecast is all about American statistics, which are implied to be shaping the forecast.		125		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2366		2014		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was off by over 20% . US population did not reach 318 until 2014, when it was at 318.56 million. 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation needed, validated using hard, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4242424242		2010		1990		14		14		Usable

		2367		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		38 per cent of Americans in the year 2000 will be employed.		125		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		The information preceding this forecast is all about American statistics, which are implied to be shaping the forecast.		125		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2367				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Emplyoment-population ratio was 26.4% above the predicted value in 2000.		3. Moderate interpretation		Have interpreted the forecast as predicting a decline in employment rates over the time period specified. Forecast source discusses robotics displacing workers and historical data gathered as ground truth sources indicate that employment rates were already greater than 38% in the original forecast year.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2010		1990						Usable

		2368		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		Americans will work an average of 1,600 hours a year in 2000.		125		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		The information preceding this forecast is all about American statistics, which are implied to be shaping the forecast.

		125		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2368				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Both source show that the average worker in the United States worked more than 230 hours above the prediction.		3. Moderate interpretation		Interpreted forecast source as predicting declining trend in average hours worked annually to determine no realization occurred. Forecast source discusses robotics displacing workforce and historical data gathered as ground truth source indicates that in year of forecast 1967 average hours worked annually was at 1,945, greater than the prediction.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2010		1990						Usable

		2369		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		World population in 2000 will be 6.4 billion persons.		138		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics				Worldwide		Forecast specifies world population.		138		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2369		2004		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Forecast was only 4% off and was fully realized within 4 years, so I consider it to be almost realized by 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed to determine if 4% off qualifies as mostly or almost realized. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1212121212		2010		1990		4		4		Usable

		2370		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The continent of Africa will have a population growth rate  of 2.7 per cent over the 1965-2000 period (one of the highest population growth rates alongside South America). 		138		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics				Africa		Forecast specifies Africa. 		138		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2370		2000		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Annual growth rate in Africa over the time period forecast was only between 0.02 and 0.04% less than the forecast. 		4. Little interpretation		Calculated average percentage over time period from both UN data and World Bank data. For World Bank data took the sum of all countries under the UN regional classification of Africa in order to calculate population for region for each year.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2010		1990		0		0		Usable

		2374		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		South America will sustain considerable growth in population from 1965 - 2000, 2.7 per cent.		140		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		South America		Americas		Forecast specifies population of South America		140		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2374				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Population growth rate in South America followed a trend of steady decline through the forecast period of 1965-2000 continuing on up until 2016.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentage change in population of South America with World Bank data using the UN list of South American states. Excluded French Guiana and Falkland Islands from the calculation as separated data was unavailable in the source.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2010		1990						Usable

		2376		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		Gross world product rises from $2.1 trillion in 1965 to $10.9 trillion in year 2000.		141		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy				Worldwide		Forecast specifies  gross "world" product.		141		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2376		1980		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Forecast was fully realized by 1980, far in advance of predicted date.		5. No interpretation		Sources use quantitative data that address the forecast variable directly.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.6060606061		2010		1990		-20		20		Usable

		2382		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1983 and 2000, laser leveling will be used to prepare land for more effective water usage.		51		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.		xv		Multiple		Multiple		179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature. 		Technology		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.		xiii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2382		1992		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Laser leveling technology for  preserving moisture was in use between 1983 and 2000, and likely not sooner than that, since one ground truth source from 1982 refers to it as a "new" technology (and it's possible the technology was not in widespread use that year given the article is arguing for the use and investment in the new technology). 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, relevant data. 		yes		2000		2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.0588235294		2000		1983		0.5		0.5		Usable

		2396		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Over the years between 1983 - 2000, there is a greater than 60% probability that crop chemical applications will make greater use of electrostatic spraying processes, which involve the principle of static electricity.		54		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.		xv		Multiple		Multiple		179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature. 		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.		xiii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2396		1988		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Electrostatic spraying existed as early as 1988 and improvements to application techniques were being developed in 1992. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what constitutes "make greater use." The analyst assumes that efforts to improve application techniques constitute making greater use of the electrostatic spraying process. 		yes		2000		2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.4117647059		2000		1983		-3.5		3.5		Usable

		2412		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1983 and 2000, large corporate farms that are developed and managed by absentee owners will not account for a significant number of farms.		73		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.		xv		Multiple				179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature. 		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.		xiii		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2412		1992		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		USDA data from 1992 and 1995 shows that large corporate farms (which we define as "non-family corporations") did not account for a significant number of farms in the U.S. Other sources show that, starting as early as 1996, farms in the US became larger and fewer, but that these farms were usually owned and operated by families, even the large corporations. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what the forecasters meant by "large corporate farms that are developed and managed by absentee owners." The analyst assumes this means non-family farms or non-family corporations, even though some sources say that non-family corporations are not large (because most sources say large corporations are family-run). Also, there was some difficulty determining what the forecasters meant by "significant numbers". The analyst compared number of farms owned by non-family entities to the number of farms owned by family entities to determine significance. 		yes		2000		2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.0588235294		2000		1983		0.5		0.5		Usable

		2426		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The automobile's share of energy will drop to 40% of all transport energy demand.		102		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		This study is doing a "global" assessment; therefore, all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		5		no		2426				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		All sources indicate that road transport use of total transport energy has either remained roughly the same or has even increased. The latest available data, for 2012, places road transport use at approximately 67%. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Interpretation necessary because the analyst could not find readily available data for the year 2000 or any data more recent than 2012. 



Interpretation necessary because "road transport" is sometimes broken down further into "light duty vehicles" "buses" and so on, distinctions which can greatly affect the outcome. Consequently, one must decide what counts as an "automobile." For the purpose of this forecast, the verifier has decided to use the broad definition provided in the ground truth source titled "The Insurance Definition of "Automobile."" 		no		2000						2000		no		2012				2007		1993						Usable

		2427		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The magnitude of oil used in automobiles will be 15 million barrels of oil per day in 2000. 		102		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		This study is doing a "global" assessment; therefore, all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2427		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As forecasted, automobiles were using 15 MBD in 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we did not have data for the exact year.  However, considering that oil demand did not change at all between 1997 and 2000 (stayed at 75 MBD), we can safely infer that transportation oil use stayed about the same as well. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2007		1993		0		0		Usable

		2429		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, the population of the world will have increased about 40% from its present size to 4.3 billion.		39		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Demographics				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2429		1979		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Global population was close to 5 billion in 1984. World Bank data show that total world population crossed the 4.3B threshold in 1979.		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear. 		no		1984						1984		yes				0.25		1990		1978		-5		5		Usable

		2431		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, the birth rate will continue to drop.		39		1964		Effective fertility control will be practised, with the result that the birth rate will continue to drop.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Demographics				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2431		1984		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Births per woman worldwide steadily and sharply declined on average from 5.068 in 1964 (the year the forecast was made) to 3.572 in 1984 and continued to decline in the years thereafter,		5. No interpretation		Ground truth sources clearly show birth rates dropping. 		no		1984						1984		yes				0		1990		1978		0		0		Usable		No need to determine year of realization (i.e., determining when birth rates initially dropped), since forecast is merely saying birth rates will continue to drop. 

		2433		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, the use of personality-control drugs will be widespread and widely accepted.		39		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Demographics				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2433		1961		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Lithium was approved for use in the U.S. in 1970, but had been approved in other countries earlier. 		2. A lot of interpretation		I limited my definition of "personality control drugs" to mood stabilizers. Antidepressants were first approved by the FDA in 1959, and anti-anxiety drugs were approved as early as 1960. Because these approvals predate the forecast, antidepressants and anti-anxiety drugs were not considered in the verification process. This left "mood stabilizers," of which the first to be approved by the FDA was lithium (1970). However, the U.S. was the 50th country to approve sales of lithium, which was registered in France in 1961."		no		1984						1984		yes				1.15		1990		1978		-23		23		Usable		See explanation of degree of interpretation.

		2434		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, sophisticated teaching machines will be in general use. 		39		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		4		no		2434				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Teaching machines of the type that were  becoming available when the forecast was made never came into widespread use and never took on tasks of human teachers in any meaningful way.  The concept of "teaching machines" the forecast is likely referring to was largely abandoned in the late 1960s and never reached widespread usage.		4. Little interpretation		Using a definition of teaching machines as machines that are able to replace human teachers in some capacity.		no		1984						1984		no		2016				1990		1978						Usable

		2435		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, automated libraries which look up and reproduce relevant material will greatly aid research. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2435		1971		yes		no		3. Almost realized		Networks containing research materials from multiple libraries were available at a limited number of sites in 1984. 		3. Moderate interpretation		I am assuming that online networks containing bibliographic databases from multiple libraries qualify as "automated libraries which look up and reproduce relevant material." 		no		1984						1984		yes				0.65		1990		1978		-13		13		Usable

		2436		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, world-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2436		1969		yes		no		5. Fully realized		INTELSAT achieved global coverage in 1969. 		4. Little interpretation		I am assuming global satellite system is what the forecasters meant by "universal" satellite system.		no		1984						1984		yes				0.75		1990		1978		-15		15		Usable

		2437		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, automation will span the gamut from many service operations to some types of decision making at the management level. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2437				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2015, machines and software were not making decisions at the top managerial levels.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecasters are not specific as to the types of decisions and at what management level will be handled by machines as of 1984. What is clear is that senior-level managers were still making all key decisions as of 2005, and the use of machines to make senior-level management decisions was not common in 2015. 		no		1984						1984		no		2015				1990		1978						Usable

		2438		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in space, a permanent lunar base will have been established. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2438				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Astronauts have not been to the moon since 1972 and no permanent base has been established. 		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear. 		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable

		2439		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, manned Mars fly-bys will have been accomplished.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2439				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2017, humans have not traveled beyond the Moon.		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear that humans have not traveled past the Moon, and therefore could not have traveled to Mars. 		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable

		2440		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, deep-space laboratories will be in operation. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2440				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		There were no manned deep-space laboratories as of 1984, and are none today.		3. Moderate interpretation		I am assuming that the forecasters meant human-tended deep space laboratory. One could argue that robotic probes are laboratories, in which case the forecast would be true because multiple NASA spacecraft had reached deep space by 1984. However, NASA also carried out a robotic Venus flyby in 1962, before the forecast was made, which leads on to assume forecasters were referring to an astronaut-tended laboratory. Definition of deep space, Webster's, is space beyond the Earth-Moon system.		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable

		2441		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, propulsion by solid-core nuclear reactor will be available. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2441				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Nuclear as a means of propulsion was not available in 1984 and remains unavailable today.		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear that nuclear thermal propulsion is currently not available. 		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable

		2442		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in the military arena, ground warfare will be modified by rapid mobility. 

		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2442		1965		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Helicopters, which greatly increased the mobility of ground forces, came into widespread use in the Vietnam war starting in 1965.		4. Little interpretation		Validation focused on helicopter's contribution to enhancing military mobility.		no		1984						1984		yes				0.95		1990		1978		-19		19		Usable		Focus on helicopters seems reasonable, since they weren't in widespread use at the time the forecast was made. --SFM

		2443		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2443				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		The United States deployed a limited number of nuclear-tipped ICMB interceptors in the 1960s and 1970s, but the last of these sites was closed down 1976 due to technical issues and inability to defend against a large-scale Soviet attack. Russia deployed nuclear-tipped ABM systems around Moscow in the 1970s but their effectiveness was limited by the advent of Multiple Independently-targetable Re-entry Vehicle technology.		4. Little interpretation		Though there were ground-launched ICBM interceptors deployed during the 1970s and 1980s, their effectiveness was judged by U.S. authorities to be very limited.		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable

		2444		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, anti-submarine warfare techniques will have advanced greatly.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2444		1980		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		AWS advanced between 1964 and 1984; however, whether forecast was fully or partially realized depends on definition of "greatly."



Note, we made 1980 they year of realization because one source states that developments at the end of the 1960-1980 time frame "showed real promise." Therefore, while advancements were made before that, we can argue that the technology had become "greatly advanced" by at least 1980. 		3. Moderate interpretation		I am assuming improvements in ASW technology led to improvements in ASW techniques. Also, some difficulty involved in determining what constitutes advancing "greatly."

		no		1984						1984		yes				0.2		1990		1978		-4		4		Usable

		2445		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, the population size will be up to about 5.1 billion (65% more than 1963).		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Demographics				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2445		1988		yes		no		5. Fully realized		World population surpassed 6 billion by 2000.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2447		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, controlled thermonuclear energy will be a source of new energy.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Energy				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2447				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Research into fusion (i.e. thermonuclear) reactors continues to progress but currently this is not a source of power and certainly was not in 2000.		5. No interpretation		Sources indicate that fusion reactors are not a source of energy yet, although much research has been conducted. 		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2449		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Environment				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		5		no		2449		1971		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Operational weather modification programs were in fact underway as early as 1971. Whether they actually work remains a subject of dispute.		3. Moderate interpretation		I'm assuming here that programs do not have to be proven effective to be considered operational, or beyond the experimental phase.		no		2000								yes		2016												Usable		There is a question as to whether "beyond the experimental stage" means proven to work. In this case, there are operational programs underway, even though there is no consensus that weather modification techniques actually work. Furthermore, according to one company, operational weather modification programs have been underway since around 1950, which predates the forecast by 14 years. --WF



--WF's assumptions are not unreasonable and are documented. The city of Wichita Falls source indicates there is a rain-producing program in Texas, which began in 1971. This indicates that regional weather control was beyond the experimental stage as of 1971.  SFM



Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2450		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, general immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		6		no		2450				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		There is currently no universal vaccine that protects against all (or even a broad array) of bacterial and viral infections. However, vaccines protecting against individual viruses and bacteria have been available since the early 1900s. In addition, multivalent vaccines that protect against multiple pathogens have been in use for several decades. 		2. A lot of interpretation		Because this forecast document has previously made bold predictions  about 2000 (e.g., manned flights to Mars), I'm assuming that they are defining "general immunization" as a "universal vaccine" that is capable of protecting against all (or even a broad array) of bacterial and viral infections. No such vaccine exists to date. 



However, the forecast could also be interpreted in the following ways: (1) vaccines protecting against individual viral and bacterial infections will be available (if so, this was realized as early as the 1910s  when the pertussis vaccine was developed--smallpox vaccine had existed previously), (2) a vaccine that protects against multiple viral or bacterial pathogens (e.g., a multivalent vaccine) will be available (this was realized by 2002, if not earlier, with the Pediarix vaccine, which combines diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, hepatitis B, and polio), or (3) that general immunization CAMPAIGNS would be available or would commence, probably globally. These campaigns exist but so far have been restricted to smallpox and polio (viruses).		no		2000								no		2018												Usable

		2451		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, primitive forms of artificial life will have been generated in the laboratory. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2451		2010		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		The first self-replicating, synthetic cell was first created in 2010 by the J. Craig Venter Institute. 		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what the forecasters mean by "primitive" life. It's possible that the forecasters were referring to something like a protocell, which contain primitive biological machinery that might have served as the origin for life. However, as of 2016, a functional protocell had not been created in a laboratory: https://books.google.com/books?id=7xfMAwAAQBAJ&pg=PT443&lpg=PT443&dq=a+functional+protocell+has+not+yet+been+created+in+laboratory&source=bl&ots=5thbzqOkKW&sig=V1W9ZGEjvy0zNeeDXxVTYf6F8Fg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiN7PCh6fPYAhWC11MKHfa3AlkQ6AEITTAG#v=onepage&q=a%20functional%20protocell%20has%20not%20yet%20been%20created%20in%20laboratory&f=false		no		2000								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study. 

		2452		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, the correction of hereditary defects through molecular engineering will be possible. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2452				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		It was not possible to correct hereditary defects through molecular engineering via genetic engineering in 2000. Researchers are currently investigating the utility of using gene editing technologies like Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) to correct genetic defects that cause diseases like Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy and Sickle Cell Disease, but as of 2018, there are no approved treatments. 		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear that, although there is much research in the field, no treatments are currently available. 		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2453		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, automation will have advanced further, from many menial robot services to sophisticated, high-IQ machines. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2453		2000		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While these advances in artificial intelligence are large steps toward sophisticated, high-IQ machines, they do not qualify, given our interpretation, as "high-IQ machines." 



For our purposes, we have defined high-IQ machines as machines that are "thinkers" capable of initiating and completing complex tasks, unbidden by humans." That said, as of 2018, no machines currently exist that thoroughly meet that description. 		2. A lot of interpretation		The forecast does not define what constitutes as "high-iq," making this forecast impossible to verify without interpretation.



For our purposes, we have defined high-IQ as machines that are "thinkers" that can initiate and complete complex tasks, unbidden by humans."		no		2000								no		2018												Usable		Timeframe not showing up as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study. 

		2454		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, a universal language will have evolved through automated communication.		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2454				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No universal language existed in 2000. As of 2018, the closest we have gotten is automatic translation capabilities; however, automatic translation does not represent a universal language but rather enhanced communication between disparate languages. 		2. A lot of interpretation		It is unclear what the forecasters mean be a "universal language" or "evolved through automated communication."



For the purpose of this verification, we are defining universal language as a single language that humans can use to speak to other humans across the world. 		no		2000								no		2018												Usable

		2455		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, on the Moon, mining and manufacture of propellent materials will be in progress. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2455				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2017, there has been no mining of lunar resources beyond sample collection during the Apollo missions.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear that as of 2017 there has been no mining on the Moon. 		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2456		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, men will have landed on Mars.		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2456				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No humans have traveled to Mars as of 2017; none traveled there in 2000.		5. No interpretation		Forecast and ground truth sources were both clear.		no		2000								no		2017												Usable		2000 timeframe not populating in ground truth section.

		2457		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, weather manipulation for military purposes will be possible. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Environment				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2457				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2016, there is no conclusive evidence that humans can manipulate weather for any purposes.		4. Little interpretation		While there is no conclusive proof that cloud seeding can have any effect, some scientists believe there is evidence that it does.		no		2000								no		2016												Usable

		2458		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles  will have been developed.		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2458				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		There are no, nor were there in 2000, any publicly acknowledged air launched systems capable of effectively defeating ICBMs.		4. Little interpretation		Sources show that, as of 2017, no effective missile defenses exist. However, there is an extremely remote possibility that effective missile defenses as described in the forecast have existed since 2000 but are classified.		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2459		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, permanent unmanned research stations will have been established on Mars. 		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		2		no		2459				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		All Mars missions launched to date have been designed to operate for a limited duration and are therefore not permanent. None of the missions launched prior to 2000, the forecast year, are still in operation.		5. No interpretation		Although some missions continue to operate on surface of red planet, non were launched prior to forecast date and all have finite design lives.		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2460		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, commercial global ballistic transport on Earth will have been instituted.

		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2460				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2017, global point-to-point transportation using ballistic vehicles is still viewed as a futuristic concept.		5. No interpretation		Written documentation merely confirms what we already know.		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2461		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, manned Venus fly-bys will have been accomplished.

		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2461				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 1984, the farthest distance traveled in space by humans was to the moon, which according to NASA is 384,400 kilometers from Earth. At its closest, Venus is roughy 40 million kilometers from Earth.		5. No interpretation		Sources are clear.		no		1984						1984		no		2017				1990		1978						Usable		Just a minor point: Forecast quote specifically refers to "manned" flybys, while forecast summary omits the human reference. That's a big omission. First robotic flyby of Venus was accomplished in 1962, or two years before the forecast came out. --WF



Added "manned" to the forecast summary. -MG

		2462		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, world-wide communication will be enhanced by automatic translating machine.

		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		4		no		2462		2009		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		There were language-specific translation machines in operation as of 1984 but these were of limited utility.



By 2009, Google Translate had the capability to automatically translate over 40 languages, a large enough number of languages to enhance worldwide communication. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed: We defined "enhancing" as a tool that perhaps does not provide capability perfectly but to an extent that enables/improves communication. We defined "worldwide" as a tool that can translate enough languages to be of use in countries across the world. 



Hence, we chose 2009 as the year of realization, since Google Translate was not able to translate more than about 20 languages until 2009, when it could translate 40+. 		no		1984						1984		yes		2017		1.25		1990		1978		25		25		Usable

		2464		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1983 and 2000, family farm corporations and family farm partnerships will become common.

		74		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.

		xv		Multiple				179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature.

		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."

		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.

		xiii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2464		1992		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The forecasters did not define "common". However, ground sources make clear that family farm partnerships and family farm corporations became common during the forecasted time frame. While family farms comprised the majority of farms in the U.S., it was common for farming corporations to be run by family members, and for family members to engage in farming partnerships. 		4. Little interpretation		Ground truth sources make clear that family-run farms made up the vast majority of US farms in the 1990s, and that family-held corporations or family partnerships were "common." However, the forecasters did not define "common". The analyst interpreted from the Wirtz source that family-run corporations were common, and assumes family-held corporations owning 4% of farms in 1997 constitutes "common." 		yes				2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.0588235294		2000		1983		0.5		0.5		Usable

		2466		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The automobile's share of energy will drop to 15% of all oil uses by 2000.

		102		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.

		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."

		Energy				Worldwide		This study is doing a "global" assessment; therefore, all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.

		xxiii				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.

		xiii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2466				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		According to statistics published by the International Energy Agency, light-duty vehicles accounted for more than 20 percent of global oil consumption in 2000. Moreover, the percentage of total oil consumption attributable to light-duty vehicles has steadily increased since 1971. The latest data from 2015 shows a continuation of this trend with the amount of oil products consumed in the road transport sector reaching almost 50%.		4. Little interpretation		Second source of information (World Energy Council report) has data for 2010, rather than 2000.



IEA data source gives total consumption of oil products and the amount of those oil products used in road transport sector giving percentages. This shows that the trend of increasing proportion of oil consumption in road transport continued up until 2015.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2007		1993						Usable

		2468		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Over the years between 1983 - 2000, crop farmers will use more plant growth regulators.		53		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.

		xv		Multiple				179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature.

		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."

		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.

		xiii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2468		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The use of plant growth regulators quadrupled after 1990 and had become important to crops by at least 1992. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed since neither source provides an exact realization year. However, two sources corroborate the claim that PGR use increased by 1990. And the third source shows that this increase did not happen until after 1988--which reasonably narrows down the window of time in which PGR use increased to 1990.  		yes				2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.1764705882		2000		1983		-1.5		1.5		Usable

		2470		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In 2000, 58% of the global population will be Asian.

		138		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."

		Demographics				Asia		Forecast specifies Asia. 		138		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.

		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2470		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, Asia's population remained the bulk of the world total in 2000. 



Note: We are interpreting this forecast as a steady-state forecast. Asia already had 57-58% of the population when this forecast was made in 1967 (reaching 58%, according to our numbers, in 1971), and so the language of the forecast can be interpreted as: “The bulk of the population, (which is currently 58%), will continue to be Asian.” Therefore, the forecast is not predicting that Asian population will be 58% of the total but simply that Asian population will remain the bulk. 

		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 



Note: We are interpreting this forecast as a steady-state forecast. Asia already had 57-58% of the population when this forecast was made in 1967 (reaching 58%, according to our numbers, in 1971), and so the language of the forecast can be interpreted as: “The bulk of the population, (which is currently 58%), will continue to be Asian.” Therefore, the forecast is not predicting that Asian population will be 58% of the total but simply that Asian population will remain the bulk. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2010		1990		0		0		Usable

		2471		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The continent of South America will have a population growth rate  of 2.7 per cent over the 1965-2000 period (one of the highest population growth rates alongside Africa). 

		138		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."

		Demographics		South America		Americas		Forecast specifies South America. 		138		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.

		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2471				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Population growth rate for  S. America has not increased but has instead declined, dipping below 1 percent by 2015-16.		5. No interpretation		Population websites clearly show population growth rate has steadily declined in S. America since reaching close to 2.7 percent in 1965.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2010		1990						Usable

		2472		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat.

		108		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."

		Demographics				Worldwide		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.

		1		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.

		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2472		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to the U.S. Social Security Administration, U.S. life expectancies rose steadily from 1967 to 2000 and continue to rise.		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what the forecaster meant by "somewhat." The analyst decided the prediction was about the general increase in population, not the degree to which population increased. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2010		1990		0		0		Usable		 According to USG statistics, life expectancies clearly rose from 1967 to 2000. However, forecast said life expectancies would "increase somewhat." No way to quantify what forecast authors meant by "somewhat." --WF

		2473		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		Senility will be reduced before the year 2000.

		108		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."

		Demographics				Worldwide		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.

		1		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.

		title		>20 years		yes		4		no		2473		1988		yes		no		5. Fully realized		As predicted, senility did in fact reduce in the U.S. before the year 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as the sources all discuss limitations that may skew such data. 



Also, we chose 1988 as the year of realization because two studies report a decline in dementia/impaired cognitive ability between 1982/the late 80s and the 90s. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3636363636		2010		1990		-12		12		Usable

		2474		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, 400 cities will have passed the million population mark.

		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Worldwide		Forecast does not specify cities in a specific region.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		3		no		2474		2008		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		According to UN data, the number of cities exceeding 1M population level surpassed 400 between 2000 and 2014, reaching 417 by 2014.		2. A lot of interpretation		Used two UN data sources containing data on number of cities surpassing 1M mark. One published in 2014 said there were 417 such cities in that year, and 239 in 1990. From that we can calculate that the number of cities above that threshold increased at a rate of about 7.4 per year from 1990. From that, working forward from 1990 or backwards from 2014, we come up with 313-314. 

Second UN study published in 2016 says 436 cities exceeded 1M threshold in that year and projected 559 would clear the mark by 2030. From that we can calculate 8.8 per year increase in number of cities exceeding 1M and, working backwards from 2016, come up with a 296 figure for 2000.

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4		2006		1994		8		8		Usable

		2475		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The Urban Agglomerations of Seoul is expected to be in the 15-20 million population range in 2000. 		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Forecast specifies Seoul. 		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2475				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Seoul's population today remains in the neighborhood of 10M and is actually declining. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Our forecast specifies the "Urban Agglomerations" of the listed areas. The term Urban Agglomeration is an elusive one, with some areas creating more concrete distinctions between cities and larger metropolitan areas. For example, this forecast also predicts population for Greater Cairo, using the modifier "Greater" to distinguish it between the city of Cairo alone. However, Seoul is not given this modifier. 



To manage this issue of Urban Agglomeration vs. city alone, I used U.N. sources that specify the information is for "Urban Agglomerations" and then used Korean data for the "Seoul Metropolitan City" that closely aligned with the U.N.'s data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2006		1994						Usable

		2476		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The Urban Agglomerations of Jakarta is expected to have a population in the 15-20 million range in 2000.		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics		South-Eastern Asia		Asia		Forecast specifies Jakarta, a city of Indonesia.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		6		no		2476				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Jakarta's population in 2000 was only 8.36M. Jakarta population as of 2018 was 10.8M. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Our forecast specifies the "Urban Agglomerations" of the listed areas. The term Urban Agglomeration is an elusive one, with some areas creating more concrete distinctions between cities and larger metropolitan areas. For example, this forecast also predicts population for Greater Cairo, using the modifier "Greater" to distinguish it between the city of Cairo alone. However, Jakarta is not given this modifier. 



To manage this issue of Urban Agglomeration vs. city alone, I used U.N. sources that specify the information is for "Urban Agglomerations" and then used Indonesian data for Jakarta that closely aligned with the U.N.'s data.		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2006		1994						Usable

		2477		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The Urban Agglomeration of Greater Cairo is all expected to have a population in the 15-20 million range in 2000.

		(vol.1) 12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics		Northern Africa		Africa		Forecast specifies Greater Cairo		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2477		2005		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Greater Cairo Population was roughly 13M in 2001, not reaching  15M threshold until roughly 2005. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, since the line graph in one source did not provide exact numbers for 2000, and the table for the other source provides data for "Cairo" (instead of Greater Cairo). Note, although the table in this source says Cairo, its number align with the other ground truth source and the source states "These estimates represent the Urban agglomeration of Cairo, which typically includes Cairo's population in addition to adjacent suburban areas."		no		2000						2000		yes		2000		0.25		2006		1994		5		5		Usable

		2478		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The Urban Agglomeration of Greater Bombay is expected to have a population in the 15-20 million range in 2000.

		(vol.1)12		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		forecast specifies Great Bombay, a city in India.		(vol.1) 12		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2478		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Population falls cleanly within 15-20M threshold in 2000. Greater Mumbai Urban Agglomeration first reached this threshold between 1995  (when the population was 14,310,000) and 2000. An average of these two periods (rounding down, since the 1995 number is closer to the predicted number than the 2000 number is) is 1997 and can be used for the first year of realization, if desired. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation used to determine first year of realization,  as we could not find information for the exact year and had to use an average. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2483		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, the US' natural gas production is expected to fall to between 5.4 and 7.2 millions of barrels per day of oil equivalent. 		154		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Northern America		Americas		Forecasts specifies USA		154				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2483				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was about 25% off. In fact, the lowest US natural gas production has ever been to date was 7.9 MBDOE in 1983, which is still .7 higher than the predicted decline. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, since I had to do some conversions to arrive at the data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2007		1993						Usable

		2484		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, U.S. natural gas demand is expected to fall between 7.8 and 8.8 million barrels per day oil equivalent (MBDOE). 		154		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Northern America		Americas								Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2484		1982		yes		no		3. Almost realized		Natural gas demand did decline as predicted, starting in 1972 (five years before forecast was made). This decline first reached the predicted threshold in 1982, when demand was 8.5 MDOE. However, this decline ended in 1986, when natural gas demand began rising. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Some interpretation needed, because the source is about consumption, but the forecast is about demand. However, the difference between consumption and demand (which many sources appear to use interchangeably anyway) is a matter of the metrics they use (kW vs. kWh) which is irrelevant since we convert the data to MBDOE.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.7826086957		2007		1993		-18		18		Usable

		2485		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1985 and 2000, Canadian natural gas production is expected to decline to between .7 and .85 millions of barrels per day of oil equivalent.		154		1977		Between 1985 and 2000, production is expected to decline to between .7 and .85 MBDOE, while gas demand increases.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Northern America		Americas		The preceding sentences of this forecast specify the natural gas production of Canada. 		154				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2485				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Between 1985 and 2000, natural gas production actually grew instead of declined. In fact, the lowest natural gas production as been since 1985 is 2.7MBDOE in 2012. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, since I had to do some conversions to arrive at this data. 		yes				2000		1985		1992.5		no		2015				2000		1985						Usable

		2487		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Natural gas demand in Western Europe will increase to between 4.6 and 6 millions of barrels of per day of oil equivalent in year 2000.		155		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Western Europe		Europe		Preceding sentences specify natural gas production/demand for Western Europe 		155				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2487		1993		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to IEA data, natural gas consumption in western Europe passed the 4.6 MBDOE threshold in 1993 and was 6.2 MBDOE in 2000.		4. Little interpretation		Forecast doesn't explicitly specify the countries comprising Western Europe. However, forecast does mention Germany, UK, Norway, Netherlands, France and Italy, the largest consumers. My verification analysis included those countries plus Spain, Belgium and Luxembourg. Second source tallied data from Germany, UK, Italy, Netherlands, and Spain and total easily cleared 4.6 MBDOE threshold. In both cases, I converted Mtoe to MBDOE according to formula  (Mtoe X 7.14)/365 per website https://www.unitjuggler.com/convert-energy-from-Mtoe-to-Mboe.html  



One final point: forecast predicted gas consumption to reach 5 MBDOE in 1985 and then either decline slightly or increase to 4.6-6 MBDOE range by 2000. Actual consumption in 1985 was 3.7 MBDOE.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3043478261		2007		1993		-7		7		Usable

		2488		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Domestic natural gas production in Japan is expected to be less than .1 millions of barrels per day of oil equivalent by the year 2000.		156		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Eastern Asia		Asia		Statement specifies Japan		156				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		no		1		yes		2488		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, Japan's natural gas production was less than .1 MBDOE in 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, as I had to do a conversion to arrive at this data.



Note, I have left this verification soft-verified because the IEA is an authoritative source for energy information. For other, similar verifications, I was able to find a second source by using the specific country's statistics, like Statistics Canada. However, statistics for countries with a non-English native language, such as Japan, tend to be much harder--bordering on impossible--to find. After several passes to find a second source for this verification, I have found that to be the case here as well. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2007		1993		0		0		Usable

		2490		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Canadian production rate of oil sands will be approximately 800,000 barrels a day by year 2000.		219		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy		Northern America		Americas		Statement specifies Canada 						Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2490		2002		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was at least 13% off from the actual amount of oil sand production. 



In fact, Canada's oil sand production was not up to 800,000 barrels per day until 2002 at the earliest. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed because the two sources do not provide exactly the same numbers. However, the forecasts are within about 12% of each other, and both of them confirm that oil production was not up to 800,000 barrels per day by 2000. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0869565217		2007		1993		2		2		Usable

		2491		Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies. Energy: Global Prospects 1985-2000. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Total world primary energy growth in hydroelectricity will be as much as 12 MBDOE in the year 2000. 		221		1977		The report was published in 1977 and the final meeting was held in February 1977.		xx		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		53		The report states that it uses a scenario approach, defining scenario as a "plausible energy future."		Energy				Worldwide		Statement specifies "world" primary growth		221				Worldwide		The report was produced by a workshop made up of representatives from multiple countries/regions.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2491				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Hydroelectricity production was not even half as much as the predicted amount in 2000.  In fact, hydroelectricity production peaked in 1974 and has declined since--and although the ground truth sources do not go beyond 2014, it is highly unlikely hydroelectric power more than doubled in 4 years after 50 years of decline. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, as I had to do several conversions to arrive at number. 		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2007		1993						Usable

		2492		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		By year 2000 the less-developed world will contain three-quarters of world population. 		141		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics				Multi-regional		Less-developed world is multi-regional. 		141		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2492		1978		yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Using the higher end of each range, less developed regions comprised approximately 80% of the world population, which is actually fourth-fifths of the world population. With only a 5% difference between 3/4 and 4/5, this forecast is mostly realized. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.6666666667		2010		1990		-22		22		Usable

		2493		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		By year 2000, the less-developed world will account for about the same proportion of world product as it did in 1965.		141		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy				Multi-regional		Less-developed world is multi-regional. 		141		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2493				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The proportion of world product by less-developed countries increased steadily from 1965 to 2000 and further to present.		3. Moderate interpretation		Used regions and combinations of country groups such as "emerging economies" and "other developing economies" to estimate GDP figures for "less developed countries" referred to in the forecast. Also in the second source had to estimate figures for respective years extrapolating for adjacent years.		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2010		1990						Usable		Need to think about year of realization for this one. It's predicting status quo/as-is event but the forecast was false. 

		2500		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		By the year 2000, the US will include approximately 232 million people age 14 and older.		170		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		170		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		The section this statement appears in is exclusively about the population in the U.S.

		170		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2500		2013		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was between 3 and 16% off.  Either way, the forecasted number did not come to pass until 2013, when the population of ages 15+ was 232 million. 		2. A lot of interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed, as one source had info for 14+ and the other only for 15+. Also, the sources did not entirely align, as they had a difference of 13%. Regardless, they both showed that the population had not reached the forecasted amount by 2000. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3939393939		2010		1990		13		13		Usable

		2501		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The U.S. labor force participation rate for year 2000 will be 59.8 per cent of  the population aged fourteen and over. 		170		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		This section is exclusively about the labor force in the U.S. 		170		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2501		1969		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast was off by at least 7%. Moreover, participation rate of the ages 15+ reached 59.8 percent in 1969, when it was at 60.1% (in 1968, the rate was 59.6%). 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed, since the sources only had data for ages 15 or 16 and over, but I think we can reason that the inclusion of 14 year olds would not change the data drastically.  		no		2000						2000		yes				0.9393939394		2010		1990		-31		31		Usable

		2502		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The female participation rate in the U.S. work force will be 42 per cent in year 2000.		171		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		Statement appears in section exclusively about U.S. statistics.		171		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2502		1968		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Forecast correctly predicted an increase of female participation but was off by more than 15%. In fact, female participation rate reached 42% by 1968. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative and specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.9696969697		2010		1990		-32		32		Usable

		2503		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		The participation rate for U.S. males in the U.S. work force in 2000 is projected at 78.1 per cent. 		174		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		Statement appears in section exclusively about the U.S.		174		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		2		no		2503				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Participation rate first reached 78% in 1974, and declined to 71-75% in 2000.		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative and specific data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2010		1990						Usable

		2504		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		For year 2000, 210 billion man-hours of work in the U.S. are projected.		175		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		Statement appears in section exclusively about work force in the U.S.		175		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2504		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Forecast was only 1.5% off from the predicted 210 billion, which I think is negligible enough to count as fully realized. St Fed/BLS data indicate total man hours were 230B, not even counting agricultural workers.		4. Little interpretation		 To get the number of man-hours worked, I multiplied the average number of hours worked (1,834) by the number of full-time employees (113.85 million). This counts as a "soft" interpretation because I was unable to find an independent source that said what the man-hours worked in 2000 were.  For second source (FRB St. Louis), there is NO interpretation. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2010		1990		0		0		Usable

		2505		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In the year 2000, 75% of Washington D.C.'s population will be African Americans.		204		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Statement is about Washington D.C., which is located in the US. 		204		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2505				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		African American population in Washington D.C. in 2000 was under 75%. In fact, research shows that the population has continued to decrease, not increase.		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2010		1990						Usable

		2506		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In 2000, 44% of the population in Atlanta, Georgia will be African Americans.		204		1967		Negroes will make up one-third to one-half of the population inside these cities: Atlanta, Ga, 38.3 per cent in 1960, 44 per cent in 2000.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Forecast is about Atlanta, GA, a city in the US.		204		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2506		1965		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While African American population in Atlanta did increase, it was much higher in 2000 than 44%. In fact, Atlanta population reached 44% between 1960 (when population was 38%) and 1970 (when population was 51.3%). Because data does not appear to be available for the years  between 1960 and 1970, we are using an average (1965) for the year of realization. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Because data does not appear to be available for the years in between 1960 and 1970, we are using an average (1965) for the year of realization. 		no		2000						2000		yes				1.0606060606		2010		1990		-35		35		Usable

		2507		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In 2000, African Americans will make up 31 per cent of the population in Boston, Massachusetts. 		204		1967		Negroes will make up one-fifth of the population in these cities: Boston, Mass., 9.1 percent in 1960, 31 per cent in 2000.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Statement is about Boston MA, a city in the US.				Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2507				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		African American population was under 31% in 2000. Data shows that as of 2017, African American population has yet to reach 31% in Boston (having been at 24% in 2017). 		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2010		1990						Usable

		2508		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In 2000, African Americans will make up 56 per cent of the population in the city of (*not metropolitan area or suburbs*) Baltimore, Maryland.		205		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Statement specifies Baltimore, MD, a city of the US.		205		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		title		>20 years		yes		3		no		2508		1980		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Although the African American population in Baltimore did continue to increase, it did so by more than the predicted percentage. In fact, Baltimore's Black population reached 57% by 1980. 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation needed, verified using hard, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.6060606061		2010		1990		-20		20		Usable

		2509		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		For military uses, in 2000 holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance.		104		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		The statement does not specify a particular place or region but instead discusses technology advances in a general sense.		104		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.				>20 years		yes		3		no		2509		2010		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		The 3D holographic prints being sold by the company in 2010 to military users purportedly displayed tactical maps. It is a reasonable assumption  to think these are most likely satellite imagery rendered for the express purpose of reconnaissance.		2. A lot of interpretation		Assumptions were made in

1) what technology configuration constitutes fulfillment of the "holograms" technology predicted without specific design being predicted as well

2) what degree of the technology's existence constitutes "use" (i.e. in prototyping versus battle ready)

3) the exact purpose and use of the holograms was inferred by the reporters' language and image and videos of examples from the publication and company		no		2000						2000		yes				0.303030303		2010		1990		10		10		Usable

		2513		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 1994, local fuelwood shortages in less developed countries will total 650 million cubic meters.		(vol.1) 29		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		The first part of the statement specifies less developed countries (not a single region or area).		(vol.1) 29		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2513				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		The forecast has not been achieved as of 2015. Subtracting local consumption from local production by country-year using the UN data on fuelwood production and consumption, I was able to see which countries experienced shortages in which years and by how much. Accordingly, not one year on record, 1990 - 2015, saw local shortages rise as high as 650 million m3. The largest local shortfalls on record are from 1998, when shortages by country totaled 34356302 m3, which is still only 1/19th of the predicted amount. After 1998, local shortages decline to near-zero in the early 2000s. 



Looking at sources from 1992 and 2003 it was established by the late 1980s that predictions of a fuelwood crisis being made in the late 70s were erroneous and no such issue became evident.		3. Moderate interpretation		The single most important assumption I have made is that the existence of a surplus of fuelwood translates to no "local fuelwood shortages" as the source document would have defined. 		no		1994						1994		no		2015				1998		1990						Usable		I have taken a few cracks at this one and have not been able to find any data on fuelwood use in LCDs, let alone shortages and for 1994 specifically. I'm inclined to mark this as unverifiable, but maybe someone else should take a shot at it first. --MG



I found some documents for Ethiopia, Mozambique, Kenya, and Sudan and a 1989 WHO source for the "developing world" (did not have 1994 data). Most sources quantify shortage in terms of millions of people affected, or will describe demand for fuelwood in developing countries (without providing information about supply). --SFM



I found fuelwood production and consumption data by country-year from the UN's database (see ground truth source) -- JMS

		2515		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, four-fifths of the word's population will live in less developed countries. 		(vol.1) 39		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Demographics				Multi-regional		Statement specifies the "less-developed" world, which encompasses multiple regions. 		(vol.1) 39		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2515		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Using the higher end of each range, less developed regions comprised approximately 80% of the world population, which is 4/5 of the world population.

		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative, specific data.

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.15		2006		1994		-3		3		Usable

		2517		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1975 and 2000, world per capita water supplies will decline by 35 percent. 		(vol.1) 39		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		Statement specifies world per capita 		(vol.1) 39		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2517		1995		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In the predicted timeframe, water per capita supply did decline by 35%, reaching 43% by 2000. 



Between 1993 and 1997, the world water supply was 9418489660 m3, or a 37% decrease from the 1975 range. This suggests the forecast was most likely first realized around 1995.		3. Moderate interpretation		Some interpretation needed to determine what kind of water supply to consider in this verification. The analyst chose renewable water resources (surface water and ground water), which aligns with the forecast's definition of water supply: "Water available for use in human activities is, for practical purposes water found in streams, fresh water lakes, and in fresh water aquifers (ground water)" ("The Supply of Water" (vol.2) 139). 



Also, the data in the ground truth source is broken down into 4-year segments rather than specific years. Also, the Sudan was not included in any source year, and a few countries like Ethiopia don't show up until the 1990s. However, these countries' total effect on global water supply per capita appears to be negligible.



Finally, this forecast has been left soft-verified because FAO is an authoritative source on this topic. 		no		2000						2000		yes		1995		0.25		2006		1994		-5		5		Usable

		2518		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		By 2000, the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide will be nearly one-third higher than preindustrial levels. 		(vol.1) 39		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.		Environment				Worldwide		Statement is about the "world of the twenty-first century" and no particular region or area is specified		(vol.1) 39		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		4		no		2518		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Pre-industrial levels of CO2 were approximately 277 ppm. In 2000, concentration of CO2 was approximately 370 ppm. 1/3rd of 277 is 93.   277+93 = 370. Therefore, in 2000, CO2 levels were slightly more than 1/3rd higher than pre-industrial levels.  		4. Little interpretation		Used 277 ppm as the figure for pre-industrial levels because 1 source said it was 275 ppm and another said it was 280 ppm--I took the low average of those. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2521		Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and William W. Behrens III. The Limits to Growth. Potomac Associates.

 (New York: Universe Books, 1972). 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Installed nuclear generating capacity in the United States is expected to grow from 11 thousand megawatts in 1970 to more than 900 thousand megawatts in 2000.		75		1972		Source was published in 1972		.		Models		Structural Analysis 		31		The source explicitly states that "the world model described in this book is a Systems Dynamics model." 		Energy		Northern America		Americas		Statement specifies the US 		75				Worldwide		The MIT Project Team that produced this report included people across countries including the US, Turkey, Iran, Germany, India, Norway, and so on. The Club of Rome, who collaborated to create this project, includes members across ten countries as well.		8, 9		>20 years		yes		3		no		2521				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		While the data I have is for 2001 (one year later than the forecast year), we can reason that  installed nuclear-generating capacity did not change significantly within one year. That said, the forecast was off by about 800,000 megawatts. Moreover, by 2012, nuclear generating capacity was only up to approx. 101,000 megawatts--still about 800,000 megawatts off from the predicted amount for year 2000. This minor growth in nuclear power aligns with literature on the subject (which posits that nuclear power declined markedly, particularly in Western areas). 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I did not have data for the exact year. 		no		2000						2000		no		2012				2008		1992						Usable

		2522		Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and William W. Behrens III. The Limits to Growth. Potomac Associates.

 (New York: Universe Books, 1972). 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		World population will be around 7 billion persons by 2002.		38		1972		Source was published in 1972				Models		Structural Analysis 		31		The source explicitly states that "the world model described in this book is a Systems Dynamics model."		Demographics				Worldwide		Statement specifies "world" population		38				Worldwide		The MIT Project Team that produced this report included people across countries including the US, Turkey, Iran, Germany, India, Norway, and so on. The Club of Rome, who collaborated to create this project, includes members across ten countries as well.		8, 9 		>20 years		yes		2		no		2522		2011		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Prediction says population will be around 7 billion by 2002, but the population was only at 6.3 billion, making the forecast off by 10%. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using quantitative, specific data. 		no		2002								yes														Usable		This source is not checking timeframe under criteria, even though the timeframe is eligible. 

		2535		Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and William W. Behrens III. The Limits to Growth. Potomac Associates.

 (New York: Universe Books, 1972). 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The CO2 concentration will reach 380 ppm by the year 2000.		72		1972		Source was published in 1972				Models		Structural Analysis 		31		The source explicitly states that "the world model described in this book is a Systems Dynamics model."		Environment				Worldwide		Source refers to "mankind's" energy use, implying all humans rather than a particular nationality. 		71				Worldwide		The MIT Project Team that produced this report included people across countries including the US, Turkey, Iran, Germany, India, Norway, and so on. The Club of Rome, who collaborated to create this project, includes members across ten countries as well.		8, 9		>20 years		yes		2		no		2535		2000		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		CO2 concentration did not reach 380 ppm until 2006. 		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2008		1992		0		0		Usable

		2558		Mesarovic, Mihajlo and Eduard Pestel. Mankind at the Turning Point. New York: E.P. D Dutton & Co., Inc. / Readers Digest Press, 1974. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		By the year 2000, the demand for food in South Asia will be 30 percent greater than the supply.		17		1974		Year of publication				Models		Structural Analysis 		viii		Source specifies it's deriving conclusions with "analysis of alternative patterns of long-term world development using a... computer instrument which contains a multilevel regionalized model of the world system."		Natural Resources		Southern Asia		Asia		Statement specifies South Asia		17				Worldwide		Authors are from different countries (USA and Germany), and this a report of The Club of Rome, which is an international society.		xiii		>20 years		no		2		yes		2558				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Malnourishment/hunger rate in South Asia in 2000 was in the 20 percent range.		3. Moderate interpretation		I equated hunger/undernourishment with gap between food supply and demand in South Asia.		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2008		1992						Usable

		2560		Mesarovic, Mihajlo and Eduard Pestel. Mankind at the Turning Point. New York: E.P. D Dutton & Co., Inc. / Readers Digest Press, 1974. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In the year 2000, the South Asian population will have increased by more than a half billion people. 		35		1974		Year of publication				Models		Structural Analysis 		viii		Source specifies it's deriving conclusions with "analysis of alternative patterns of long-term world development using a... computer instrument which contains a multilevel regionalized model of the world system."		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Statement specifies South Asia		35				Worldwide		Authors are from different countries (USA and Germany), and this a report of The Club of Rome, which is an international society.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2560		1996		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Population of South Asia had in fact increased over 500 million by 2000, although it first increased by over 500 million in 1996. 		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1538461538		2008		1992		-4		4		Usable

		2572		Mesarovic, Mihajlo and Eduard Pestel. Mankind at the Turning Point. New York: E.P. D Dutton & Co., Inc. / Readers Digest Press, 1974. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		The world's population in 2000 will be more than 6 billion people.		72		1974		Year of publication				Models		Structural Analysis 		viii		To add 2 billion more it will only take another twenty years, with the world population overshooting the 6 billion mark in 2000. 		Demographics				Worldwide		Statement specifies "world" population		72				Worldwide		Authors are from different countries (USA and Germany), and this a report of The Club of Rome, which is an international society.		xiii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2572		1999		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to World Bank, world population surpassed 6.038 billion and was 6.118 billion in 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what constitutes "overshooting" 6 billion (verbatim from forecast). I'm assuming that anything exceeding 6 billion is "overshooting". Therefore, 1999 is the year the forecast is realized. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0384615385		2008		1992		-1		1		Usable

		2573		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, North America will have 21.0 percent of the world's GDP. 		32		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used. 		Economy		Northern America		Americas		The table this statement reflects specifies North America. 		32				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations. an international institution.

		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2573				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		North America GDP had hardly declined at all from 1970 to 2000, let alone getting as low as 21% of world total GDP. As of 2017, North America GDP has gone down to 26%, and there is no evidence it has dipped lower than that in the past. 		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable

		2574		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The Soviet Union will have 15.4 percent of world GDP in 2000.		32		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy		Eastern Europe		Europe		The table this statement reflects specifies the Soviet Union, which is now the Russian Federation.		32				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2574				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Former Soviet Union's percentage of world GDP was 1.1% in 2000, not the predicted 14%. Furthermore, by 2017, their percentage of world GDP has only risen to 2.4%. 		4. Little interpretation		Countries comprising the former Soviet Union are: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldavia, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable

		2575		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the Middle East will have 4.0 percent of the world's GDP.		32		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy		Western Asia		Asia		The table this statement reflects specifies "the Middle East," and most (if not all) of the countries that people consider to make up the "Middle East" are located in Western Asia. 		32				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2575		2006		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		The Middle East accounted for 3.7 percent of global GDP in 2000. The Middle East did not reach the predicted GDP percentage until 2006, when its total GDP (2072,219,022,529.19) was 4.03% of the world GDP (51,363,239,608,528.70).		4. Little interpretation		Used 1990 data for Iraq, as 1990 is the last year for which data are available for Iraq. It seems likely that Iraq GDP was lower in 2000 due to wars. But even if 1990 figure is used, Middle East portion of GDP still falls short of forecast. Countries whose GDPs were tallied for this review are: Bahrain, Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, UAE, Yemen, and the West Bank/Gaza,		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2222222222		2008		1992		6		6		Usable

		2576		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Japan will have 6.5 percent of the world's GDP.		32		1973		In 2000, Japan will have 6.5 percent of the world's GDP.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy		Eastern Asia		Asia		The table this statement reflects specifies Japan.		32				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2576				yes		no		5. Fully realized		Japan's percentage of world GDP surpassed the 6.5 percent threshold in 1970.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear.		no		2000						2000		no		1970				2008		1992						Usable

		2577		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		By 2000, total world agricultural production will increase threefold or fourfold, as compared to 1970.		38		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy				Worldwide		Statement specifies world production		38				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2577		2014		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast predicts production will increase three - to four-fold from 1970-2000. By 2014, the world agricultural output had increased to 127.5, or about 3x the 1970 total of  41.7.		4. Little interpretation		Assume gross production index number is proper measure of agricultural output.		no		2000						2000		yes		2000		0.5185185185		2008		1992		14		14		Usable

		2578		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The world agricultural output is expected to increase at an average rate of growth of 3.4 per cent per annum between 1970 and 2000.		38		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy				Worldwide		Statement specifies world output		38				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2578				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		According to my calculations using world bank data, AAGR for world crop production was 2.5 percent for 1970-2000. Calculation for 14-year period ending in 2014, the last year for which data are available, yielded an AAGR figure of 2.7 percent. Using the FAO (UN) data gives figures of 2.2% for 1970-2000 and 2.4% for 2000-2014.

		4. Little interpretation		Assume gross production index number is best measure of agricultural output. Also did calculations by hand to produce AAGR for 30-year period.		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2008		1992						Usable		See "interpretation,"above. 

		2579		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The world agricultural output will increase at an average rate of growth of 4.0 per cent between 1990 and 1999.		38		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy				Worldwide		Statement specifies world output						Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2579				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		[World agricultural output grew at an average annual rate of 1.6 percent during the decade from 1990-2000. For the first five years of the decade, AAGR was 1.2 percent.]		3. Moderate interpretation		Assumed gross production index number was the best measure to use. Also relied on my own calculations using the UN FAO-provided data.		yes		1990		1999		1990		1994.5		no		2014				1999		1990						Usable		See interpretation, above. Also relied on single data source.

		2585		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 3.2 kilo-calories (thousands) per day. 		39		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Japan.		39				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2585				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Sources citing Japanese government data say actual consumption was more than 35 percent less than was predicted. Furthermore, most recently available information shows that consumption was only 1.8kc in 2012. 		4. Little interpretation		Little interpretation needed; validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2012				2008		1992						Usable

		2586		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 117 grams of protein per day. 		39		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Japan		39				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2586				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Per capita protein consumption in Japan was in the neighborhood of 95 grams in 2000. As of 2008, it was at 92 grams per person per day.		3. Moderate interpretation		International Longevity Center Japan provides data for 2006-08, but figure is still substantially lower than what was forecast for 2000, and these numbers tend to rise over time. Charts Bin chart provides data for 2000-2002 and cites UN Food and Agriculture Organization as the source. I was unable to find that data independently.		no		2000						2000		no		2008				2008		1992						Usable		See degree of interpretation, above. --WF

		2587		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 2.4 and 2.8 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.		39		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Demographics				Africa		Table specifies Africa		39				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		3		no		2587		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Daily per-capita food supply for all of Africa was reached 2400 k/cal in 1997 and was about 2433 k/cal in 2000. However, another source citing FAO data says intake was just below 2400 k/cal per day in 2000-2002.		3. Moderate interpretation		Although there are conflicting data from the UN FAO, most recent, and presumably most accurate, data indicate per capita food consumption crossed the 2400 k/cal threshold before 2000. Interpretation of WHO data required guesswork--some uncertainty there.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1111111111		2008		1992		-3		3		Usable

		2588		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, all of Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 78 and 87 grams of protein per day.		39		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies North America		39				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		1		no		2588				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual protein supply in 2000 was 20 percent short of the the minimum predicted level. Data on UN FAO website indicates that, as of 2013, protein supply in Africa had not reached 78 grams. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Data on UN FAO website indicates that, as of 2013, protein supply in Africa had not reached 78 grams. The researcher assumes that protein supply is the same as protein intake. 		no		2000						2000		no		2013				2008		1992						Usable		Needs second source

		2589		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, the annual growth rate of the world's population will decline below 2%.		11		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Worldwide		The topic of this paragraph is "world population"		11				Multi-regional		The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2589		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		World population growth rate was 1.8% in 1980, 1.7 percent in 1990, and 1.3 percent in 2000. 		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear.  World population growth rates appear to have declined below 2 percent before the forecast was made.		yes				2000		1980		1990		yes				0		2000		1980		0		0		Usable

		2590		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		World grain output will increase to 3,471 million tons in 2000.		41		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Natural Resources				Worldwide		Statement specifies "world" grain output		41				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2590				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was off by 1.5 million tons, and grain production has not yet exceeded 2.8 as of 2017. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable

		2607		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the world population will be between 5.84 billion and 6.64 billion.		11		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Worldwide		"the world population"		11				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2607		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Actual total within range of predicted total.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2617		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Japan's net total emission* of pesticide in 2000 will be 1.25 million tons, up from .012 in 1970, 0.38 in 1980, and 0.72 in 1990. 



*Net total emission corresponds to the total application of pesticide. 		54		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Environment		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Japan		54				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		2		no		2617				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Japan's pesticide use was almost a half million tonnes away from the forecasted amount. Moreover, the source was predicting a decade-by-decade increase in pesticide use, but pesticide use in Japan actually began to decline in the 1990s and has never reached the predicted 1.25 million as of 2014. 



Given that pesticide use rose until the 1990s but then began declining that decade,  and pesticide use was around 64,700 tonnes in 1996, it's highly unlikely that the pesticide use ever reached 1.25 million tonnes prior to 2000. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, as the FAO source did not include data before 2000, and the source by Ota talks about about sales, not use (although I argue one can loosely translate sales into use for this analysis). 



Also, I recognize that the Ota source indicates that pesticide use was around 64.7 thousand tonnes in 1996 and states use decline, but then the FAO source states that the use in 2000 was 79821 (which would have been an increase from 1996). However, the number for the  Ota source is approximate and laden with interpretation, meant primarily to illustrate that pesticide use in the 1990s was nowhere near 1.25 million. -MG		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2008		1992						Usable

		2619		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania's net total emission* of pesticide in 2000 will be 0.04 million tons.



*Net total emission corresponds to the total application of pesticide. 		54		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Environment				Oceania		Statement specifies Oceania		54				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		no		1		yes		2619		2005		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Pesticide use was about 0.001 away from the predicted amount in 2000.  Reached the predicted 0.04 tonnes in 2005, when pesticide use was 40140.04. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set used to verify was incomplete (see notes in Ground Truth comment). 



Left soft-verified because FAO is the authoritative source for this topic. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1851851852		2008		1992		5		5		Usable

		2620		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania's net total emission* of pesticide in 1990 will be 0.03 million tons.



*Net total emission corresponds to the total application of pesticide. 		54		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Environment				Oceania		Table specifies Oceania		54				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2620		1995		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Pesticide use was about 0.008 away from the predicted amount in 2000. Reached the predicted 0.03 tonnes in 1995, when pesticide use was 30202.89. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set used to verify was incomplete (see notes in Ground Truth comment). 



Left soft-verified because FAO is the authoritative source for this topic.		no		1990						1990		yes				0.2941176471		1995		1985		5		5		Usable

		2621		Leontief, Wassily, Anne P. Carter, and Pete A. Petri. The Future of the World Economy. The United Nations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977. 		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, 14.5 per cent of world gross product will cross national borders.		56		1973		This report is based on a study the United Nations initiated in 1973.		1		Models		Input-Output Analysis 		14		The source explicitly states it's using the input-output method. The methodology is referred to as a model throughout the source. Scenarios are also used.		Economy				Worldwide		Statement is about world product across all nation borders		56				Worldwide		This is a report of the United Nations, an international institution.		iii		>20 years		yes		4		no		2621		1988		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The gross world product in 2000 was $33.5 trillion. According to World Bank and World Trade Organization data, the value of world merchandise exports was $6.5 trillion and $6.2 trillion, respectively. The smaller figure is still 18.5 percent of the total. World Bank data say trade crossed the 14.5 percent threshold in 1988, when merchandise exports were 2.8T, or 14.6 percent of gross world product of 19.1T.  		3. Moderate interpretation		I'm assuming study authors meant exported goods in referring to products that "cross national borders."		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4444444444		2008		1992		-12		12		Usable

		2622		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the population of North America, East and West Europe, the USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay will be between 1.31 and 1.43 billion.		12		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Multi-regional		"(N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay)"		12				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2622		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Both the UN and  World Bank estimates of population in given regions fall within forecast range. The forecast was first achieved in 1999. 		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation needed of World Bank data as source of forecast does not list the countries that make up North America and East and Western Europe. Current lists of countries used instead. 



UN data gives year of realisation as 1999.  For population figures the UN aggregate region "More developed regions" was used.  "More developed regions"  is defined as "all regions of Europe plus Northern America, Australia/New Zealand and Japan". All individual countries relevant to the forecast not included in the "More developed regions" aggregate were then added. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2623		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the population in the "developing world" (according to this paragraph, all countries *excluding* North America, East and West Europe, the USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay), and *excluding* China, will be between 3.43 and 3.99 billion.		12		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Multi-regional		"the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million. It is much wider for the developing world (excluding China)"		12				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2623		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		3.6 billion falls within the forecast range of 3.43 and 3.99 billion, so the forecast is technically correct. However, the population first fell within this range in 1997. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation of World Bank data needed, since I used a list online of East and West Europe countries to calculate population, and there may be discrepancies between that list and whatever the forecast source used in 1979. 



UN data source used "less developed regions excluding China" aggregate, which is defined as " Less developed regions: all regions of Africa, Asia (excluding Japan), Latin America and the Caribbean, Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia." This appears to be a good match for the forecast region.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1428571429		2006		1994		-3		3		Usable

		2624		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, China will have a population between 1.13 billion and 1.15 billion.		12		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		"(1) INTERFUTURES' own analyses of China suggest a figure of between 1130 million and 1150 million."		12				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2624		1990		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Actual population size exceed range forecast by report authors. China cleared the 1.13B threshold in 1990. 		4. Little interpretation		Sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4761904762		2006		1994		-10		10		Usable

		2625		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, OECD countries (Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States) will comprise 15% of the world's population.  		12		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Worldwide		"in the world population"		12				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2625		1997		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Combined population was 14.7 percent of world total in 2000, .3 percent less than forecast.		4. Little interpretation		Estimated population for W. Germany was 65.7 million in 2000, or 80 percent of combined Germany population (including former E. Germany).		no		2000						2000		yes		2000		0.1428571429		2006		1994		-3		3		Usable

		2626		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, North America will have a population of  275 million, an increase from 237 million in 1975. 		13		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		"North America

Canada, United States"

The section defines the regions used by the authors.		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2626		1990		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Population reached the predicted 275 million in 1990, when it went from 274 million in 1989 to 277 million in 1990. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as the designations for what comprises North America may vary across sources. 		no		2000						2000		yes		1990		0.4761904762		2006		1994		-10		10		Usable

		2627		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Japan will have a population of 133 million. 		13		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		"Japan"		13				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2627				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		At 126.8M, Japan's population was 6.2M away from the predicted 133M in 2000. According to World Bank data, the highest Japan's population has ever been was 128M in 2007 (and it has since gone back down to 126.9 as of 2017). In other words, Japan's population has never yet reached 133M. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using quantitative, specific data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2006		1994						Usable

		2628		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the UK, Ireland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy, West Germany, France and Belgium combined will contain 4.5% of the world population.		13		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Europe		The European Economic Community (EEC) comprised of these countries in 1979:

the UK, Ireland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy, West Germany, France and Belgium		13				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back od Cover		>20 years		yes		4		no		2628		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Combined population of countries in question was 4.5 percent of world total in 2000.		3. Moderate interpretation		Germany was reunified in 1990. West German population for 2000 was estimated based on its percentage (80) of total German population in 1990.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2629		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		Austria, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland will hold 3% of the world's population in 2000.		13		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Europe		European OECD countries that are not a part of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1979 are:

Austria, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland		13				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		4		no		2629				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		By the year 2000 the proportion of world population accounted for by relevant countries had declined to approximately half forecast value continuing on a downward trend from around 2% in 1979 (forecast year).		5. No interpretation		Used UN and World Bank data sources to calculate proportion of World population accounted for by countries relevant to forecast by taking sum of population of all countries relevant to forecast and dividing by total World population.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2630		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, Australia and New Zealand combined will have a population of 22 million, up from 19 million in 1975. 		13		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"Australia and New Zealand"		13				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2630		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Australia and New Zealand had reached 22 million by 2000, actually surpassing it by about a million. In fact,  Australia and New Zealand first reached 22 million in 1997, when their combined population was 22.3. 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation need; validated using quantitative and specific data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1428571429		2006		1994		-3		3		Usable

		2631		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		The first commercially-feasible application of energy extraction from ocean thermal energy conversion will occur in the year 2000.		30		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Technology				Worldwide		Without specifying where, saying that the first time something will happen is a worldwide prediction.		30				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2631				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The first commercially-feasible application of ocean thermal energy conversion had not occurred as of 2000. As of 2018, ocean thermal energy conversion has not been adopted at a sufficient scale to determine if it is commercially viable, but the technology is promising.		3. Moderate interpretation		The forecast was definitely not fulfilled, but the future potential of the forecast required interpretation.		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2006		1994						Usable

		2632		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the energy consumption of OECD countries (Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States combined) will equal 6 billion metric tonnes of oil.		34		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Multi-regional		"OECD"		34				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2632				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast value was not reached at the forecast year, and an apparent plateauing of energy consumption by OECD countries makes it uncertain if the forecast value will be reached.



Note:Forecast Statement Summarized was corrected from "6 million" to "6 billion" in order to accurately represent the forecast from the source.		4. Little interpretation		An average of values from the two ground truth sources was taken to produce the values used in evaluating the forecast.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2634		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the energy consumption of the OECD area (Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States combined) will be double the amount it was in 1976.		35		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Multi-regional		"for the OECD area"		35				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of cover		>20 years		no		1		yes		2634				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The OECD countries did not consume twice as much energy as they did in 1976. They do not consume twice as much energy as they did in 1976 currently, and it is unlikely that they will reach that benchmark in the future.		3. Moderate interpretation		A single source was used because it was the only source located that provided data across all three points (1976, 2000, 2016). Other sources appeared to vary in source data, but maintained trends that matched with cited ground truth (and that indicated that the forecast was not and still is not fulfilled.)		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2635		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total energy supply in Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States from coal will be equivalent to 1130 millions tons oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Multi-regional		"Total OECD"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2635		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The forecast is correct, to a degree dependent on the source. Reported values for the forecast metric on the year range from 1133.3 mtoe to 1596 mtoe.		3. Moderate interpretation		Sources differed in reported change from year to year as well as reported absolute difference, so verification was conducted based on when the forecast value met or exceeded both ground truth sources.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2636		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, China's supply of energy from coal will be equivalent to 950 million tons of oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy		Eastern Asia		Asia		"China"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		no		1		yes		2636		2004		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		China's energy supply did not meet the predicted level until 2004, when it rose to 1,067 million tonnes of oil equivalent.		3. Moderate interpretation		Energy supply in tonnes of oil equivalent was calculated by [Total energy supply in tonnes of coal equivalent] * [0.675 (coal equivalent -> oil equivalent conversion)] * [percentage of energy supply from source[.



All other sources appeared to be based off of this set of statistics, so this is a single source verification.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1904761905		2006		1994		4		4		Usable		Single source verification

		2637		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total world supply of energy from coal will be equivalent to 3290 million tons of oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Total World"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2637		2006		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		The value forecast was a significant overestimation, and it took several years past the anticipated date for the forecast values to occur.		3. Moderate interpretation		Average of two data sources was taken to produce a value of 2,871.65 million tonnes of oil equivalent for forecast year. For year when forecast was fulfilled, the year wherein both sources reported a value exceeding the forecast was recorded.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2857142857		2006		1994		6		6		Usable

		2638		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In North America, the gross CO2 emissions from the energy sector will be 1.71 billion tonnes carbon in the year 2000. 		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions." 		Environment		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies North America. 		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		2		no		2638		1996		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Carbon emissions reached the forecast value a few years before the forecast year, surpassed the forecast values for the forecast year, and then declined past the forecast value at a later year. The forecast was fulfilled in 1996, when the carbon emissions from the energy sector in North America were approximately 1.752 billion tonnes.		4. Little interpretation		Carbon emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions and converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)).

		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0.4		2003		1997		-4		4		Usable

		2639		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Africa, the gross CO2 emissions from the energy sector will be 0.28 billion tonnes carbon in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment				Africa		Table specifies Africa		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		2		no		2639		2005		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Carbon emissions reached the forecast value several years after the forecast date, but were somewhat close to forecast values on the forecast date. The forecast was fulfilled in 2005, when the carbon emissions from the energy sector in Africa were approximately 0.279 billion tonnes		4. Little interpretation		Carbon emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions and converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)).

		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0.5		2003		1997		5		5		Usable

		2640		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Latin America, the gross CO2 emissions from the energy sector will be 0.31 billion tonnes carbon in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment		Central America		Americas		Table specifies "Latin America," which generally consists of Spanish-speaking countries in Central America. 		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		2		no		2640		1994		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Gross carbon emissions reached their forecast value a few years before the forecast date and were well past the forecast value by the forecast year. The forecast was fulfilled in 1994, when the carbon emissions from the energy sector in Latin America were 0.310 billion tonnes.

		4. Little interpretation		Carbon emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions and converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)).

		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0.6		2003		1997		-6		6		Usable

		2641		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the Middle East, the gross CO2 emissions from the energy sector will be 0.31 billion tonnes carbon in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment				Asia		Table specifies "The Middle East" which generally consists of countries located in the Southern and Western Asia.		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		2		no		2641		1995		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Gross carbon emissions reached their forecast value half a decade before the forecast and were well past the forecast value by the year the forecast was made. The forecast was fulfilled in 1995, when the carbon emissions from the energy sector in the Middle East were approximately 0.317 billion tonnes.		4. Little interpretation		Carbon emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions and converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)).		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0.5		2003		1997		-5		5		Usable

		2642		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In North America, the CO2 emissions in tonnes carbon per capita is 5.75 in the year 2000.  		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies North America.		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		3		no		2642		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Forecast is based on data that contradicts current data. Using current data, forecast quantity of tonnes of carbon per capita were realized in year when forecast was made, and were also at that level in 2000 (forecast year) before starting to decline.		3. Moderate interpretation		Carbon dioxide emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions, converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)), then dividing by the listed population.

		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2643		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Africa, the CO2 emissions in tonnes carbon per capita is 0.32 in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment				Africa		Table specifies Africa		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		3		no		2643				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Carbon dioxide emissions per capita did not reach the forecast values, but may reach the forecast values in the near future		3. Moderate interpretation		Carbon dioxide emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions, converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)), then dividing by the listed population.

		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2003		1997						Usable

		2644		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Latin America, the CO2 emissions in tonnes carbon per capita is 0.61 in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment		Central America		Americas		Table specifies "Latin America," which generally consists of Spanish-speaking countries in Central America. 		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		3		no		2644				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Carbon dioxide emissions per capita did not reach the forecast values, but may reach the forecast values in the future. The forecast value has not occurred at any point between the date of the forecast and the date of the last available report (2014).		3. Moderate interpretation		Carbon dioxide emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions, converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)), then dividing by the listed population.

		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2003		1997						Usable

		2645		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Response Strategies. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the Middle East, the CO2 emissions in tonnes carbon per capita is 1.79 in the year 2000.		xxxiii		1990		The report was adopted by the RSWG in June 1990.		8		Source Analysis				xxx		The table specifies "From the Reference Scenario." The Reference scenario is informed by  "studies of the energy and agriculture sectors submitted by over 21 countries and international organizations to estimate emissions."		Environment				Asia		Table specifies "The Middle East" which generally consists of countries located in the Southern and Western Asia.

		xxxiii				Worldwide		The contributors of the source are from all over the world.		xi		10 years		yes		3		no		2645		2007		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The carbon dioxide emissions per capita did not reach the forecast value until several years after the forecast year. The forecast was fulfilled in 2007, when the carbon emissions per capita were approximately 1.81 tonnes. As of 2014, the carbon emissions per capita in the Middle East were approximately 1.94 tonnes. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Carbon dioxide emissions in tonnes per capita were determined by averaging the two sources for total emissions, converting to tonnes of carbon emissions by multiplying by ((14)/(14+16+16)), then dividing by the listed population.		no		2000						2000		yes		2014		0.7		2003		1997		7		7		Usable

		2646		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the share of the world's energy supply from coal will be equal to 22% of total energy supply.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Shares of the various energies" is directly below "total world" and the percentages correspond to the numbers for world supply.		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		4		no		2646				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast share of global energy to supply to come from coal incorrect, but fairly close to the actual share for 2000.

		4. Little interpretation		As ground truth sources provided slightly different values for the global energy supply from coal in 2000 and 2015. An average of the values was taken: [(.2566+.2331)/2=28.49%] and [(.281+.2888)/2=24.49%] for 2000 and 2015, respectively

		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2647		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, 41% of the world's energy supply will come from oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Shares of the various energies" is directly below "total world" and the percentages correspond to the numbers for world supply.		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		4		no		2647				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		The forecasted share of global energy supply to come from oil is incorrect, but somewhat close to the actual share for 2000.		4. Little interpretation		As ground truth sources provided slightly different values for the global energy supply from oil in 2000 and 2015. An average of the values was taken: [(.3677+.3926)/2=38.02%] and [(.317+.3312)/2=32.41%] for 2000 and 2015, respectively		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2648		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the world's energy supply from oil will equal 5,960 million tons of oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Total World"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2648				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual global oil consumption was 60% or less of forecast amount. As of 2016, global oil consumption is approximately 72% of 200 forecast amount (4300.1 tonnes).		4. Little interpretation		Average of two similar values was taken to produce reported value for global oil consumption in 2000: [(3598.6+3532)/2=3560.8] and 2016:(4418.2+4182)/2=4300.1]		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2649		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, China's supply of energy from oil will be 555 million tons of oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy		Eastern Asia		Asia		"China"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		no		1		yes		2649				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		China's energy supply from oil continues to decline as a share of China's total energy supply, even as China's total energy supply grows rapidly. As of 2015, China's energy supply from oil has not approached the predicted level. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Energy supply in tonnes of oil equivalent was calculated by [Total energy supply in tonnes of coal equivalent] * [0.675 (coal equivalent -> oil equivalent conversion)] * [percentage of energy supply from source[.



All other sources appeared to be based off of this set of statistics, so this is a single source verification.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable		Single source verification, forecast wildly innacurate

		2652		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the Year 2000, the world's energy supply will comprise 16% natural gas.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back f Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Shares of the various energies" is directly below "total world" and the percentages correspond to the numbers for world supply.		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2652		1973		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Natural gas in 2000 was 7% higher than predicted. The IEA shows that the natural gas was the forecast 16% of total primary energy supply in 1973, 6 years before forecast was made.		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data from 3 authoritative sources. The data shows that the prediction was realized before the forecast was made. It's possible methods for measuring energy supply have changed since 1979, or that they were predicting that natural gas supply would remain static.  		no		2000						2000		yes				1.2857142857		2006		1994		-27		27		Usable

		2653		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total world energy supply from natural gas will be equivalent to 2305 million tons of oil.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back f Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Total World"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2653		2004		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Forecast  was 2305 MTOE; actual was just a bit shy of that number. Gas production crossed the 2305 threshold in 2004, when it reached 2,350.8 MTOE.		4. Little interpretation		Used Unit Juggler website to get conversion formula for BCMs of natural gas to MTOE (BCM x .9 = MTOE)).



https://www.unitjuggler.com/convert-energy-from-GcmNG-to-Mtoe.html		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1904761905		2006		1994		4		4		Usable

		2663		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, 13% of the world's energy supply will be from nuclear energy.		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Shares of the various energies" is directly below "total world" and the percentages correspond to the numbers for world supply.		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2663				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well below the forecast value for the forecast year. The share of total energy supply provided by nuclear power has been static from 1990-2010, therefore it does not seem likely that the forecast will be fulfilled in the near future.		4. Little interpretation		One source provided data on global energy demand. For the global energy system, demand and supply are generally interchangeable. Therefore, this source was used as data on global energy supply.		no		2000						2000		no		2010				2006		1994						Usable

		2670		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the world's total energy supply will be equivalent to 14.6 billion tons of oil. 		39		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Energy				Worldwide		"Total World"		39				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2670				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2000 the world energy supply was still 4 billion tons of oil equivalent away from achieving forecast number.		4. Little interpretation		Minor interpretation in reading figures from graph in IEA source.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2678		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in the military arena, ground warfare will be aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, including non-lethal biological devices.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		3		yes		2678				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The use and stockpiling of biological weapons, even nonlethal ones, as well as the means to deliver them, are banned by the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention. U.S. president Richard Nixon ended the U.S. biological weapons program in 1969 and the Soviet Union's biological weapons program supposedly ended by 1992. non-lethal biological weapons have not knowingly been used for military purposes as of 2018. 		3. Moderate interpretation		There is no evidence that militaries possessed non-lethal biological weapons by 1984. However, it is possible that these weapons were being developed in the classified realm, or that they had been used but appeared to be natural disease outbreaks. In addition, there is some interpretation involved in knowing what the forecasters mean by "biological device". The analyst is assuming a biological weapon or biological agent. 		no		1984						1984		no		2018				1990		1978						Usable

		2679		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in the military arena, ground warfare will be aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, including light-weight rocket-type personnel armament.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2679		1942		yes		no		5. Fully realized		Shoulder fired rocket launchers like the bazooka have been available since the early years of U.S. involvement in WWII. Furthermore, RPGs have been in use since the Vietnam War. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Since the event in question appears to have occurred more than two decades before the forecast is made, there is the possibility that the authors meant something different by the term "light-weight rocket-type personnel armament."		no		1984						1984		yes				2.1		1990		1978		-42		42		Usable		The bazooka, a shoulder fired anti-tank rocket, was in use in WWII, well before the forecast came out. RPGs have been in use since the Vietnam War. 

		2680		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in the military arena, ground warfare will be aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, including small tactical nuclear bombs.		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2680		1961		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The U.S. Army's Davy Crockett recoilless rifle, which fired the W54 tactical nuclear warhead weighing 51 pounds and with a yield of 10-20 tons, entered service in May 1961.		3. Moderate interpretation		Weapon system in question was deployed before the forecast was made, so it is possible the authors had a different definition of "small tactical nuclear bombs." The W54 nuclear warhead fits the definition of "bomb." In fact, Webster's defines bomb as "an explosive device fused to detonate under certain conditions."		no		1984						1984		yes				1.15		1990		1978		-23		23		Usable

		2681		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, in the military arena, ground warfare will be aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, including directed-energy weapons of various kinds.

		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2681				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Directed energy weapons were being tested in the 1980s for possible use as weapons but, as of 2016, were not available for battlefield use. 		5. No interpretation		Ground truth sources are clear that directed-energy weapons are still not in use. 		no		1984						1984		no		2016				1990		1978						Usable

		2684		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere will be 380 ppm.		58		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Environment				Worldwide		The paragraph makes no mention of geographic location at all... suggesting that the topic is worldwide, as the section discusses global climate change and issues.		58				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2684		2005		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		The forecast was almost realized, as 370 ppm is within 10 ppm of the forecasted levels. However, CO2 concentration did not reach 380ppm until 2005. 		4. Little interpretation		Data sources are clear. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2380952381		2006		1994		5		5		Usable

		2691		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Africa's countryside,*  there will be 126.5 million people, or 25% of the rural population, with access to potable water (up from 40.8 million or 19% in 1970) in 2000.



*Not including Angola, Equatorial Guinea, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Ruanda, South Africa, Rhodesia, Swaziland and island countries and territories		60		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics				Africa		"Water Supply Situation in Africa"		60				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2691		1985		yes		no		3. Almost realized		While access to drinking water did improve, it did so more rapidly than predicted. In fact, access to drinking water in rural Africa appears to have reached 25% in the mid-80s. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, since definitions for rural Africa may vary across organizations. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.7142857143		2006		1994		-15		15		Usable

		2694		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States combined will generate 47 - 53% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Multi-regional		"OECD"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2694				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Proportion of World GDP accounted for by forecast region in 2000 was over 20% greater than forecast.		3. Moderate interpretation		Data for Germany post-1991 includes East Germany. Used data for the Federal Republic of Germany from 1979-2016 (commonly referred to as West Germany prior to unification), which East Germany became part of in 1991. 



Used UN data for Federal Republic of Germany in combination with World Bank data for other countries as World Bank data for Germany appeared to combine the East/West German economies under the single heading of "Germany" prior to unification. 



Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2695		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Australia and New Zealand combined will generate 1% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"Australia and New Zealand"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2695				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast source was predicting a decline in the proportion of World GDP made up by Australia and New Zealand from 1.3% in 1975 to 1% in the year 2000. The proportion of World GDP accounted for  by these two countries has never fallen as far as 1%. Lowest values in both datasets occur in 2001, with IMF data giving 1.28%  and World Bank data 1.3%.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2696		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, "Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Yugoslavia" combined will generate 3 - 5% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Europe		"Other Western European Countries

Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Yugoslavia"

This section defines the regions used by the authors.		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2696				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In the year 2000, the proportion of GDP accounted for by the forecasted countries was reported as 5.94% (according to World Bank Data) and 6.42% (according to IMF data), above the forecast range. From the year 1980 through 2016, the GDP of these countries remained above 5%, according to both sets of data.		3. Moderate interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.



Excluded Yugoslavia from data as the country did not exist post-1991 because it split off into multiple smaller states. Given that the 12/13 countries data was collected for are already above the range forecast in all years, it is reasonable to conclude that inclusion of these countries would have no impact on realization. Data for the smaller states Yugoslavia split into provided above for 2000-2016 also indicate these states never accounted for greater than 0.33% of World GDP.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2697		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the United States will generate 19 to 24% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		"United States"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2697		2008		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		At no point between 1979 and the year 2000 did United States GDP make up less than 24% of World GDP.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.380952381		2006		1994		8		8		Usable

		2698		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Canada will generate 2% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		"Canada"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2698		1995		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was realized in 1995 when IMF and World Bank show Canada crossing below 2% of World GDP for the first time, with IMF data giving 1.95% and World Bank data giving 1.96%. However, by the year 2000 this had risen back up to above 2%.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		yes		1995		0.2380952381		2006		1994		-5		5		Usable

		2699		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Japan will generate 5 to 10% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Eastern Asia		Asia		"Japan"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2699		2006		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		In the year 2000, Japan accounted for over 4% more of World GDP than the forecast range.		4. Little interpretation		Taking the average of both the IMF and World Bank sources gives 2006 as year of realization. Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2857142857		2006		1994		6		6		Usable

		2700		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom will generate 13 - 16% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Europe		In 1979, the members of the European Economic Community were: Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom.		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2700				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In year 2000, the share of the World GDP accounted for by the forecasted region ( (including Germany) was above the forecast range by approximately 4%. By 2016, this had fallen to 16.37% (IMF data)  and 16.30% (World Bank and UN data) but this is slightly above the predicted range (13-16%)		2. A lot of interpretation		Data for Germany post-1991 includes East Germany. Used data for the Federal Republic of Germany from 1979-2016 (commonly referred to as West Germany prior to unification), which East Germany became part of in 1991. 



Used UN data for Federal Republic of Germany in combination with World Bank data for other countries as World Bank data for Germany appeared to combine the East/West German economies under the single heading of "Germany" prior to unification. 



Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2701		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, "Hong Kong, Indonesia, Kampuchea" (Cambodia) "Korean Democratic Republic, Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam" combined will generate 3 - 4% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Asia		"East And South East Asia

Hong Kong, Indonesia, Kampuchea" (Cambodia) "Korean Democratic Republic, Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam" 		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2701		1981		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2000, the relevant countries exceeded the forecast range of percentage of World GDP by approximately 0.5-1.0% according to World Bank and IMF data sources. 1981 was the first year these economies exceeded 3% of World GDP (took an average of both the IMF and World Bank sources to arrive at 1981). 		3. Moderate interpretation		World Bank data source missing data for Cambodia 1975-1992, Lao PDR 1960-1983, Vietnam 1960-1984 and DPRK all years. Added Data for Taiwan from IMF source to World Bank source as this was the third largest economy in the forecast and its exclusion would significantly alter the calculation.



IMF data missing DPRK all years.



Calculated average of both the IMF and World Bank sources to find that 1981 was the first year these economies exceeded 3% of World GDP.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.9047619048		2006		1994		-19		19		Usable

		2702		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, India, Macao, Maldive Islands, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka combined will generate 2% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Asia		"South Asia

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, India, Macao, Maldive Islands, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka"

This section defines the region names used by the authors.		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2702		2002		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Estimates given by the two sources of proportion of World GDP accounted for by countries listed are 0.11% and 0.07% off of the forecast 2%, respectively.		3. Moderate interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.



IMF data gives year of realization as 2001, World Bank data gives year of realization of 2003. Taking the average of the two sources gives year of realization of 2002.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0952380952		2006		1994		2		2		Usable

		2703		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, all countries in the Americas combined, excluding Canada and the United States, will generate 10 - 11% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Americas		"Latin America

Argentina, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Caribbean, (other nations and territories), Chile, Colombia, Costt Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Guyana, French Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, El Salvador, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela"

This section defines the regions used by the authors. 		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2703				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		After evaluating 1960 - 2016, it seems that Latin America and the Caribbean held the greatest share of global GDP just one year after this forecast's publication, 1980, with 8.9%



Regardless, this forecast was never realized. Below are the calculations used to produce these results (both ground truth sources use constant 2010 USD):



2000

World: $4.99413E+13

Latin America + Caribbean: $3.87709E+12

7.7632972%



2016

World: $7.73278E+13

Latin America + Caribbean: $5.91428E+12

7.648318437%



1980

World: $2.78149E+13

Latin America + Caribbean: $2.46984E+12

8.879575887%		5. No interpretation		Direct interpretation of data with no additional calculation or explanation of intent or meaning required.

Methodologies, meanings, and measures the same for us as for the forecasters (e.g. GDP is measured the same way, the regions and nomenclature cohere perfectly, etc).		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2704		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germany (Democratic Republic), Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR combined will generate 16 - 20% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Europe		"USSR and East Europe

Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germany (Democratic Republic), Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, USSR"

This section defines the region names used by the authors.		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2704				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In the year 2000, IMF data indicated the countries in the forecasted region accounted for 2.21% of World GDP. World Bank data indicated these countries accounted for 2.24%.

 

In 2013, in the data available, the highest proportion of World GDP for these countries was achieved in 2013 with  IMF data giving 5.68% and World Bank 5.66%.		2. A lot of interpretation		Data for East Germany not included in verification. Data used covers period  1989-2016. Used data for individual former USSR countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldavia, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.



Given that  in all years data for which data are available, the forecasted region was below the predicted % of world GDP  by such a large margin that we can conclude the forecast was never achieved.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2705		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, China will generate 7 - 9% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Eastern Asia		Asia		"China"		89				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2705		2007		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2000, China remained approximately 2.5% off of the predicted 7-9% range.		4. Little interpretation		Calculated percentage of GDP by dividing sum of GDP of all relevant countries by World GDP for each given year.		no		2000						2000		yes		2006		0.3333333333		2006		1994		7		7		Usable

		2706		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, "Algeria, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Yemen(Aden), Yemen(Sana)" combined will generate 6% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Multi-regional		"West Asia and North Africa

Algeria, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordon, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Yemen(Aden), Yemen(Sana)"		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2706				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Not at all realized; the countries only generated ~3.46% of world GDP in 2000. As of 2016, these countries only comprised 4.3% of world GDP. 		5. No interpretation		The source document clearly states the countries in question, the metric, and a specific real number is forecast. The ground truth sources present variables which cohere almost perfectly with those of the source document (geography, gdp, and year). The data was presented directly and this is a primary source for gdp data compiled at this level.  When taking the countries individually and adding them, or using the predefined geographic search terms, in either the UN or World Bank datasets, produced similar results. 		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2006		1994						Usable

		2707		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, Africa, excluding Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia, and European countries' territories, will generate 1-2% of the world's GDP.		89		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Africa		"Subsaharan Africa

All African countries except those in Regions 3 and 11"



Region 3 contains European countries with African territories.

Region 11 includes Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia.		291				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2707		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to both UN and World Bank data, the cumulative GDP of SubSaharan Africa was indeed between 1 and 2% of the world's total GDP in the year 2000.		5. No interpretation		There were 0 degrees of interpretation in pulling this data. Terms, subjects, and results showed no inconsistencies or needs for translation or any calculation other than selecting the terms cited. This same 0 degree interpretation of data was repeated with two independent sources.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2712		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		The rate of economic growth in North America, Western Europe, Australia and New Zealand from 1975 - 2000 will be less than it was from 1950 - 1975. 		98		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy				Multi-regional		"OECD" and "advanced" are used interchangeably throughout this document, by the OECD.

"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		98				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2712		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The economic growth of North America, Western Europe, Australia and New Zealand was indeed lower from 1975 - 2000 than it was from 1950 - 1975.		2. A lot of interpretation		The source for 1950s data is per day, so I multiplied the values for validation with yearly data. Additionally, and more significantly, one source notes the level of interpretation they used in assessing 1950s data, so this degree of interpretation is necessarily passed on to the present evaluation.

Ball, Surjit S. in the footnote of the section cited for ground truth above that "5. Though data are available for the period 1950-2000, the first decade is generally ignored in most (but not all) the data presented. This choice was dictated by data accuracy considerations (for both national accounts and PPP) for the period 1950-59."		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2714		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 1984, ionic engines will be becoming available. 		40		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2714		1972		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The Soviet Union first tested electric, or ion, thrusters for satellite station-keeping in 1972 and have been using them ever since.		3. Moderate interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what's mean by "available." The analyst assumes that the technology was available in 1972 because it was being operated in space, and was past the testing phase. 		no		1984						1984		yes				0.6		1990		1978		-12		12		Usable

		2715		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		In 2000, effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of directed-energy beams will have been developed.

		41		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2715				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		There are no, nor were there in 2000, any publicly acknowledged  directed energy systems capable of effectively defeating ICBMs.

		4. Little interpretation		There is an extremely remote possibility that effective missile defenses as described in the forecast have existed since 2000 but are classified.

		no		2000								no		2017												Usable

		2716		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline to 25.6 in 2000.  





(taken from table) 		(vol 2) 10 		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies "World estimates and projections" 		(vol. 2) 10		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2716		1990		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While crude birth rate did decline as predicted, it did so more rapidly. Crude birth rate worldwide first declined to the predicted 25.6 by 1990, when it was 25.8 (going down to 25.2 the following year). 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation needed; validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.5		2006		1994		-10		10		Usable

		2717		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline to 9.1 in 2000. 



(taken from table) 

		(vol 2) 10		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies "World estimates and projections"

		(vol. 2) 10		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2717		1991		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Crude death rate was about .6 lower than the predicted amount. Crude death worldwide first hit 9.1 in 1991. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.45		2006		1994		-9		9		Usable

		2718		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Africa's population in 2000 will be 0.81 billion. 		(vol. 2) 14		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Africa		Statement specifies "Africa." 		(vol. 2) 14		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2718		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, Africa's population in 2000 was  .81 billion.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, qualitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		2719		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In the year 2000, the American lower middle class (see verification section for definition and source) will have an annual income between $54,666.67 to $109,333.33.		206		1967		"Copyright © 1967 by The Hudson Institute, Inc."		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		The section deals with demographic sections of the United States. And while it isn't explicitly stated in the forecast's direct quote, "American" appears twice in the paragraph immediately preceding as well as the page immediately following the forecast quote.		206		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2719				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2017, the lower middle class family of three was making between $19,173 and $47,932--far from the predicted amount. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the designations for class are somewhat arbitrary. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2010		1990						Usable

		2721		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In the year 2000, the American upper middle class will make $109,333.33 to $328,000.00 in 2000 dollars.		207		1967		"Copyright © 1967 by The Hudson Institute, Inc."		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		The section deals with demographic sections of the United States. And while it isn't explicitly stated in the forecast's direct quote, "American" appears twice in the previous page and both "America" and "American" appear later on the same page as the direct quote.		207		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.		Cover		>20 years		yes		4		no		2721		2014		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Upper middle class in 2000 was definitely earning less than $100,000 at the lower limit. 



Upper middle class does not appear to have neared the predicted $109k - $328 until 2014, when the threshold was $100k - $349k. 		2. A lot of interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed because I used analysis frameworks and data from different reports to come up with numbers for 2000 upper middle class classifications. These numbers are really just approximate estimations; however, they corroborate the claim that upper middle class income was definitely below $100k at the lower end in 2000. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4242424242		2010		1990		14		14		Usable

		2722		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of the United States will grow on average 0.6% per year. 		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		"USA"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2722				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast predicted a decline down to 0.6% growth between 1990-2000, but in fact, the growth rate increased instead. The growth rate appears to have continued to remain steady. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we had to do some math in order to get to this number. 



Also, we did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2723		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Sweden will not change (0% average annual growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern Europe		Europe		"Sweden"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2723				yes		no		3. Almost realized		Population did in fact change (albeit slightly) between 1990 and 2000. In general, population has continued to grow by some increment through 2017. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2017				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2724		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of the United Kingdom will not change (0% average annual growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern Europe		Europe		United Kingdom		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2724				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		For the 10-year period from 1990-2000, the AAGR for the UK's working age population was .2 percent, which is pretty close to zero.		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Otherwise, verified using specific, quantitative data. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2725		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Netherlands will not change (0% average annual growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		Netherlands		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2725				yes		no		3. Almost realized		The growth rate was higher than 0, but not by  a huge amount. 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2726		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of New Zealand will grow on average 1.0% per year.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		New Zealand		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2726				yes		no		3. Almost realized		The growth rate was higher than predicted, but only by .22-.7% (depending on verification source used). 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we had to do some math in order to get to this number. 



Also, we did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		I've been using World Bank and OECD data to verify these working age forecasts, and both seem to generate fairly consistent numbers. In this case, prior verifier used St. Louis Fed data, which had numbers for working age population that differ significantly from WB numbers. The distinction seems to be that FRED used the term "active" as a modifier for the population group. Since the FRED data generated the same basic conclusion as WB data, I did not replace with OECD-generated data. Will do so if you think that makes sense. --WF



QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2727		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Japan will grow on average 0.2% per year.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Eastern Asia		Asia		Japan		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2727		1995		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The rate of growth was much smaller than predicted--0.02 or 0.05 instead of 0.2 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we had to do some math in order to get to this number. 



Also, we did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2728		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Italy will not change (0% average annual growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Southern Europe		Europe		Italy		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2728				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Although the growth rate did not remain at a steady 0.0% change, the changes in growth rate were very small, for an average of 0.2% growth (with the exception of one outlier for which the growth rate was -1.7). 



Since then, growth rate experienced similar small dips and peaks until 2004, with large growth changes occurring thereafter.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		yes		2000		2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		I would argue that the forecast was fully realized. I performed AAGR calculation using World Bank data and came up with a figure of -0.1% -- in other words, a minuscule decrease -- which to me is consistent with forecast. -WF



QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2729		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of France will not change (0% average annual growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		France		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2729				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		The growth rate was in fact higher than 0, although not by  a huge amount.		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		My AAGR calculations are a little closer to zero growth than Madeline's (.2 vs .6 percent). We might be able to make the case for "mostly" rather than "somewhat" realized. -WF



QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2730		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000 the working age population of Canada will grow an average of 1.0% per year.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		"Canada"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2730		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The AAGR of Canada's working age population from 1990-2000 was 1 percent. 2000 given as the year of realization because the forecast had to have occurred every year in the 25-year span, and 2000 was the last/most recent year in which it occurred. 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Otherwise, verified using specific, quantitative data. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes				0.3125		2000		1990		5		5		Usable		This forecast is predicting growth happening every year for 10 consecutive years. As such, the "use this year" shouldn't be the mid-range (1995) but rather the end of the forecast period (2000). -SFM

		2731		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Belgium will not change (0% average yearly growth)		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Belgium"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		3		no		2731				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Working population grew, if only very slightly (0.1%). 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Otherwise, verified using specific, quantitative data. 

		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2732		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Australia will grow an average of 1.6% per year.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"Australia"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2732				yes		no		3. Almost realized		Although the actual growth rate exceeded the forecast's predicted growth rate, the forecast was only over by .2 to .6% (depending on source used to verify). 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable		There's a bit of a difference in the WB versus FRED data (1% vs. 1.4% AAGR). --WF



QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2733		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the working age population of Germany will shrink an average of 0.8% per year.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Germany"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		no		2		yes		2733				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast predicts a yearly decrease, but in fact the working age grew each year. 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable

		2734		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 2.2% in the United States.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		"USA"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2734				yes		no		3. Almost realized		For the period 1982-1990 AAGR for worker productivity was 1.6 to 1.8 percent.



		3. Moderate interpretation		Sources provided AAGR for periods that did not precisely correspond to the 25-year period for 1975-2000. Calculated weighted averages, in one case for 1973-2000 and in another for 1975-1999.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB is saying this is a medium-term forecast but it's long-term. 

		2735		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 3.2% in Sweden.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern Europe		Europe		"Sweden"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2735		1978		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Calculations based on OECD data on worker-productivity growth rates from 1975 to 2000 yield AAGR of 1.68 percent.		4. Little interpretation		Two sources had slightly different ways of measuring productivity growth. Also, AAGR using OECD data was calculated by hand. Results were nonetheless similar.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2736		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 3.3% in the United Kingdom.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern Europe		Europe		"United Kingdom"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2736		1978		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Average productivity growth rate for 1975-2000 was only 2.3 to 2.5 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		There are different measures of productivity, and the forecast specified only on a per-person basis. I used measure of GDP per worker and GDP per hour worked.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable

		2737		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 4.1% in the Netherlands.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Netherlands"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2737		1999		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the 25 year period from 1975-2000, productivity growth rates in the Netherlands averaged between 1.7 and 2 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		Productivity measured in GDP  per hours worked and GDP per worker. For OECD-sourced data, used CAGR rather than AAGR for 1975-2000. I've calculated these both ways and the results are not exactly the same, but are close. But AAGR is a much more complex, iterative and time consuming set of calculations, whereas CAGR is a matter of plugging three numbers -- beginning and ending figure and number of years -- into a online calculator. --WF



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable

		2738		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 3.0% in New Zealand.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"New Zealand"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2738		1981		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the 25-year period from 1975-2000, productivity in New Zealand based on per-person and per-hour GDP averaged 1.39 to 1.64 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		Used GDP per capita and GDP per hour data. Used CAGR rather than AAGR for OECD per-hour GDP data because the latter calculation is time consuming. World Bank did not have data for years prior to 1978.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2739		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 6.2% in Japan.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Eastern Asia		Asia		"Japan"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2739		1988		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Japan's productivity growth, measured in terms of GDP per person per year or per hour, averaged 2.7 to 3 percent during 1975-2000.		3. Moderate interpretation		Used GDP per capita and GDP per hour data to calculate productivity growth. In latter case, used CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to save time.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2740		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 5.5% in Italy.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Southern Europe		Europe		"Italy"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2740		1976		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the period in question, productivity, as measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour worked, grew at an average annual rate of 2 to 2.36 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		Used GDP per capita and GDP per hour worked as productivity measures. Used CAGR calculation on latter data to come up with average for 1975-2000.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable

		2741		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 4.1% in France.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"France"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2741				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		During the period from 1975-2000, productivity growth, measured in terms of GDP per capita per year and GDP per hour, was between 1.8 and 2.24 percent. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Used GDP per capita and GDP per hour as measures of productivity. With OECD data, did CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to yield annual average.



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2742		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 2.3% in Canada.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Northern America		Americas		Canada		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2742		1976		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the period 1975-2000, worker productivity, as measured in GDP per capita per year and per hour, grew at an average rate 1.34 to 1.7 percent per year.		3. Moderate interpretation		Productivity measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour. Used CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to measure annual growth rate for GDP per hour (OECD) data. The analyst chose to use CAGR because a CAGR calculator is available online (whereas AAGR must be done manually), making verification more efficient. Two analysts compared the two methods and determined the difference between CAGR and AAGR outcomes to be insignificant (by less than 1%). 



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2743		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 3.9% in Belgium.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Belgium"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2743		1976		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For 1975-2000, Belgian worker productivity, measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour worked, grew at an average annual rate of 2.1 to 2.35 percent. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Productivity measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour. Used CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to measure annual growth rate for GDP per hour (OECD) data. The analyst chose to use CAGR because a CAGR calculator is available online (whereas AAGR must be done manually), making verification more efficient. Two analysts compared the two methods and determined the difference between CAGR and AAGR outcomes to be insignificant (by less than 1%). 



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2744		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 3.1% in Australia.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"Australia"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2744		1984		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the period 1975-2000, productivity, measured in terms of per capita GDP and per hour GDP, grew at an average annual rate of 1.9 to 1.4 percent.		3. Moderate interpretation		Productivity measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour. Used CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to measure annual growth rate for GDP per hour (OECD) data. The analyst chose to use CAGR because a CAGR calculator is available online (whereas AAGR must be done manually), making verification more efficient. Two analysts compared the two methods and determined the difference between CAGR and AAGR outcomes to be insignificant (by less than 1%). 



Note: We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2000				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2745		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1975 to 2000, the growth rate of productivity per worker per year will average 4.1% in Germany.		121		1979		"OECD, 1979"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Germany"		121				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		>20 years		yes		2		no		2745		1976		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		For the period 1975-2000, productivity growth, measured by GDP per capita per year and GDP per hour, grew at an average annual rate of 2.18 to 2.35 percent. Most recently, from 2002 to 2017, the average growth rate was .9%, with the highest growth for any year being 2.5% in 2010. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Productivity measured in GDP per capita and GDP per hour. Used CAGR rather than AAGR calculation to measure annual growth rate for GDP per hour (OECD) data. The analyst chose to use CAGR because a CAGR calculator is available online (whereas AAGR must be done manually), making verification more efficient. Two analysts compared the two methods and determined the difference between CAGR and AAGR outcomes to be insignificant (by less than 1%). 		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		no		2017				2000		1975						Usable		QB says this is not a long-term forecast but it is. 

		2747		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Belgium, in the year 2000, 50.4% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Western Europe		Europe		"Belgium"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2747		1999		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Female employment was still about 10% under the predicted rate in 1990. Employment rate came closest to the predicted 50.4% in 1999, when 50.2% of women were employed.		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation required, since there is a small discrepancy (2%) between the two ground truth sources. This discrepancy is likely because the LFS source is for employment rate (which is what the forecast is about), while the World Bank source is about Labor Force Participation, which included women who are in the labor force but many not currently be employed.

		no		1990						1990		yes				0.75		1994		1986		9		9		Usable

		2748		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Canada, in the year 1990, 55.2% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		"Canada"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2748		1985		yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Canada's rate of female employment did in fact rise, but more rapidly than predicted. The rate first reached the predicted 55% in 1985. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.4166666667		1994		1986		-5		5		Usable

		2749		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Denmark, in the year 2000, 74.9% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern Europe		Europe		"Denmark"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2749				yes		no		3. Almost realized		Forecast was 4.3% over the actual percentage of women employed in Denmark in 1990. This number does not seem to have ever reached 74.9%, the closest being 74.1% in 2008.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation required, since there is a discrepancy (8.4%) between the two ground truth sources. This discrepancy is likely because the LFS source is for employment rate (which is what the forecast is about), while the World Bank source is about Labor Force Participation, which included women who are in the labor force but many not currently be employed. 

		no		1990						1990		no		2016				1994		1986						Usable

		2750		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In France, in the year 1990, 51.6% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Western Europe		Europe		"France"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2750				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While female employment rate did rise, it did so less rapidly than predicted. In fact, female employment rate in France did not reach the predicted 51.6 until 2008 (when it was 51.5). 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		1990						1990		no						1994		1986						Usable

		2751		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Germany, in the year 1990, 52.0% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Economy		Western Europe		Europe		"Germany"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		no		2		yes		2751		2009		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		While female participation rate in Germany did rise, it did not as rapidly as predicted. In fact, the rate did not reach the predicted 52% until 2009. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		1990						1990		yes				1.5833333333		1994		1986		19		19		Usable

		2752		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Italy, in the year 1990 32.7% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Southern Europe		Europe		"Italy"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2752		1980		yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Italy's female employment rate in 1990 was over the prediction by about 3.5%. OECD data shows that Italy's female employment rate reached approximately 32.7% in 1980, when the participation rate was 33.4%. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation required, as the data from the two sources has a slight discrepancy (4.4%). 



Because OECD clearly states it's using the same age range as the forecast, we will defer to the OECD source as the more accurate one. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.8333333333		1994		1986		-10		10		Usable

		2753		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In New Zealand, in the year 1990, 42.1% of women aged 15 to 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Australia and New Zealand		Oceania		"New Zealand"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		4		no		2753		1970		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While female participation rate did increase, the increase was much faster than predicted. The predicted 41% was reached in 1970, seemingly before this forecast was made. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		1990						1990		yes				1.6666666667		1994		1986		-20		20		Usable

		2754		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Spain, in the year 1990, 42.1% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Southern Europe		Europe		"Spain"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2754		2000		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Spain's female employment had not yet exceeded 33.8% as of 1990. In fact, according to OECD, female employment did not reach the predicted 42% until 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation required, since there is a small discrepancy (2%) between the two ground truth sources. This discrepancy is likely because the LFS source is for employment rate (which is what the forecast is about), while the World Bank source is about Labor Force Participation, which included women who are in the labor force but many not currently be employed. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.8333333333		1994		1986		10		10		Usable

		2755		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Sweden, in the year 1990, 85.8% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern Europe		Europe		"Sweden"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2755				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		The forecast was only off by about 2%. Note, the forecast statement specifies women aged 15-64, so its likely this number was actually higher, although probably not by 2% more.



Also, the employment rate for women in Sweden peaked around 1990 and then took a steep decline toward the end of that decade, and has remained steadily in the 60%-75% range since. 		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we only have data for ages 20-64 (not the 15-64 used in the forecast). However, the inclusion of ages 15-19 would likely not contribute another 2% (bringing the forecast to fully realized) since most of the women in the age group are still school-age and less likely to be working. 		no		1990						1990		no		2015				1994		1986						Usable

		2756		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Switzerland, in the year 1990, 64.0% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Western Europe		Europe		"Switzerland"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2756		2016		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast's prediction was 14% lower than actual rate. Data suggests that female rate neared or perhaps reached 64% in 2016. 		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since the "Statistical Data on Switzerland" source provided only a line chart that is somewhat vague. It's not entirely clear what the exact female rate was in 2016. The World Bank data also diverged from the other sources' data. 		no		1990						1990		yes				2.1666666667		1994		1986		26		26		Usable

		2757		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In United Kingdom, in the year 1990, 60.2% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1979		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern Europe		Europe		"Unite Kingdom"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2757		1987		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Female employment rate in the UK did rise by 1990 but slightly more rapidly than predicted. In fact, according to the UK Office for National Statistics, female employment rate first reached the predicted 60.2% in 1987. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, since there was a small (4%) discrepancy between the two source's data. However, both sources agree that the labor force participation rate was over the forecasted amount by 1990. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.2727272727		1993		1987		-3		3		Usable

		2758		Facing the future: interfutures: mastering the probable and managing the unpredictable. Paris, Fra: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 1979.		Government reports and roadmaps		In United States, in the year 1990, 60.8% of women aged 15 - 64 will be registered as employed.		137		1978		"Source: OECD Observer, 1978"		137		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		3		"INTERFUTURES was conceived as an attempt at prospective analysis, not as a forecasting exercise. Prospective analysis recognises that an attempt must be made to imagine the different futures that could result from the behaviour of the actors involved within the limits of the systems through which they act. It attempts, therefore, to distinguish trends whose dynamics are almost invariant from those which can be affected by the decisions of the actors concerned and by uncertain events. It endeavours to grasp the projects which these actors will seek to implement and which will shape their future behavior."		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		"United States"		137				Multi-regional		"The Members of OECD are Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany. Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States ."		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2758				yes		no		3. Almost realized		The forecast was 3.4% higher than the actual amount. In fact, women participation rate in the work force has yet to reach the predicted 60.8 percent. Participation rate peaked in 2000 with a rate of 6.3 and has since declined. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		1990						1990		no		2018				1994		1986						Usable

		2778		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 2000 to 2005, the average infant mortality rate for "least developed countries" (full list in geographic information) will be 93/1000.		13		1990		"The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM)."		3		Models		Modeling		3		"The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM)."		Demographics				Multi-regional		The document defines "Least developed countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Kiribati, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu, Yemen;"		vii				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2778		1992		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast prediction was about 12% off from the actual rate between 2000-2005. In fact, the infant mortality rate for the listed countries was 93/1000 in 1992. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 



		yes				2005		2000		2002.5		yes		2005		0.84		2005		2000		-10.5		10.5		Usable

		2779		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Thailand will have a population of 75 million in 2000. 		(vol. 2) 16		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics		South-Eastern Asia		Asia		Statement specifies two regions, Asia and Oceania.		(vol. 2) 16		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2779				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast is off by about 16%. Moreover, Thailand's population has yet to exceed 69 million as of 2018. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2006		1994						Usable

		2780		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Mexico's population will be 131 million in 2000. 		(vol. 2) 16		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics		Central America		Americas		Statement specifies Latin America, which is comprised of countries in both South and Central America. 		(vol. 2) 16		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2780				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was 30M, or 23%, over the actual population. In fact, population has yet to exceed 130M as of 2018. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2018				2006		1994						Usable

		2781		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand will all have a combined population of 809 million in 2000. 		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Multi-regional		Statement specifies multiple regions across continents. 		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2781		1995		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Although population did increase past 800M by 2000, it increased more rapidly than predicted. Population reached 809M in 1995, when it was 808.7M. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.25		2006		1994		-5		5		Usable

		2782		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Africa will be 38.5 in 2000. 		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Africa		Table specifies Africa		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2782		1998		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The forecast was only .6 away from the actual number in 2000. In fact, crude birth rate in Africa hit the predicted number in 1998, when crude birth rate was 38.5. 		4. Little interpretation		No interpretation needed; validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1		2006		1994		-2		2		Usable

		2783		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Asia and Oceania combined will be 25.9 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Multi-regional		Statement specifies two regions, Asia and Oceania		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2783				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		A conservative estimate of CBR for Asia and Oceania in 2000 is 37.5. The forecast is predicting a decline in CBR from 33.7 9in 1975) to 29.5 (in 2000). In fact, increased to at least 37.5 by 2000.		4. Little interpretation		Conclusion on year of realization based on Asia data only. Population of Oceania is less than 1 percent of Asia's.		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2006		1994						Usable

		2784		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Latin America will be 28.7 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Americas		Statement specifies Latin America, which is comprised of countries both in South and Central America.		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2784		1990		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Birth rate did decline, but more rapidly than predicted. In fact, crude birth rate first reached 28 in 1990, when it was 28.4. 		3. Moderate interpretation		World Bank did not provide data for all 26 countries that comprise Latin America. World Bank was missing Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana, and Saint Barthelemy. However, the forecast was so far off that data for these missing countries were unlikely to have changed the results of the verification. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.5		2006		1994		-10		10		Usable

		2785		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand combined  will be 14.5 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Multi-regional		Statement specifies multiple regions across continents.		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2785		1990		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Although the crude birth rate did decline, it did so more rapidly than predicted. In fact, crude birth rate for the listed regions first hit the predicted number in 1990, when it was 14.5.		4. Little interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.5		2006		1994		-10		10		Usable

		2787		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Africa will be 11.3 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Africa		Table specifies Africa

		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2787		2005		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		While the crude death rate did decline, it did not as rapidly as predicted. In fact, crude death rate for Africa declined to the predicted 11.3 in 2005.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.25		2006		1994		5		5		Usable

		2788		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Asia and Oceania combined will be 8.7 in 2000, down from 13.0 in 1975.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Multi-regional		Table specifies two regions, Asia and Oceania.		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2788		2004		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		While the crude death rate did decline--and within .4 of the predicted number--it did not decline as rapidly as predicted. In fact,  crude death rate did not reach the predicted 8.7 until 2004. 		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation needed, since I had to do some math to arrive at the outcome. I also had to rely on external definitions of the countries comprising these areas, which may not completely align with the definitions for these areas used by the forecast source. 



Also, we are missing data for 5 out of the 64 countries comprising Asia and Oceania--however, its unlikely the addition of those 5 countries would be significant enough to change the outcome. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2		2006		1994		4		4		Usable

		2789		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Latin America combined will be 5.7 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Americas		Statement specifies Latin America, which is comprised of countries from both South and Central America.		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2789				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While crude death rate did decline, it did not do so as rapidly as predicted. In fact, crude death rate has yet to reach as low as 5.7. It appears the lowest crude death rate has ever been in Latin America was 6 in 2010 (it has since raised to 6.1 as of 2015). 		3. Moderate interpretation		World Bank did not provide data for all 26 countries that comprise Latin America. World Bank was missing Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana, and Saint Barthelemy. However, the forecast was so far off that data for these missing countries were unlikely to have changed the results of the verification.

		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2790		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand combined will be 10.5 in 2000.

		(vol. 2) 15		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics				Multi-regional		Table specifies multiple regions across continents. 		(vol. 2) 15		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2790				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Instead of crude death rate increasing as predicted, it actually declined. Between 1985 and 2015, the rate has fluctuated between 7.7  and 8.4, going up and down over the years. The lowest year was in 2005, and the highest was in 1995. As of 2015, it has never reached the predicted level of 10.5. 		4. Little interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2810		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The United States will have 208 million hectare of arable land in 2000. 		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies United States		(vol. 2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2810				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The US did not have the predicted 208M hectares of arable land in 2000. Note, there is a discrepancy between the source's data and Wold Bank's data: The source says the US has 200.5M hectares in 1975, while World Bank says it has 186M. 



However, despite the difference in exact number, the forecast's prediction is wrong regardless. The forecast was predicting an increase in the US's arable land, but in fact, the amount of arable land peaked in 1981 with 188M hectares and has declined since then. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed due to the discrepancy between the forecast source's data and World Bank's data. I am assuming that despite the difference in exact number, the numbers are relative and therefore a decrease in arable land (rather than the predicted increase) did happen regardless of whether the amount was 200M or 186M in 1975.  



We tried finding a different ground truth source to verify but were unable to do so. It's possible the forecasters made their predictions based on false information. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable		There is a discrepancy between the source's data and Wold Bank's data: The source says the US has 200.5M hectares in 1975, while World Bank says it has 186M. -MG



Try to find another ground truth source. If none is available, then verify and note that forecast source had inconsistent numbers with World Bank. Because it might mean they based their forecast on false data, which is an interesting finding. --SFM

		2811		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Japan will have 5.1 million hectare of arable land in 2000.

		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Japan		(vol. 2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2811		1969		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		While Japan's amount of arable land did decline, it did so more rapidly than predicted. In fact, Japan declined to 5.1 million hectares of land by 1969.		3. Moderate interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. However, the forecast source's numbers do not match World Bank's. The source says Japan's number of arable hectares was 5.7M in 1975. According to World Bank, they had 4.9M in 1975. Consequently, according to World Bank, the year of realization (when it first declined to 5.1M) is  1969--11 years before this forecast was published. We tried finding a different ground truth source to verify but were unable to do so. It's possible the forecasters made their predictions based on false information. 		no		2000						2000		yes				1.55		2006		1994		-31		31		Usable		The forecast source's numbers do not match World Bank's. The source says Japan's number of arable hectares was 5.7M in 1975. According to World Bank, they had 4.9M in 1975. Consequently, according to World Bank, the year of realization (when it first declined to 5.1M) is  1969--11 years before this forecast was published. --MG



Try to find another ground truth source. If none is available, then verify and note discrepancy. It's possible the forecasters made their predictions based on incorrect data, which is an interesting finding. --SFM

		2812		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Latin America will have 165 million hectare of arable land in 2000, up from 136.5 in 1975.

		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources				Americas		Statement specifies Latin America, which is comprised of countries in both Central and South America. 		(vol. 2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2812		2002		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		By 2000, hectares had increased 25.4 million from 1975, which is 3.1M short of the predicted increase. In fact, Latin america's hectares of arable land increase by the predicted 28.5M in 2002, when hectares were 144.4M. 		3. Moderate interpretation		We chose to focus on the year in which the predicted increase of 28.5 hectares occurred, rather than when the hectares reached 165M. That is because hectare of land in 1975 was actually 115.4M, not 136.5M--this discrepancy may be a result of the forecasters defining Laitin America differently than the World Bank ground truth source (but there is unfortunately no way to know because the forecasters do not provide geographical definitions). 



This forecast was verified with only 1ground truth source because World Bank uses FAO data, and the FAO is the authoritative source for this kind of data.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1		2006		1994		2		2		Usable

		2813		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia will have 207 million hectare of arable land in 2000, down slightly from 207.5 in 1975.

		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Southern Asia		Asia		Table specifies South Asia

		(vol. 2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2813		1994		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		In 2000, hectares of arable land was 1.5M lower than in 1975. The forecasters were predicting a decline of .5 hectares, and this first occurred in 1994, when hectares of arable land was 212.24M (down from 212.8M in 1975). 		3. Moderate interpretation		We chose to focus on the year in which the predicted decline of .5 hectares occurred, rather than when the hectares reached 207M. That is because hectare of land in 1975 was actually 212.8M, not 207.5M--this discrepancy may be a result of the forecasters defining South Asia differently than the World Bank ground truth source (but there is unfortunately no way to know because the forecasters do not provide geographical definitions). 



This forecast was verified with only 1 source because World Bank uses FAO data, and the FAO is the authoritative source for this kind of data. 		no		2000						2000		yes		2007		0.3		2006		1994		-6		6		Usable

		2814		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Southeast Asia will have 41 million hectare of arable land in 2000, up from 34.9 in 1975.

		(vol.2) 97		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		South-Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Southeast Asia

		(vol. 2) 97		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2814		1985		yes		no		5. Fully realized		As predicted, hectares of arable land in Southeast did increase by 6M, up from approximately 56M to 62M.  		3. Moderate interpretation		We chose to focus on the year in which the predicted increase of 6.1M hectares occurred, rather than when the hectares reached 41M. That is because hectare of land in 1975 was actually 56.7M, not 34.9M--this discrepancy may be a result of the forecasters defining Southeast Asia differently than the World Bank ground truth source (but there is unfortunately no way to know because the forecasters do not provide geographical definitions). 



This forecast was verified with only 1 ground truth source because World Bank uses FAO data, and the FAO is the authoritative source for this kind of data.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.75		2006		1994		-15		15		Usable

		2815		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The world's fertilizer consumption in 2000 will be 145 kilograms per arable hectare. 

		(vol 2.) 101 		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources				Worldwide		Table specifies "World"		(vol 2.) 101 		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2815				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While world fertilizer consumption has increased, it has not increased to the extent predicted. In fact, fertilizer consumption has yet to reach the predicted 145 kilograms per arable hectare. 



The highest world fertilizer consumption has ever been is 140.8 kilograms in 2014. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since we had data only for the year 2002 and not 2000. However, it is bordering on unfeasible that fertilizer consumption reached 145 kg in 2000  (when it has not reached that amount as of 2015) and then dropped to 106 kg two years later. So, we can still assess whether or not the event was realized on 2000 using the 2002 data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2006		1994						Usable

		2816		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		The United State's fertilizer consumption in 2000 will be 190 kilograms per arable hectare. 

		(vol 2.) 101		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies United States		(vol 2.) 101		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2816				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The United States was only using about half as much as the predicted amount in 2000. Moreover, the US was only using 136 kg by 2015, which is the latest year with available data. 		5. No interpretation		No interpretation needed; verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2817		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Japan's fertilizer consumption in 2000 will be 635 kilograms per arable hectare. 

		(vol 2.) 101		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Japan		(vol 2.) 101		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2817				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Japan's use of fertilizer consumption was less than half of the predicted amount. In fact, its fertilizer consumption appears to only be decreasing over time, not increasing. As of 2015, its consumption was 222.8 kg. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2818		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		Latin America's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 125 kilograms per arable hectare. 

		(vol 2.) 101		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources				Americas		Statement specifies Latin America, which is comprised of countries in both Central and South America.		(vol 2.) 101		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2818		2003		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was about 30% over the actual amount of fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in Latin America in 2000. 



Forecast consumption appears to have reached the forecasted 125 kg sometime between 2002 and 2003, when it went from 118 kg to 143 kg.  		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed for this verification: The forecast source did not define the countries comprising Latin America, so I relied on current definitions. Moreover, neither ground truth source had data for all 22 countries.  



However, it's unlikely that including those extra 2-3 would change the data significantly. It's also particularly unlikely the inclusion would affect the outcome of realization, given how far off the amount for 2000 is from the predicted amount. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.15		2006		1994		3		3		Usable

		2819		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 70 kilograms. 

		(vol 2.) 101		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources		Southern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Southern Asia		(vol 2.) 101		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2819		1989		yes		no		5. Fully realized		According to the FAO (the definitive source for agricultural data), South Asia consumed 110.7 kilograms of fertilizer per hectare of arable land in 2000. It was using 77.2 kg/hectare in 1989 and likely hit the predicted 70 kg/hectare earlier than 1989. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Some calculations required to convert million tons to kilograms. In addition, the forecast does not specify which countries comprise South Asia. The analyst assumes the ground truth source definitions for South Asia are consistent with the forecasters' definition.  Also, several researchers have not been able to find data on South Asia's fertilizer consumption prior to 1989. The forecast was likely first realized prior to 1989 (when it was 77kg) but there is no data to support that. Thus, 1989 is given as the year of realization. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.55		2006		1994		-11		11		Usable

		2821		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, forests will have been reduced to one-sixth of the land area. 		(vol. 2) 117		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Natural Resources				Worldwide		The following sentence expands on this one to say "the world's forest is likely to stabilize on about one seventh of the land area around the year 2020" so its safe to assume the prior sentence was also about world land area. 				Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2821				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forest covered about twice as much land area as predicted by 2000. Moreover, as of 2015 (year with latest available data), forest still covered 30.8% of land area. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed for the FAO ground truth source, since the source only provided the number of hectares forest covered and not a percentage/fraction. So, I had to use an outside source to use number of hectares in the world. 		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2006		1994						Usable

		2824		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In South Asia, consumption of calories per capita per day will be 2130-2180 in the year 2000, up from 1954 in 1974.

		(vol. 2) 95		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Statement specifies "South Asia"		(vol. 2) 95		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2824		1980		yes		no		5. Fully realized		South Asia's consumption of calories per capita per day  did rise as predicted. However, it rose more rapidly than predicted, reaching the predicted threshold in 1980, when consumption was 2144. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary since the analyst had to do some calculations to arrive at the data. Also, the source document did not provide a definition for South Asia, so the analyst relied on external,  common definitions of South Asia.  The source is also missing data for one of the 8 countries comprising South Asia. 



Note, the forecasted event appears to have occurred the same year the forecast was made. It is possible the original forecast was using faulty or out-of-date data and/or underestimated the pacing of growth in this area. 



Only one ground truth source used because the source uses data from FAO, which is the authoritative source on this topic. 		no		2000						2000		yes				1		2006		1994		-20		20		Usable

		2825		Barney, Gerald O. The Global 2000 Report to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century. Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of the State. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.		Government reports and roadmaps		In Southeast Asia, consumption of calories per capita per day will be 2365 to 2400 in the year 2000.

		(vol. 2) 95		1980		The reference page cites Volume II of these series, showing that it was published in 1980. So, Volume 1 (the summary) was likely published in 1980 as well.

		(vol.1) 46		Models		Multiple		(vol.1) 6		The study used and combined long-term global data and models used across Federal agencies, which used different methodologies.

		Demographics		South-Eastern Asia		Asia		Table specifies Southeast Asia		(vol. 2) 95		Northern America		Americas		The report was produced by the U.S. organization, Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of State.

		(vol.1) iii		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2825		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Southeast Asia's consumption of calories per day per capita was cleanly within the 2400-2365 range. 		3. Moderate interpretation		As indicated above, this source did not have data for two Southeast Asian countries: Burma and Singapore. It is unclear how much the inclusion of these two countries would alter the total average.... 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable		Missing data for 2 out of the 11 countries. The average for the 9 countries is very close to pushing beyond the forecast's predicted range, so it's possible the inclusion of the other two countries could change the year of realization. I'm going to keep trying to find data for the missing countries (although so far no luck).



**Update: Also, I'm not sure this ground truth source's data aligns with the data of the forecast source. I used this ground truth for a similar forecast (2824) and left this note: This source's data does not align with the forecast source's numbers. Forecasts says consumption of calories per capita per day was 1954 in 1974, but this ground truth source says it was 2114. So, we may not  be able to use this source. Going to look for new one.  --MG

		2832		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		 CO2 levels in 2010 will be 375 - 400 ppmv		xvii		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		xvii		"Figure 4: The relationship between hypothetical fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide and its concentration in the atmosphere is shown in the case where (a) emissions continue at 1990 levels, (b) emissions are reduced by 50% in 1990 and continue at that level, (c) emissions are reduced by 2% pa from 1990, and (d) emissions, after increasing by 2% pa until 2010, are then reduced by 2% pa thereafter"		Environment				Worldwide		"Figure 4: The relationship between hypothetical fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide and its concentration in the atmosphere is shown in the case where (a) emissions continue at 1990 levels, (b) emissions are reduced by 50% in 1990 and continue at that level, (c) emissions are reduced by 2% pa from 1990, and (d) emissions, after increasing by 2% pa until 2010, are then reduced by 2% pa thereafter"		xvii				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2832		2003		yes		no		5. Fully realized		At 389 ppm, CO2 levels in 2010  fall within the predicted threshold of 375 - 400 ppm. This threshold was first met in 2003, when CO2 levels first reached 375 ppm.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2010								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2833		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2010, sea levels will rise 6 - 8 cm.



Figures on pages 337 – 339 		336		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		336		"Sea level changes estimated from the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A. 12, and for the science scenarios in Figure A. 13 and A. 14. Again, "high", "best estimate" and "low" curves are shown for the policy scenarios, corresponding to the same climate sensitivities as used in the temperature rise estimates."		Environment				Worldwide		"Sea level changes estimated from the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A. 12, and for the science scenarios in Figure A. 13 and A. 14. Again, "high", "best estimate" and "low" curves are shown for the policy scenarios, corresponding to the same climate sensitivities as used in the temperature rise estimates."		336				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2833		2010		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Between 1990 and 2010, sea level rose approximately 6.4 cm, which is within the predicted 6-8 cm threshold. 



We put year of realization as 2010 because the forecast was predicting a rise during that 20-year span and it did, in fact, rise to the predicted level.		3. Moderate interpretation		We have data only for 1993 - 2010, instead of the full 1990 - 2010 time range. However, we assume that the rate for 1990-1992 could not be different enough to make a significant difference in the data. 		no		2010								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2834		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		The global mean average temperature will rise by 0.3 - 0.5 degrees celsius from 1990 to 2010.		336		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		336		"Temperature rise estimates for the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A.9, and those from the science scenarios are given in Figure A. 10 and A. 11 (best-estimate values only)."		Environment				Worldwide		"Temperature rise estimates for the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A.9, and those from the science scenarios are given in Figure A. 10 and A. 11 (best-estimate values only)."		336				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		Back of Cover		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2834		2013		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Global mean temperature raised by .02 C between 1990 and 2010,  0.1 away from the predicted threshold (about 35% off). 



Global temperature reached the predicted threshold in 2013, when temperature was 14.6 degrees Celsius (.03C up from 1990). 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2010								yes														Usable		The database is not marking timeframe, although there isn't supposed to be an issue with a 1990 prediction for 2010.

		2835		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2010, CFC-11 concentrations in Earth's atmosphere will be 325 - 400 pptv		xix		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		xix		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		Environment				Worldwide		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		xix				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2835				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast (at the low end) was 27% over the actual CFC-11 concentrations. 



Concentrations appear to have peaked in 1994, with a high of 269.65, and have declined since then (to a low of 234.36 in 2015). 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2010								no		2015												Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2836		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2010, CH4 concentrations in the atmosphere will be 1800 - 2250 ppbv		xix		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		xix		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		Environment				Worldwide		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		xix				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2836		2010		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 2010, CH4/methane concentration was just over the 1800 ppb threshold. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 



Note, ppb and ppbv are the same. 		no		2010								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2837		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2010, the "radiative forcing" (a measure of heat capture the IPCC uses) of the Earth and atmosphere will be 3  to 3.7 Watts per square meter.		xx		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		xx		"Figure 6: Increase in radiative forcing since the mid-18th century, and predicted to result from the four IPCC emissions scenarios, also expressed as equivalent carbon dioxide concentrations."		Environment				Worldwide		"Figure 6: Increase in radiative forcing since the mid-18th century, and predicted to result from the four IPCC emissions scenarios, also expressed as equivalent carbon dioxide concentrations."		xx				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2837		2015		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		While radiative forcing did rise by 2010, it did not reach the predicted 3.0 watts per square meter until 2015. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, since the NOAA and the IPCC are providing slightly different data. However, both show that radiative forcing was under the predicted 3.0 watts per square meter in 2010. 		no		2010								yes														Usable		Timeframe not showing as meeting criteria for inclusion in the study.

		2839		Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment. World Meteorological Organization/United Nations Environment Program. 1990.		Government reports and roadmaps		Human activities will generate between 400 and 500 million tons of methane in 2010. 		xxxiv		1990		"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1990"		Back of Cover		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		xxxiv		"Man made emissions of carbon dioxide and methane (as examples) to the year 2100 in the four scenarios developed by IPCC Working Group III"		Environment				Worldwide		"Man made emissions of carbon dioxide and methane (as examples) to the year 2100 in the four scenarios developed by IPCC Working Group III"		xxxiv				Worldwide		The contributors come from all around the world.		xi		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2839				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2010, human activities generated less than 375 million tons of methane. As of 2013 data, there is no indication that this number has been reached. 		4. Little interpretation		Both sources estimate anthropogenic CH4 using various models (EDGAR or GAINS). Since the L. Hoglund-Isaksson source does not show emissions reaching 400 million tons until 2025, I'm assuming this level hadn't been reached at the time of publication (2012).  		no		2010								no		2012												Usable

		2840		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Robot services for refuse collection will actually be in widespread use  between 1980 and 1996.

		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		2840				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Robotics had not been implemented in the refuse collection industry in forecast year with only some limited automation of heavy lifting tasks.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast interpreted as referring to fully autonomous refuse collection robots. 



From the articles describing the automatic collection arms in widespread use in the refuse industry and the framing of the discussion of the Volvo robotic prototype, it is clear that autonomous robotic refuse collection is not a widespread technology.		yes		1980		1996		1980		1988		no		2016				1996		1980						Usable

		2841		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Robot services as sewer inspectors will actually be in widespread use  between 1980 and 1996.

		28		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2841				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		As of 2015, sewer inspection using fully autonomous robots was still not widespread.		4. Little interpretation		"Robot" defined as fully autonomous, commercially available systems have been remotely controlled technologies with the majority of inspections still being carried out manually.		no		1980						1980		no		2015				1985		1975						Usable

		2844		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Lasers in Gamma-ray regions of the spectrum will be developed and in use between 1978 and 1989.

		20		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		3		no		2844				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No gamma ray lasers had been developed by forecast year.		4. Little interpretation		Clearly stated in sources from 1986-2018 that gamma-ray laser technology had yet to be developed so therefore could not be in use either.		yes				1989		1978		1983.5		no		2018				1989		1978						Usable

		2845		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, nuclear power will account for 15% of electricity production in developed market economies.		8		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Energy				Multi-regional		According to the document, "Developed market economies: North America, southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa;"		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2845				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Nuclear power accounted for 22% of energy production for OECD countries in 1990, which means that this forecast is predicting a decline to 15% by 2000. In reality, the amount of nuclear actually grew by 2000. 



While the percentage did start, in 2007, to decline below the 1990 amount of 22%, it has yet to go below 18% as of 2014.		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 



Note, only one ground truth is provided for this forecast because World Bank's data is from OECD's International Energy Agency, which is considered the authoritative source for data on world's energy use. Moreover, a possible alternative authoritative source on nuclear energy specifically, the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), is also within OECD. 		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2003		1997						Usable

		2847		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the majority of undernourished persons will be in Asia.		8		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Worldwide		Because the topic of this document and paragraph is worldwide, in the absence of geographic qualifiers, "the number of persons" means "the number of persons [worldwide]"		8				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2847		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to the UN Food and Agricultural Organization, the  largest number of malnourished people in the world in 2000 resided in Asia.

That being said, the largest number of people live in Asia.		4. Little interpretation		One might quibble over the meaning of the statement that the highest concentration of malnourished persons reside in Asia, but given that plus the fact that Asia has the world's highest overall population it is reasonable to conclude that Asia at the time (2000-2001) had the highest number of malnourished people.

The World Bank data does not include Libya.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2848		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		The number of undernourished persons in sub-Saharan Africa will be greater in 2000 than it was in 1990.		8		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Africa		This document defines "Sub-Saharan Africa: Developing countries in Africa, except North Africa;"

This document defines "North Africa: Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Tunisia;"

This document does * not * consider South Africa a developing country.		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2848		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The number of undernourished people increased from 1990 to 2000  due to overall population growth.		5. No interpretation		Data sources are clear.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2851		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, average GDP per capita in North America will be $17 780.		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy		Northern America		Americas		North America | GDP per capita		5				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2851				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		GDP per capita in North America remained above to forecast amount  by some margin through the entire time period since forecast was made.		3. Moderate interpretation		Since GDP per capita in North America was higher than forecasted even prior to the forecast being made, we have assumed that the forecast must be predicting a decline in GDP per capita in North America, which never occurred.



Re-scaled all constant 2010 US$ data to a constant 1990 US$ base by first dividing all constant 2010 US$ data by value for 1990 in constant US$, then multiplying all resulting data by current prices US$ value for 1990 to get the following:



World Bank per capita GDP North America (constant 1990$)

1990	23696.37

1991	23315.48

1992	23754.83

1993	24090.78

1994	24774.74

1995	25155.37

1996	25757.84

1997	26590.42

1998	27445.78

1999	28424.75

2000	29296.65

2001	29313.31

2002	29596.08

2003	30133.75

2004	30963.82

2005	31699.64

2006	32237

2007	32508.02

2008	32143.88

2009	30965.09

2010	31491.99

2011	31797.4

2012	32233.35

2013	32555.39

2014	33133.18

2015	33767.58

2016	34014.67



UN per capita GDP North America (constant 1990$)

1990	23459.38

1991	23162.75

1992	23688.31

1993	24092.47

1994	24814.54

1995	25234.96

1996	25838.55

1997	26669.88

1998	27507.24

1999	28473.38

2000	29345.22

2001	29358.12

2002	29639.76

2003	30175.13

2004	31023.88

2005	31770.54

2006	32315.39

2007	32589.33

2008	32229.51

2009	31044.85

2010	31573.54

2011	31867.5

2012	32313.23

2013	32640.51

2014	33238.82

2015	33881.68

2016	34135.76		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2852		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		The percentage of people living below the poverty line ($300 annually) in Latin American economies will be higher in 2000 than it was in 1990.		4		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Americas		"A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase."

As Latin America is referred to in this context generally, but excluding the Caribbean, this implies all countries in the Americas excluding Canada, the Caribbean, European territories, and the United States.		4				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2852				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Instead of poverty increasing between 1990 and 2000 (as predicted), poverty actually saw a slight decline in that time period.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data.		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2003		1997						Usable

		2853		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		The percentage of people living below the poverty line ($300 annually) in African economies will be higher in 2000 than it was in 1990.		4		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Africa		"A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase."

As Africa is referred to in this context generally, this implies all countries on the African continent.		4				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2853		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The percentage of Africans living on less than $1 per day increased from roughly 45 percent in 1990 to nearly 50 percent in 2000.		3. Moderate interpretation		(World Bank) defines poverty line as $1.90 per day or less.  Forecast specifies $1 or less per day. Accounting inflation, however, $1 in 1990, when forecast was made, was equivalent to $1.84 in 2016  (the year of the World Bank report), a number that is very close to the World Bank threshold definition.

(United Nations) charts Sub-Saharan Africa on its own and North Africa combined with the Middle East.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2854		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		The percentage of people living below the poverty line ($300 annually) in Asian economies will be lower in 2000 than it was in 1990.		4		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Asia		This document separates Asian countries into "Western Asian" and "South and Eastern Asian," so "Asian" must refer to both groups as a whole.

The document lists these countries as being in "Western Asia: Bahrain, Democratic Yemen, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates, Yemen;" and these as being in "South and Eastern Asia: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Democratic Kampuchea, Fiji, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Province of China, Thailand;"		v - vii				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2854		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to UN data, poverty rates declined substantially in East Asia and the Pacific and South Asia from 1990-2000. Given the population of these regions, this is more than enough to offset any increase in Central Asia, whose population is low by comparison.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast defines Asia more broadly than the what typically is thought of as East Asia and the Pacific and South Asia. However, Central Asian population is relatively low, and poverty rate for Middle East and North Africa also declined during the period in question.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2855		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, almost 1 billion people will still have per capita incomes of less than $300 dollars.		4		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		"Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000."

The document is titled "Overall" and its subject as well as that of the paragraph refers to countries and people without reference to geographic or other limitation, implying that their point of reference is global.		4				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2855				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		In 2000, 849.8 million people had per capita incomes under $300 (in 1990 dollars) -- which is 15% off from the predicted "almost 1 billion."

According to multiple measures of "income" this forecast was not realized.		3. Moderate interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, as the spreadsheets do not contain data for all possibly relevant countries. 



The two sources use slightly different measures of "income" -- in either case however, the forecast was disproven.



Also, forecasters are predicting a status quo or steady state; they are only predicting for the year 2000. So, we conducted our evaluation based on what the numbers were in 2000 alone (hence, although the event was not realized, the evaluation year in 2000).		no		2000						2000		no		2000				2003		1997						Usable

		2856		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		GDP per capita in sub-Saharan Africa will be lower in 2000 than it was in 1985.		4		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Africa		This document lists the following countries in "Sub-Saharan Africa:" all African countries *except* / *excluding* these: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, South Africa, and Tunisia.		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2856		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to World Bank, the GDP per capita for  Sub-Saharan Africa went from $485 to $343 (adjusted to 1985 dollars).  Furthermore, statistics from the UN dataset also show a reduction in GDP per capita in the region.		3. Moderate interpretation		This verification required moderate interpretation, as the countries that make up Sub-Saharan Africa in the World Bank spreadsheet may not entirely align with the countries as listed by the forecast source. I also had to convert the 2000 GDP into 1985 dollars. 



From combination of UN statistics in constant 2010$ and current prices the following GDP per capita figures were calculated for Sub-Saharan Africa:

1985 - 872.65

2000 - 813.99

Re-scaled all constant 2010 US$ data to a constant 1985 US$ base by first dividing all constant 1985 US$ data by value for 1985 in constant US$, then multiplying all resulting data by current prices US$ value for 1985.



The figures given for both the UN statistics and the World Bank statistics vary quite significantly, most likely due to differences in definition of the region and countries that make up the statistics. However both sets of data show a reduction in GDP per capita in the region.		no		2000						2000		yes		2017		0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2858		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the GDP of North America, Southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and South Africa combined will grow on average by 3.5% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		According to the document, "Developed market economies: North America, southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa;"		vi				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2858		1995		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Forecast is only .3% away from the actual growth rate.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data.		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes				0		2000		1990		0		0		Usable

		2859		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the population of North America, Southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and South Africa combined will grow on average by 0.5% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		According to the document, "Developed market economies: North America, southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa;"		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2859		1995		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Forecast correctly predicted a growth rate of .5%. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data.

		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes				0		2000		1990		0		0		Usable

		2860		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the GDP per capita of North America, Southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and South Africa combined will grow on average by 2.6% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		According to the document, "Developed market economies: North America, southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa;"		vi				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2860		1995		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Forecast is only .1% away from the actual growth rate.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation necessary, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		yes		2000		0		2000		1990		0		0		Usable

		2861		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the world's population will grow on average by 1.7% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		42				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2861				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		1.49 (the high end of the actual growth) is about 87% of 1.7. So, the forecast was about 13% higher than the actual growth rate. 		5. No interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable

		2862		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the world's GDP per capita will grow on average by 1.8% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		42				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2862				yes		no		3. Almost realized		1.3 is 72% of 1.8, so the forecast was about 28% over the actual percentage of GDP per capita annual growth from 1990 to 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Verified using specific, quantitative data.		yes				2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable

		2863		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, the world's GDP will grow on average by 3.5% per year.		42		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		42				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2863				yes		no		3. Almost realized		2.8 is 80% of 3.5 (the forecasted growth in world GDP). So, the forecast was over by about 20% of the actual growth. 		4. Little interpretation		We did not attempt to find year of realization since this forecast is for the growth rate for a particular range of years and does not necessarily predict an event that could occur at another point in time.



Verified using specific, quantitative data.		yes		2000		2000		1990		1995		no		2000				2000		1990						Usable

		2871		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total share of investment in the world's GDP will be above 25% and below 26%.		40		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		40				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2871		2014		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Although  total share of investment in the world's GDP was only 1.3% away from the predicted number, total share of investment in the world's GDP did not reach the predicted 25% until 2014. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. This forecast is soft verified, but the ground truth source uses data from the International Monetary Fund, which is an authoritative source for data on world GDP. 		no		2000						2000		yes				1.4		2003		1997		14		14		Usable

		2872		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total share of savings in the world's GDP will be above 25% and below 26%.		40		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		40				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2872		2004		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While total share of savings in world's GDP was within .3% of the predicted amount, total share of savings in world's GDP did not reach 25% until 2004. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4		2003		1997		4		4		Usable

		2873		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total share of private consumption in the world's GDP will be 59%.		40		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		40				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2873		2001		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		Household final consumption was only .5% under the predicted amount.  This number reached the predicted 59% the following year in 2001.		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 



Note that private and household consumption appear to be synonymous: 



"Private consumption is defined as the value of the consumption goods and services acquired and consumed by households." (https://www.ntaccounts.org/web/nta/variable/Private%20Consumption)		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1		2003		1997		1		1		Usable

		2874		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, the total share of government consumption in the world's GDP will be 14%, down from 14.3% in 1990. 		40		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Worldwide		World		40				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2874				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		According to World Bank, this number has not been as low as 14% since 1973 (17 years before this prediction was made). 



Even if we focus on the predicted decline, rather than the exact predicted number, this forecast has not been realized. This number has not been as low as 15.9 (which it would need to be to decline .3 as the forecast predicts) since 1980, 10 years before this prediction was made.		3. Moderate interpretation		The ground truth's data does not align with the forecast's (forecast says the number was 14.3 in 1990, ground truth source says 16.2). It's possible that methods for collecting this data have changed since 1990, resulting in this discrepancy. Even if we verify based on the predicted decline (rather than when the exact number was reached), the forecast was not realized. 

		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2875		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, U.S. exports will contribute a greater share of total GDP than they did in 1990.		39		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy		Northern America		Americas		A result of these assumptions is that the import share in GDP for the United States may remain relatively constant, at about 15 per cent, throughout the projection period whereas the export share is expected to rise.		39				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2875		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		 U.S. exports as a share of GDP did increase as predicted. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2882		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, 59 countries will have infant mortality rates above 50 per 1000		13		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Multi-regional		Forecast predicts infant mortality rate for unspecified countries, which could be in multiple regions.		13				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2882		2005		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		While the forecast accurately predicted that 59 countries would exceed the 50/1000 infant mortality rate, the number of countries was actually higher, at 70. 



This prediction was realized in 2005, when  60 countries (or approx. 59) exceeded the infant mortality goal.		3. Moderate interpretation		World Bank provided specific, quantitative data. However, World Health Organization did not break out infant mortality by country; rather, by WHO regions. The analyst used this data to confirm that >59 countries had infant mortality over 50/1,000--not to determine year of realization. 		no		2000						2000		yes		2005		0.5		2003		1997		5		5		Usable

		2883		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, 41 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa will have infant mortality rates above 50 / 1000.		13		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Africa		"The goal of reducing infant mortality rates below 120 per 1,000 live births by 1990 is not expected to be met by 21 countries, and 59 countries are projected to have rates above the goal of 50 in the year 2000, including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa."

"including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa."		13				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2883		2003		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was closer to being realised in the 1990-1995 period than the year 2000 and didn't being to reduce until 2002.		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3		2003		1997		3		3		Usable

		2884		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 2000 to 2005, the average infant mortality rate for "least developed countries" (full list in geographic information) will be 93/1000.		13		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Multi-regional		The document defines "Least developed countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Kiribati, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu, Yemen;"		vii				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2884		1991		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The average rate infant mortality was around 23% lower than predicted. The average rate was 93 in 1991.		4. Little interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		yes				2005		2000		2002.5		yes				0.92		2005		2000		-11.5		11.5		Usable

		2885		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1995 to 2000, the average infant mortality rate for "least developed countries" (full list in geographic information) will be 103/1000.		13		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Multi-regional		The document defines "Least developed countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Kiribati, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu, Yemen;"		vii				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2885		1986		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The average rate infant mortality was around 20% lower than predicted. The average rate was 103 around 1986.		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data.

		yes				2000		1995		1997.5		yes				1.5333333333		2000		1995		-11.5		11.5		Usable

		2886		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, in developing countries, there will be more than 100 million children aged 6 to 11 who will not be enrolled in school.		13		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Multi-regional		The document defines "Developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa (other than South Africa), Asia (excluding China and the centrally planned economies of Asia, Israel and Japan), Oceania (excluding Australia and New Zealand), Cyprus, Malta, Yugoslavia."



The document defines "Asian centrally planned economies: China, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Viet Nam;"		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		3		no		2886		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Depending on ground truth source used, there were between 113 and 130 million children not enrolled in primary schooling  in 2000. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Ground truth sources do not specify which countries they consider "developing" or provide global figures, so it's possible they omit countries specified by forecasters or include countries not specified by forecasters. In addition, some sources provide enrollment for ages 6-11 while others provide enrollment for "primary schooling." The analyst assumes that primary schooling is for ages 6-11. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2888		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1990 and 2000, urban population growth rates will be higher than rural ones, globally as well as regionally, .		12		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Worldwide		The urban population will grow faster than the rural population in all regions.		12				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		3		yes		2888		2000		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		As predicted, urban populations grew faster than rural population from 1990 to 2000. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using clear, quantitative data. Note, this is soft verified because World Urbanization Prospects is an authoritative source for data on urban/rural populations, and World Bank uses this document in their own data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2889		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In developing countries, from 1990 to 2000, the number of births per woman will decline.		12		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Multi-regional		The document defines "Developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa (other than South Africa), Asia (excluding China and the centrally planned economies of Asia, Israel and Japan), Oceania (excluding Australia and New Zealand), Cyprus, Malta, Yugoslavia."



The document defines "Asian centrally planned economies: China, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Viet Nam;"		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		3		no		2889		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Birth rate decreased from ~4.2 in the late 1980s to 3.1 by 1999. This indicates that birth rates had fallen from 1990 to 2000. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Ground truth sources do not provide specific birth rate data for all countries defined by forecasters. Instead, they talk about birth rate in the "developing world" or "developing countries." The analyst assumes that the countries defined by forecasters are included in the "developing world" data provided by ground truth sources. Additionally, ground truth sources do not provide birth rate data for 1990 and 2000, instead providing it for "late 1980s" and "today" (mid-1999, when the ground truth article was written). However, it is highly unlikely that birth rate suddenly increased in 2000. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2003		1997		0		0		Usable

		2892		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1990 to 2000, Sub-Saharan Africa's population will grow at a rate greater than 3% per year.		12		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Cover		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Africa		This document defines "Sub-Saharan Africa: Developing countries in Africa, except North Africa;"

This document defines "North Africa: Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Tunisia;"

This document does * not * consider South Africa a developing country.		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2892				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Although Sub-Saharan Africa's growth rate was relatively high at 2.7%, it was not as high as predicted. 



According to World Bank data from 2016, Sub-Saharan Africa has never had a growth rate as high as 3% a year. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 





Note: left soft verified since World Bank derived this data from 6 credible sources:  ( 1 ) United Nations Population Division. World Population Prospects: 2017 Revision, ( 2 ) Census reports and other statistical publications from national statistical offices, ( 3 ) Eurostat: Demographic Statistics, ( 4 ) United Nations Statistical Division. Population and Vital Statistics Report ( various years ), ( 5 ) U.S. Census Bureau: International Database, and ( 6 ) Secretariat of the Pacific Community: Statistics and Demography Programme.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2893		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In the year 2000, there will be 6.25 billion humans.		12		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Demographics				Worldwide		The world population will reach 6.25 billion in the year 2000.		12				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2893		2002		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		6.1 (high end of actual population) is 97.6% of the forecasted 6.25 -- so forecast was only 2.4% over the actual amount. 		5. No interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2		2003		1997		2		2		Usable

		2894		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		Forest cover in less developed countries will have decreased by 40% in 2000 (down from the amount in 1990). 		11		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Natural Resources				Multi-regional		The document defines "Developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa (other than South Africa), Asia (excluding China and the centrally planned economies of Asia, Israel and Japan), Oceania (excluding Australia and New Zealand), Cyprus, Malta, Yugoslavia."



The document defines "Asian centrally planned economies: China, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Viet Nam;"		v				Worldwide		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Cover		10 years		yes		3		no		2894				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The data shows that the decrease in forest area was only 1/8th of the predicted amount. In fact, sources show that deforestation rates began to decrease in the 1990s and have continued to do so as of 2015.		4. Little interpretation		The forecast source does not provide a definition for the term  "less developed countries." The analyst assumes they meant "developing" and used the corresponding UN list of countries.		no		2000						2000		no		2015				2003		1997						Usable		Possible duplicate with 2284

		2898		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		Between 1990 and 2000, the price of crude oil per barrel will not rise above $37.90 (2000 USD) nor fall below $22.74 (2000 USD).		9		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Energy				Worldwide		"Growth in the world demand for energy will not necessarily lead to oil price increases in the next few years"

"world"		9				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		yes		2		no		2898				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Between 1990 and 2000, the price of crude oil per barrel went below $22 (2000 USD). 



Note: we did not attempt to find year of realization because this forecast is about the state of oil prices for a particular range of time, not a prediction about when oil prices will reach a certain amount. 		5. No interpretation		Note, did not attempt to find year of realization because this forecast is about the state of oil prices for a particular range of time, not a prediction about when oil prices will reach a certain amount. 		yes		2000		2000		1990		1995		no		2013				2000		1990						Usable

		2909		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the average GDP per capita in the least developed countries will be $270.		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		The document defines "Least developed countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Kiribati, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu, Yemen;"		vii				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2909		1996		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Although the prediction was reached, it was reached 4 years prior, in 1996. In 2000, GDP per capita for least developed countries was significantly higher than the predicted $270. 		4. Little interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 



Note, I assume that forecasters adjusted for inflation, but even if they didn't, the forecast is still equally untrue because $309 in 1990$ is $235 (https://brycetech.quickbase.com/db/bmfgwfcrv?a=er&rid=2909&rl=mcw) 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4		2003		1997		-4		4		Usable

		2910		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, average GDP per capita in low-income countries will be $490.		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		The document defines "Low-income countries and subregions (below $700 per capita in 1980): Developing Africa and South and East Asia (except those included in the three preceding income groups); Haiti, Pakistan"

Countries * excluded * from the three previous income groups: Libya, Algeria, Gabon, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, Morocco, Nigeria, Philippine, South Korea, Thailand, Tunisia.		vi				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2910		2009		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		GDP per capita was half of the predicted amount in 2000. 



GDP per capita did not reach $490 until 2009, when GDP per capita was $497, up from $480 the previous year.		4. Little interpretation		Verified using specific, quantitative data. 



Note, I assume that forecasters adjusted for inflation, but even if they didn't, the forecast is still (even more so) untrue because $266 in 1990$ is $202 (https://brycetech.quickbase.com/db/bmfgwfcrv?a=er&rid=2909&rl=mcw) 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.9		2003		1997		9		9		Usable

		2918		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, average GDP per capita in Sub-Saharan Africa will be $440 (in 1980 dollars). 		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Africa		This document defines "Sub-Saharan Africa: Developing countries in Africa, except North Africa;"

This document defines "North Africa: Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Tunisia;"

This document does * not * consider South Africa a developing country.		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2918		2007		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Sub-Saharan Africa's GDP per capita was nearly half the predicted amount in 2000. It did not reach the predicted $440 between 2007 when GDP per capita was $444.93 in 1980$. 

		4. Little interpretation		Relied on World Bank's definition of Sub-Saharan Africa.



Left this forecast soft-verified because another credible source (FRED database) cited World Bank. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.7		2003		1997		7		7		Usable

		2921		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, average GDP per capita in developing countries will be $1,200 in $1980, up from $920 in 1985 (an increase of $280). 		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		The document defines "Developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa (other than South Africa), Asia (excluding China and the centrally planned economies of Asia, Israel and Japan), Oceania (excluding Australia and New Zealand), Cyprus, Malta, Yugoslavia."		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2921				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual GDP per capita is about 1/4 over the predicted amount. 



Between 2000 and 2016, the lowest GDP per capita was $1,588.79 (1980$)  in 2001. Moreover, before 2000, the last time GDP per capita was as low as $1,200 was in 1973, when it was $1,269.03 in 1980$.		4. Little interpretation		Relied on UN's definition of developing countries. 



Note, this document's number for 1985 ($1,672.96 in 1980$) does not align with the forecast's. This discrepancy may be because of a difference between how the forecast document and the UN define developing countries. 		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2923		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, average GDP per capita in developed market economies will be $16,130 in 1980 dollars.		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		According to the document, "Developed market economies: North America, southern and Western Europe (excluding Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa;"		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2923		2007		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual GDP per capita was half the predicted amount in 2000. As of 2016, the closest GDP per capita has ever gotten to the predicted $16,130 was in 2008, when GDP per capita was $14,906.68 in 1980$. 		4. Little interpretation		Relied on the United Nation's current definition of developing countries. 



Left soft-verified because another credible source (FRED database) cited World Bank.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2926		United Nations. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. Overall Socio-economic Perspective of the World Economy to the Year 2000. New York, NY: United Nations, 1990. 1-249.		Government reports and roadmaps		In 2000, the average GDP per capita of developed countries outside North America and Western Europe will be $14 200.		5		1990		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		3		Models		Modeling		3		The principal macro-economic indicators have been updated to 1990 and projected to the year 2000 on the basis of the Secretariat's global econometric model (GEM).		Economy				Multi-regional		"Other developed countries" in the context of this table of data means developed countries not found in North America or Western Europe, which according to the document are:

Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa		v				Worldwide		Although the publication is from New York, the UN – its organization, employees and resources – is a global organization.		Cover		10 years		no		1		yes		2926		2010		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		GDP per capita amount was about 2/3rds of the predicted amount by 2000.



As of 2016, the closest these countries have gotten to the predicted $14,200 was in 2011, when GDP per capita was $13,460.32 in 1980$. 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 



Left soft-verified because another credible source (FRED database) cited World Bank.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2003		1997						Usable

		2932		Kahn, Herman, and Anthony J. Wiener. The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. New York: The MacMillian Company, 1967. 		Strategic analysis firms		In the year 2000, holograms will be used for military intelligence photography.		104		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		The study states it has used two approaches, "the scenario and the systematic context." The study defines scenarios as "hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on casual processes and decision-points."		Technology				Worldwide		The statement does not specify a particular place or region but instead discusses technology advances in a general sense.		104		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.				>20 years		yes		3		no		2932		2006		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		The actual use of the technology described in the forecast for the purposes described in the forecast was not publicly reported until several years after the forecast date.		3. Moderate interpretation		'Hologram' is a loosely-defined term, but the utilization of holograms in the forecast was more specific. Forecast was interpreted as 'using holograms (as a component of/in coordination with) existing military photography techniques.' Also, verification is based on publicly-available (unclassified) information. It's possible that classified programs existed. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1818181818		2010		1990		6		6		Usable

		2937		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		World population will be 5.174 billion in 1990. 		56		1969		Source was published in 1969. 		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking." 		Demographics				Worldwide		Table states "world population." 		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization. 		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2937		1989		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		The forecast was first realized in 1989, when world population was 5.195 billion. 		4. Little interpretation		UN numbers are slightly higher than World Bank numbers, but both confirm that the forecast was realized before the forecasted year. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.0476190476		1996		1984		-1		1		Usable

		2938		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		World population will be 4.318 billion in 1980.

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table states "world population."

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2938		1979		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		World population first reached the predicted level (4.318 billion) a year earlier, in 1979. 		4. Little interpretation		World Bank numbers are higher than UN numbers, but both sources confirm that population was higher in 1980 than predicted. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.0909090909		1983		1977		-1		1		Usable

		2939		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		World population will be 6.112 billion in 2000.

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table states "world population."

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2939		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		World population in 2000 was 6.118 billion. It was only 6.038 billion in 1999, so the forecasters were correct in predicting that world population would first reach 6.112 billion in 2000. 		4. Little interpretation		UN numbers are slightly higher than World Bank numbers but both confirm that the forecast was achieved by the predicted year. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2009		1991		0		0		Usable

		2940		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Europe's population will be 479 million in 1980. 



See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Europe.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Europe		Table states "Europe population." 



Source lists the following countries as comprising Europe (p80): 



Federal Republic of

Germany, France,

Netherlands, Belgium,

Austria, Switzerland,

Luxembourg, Monaco,

Liechtenstein

Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia,

Portugal, Greece, Albania,

Malta, Gibraltar,

San Marino, Andorra

Poland, Romania, Eastern

Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Berlin, Bulgaria

United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland,

Sweden, Denmark,

Finland, Norway, Ireland,

Iceland, Channel Islands,

Isle of Man, Faeroe Islands



		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		no		2		yes		2940		1986		yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was about 2% higher than the actual population in 2000. 



In fact, population did not reach the predicted 479M until 1986, when population was 479.4M (up from 470M the previous year). 

		3. Moderate interpretation		Note, we have deferred to World Bank because World Bank uses several credible sources to provide their data, while Worldometers only uses one. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.5454545455		1983		1977		6		6		Usable		Each of these sources is using the same list of countries, but they have a big enough discrepancy that it makes the year of realization uncertain. Not sure what to go with. -MG

		2941		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Europe population will be 504 million in 1990. 
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		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Europe		Table states "Europe population." 



Source lists the following countries as comprising Europe (p80): 



Federal Republic of

Germany, France,

Netherlands, Belgium,

Austria, Switzerland,

Luxembourg, Monaco,

Liechtenstein

Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia,

Portugal, Greece, Albania,

Malta, Gibraltar,

San Marino, Andorra

Poland, Romania, Eastern

Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Berlin, Bulgaria

United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland,

Sweden, Denmark,

Finland, Norway, Ireland,

Iceland, Channel Islands,

Isle of Man, Faeroe Islands



		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2941		2001		yes		no		4. Mostly realized		Forecast was around 1-3% higher than the actual population in 1990. In fact, population did not reach the predicted amount until around 2001,  when, according to World Bank, population was up to 504.8M. 

		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I needed to do some calculations to obtain the data. Moreover, the World Bank source was missing data for some of the listed countries--however, those regions are relatively small and would not greatly impact the outcome. Moreover, both sources are within 2% of each other.

		no		1990						1990		yes				0.5238095238		1996		1984		11		11		Usable

		2942		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Europe population will be 527 million in 2000.  
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		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Europe		Table states "Europe population."



Source lists the following countries as comprising Europe (p80): 



Federal Republic of

Germany, France,

Netherlands, Belgium,

Austria, Switzerland,

Luxembourg, Monaco,

Liechtenstein

Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia,

Portugal, Greece, Albania,

Malta, Gibraltar,

San Marino, Andorra

Poland, Romania, Eastern

Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Berlin, Bulgaria

United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland,

Sweden, Denmark,

Finland, Norway, Ireland,

Iceland, Channel Islands,

Isle of Man, Faeroe Islands

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2942				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was around 3-5% higher than the actual population in 2000. In fact, population has not yet reached the predicted amount as of 2016.  

		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I needed to do some calculations to obtain the data. Moreover, the World Bank source was missing data for some of the listed countries--however, those regions are relatively small and would not greatly impact the outcome. Moreover, both sources are within 2% of each other.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2009		1991						Usable

		2943		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		North America's population will be 262 million in 1980.

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table states "North America population."

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2943		1985		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The population of North America was 251,872, 670 in 1980. It first reached the forecasted amount (262 million) in 1985, when the population was 263,922,898. The forecasters were 5 years off in their prediction. 		4. Little interpretation		Data sources clearly show the population of North America was below 262 million in 1980. The "North America Population 2018" source uses UN data as its source, which might account for why its population figures are higher than World Bank figures (i.e., UN might include extra countries for "North America"). 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.4545454545		1983		1977		5		5		Usable

		2944		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		North America's population will be 306 million in 1990.

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table states "North America population."

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2944		1998		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		North America's population did not reach the predicted 306 million until 1998, when it was 306,162,843. 		4. Little interpretation		"North America Population 2018" source has slightly higher numbers than World Bank source, so it may have counted more countries as part of "North America." 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.380952381		1996		1984		8		8		Usable

		2945		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		North America's population will be 354 million in 2000.

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table states "North America population."

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2945		2014		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The forecast was not realized until 2014, when North America's population was 354,173,159. 		4. Little interpretation		The "North America Population 2018" source is based on UN data and gives slightly higher numbers than the World Bank source. However, it confirms that the forecast was not achieved in the predicted year, and narrows down the year of realization.  		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4516129032		2009		1991		14		14		Usable

		2946		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania population will be 23 million in 1980. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Oceania.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Oceania		Table states "Oceania population."



Source lists the following countries as comprising Oceania (p80): 



 Australia, New Zealand

Melanesia (including New

Guinea, Papua, British

Solomon Islands, New

Caledonia, New Hebrides,

and Norfolk Island),

Polynesia end Micronesia

(including Fiji Islands,

Western Samoa, Pacific

Islands under United

States administration,

French Polynesia, Guam,

Tonga, Gilbert and Ellice

Islands, American Samoa,

Cook Islands and smaller

islands with fewer than

5,000 inhabitants)

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2946		1980		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Population of Oceania in 1980 was approximately 23 million. 



Note that, although the World Bank data is slightly under 23 million, World Bank is missing the data for some of the areas comprising Oceania, so its likely the actual number is higher. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, as I had to do some calculations for one source. Also, one source did not have data for all of the countries comprising Oceania, while the other source's definition of Oceania may also not entirely align with the source document's. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0		1983		1977		0		0		Usable

		2947		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania population will be 27 million in 1990. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Oceania.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Oceania		Table states "Oceania population."



Source lists the following countries as comprising Oceania (p80): 



 Australia, New Zealand

Melanesia (including New

Guinea, Papua, British

Solomon Islands, New

Caledonia, New Hebrides,

and Norfolk Island),

Polynesia end Micronesia

(including Fiji Islands,

Western Samoa, Pacific

Islands under United

States administration,

French Polynesia, Guam,

Tonga, Gilbert and Ellice

Islands, American Samoa,

Cook Islands and smaller

islands with fewer than

5,000 inhabitants)

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2947		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Population of Oceania in 1990 was approximately 27 million, as predicted.



Note, although the World Bank data is slightly under 27 million, World Bank is missing the data for some of the areas comprising Oceania, so it's likely the actual number is higher.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, as I had to do some calculations for one source. Also, one source did not have data for all of the countries comprising Oceania, while the other source's definition of Oceania may also not entirely align with the source document's.

		no		1990						1990		yes				0		1996		1984		0		0		Usable

		2948		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania population will be 32 million in 2000. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Oceania.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Oceania		Table states "Oceania population."



Source lists the following countries as comprising Oceania (p80): 



 Australia, New Zealand

Melanesia (including New

Guinea, Papua, British

Solomon Islands, New

Caledonia, New Hebrides,

and Norfolk Island),

Polynesia end Micronesia

(including Fiji Islands,

Western Samoa, Pacific

Islands under United

States administration,

French Polynesia, Guam,

Tonga, Gilbert and Ellice

Islands, American Samoa,

Cook Islands and smaller

islands with fewer than

5,000 inhabitants)		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2948		2002		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Population was approximately 1 million under the predicted amount in 2000. Actually, population did not reach 32 million until around 2002. 



Note that, although the World Bank data shows that population reached predicted amount in 2003, World Bank is missing the data for some of the areas comprising Oceania, so its likely population was closer to predicted amount in 2002. 

		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, as I had to do some calculations for one source. Also, one source did not have data for all of the countries comprising Oceania, while the other source's definition of Oceania may also not entirely align with the source document's.

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.064516129		2009		1991		2		2		Usable

		2949		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		East Asia's population will be 1.041 billion in 1980. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising East Asia.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table states "East Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising East Asia (p80): 



Mainland China, Hong

Kong, Mongolia, Macau

Japan

Korea, China (Taiwan),

Ryukyu Islands



		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2949		1972		yes		no		5. Fully realized		According to both sources, population reached but was beyond the predicted 1.041 billion in 1980. Worldometers indicates that population first reached the predicted 1.041 billion in 1972. 



We are deferring to Worldometers because they have more complete data for the listed regions. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed because neither source has complete data for all of the listed regions. I also had to do some calculations to arrive at the data for World Bank. Moreover, there was approximately a 2.6% disparity between the two sources. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.7272727273		1983		1977		-8		8		Usable

		2950		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		East Asia population will be  1.168 billion in 1990. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising East Asia.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table states "East Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising East Asia (p80): 



Mainland China, Hong

Kong, Mongolia, Macau

Japan

Korea, China (Taiwan),

Ryukyu Islands

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2950		1979		yes		no		5. Fully realized		According to both sources, population reached but was beyond the predicted 1.168 billion in 1980. Worldometers indicates that population first reached the predicted 1.168 billion around 1979. 



We are deferring to Worldometers because they have more complete data for the listed regions.		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed because neither source has complete data for all of the listed regions. I also had to do some calculations to arrive at the data for World Bank. Moreover, there was approximately a 4.3% disparity between the two sources.

		no		1990						1990		yes				0.5238095238		1996		1984		-11		11		Usable

		2951		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		East Asia's population will be 1.287 billion in 2000.



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising East Asia.  



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table states "East Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising East Asia (p80): 



Mainland China, Hong

Kong, Mongolia, Macau

Japan

Korea, China (Taiwan),

Ryukyu Islands

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2951		1986		yes		no		5. Fully realized		According to both sources, population reached but was beyond the predicted 1.287 billion in 1980. Worldometers indicates that population first reached the predicted amount billion around 1986. 



We are deferring to Worldometers because they have more complete data for the listed regions.		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation was needed because neither source has complete data for all of the listed regions. I also had to do some calculations to arrive at the data for World Bank. Moreover, there was approximately a 2.9% disparity between the two sources.

		no		2000						2000		yes				0.4516129032		2009		1991		-14		14		Usable

		2952		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia population will be 1.408 billion in 1980. 



See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising South Asia.  

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Table states "South Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising South Asia (p80): 



India, Pakistan,Iran,

Ceylon,

Sikkim,

Afghanistan,

Nepal, Bhutan,

Maldive Islands

Indonesia, Viet-Nam,

Philippines, Thailand,

Burma, Malaysia,

Cambodia, Laos,

Singapore, Portuguese

Timor, Brunei

Turkey, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

Syria, Yemen, Israel,

Jordan, Lebanon,

Southern Yemen, Cyprus,

Muscat and Oman,

Palestine (Gaza Strip),

Kuwait, Bahrain,Trucial

Oman, Qatar

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2952		1983		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was at least 7% over the actual population in 1980. In fact, population did not reach the predicted 1.408B until 1983 at the earliest.



		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation was needed, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data. Moreover, there is a 10% discrepancy between the two sources. However, the sources both agree that the population was not at the predicted amount by 1980. 



We are deferring to Worldbank for year of realization because Worldbank uses 6 data sources, while Worldometers uses only 1. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.2727272727		1983		1977		3		3		Usable

		2953		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia population will be 1.768 billion in 1990. 



See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising South Asia.  

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Table states "South Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising South Asia (p80): 



India, Pakistan,Iran,

Ceylon,

Sikkim,

Afghanistan,

Nepal, Bhutan,

Maldive Islands

Indonesia, Viet-Nam,

Philippines, Thailand,

Burma, Malaysia,

Cambodia, Laos,

Singapore, Portuguese

Timor, Brunei

Turkey, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

Syria, Yemen, Israel,

Jordan, Lebanon,

Southern Yemen, Cyprus,

Muscat and Oman,

Palestine (Gaza Strip),

Kuwait, Bahrain,Trucial

Oman, Qatar

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2953		1993		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was at least 7% over the actual population in 1990. Population did not reach the predicted 1.768B until between 1993 and 1994, when population went from 1.759B to 1.794B. Note, we have chosen 1993 as year of realization because it is closer to the predicted number. 

		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation was needed, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data. Moreover, there is a 10% discrepancy between the two sources. However, the sources both agree that the population was not at the predicted amount by 1980. 



We are deferring to Worldbank for year of realization because Worldbank uses 6 data sources, while Worldometers uses only 1. 		no		1990						1990		yes				0.1428571429		1996		1984		3		3		Usable

		2954		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia population will be 2.153 billion in 2000. 



See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising South Asia.  		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Table states "South Asia."



Source lists the following countries as comprising South Asia (p80): 



India, Pakistan,Iran,

Ceylon,

Sikkim,

Afghanistan,

Nepal, Bhutan,

Maldive Islands

Indonesia, Viet-Nam,

Philippines, Thailand,

Burma, Malaysia,

Cambodia, Laos,

Singapore, Portuguese

Timor, Brunei

Turkey, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

Syria, Yemen, Israel,

Jordan, Lebanon,

Southern Yemen, Cyprus,

Muscat and Oman,

Palestine (Gaza Strip),

Kuwait, Bahrain,Trucial

Oman, Qatar



		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2954		2004		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was at least 7% over the actual population in 2000. In fact, South Asia's population did not reach 2.153B until between 2004 and 2005, when population went from 2.149B to 2.184B. Note, we have chosen 1993 as year of realization because it is closer to the predicted number. 

		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation was needed, since I had to do some calculations to arrive at my data. Moreover, there is a 10% discrepancy between the two sources. However, the sources both agree that the population was not at the predicted amount by 1980. 



We are deferring to Worldbank for year of realization because Worldbank uses 6 data sources, while Worldometers uses only 1.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1290322581		2009		1991		4		4		Usable

		2955		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Latin America's population will be 378 million in 1980. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Latin America. 

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Americas		Latin America generally refers to territories where Spanish or Portuguese or spoken, which includes countries in Central and South America as well as Mexico.



Source lists the following countries as comprising Latin America (p80): 



Brazil, Colombia, Peru,

Venezuela, Ecuador,

Bolivia, Guyana, Surinam,

French Guiana		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2955				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Latin America's population was roughly half of the predicted amount and has yet to reach the predicted amount as of 2016. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to obtain the data, and the World Bank source  did not have data for all of the listed countries. There's also a slight discrepancy between the data. 		no		1980						1980		no		2016				1983		1977						Usable

		2956		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Latin America's population will be 498 million in 1990. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Latin America. 

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Americas		Latin America generally refers to territories where Spanish or Portuguese or spoken, which includes countries in Central and South America as well as Mexico.



Source lists the following countries as comprising Latin America (p80): 



Brazil, Colombia, Peru,

Venezuela, Ecuador,

Bolivia, Guyana, Surinam,

French Guiana



		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2956				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Latin America's population was roughly half of the predicted amount and has yet to reach the predicted amount as of 2016.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to obtain the data, and the World Bank source  did not have data for all of the listed countries. There's also a slight discrepancy between the data.		no		1990						1990		no		2016				1996		1984						Usable

		2957		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Latin America's population will be 638 million in 2000. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Latin America. 



		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Americas		Latin America generally refers to territories where Spanish or Portuguese or spoken, which includes countries in Central and South America as well as Mexico.



Source lists the following countries as comprising Latin America (p80): 



Brazil, Colombia, Peru,

Venezuela, Ecuador,

Bolivia, Guyana, Surinam,

French Guiana		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2957				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Latin America's population was roughly half of the predicted amount and has yet to reach the predicted amount as of 2016.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to obtain the data, and the World Bank source  did not have data for all of the listed countries. There's also a slight discrepancy between the data.		no		2000						2000		no		2016				2009		1991						Usable

		2958		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Africa population will be 449 million in 1980. 



**See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Africa. 

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Africa		Table states Africa. Source lists the following countries as comprising Africa (p80): 



United Arab Republic,

Sudan, Morocco, Algeria,

Tunisia, Libya, Spanish

North Africa, Ifni, Spanish

Sahara

Western Africa (including

Nigeria, Ghana, Upper

Volta, Mali, Ivory Coast,

Senegal, Guinea, Niger,

Sierra Leone, Dahomey,

Togo, Liberia, Mauritania,

Portuguese Guinea,

Gambia, Cape Verde Islands

and St. Helena);

Eastern Africa (including

Ethiopia, Tanzania,

Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique,

Madagascar,

Rhodesia, Malawi,

Zambia, Rwanda,

Burundi, Somalia,

Mauritius, Reunion,

Comoro Islands, French

Somaliland and

Seychelles); Middle Africa

(including Democratic

Republic of the Congo,

Angola, Cameroon, Chad,

Central African Republic,

Congo (Brazzaville),

Gabon, Equatorial Guinea

and Sao Tome and

Principe)

South Africa, Lesotho,

Namibia, Botswana and

Swaziland		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		yes		2		no		2958		1983		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was around 8% higher than the actual population in 1980. In fact, population did not reach the predicted amount until around 1983, when population was 447 million (only 2 million off from the forecasted amount; population went up to 459 million the following year). 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I needed to do some calculations to obtain the data. Moreover, the World Bank source was missing data for some of the listed countries--however, those regions are relatively small and would not greatly impact the outcome. Moreover, both sources are within 2% of each other. 		no		1980						1980		yes				0.2727272727		1983		1977		3		3		Usable

		2959		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Africa's population will be 587 million in 1990. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of specified countries. 

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Africa		Table states Africa. Source lists the following countries as comprising Africa (p80): 



United Arab Republic,

Sudan, Morocco, Algeria,

Tunisia, Libya, Spanish

North Africa, Ifni, Spanish

Sahara

Western Africa (including

Nigeria, Ghana, Upper

Volta, Mali, Ivory Coast,

Senegal, Guinea, Niger,

Sierra Leone, Dahomey,

Togo, Liberia, Mauritania,

Portuguese Guinea,

Gambia, Cape Verde Islands

and St. Helena);

Eastern Africa (including

Ethiopia, Tanzania,

Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique,

Madagascar,

Rhodesia, Malawi,

Zambia, Rwanda,

Burundi, Somalia,

Mauritius, Reunion,

Comoro Islands, French

Somaliland and

Seychelles); Middle Africa

(including Democratic

Republic of the Congo,

Angola, Cameroon, Chad,

Central African Republic,

Congo (Brazzaville),

Gabon, Equatorial Guinea

and Sao Tome and

Principe)

South Africa, Lesotho,

Namibia, Botswana and

Swaziland

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2959		1993		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was around 7% higher than the actual population in 1990. In fact, population did not reach the predicted amount until around 1993, when population was 590 million (only 3 million off from the forecasted amount; population was 574 million the previous year).		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I needed to do some calculations to obtain the data. Moreover, the World Bank source was missing data for some of the listed countries--however, those regions are relatively small and would not greatly impact the outcome. Moreover, both sources are within 2% of each other.		no		1990						1990		yes				0.1428571429		1996		1984		3		3		Usable

		2960		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Africa's population will be 768 million in 2000. 



*See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Africa. 

		56		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Africa		Table states Africa. Source specifies the following countries for Africa (p80):



United Arab Republic,

Sudan, Morocco, Algeria,

Tunisia, Libya, Spanish

North Africa, Ifni, Spanish

Sahara

Western Africa (including

Nigeria, Ghana, Upper

Volta, Mali, Ivory Coast,

Senegal, Guinea, Niger,

Sierra Leone, Dahomey,

Togo, Liberia, Mauritania,

Portuguese Guinea,

Gambia, Cape Verde Islands

and St. Helena);

Eastern Africa (including

Ethiopia, Tanzania,

Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique,

Madagascar,

Rhodesia, Malawi,

Zambia, Rwanda,

Burundi, Somalia,

Mauritius, Reunion,

Comoro Islands, French

Somaliland and

Seychelles); Middle Africa

(including Democratic

Republic of the Congo,

Angola, Cameroon, Chad,

Central African Republic,

Congo (Brazzaville),

Gabon, Equatorial Guinea

and Sao Tome and

Principe)

South Africa, Lesotho,

Namibia, Botswana and

Swaziland

		56				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2960		2003		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was around 7% higher than the actual population in 2000. In fact, population did not reach the predicted amount until around 2003,  when population was up to 762 million (going up to 782 million the following year).		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation was needed, since I needed to do some calculations to obtain the data. Moreover, the World Bank source was missing data for some of the listed countries--however, those regions are relatively small and would not greatly impact the outcome. Moreover, both sources are within 1% of each other.		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0967741935		2009		1991		3		3		Usable

		2985		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Annual rate of growth for the total World population between 1980-2000: 1.7% 		64		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World		64				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2985				yes		no		4. Mostly realized		The actual value was slightly higher than the predicted value for the forecast period, enough so to be outside the margin of error.		4. Little interpretation		Formula for annual rate of growth for period: ((([Population in 2000}-[Population in 1980])/20)/[Population in 1980])

Average of results from both Ground Truth sources used as actual value.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		2986		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The annual rate of growth for the total North America population between 1980-2000 will be 1.0%

		64		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table specifies North America		64				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2986				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well above the predicted value for the forecast period		4. Little interpretation		Formula for annual rate of growth for period: ((([Population in 2000}-[Population in 1980])/20)/[Population in 1980]). Average of results from both Ground Truth sources used as actual value.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		2988		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The Big-city population (500,000 inhabitants and over) of the World will be 665 million in 1980.

		67		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World

		67				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2988				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well over the forecast value for the forecast year.		4. Little interpretation		Ground Truth produced by tallying all cities that fit forecast qualification and adding population of tallied cities for forecast verification.		no		1980						1980		no		1980				1983		1977						Usable

		2989		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Multimillion city population (2,500,000 inhabitants and over) of the World will be 351 million in 1980.		67		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World

		67				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2989				yes		no		3. Almost realized		The actual value was within a few percentage points of the forecast value for the forecast year.		4. Little interpretation		Ground Truth produced by tallying all cities that fit forecast qualification and adding population of tallied cities for forecast verification.

		no		1980						1980		no		1980				1983		1977						Usable

		2990		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Population of super-conurbations (12,500,000 inhabitants and over) of the World will be 87 million in 1980.		67		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World

		67				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		11-20 years		no		1		yes		2990				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well below the predicted value for the forecast year.		4. Little interpretation		Ground Truth produced by tallying all cities that fit forecast qualification and adding population of tallied cities for forecast verification.

		no		1980						1980		no		1980				1983		1977						Usable

		2991		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The aperture size of Imaging Passive Microwave Systems will be approximately 38 meters in 2000. 		25-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.		22-Mar		>20 years		yes		4		no		2991				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Technology developed in a different direction than was forecast.

		4. Little interpretation		Data is clear that aperture size did not increase in forecasted timeframe. 		no		2000						2000		no		2017				2008		1992						Usable

		2992		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The aperture size of Imaging Passive Microwave Systems will be approximately 26 meters in 1990.

		25-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.

		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		22-Mar		11-20 years		yes		5		no		2992				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Technology developed in a different direction than was forecast. 		4. Little interpretation		Source are clear that aperture size did not increase in the forecast time frame. 		no		1990						1990		no		2017				1995		1985						Usable

		2993		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Imaging passive microwave systems will have 27 or 28 channels in 2000 (graph's line intersects at y = 27.5 channels in the year x = 2000).		26-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.

		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		22-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		2993				yes		no		3. Almost realized		No examples of passive microwave radiometer systems operating at the forecast value for the forecast year, but due to ambiguity of forecast and relative proximity of actual value, forecast was evaluated as "Almost".		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast was unclear whether it meant theoretical or demonstrated capability; we interpreted it as demonstrated capability.		no		2000						2000		no		2001				2008		1992						Usable

		2994		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Imaging passive microwave systems will have approximately 20 channels in 1990.

		26-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.

		Technology				Worldwide						Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		22-Mar		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2994		2001		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No examples of passive microwave radiometer systems operating at the forecast value or even close to that value for the forecast year (or the first few years before or after). Generally, microwave radiometer systems appear to use no more than 5 or 6 bands (and therefore 10 or 12 channels). A 22 channel system was in use by 2001, so the forecast was first realized by 2001, if not earlier.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast was unclear whether it meant theoretical or demonstrated capability, and after consultation was interpreted as demonstrated capability.

		no		1990						1990		yes		2018		0.7333333333		1995		1985		11		11		Usable

		2995		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Imaging passive microwave systems will have a maximum frequency of 250 GHz in 2000. 		28-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.

		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		22-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		2995				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No examples of passive microwave radiometer systems operating at the forecast value or close to that value for the forecast year (or the first few years before or after).

		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast was unclear whether it meant theoretical or demonstrated capability;  we interpreted as demonstrated capability.

		no		2000						2000		no		2006				2008		1992						Usable

		2996		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Imaging passive microwave systems will have a maximum frequency of 180 GHz in 1990.

		28-Mar		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		23-Mar		Researcher developed forecast using current benchmarks for the technology.

		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		22-Mar		11-20 years		yes		3		no		2996		2006		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		No examples of passive microwave radiometer systems operating at the forecast value or even close to that value for the forecast year (or the first few years before or after). The forecast was definitely fulfilled was by 2006, if not earlier.		3. Moderate interpretation		Forecast was unclear whether it meant theoretical or demonstrated capability; we interpreted as demonstrated capability.		no		1990						1990		yes				1.0666666667		1995		1985		16		16		Usable

		2997		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The world will have 23 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2997		2005		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The actual value was below the forecast value for the forecast year, but the actual value reached the forecast year just a few years later.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1612903226		2009		1991		5		5		Usable

		2998		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		The world will have 22 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Worldwide		Table specifies World

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2998		1990		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value exceeded the forecast value for the forecast year. The actual value reached the forecast value about a decade prior.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3225806452		2009		1991		-10		10		Usable

		2999		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Europe will have 77 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Europe		Table states Europe		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		2999				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was well below the forecast value for the forecast year. The actual value is very slowly approaching the forecast value, but had not approached the predicted level as of 2014.  		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2009		1991						Usable

		3000		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Europe will have 31 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Europe		Table states Europe

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3000				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value did not approach the forecast value for any reported periods, and as of 2014, was in decline away from the forecast value across reported periods.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition).		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2009		1991						Usable

		3001		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		North America will have 14 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table states North America		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3001				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual value did not reach the predicted value for the forecast year. As of 2014, the predicted level had not been reached. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2009		1991						Usable

		3002		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		North America will have 2 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Northern America		Americas		Table states North America

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3002				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was significantly higher than the predicted value for the forecast year, and as of 2014, the actual value has remained fairly stable, trending neither towards nor away from the forecast value for any reported period.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2009		1991						Usable

		3003		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania will have 3 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Oceania		Table states Oceania		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3003		2010		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was short of the predicted value for the forecast year. The forecast was achieved one decade after the predicted year. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.3225806452		2009		1991		10		10		Usable

		3004		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Oceania will have 2 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Oceania		Table states Oceania

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3004				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The actual value was barely half of the forecast value for the forecast year, and remained below the forecast value as of the last reported period (2014).		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		no		2014				2009		1991						Usable

		3005		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		East Asia will have 44 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table states East Asia		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3005		1994		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		The forecast value was reached half a decade before the predicted year, and at the forecast year the actual value was significantly higher than the forecast value. East Asia had approximately 46.6 urban inhabitants per square kilometer of land in 1995.  Based on the trend of growing population density, I estimated that the forecast was fulfilled in 1994.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1935483871		2009		1991		-6		6		Usable

		3006		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		East Asia will have 65 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Eastern Asia		Asia		Table states East Asia

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3006		2006		yes		yes		2. Somewhat realized		The UN only provides population data in 5-year increments. Rural inhabitants per km2 in 2000 was 74.1. In 2005, it was 67.9. It likely reached the predicted 65 in 2006. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.1935483871		2009		1991		6		6		Usable

		3007		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia will have 49 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Table states South Asia		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3007		1992		yes		yes		1. Not realized at all		The ground truth source only reports population in 5-year increments. There were 47.3 urban inhabitants in 1990 (just 1.7 inhabitants per km2 less than predicted) and 63.0 in 2000 so I estimated that the forecast was first realized in 1992. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.2580645161		2009		1991		-8		8		Usable

		3008		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		South Asia will have 92 rural inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics		Southern Asia		Asia		Table states South Asia

		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3008		1972		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The UN ground truth source only provides population data in 5-year increments. South Asia had approximately 153.7  rural inhabitants per square kilometer of land. In 1970, there were approximately 89.7 rural inhabitants per square kilometer of land. Based on the trend, it is likely that the forecast value of 92 rural inhabitants per km2 of land was reached is 1972.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.9032258065		2009		1991		-28		28		Usable

		3009		United Nations. Growth of the World's Urban and Rural Population, 1920-2000. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New York: 1969. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Africa will have 10 urban inhabitants per square kilometre of land in 2000. 

		72		1969		Source was published in 1969.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Extrapolation		5		"The trends of these phenomena are further extrapolated to the year 1980, and some to the year 2000. The estimates have been based on census data, supplemented by material from other sources where censuses were lacking."

		Demographics				Africa		Table states Africa		72				Worldwide		Although published in New York, this document is published by the UN, which is a global organization.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3009		2003		yes		yes		4. Mostly realized		The UN ground truth source only provides population data in 5-year increments. Africa had approximately 9.2 urban inhabitants per square kilometer of land and 10.9 in 2005. The predicted 10 was likely reached in 2003.		3. Moderate interpretation		Population density calculated by [(rural or non-rural population)/(land area in square km)]. Also, UN appears to be the sole source for global rural/urban population analyses - others have proposed alternative investigations but none have been conducted and published. The Ground Truth report only reports at decade intervals, and defines rural and urban regions differently than the Forecast report: Whereas the Forecast report uses a 20,000+ population center as an urban region, the Ground Truth report uses the respective definitions of each country reviewed (only a few of which adopted the UN "20,000+ people" definition). -RG		no		2000						2000		yes				0.0967741935		2009		1991		3		3		Usable

		3013		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Development of larger space antennas is expected between 1975 and 2000. 

		Mar-39		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		5		no		3013		1988		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Because this forecast was proven true repeatedly throughout the timeframe, I chose the "Use This Year" year in Quickbase (1988) as the year of realization.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that the existence of any antenna for a satellite would qualify as fulfilling the forecast "development of larger space antennas" versus it needing to have been launched between 1975 and 2000. 



I have assumed that this refers to the physical size of a single antenna array (synthetic aperture radar uses multiple smaller antennae organized in arrays, combined with the movement of the spacecraft, to create the artificial aperture that is larger than the physical dimensions of the antenna) instead of the individual strips within the array. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.04		2000		1975		0.5		0.5		Usable

		3014		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Use of smaller, more efficient digital electronics on satellites is expected between 1975 and 2000.		Mar-39		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above. 		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		4		no		3014		1988		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Because this forecast was proven true repeatedly throughout the timeframe, I chose the "Use This Year" year in Quickbase (1988) as the year of realization.		4. Little interpretation		"Smaller, more efficient digital electronics" is directly, causally correlated with advances in integrated circuit technology. Measurements of size and efficiency are standardized and concrete. I assumed the forecast meant "consistent achievement over forecast period" versus "earliest achievement during forecast period." -JS 		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.04		2000		1975		0.5		0.5		Usable

		3016		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		New methods for handling radar echo data are expected between 1975 and 2000.		Mar-39		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3016		1982		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		I have considered an automated data processing method as an adequate achievement of "new methods for handling the radar echo data. The earliest document related to this found was from 1982.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have considered an automated data processing method as an adequate achievement of "new methods for handling the radar echo data.

I have assumed the accuracy and completeness of data described by the authors. - JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes		1982		0.44		2000		1975		-5.5		5.5		Usable

		3017		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to predict wave climates between 1975 and 2000. 		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3017		1989		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		I have assumed that operational application to wave climate prediction is fulfilled not just when satellite radar is used to create an average or model of wave climate for a region, but when it is specifically used to predict a specific wave climate in the future. The earliest source found that used satellite radar data to attempt to evaluate future characteristics of a wave found is from 1989.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that operational application to wave climate prediction is fulfilled not just when satellite radar is used to create an average or model of wave climate for a region, but when it is specifically used to predict a specific wave climate in the future.

I have assumed the authors accurately report their work. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.12		2000		1975		1.5		1.5		Usable

		3018		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study the dynamics of ocean currents  between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3018		1979		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		I have assumed that operational application in a field can mean commercial use and/or scientific return of satellite radar data about ocean current dynamics. The earliest recorded date for this found is 1979.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that operational application in a field can mean commercial use and/or scientific return of satellite radar data about ocean current dynamics.

I have assumed that the proximity of publication year to the years of the first satellite radars being launched makes it more likely to be true (i.e. that there could be no earlier satellite radar data than that used from the first satellites carrying radar payloads). -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.68		2000		1975		-8.5		8.5		Usable

		3019		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study wave interaction with coastal zones between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		3		no		3019		1978		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		I have assumed that operational application in a field can mean commercial use (not just scientific return) of satellite radar data about wave interactions with coastal zones. The earliest recorded date for this  is 1977.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that operational application in a field related to scientific study is measured when tangible scientific return is developed using data provided by spacecraft radar.

I have assumed that the authors described their work and the state of their field with accuracy. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.76		2000		1975		-9.5		9.5		Usable

		3020		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study hurricanes and typhoons between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3020		1982		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		I have assumed that operational application in a field related to scientific study is measured when tangible scientific return is developed using data provided by spacecraft radar. The earliest cited date for this is 1982.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that operational application in a field related to scientific study is measured when tangible scientific return is developed using data provided by spacecraft radar.

I have assumed that the authors described their work and the state of their field with accuracy. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.44		2000		1975		-5.5		5.5		Usable

		3021		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars for the application of air-sea interaction will be operational between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3021		1984		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		FASINEX was a multi-year study that contributed air-sea interaction meteorology. This constitutes operational use of spacecraft radar in an application related to the air-sea interaction. The experiment began in 1984.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that these studies have accurately described their methods and results as well as the described state of their field.

I have assumed that operational use in an application here may refer to long-term experimental use that provides scientific return, since "air-sea interaction" is largely used for climate modeling (combining oceanic and atmospheric models).		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.28		2000		1975		-3.5		3.5		Usable

		3022		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to monitor surface pollution between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3022		1996		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Although many techniques for the use of satellite remote sensing to be applied to surface pollution monitoring of oceans are described prior, it is not until 1996 that routine operational applied use of said techniques took place.		3. Moderate interpretation		I have interpreted the forecast to mean surface pollution of any kind. For example, it was found that qualification of oil spill density was not yet achieved in 1996.

Additionally I have trusted the validity and accuracy of data as described by the authors. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.68		2000		1975		8.5		8.5		Usable

		3023		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars for the application of Polar ice dynamics (sea ice and continental ice) will be at operational level between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3023		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1985, NASA commissioned a study to explore "potential research applications of satellite data over the terrestrial ice sheets." This research also applies to "glaciology" according to NASA's Technical Reports Server. The word "potential" tells us that the use of satellite data in studying ice sheets or glaciers is still not operational in 1985.

In 1990, the American Geophysical Union published a paper on Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR), a specifically space borne instrument, because it "reveals Antarctic ice dynamics" for "glaciologists." This widespread, repeatable, action generated scientific knowledge. This represents crossing the threshold of "operational" use in a "field of application" regarding the study of ice sheets.		3. Moderate interpretation		One assumption that's been made is about terminology: the ground truth sources discuss ice sheet dynamics, polar ice dynamics, and glacier dynamics interchangeably. I have assumed therefore that they can be treated interchangeably in our study as well, since the techniques developed are said to be applicable to wider fields of the study of ice dynamics in the ground truth sources. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.2		2000		1975		2.5		2.5		Usable		This forecast and 3025 use the same sources for ground verification because the same data that allowed for the interpretation of glacier dynamics seems to also be used for polar ice dynamics, or at least that they are interconnected enough to have both come from the same research. For example, the NASA document is tagged (by NASA) with both "glaciology" and "ice mapping," while "ice sheet" is found in the abstract, suggesting perhaps these terms are used interchangeably in the field.

		3024		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to track shipping in polar regions between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3024		1993		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Based on the Murmansk Shipping Company's use of ERS-112 satellite synthetic aperture radar data in polar shipping operations, I place the year of realization at the beginning of this cooperation (1993), which the 1996 conference proceedings noted. 		3. Moderate interpretation		I have assumed that operational application in a field related to commercial activity is measured when tangible operational use is documented using data provided by spacecraft radar.

I have assumed that the authors described their work and the state of their field with accuracy.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes		1993		0.44		2000		1975		5.5		5.5		Usable

		3025		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study glacier dynamics between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		3		no		3025		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Although AVHRR existed since 1978, it wasn't until the second iteration of AVHRR (launched in 1981) collected several years of data that it was put to "operational" use in a "field of application."		3. Moderate interpretation		One assumption that's been made is about terminology: the ground truth sources discuss ice sheet dynamics, polar ice dynamics, and glacier dynamics interchangeably.  I have assumed therefore that they can be treated interchangeably in our study as well, since the techniques developed are said to be applicable to wider fields of the study of ice dynamics in the ground truth sources. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.2		2000		1975		2.5		2.5		Usable		This forecast and 3023 use the same sources for ground verification because the same data that allowed for the interpretation of glacier dynamics seems to also be used for polar ice dynamics, or at least that they are interconnected enough to have both come from the same research. For example, the NASA document is tagged (by NASA) with both "glaciology" and "ice mapping," while "ice sheet" is found in the abstract, suggesting perhaps these terms are used interchangeably in the field.-JS

		3026		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be operational and used to study the surface area of snow fields between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3026		1984		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1982, methods for discerning snow covered versus snow-free land were pioneered, as shown in an IEEE paper, "with microwave scatterometry." In 1984, as published in the International Remote Sensing Journal, multiple methodologies existed for discerning snow cover; the limitations of these systems are known and mitigations listed (e.g. why microwave readings find "10%" less snow than other means of detection).  I assume that because the reliability of different sources of remote sensing data are being compared, and the reasons for the differences are known, and they are being used on a regular, timely basis, that this is a sufficient achievement for "operational"		3. Moderate interpretation		One assumption here is in the reliability/credibility of these publishers and the originality of the work presented in them.

Another layer of interpretation comes from my assessment of "operational" -- here I assume that because the reliability of different sources of remote sensing data are being compared, and the reasons for the differences are known, that this is a sufficient achievement for "operational". --JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.28		2000		1975		-3.5		3.5		Usable

		3027		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used for cartography between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		4		no		3027		1991		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		By 1993, both the United Nations and the International Cartographic Association were touting the applications of satellite data to creating maps. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Most importantly, I assumed where the threshold for "operational" would be. These sources claim to publish pioneering work in the field of remote sensing for cartography, which is a small assumption. I have also assumed that the published, public knowledge of how to conduct routine operations counts as the earliest possible date of "operational" for a "field of application."--JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.28		2000		1975		3.5		3.5		Usable

		3028		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used for geological studies between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		3		no		3028		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to a 1989 study, "The intensities of the absorption features correlate with the abundances of the various phases."

Here, the authors are still calibrating the use of remote sensing data on locations where geological compositions are already *known* -- in my opinion, this does not constitute operational use. A book published in 1990 by the UK's Institution of Mining and Metallurgy cites over a dozen of the field of operation's advances, including geologic mapping of northern China, as well as a "new understanding of geologic structures" from work in California. This source shows that by 1990, the field of application of remote sensing to geologic studies was indeed operational. -JS		4. Little interpretation		Data sources are clear, primary assumptions are that 1) my search was comprehensive and 2) that sources were honest when saying a method or discovery was new.		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.2		2000		1975		2.5		2.5		Usable

		3029		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used for agricultural applications between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3029		1984		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		According to research done at the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University, pioneering work was done to use remote sensing data to estimate  crop types and yields, efforts which quickly bore fruit: in 1984, they published a method that "accounted for 85% of the variation in corn yield." Another LARS paper in 1986 describes the pioneering nature of the work. This makes 1984 the earliest possible year for achieving "operational" capability in a "field of application" for remote sensing data in the field of agriculture. 		4. Little interpretation		These papers claim to publish pioneering work in the field of remote sensing for agricultural applications. I have assumed that the published, public knowledge of how to conduct routine operations counts as the earliest possible date of "operational" for a "field of application." -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.28		2000		1975		-3.5		3.5		Usable

		3030		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used in forestry between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		5		no		3030		1982		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Methodologies in the use of satellite data for forestry applications predate the forecast (1975); they were pioneered at Purdue University's Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) (1973). However, some of the language in the LARS source (""Remote sensing techniques offer much potential for the procurement of such information") indicates that remote sensing was not quite operational for forestry in 1973.  Indeed, in 1979, Symposium proceedings on Machine Processing of LandSAT data specifically suggest that such efforts are not yet on an "operational basis."



By 1981, LARS had developed a general method for ground cover classification. In 1982, LARS published data on a series of methods for analyzing different types of forests over large geographic areas. This arguably represents the "operational" level of the "field of application" of satellite data towards forestry within the predicted timeframe.		4. Little interpretation		I assumed the trustworthiness of these organizations based on their long history of producing credible scientific data. -JS		yes		1975		2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.44		2000		1975		-5.5		5.5		Usable

		3031		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study subsurface water  between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		3		no		3031		2016		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		The technology to apply remote sensing for subsurface water detection  was not pioneered until 2014, nor actually applied until 2016. The "field of application" did not become "operational," therefore, until 2016.		3. Moderate interpretation		Assumed trustworthiness of established sources of scientific information. Assumed that the ability to identify multiple kinds of minerals regularly constituted operational status. Assumed sporadic methodology of subsurface groundwater inference did not constitute operational status. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes		2016		2.28		2000		1975		28.5		28.5		Usable

		3040		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		By 2000, world population will surpass 6 billion. 		vii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi 		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi) 		Demographics				Worldwide		Statement specifies World population.		vii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3040		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, population surpassed 6 billion in 2000. Population was just under 6 billion in 1999 (source: http://www.un.org/popin/popdiv/pop1999-00.pdf). 		5. No interpretation		Validated using specific, quantitative data. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		3041		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		By 2000, the world labour force will increase to over 2.5 billion. 		vii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Worldwide		This statement is an extension of a previous forecast about "world population." 		vii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		yes		2		no		3041		2000		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		Although the two ground truth sources present a disparity, each of them confirm that world labor was over 2.5 billion in 2000.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed because the two sources do not agree in number. However, both sources  confirm that world labor was over 2.5 billion in 2000.		no		2000						2000		yes				0		2006		1994		0		0		Usable

		3043		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP growth for Africa will be between 5.9  and 6.9.



See Geographic Information field for list of countries comprising Africa.		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Africa		Forecast specifies Africa.



Source lists the following regions as comprising Africa:



1. Algeria

2. Morocco

3. Tunisia

4. Benin

5. Gambia

6. Ghana

7. Guinea

8. Ivory Coast

9. Liberia

10. Mali

11. Mauritian

12. Niger

13. Nigeria

14. Senegal

15. Sierra Leone

16. Togo

17. Upper Volta/Burkina Faso

18. Angola

19. Cameroon

20. Central Africa

21. Chad

22. Congo

23. Gabon

24. Zaire/Dem Rep of Congo

25. Burundi

26. Ethiopia

27. Kenya

28. Madagascar

29. Malawi

30. Mauritius

31. Mozambique

32. Rhodesia/Zimbabwe

33. Rwanda

34. Somalia

35. Tanzania

36. Uganda

37. Zambia		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3043				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast more than doubled the actual growth rate.



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time.		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set does not provide complete data for all listed countries. While it's  unclear how much the inclusion of this data would change the outcome of this verification, it's unlikely they would double the average growth rate (and only then would the realization outcome be different).		yes		2000		2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3044		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP growth for the Far East will be between 5.6  and 6.8. 



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Far East. 

		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Asia		Listed countries are in both South and Southeast Asia. 



Source lists the following countries for Far East (239): 



1. Bangladesh

2. India 

3. Nepal

4. Pakistan

5. Sri Lanka

6. Burma/Myanmar 

7. Indonesia

8. Korea, Rep. 

9. Korea, DPR

10. Lao

11. Malaysia

12. Philippines

13. Thailand

14. Kampuchea, De.

15. Vietnam 

		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3044				yes		no		2. Somewhat realized		Forecast was about 5% (the difference between 5.3 and the predicted amount, 5.6, is 5%) over the actual growth rate. 



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to arrive at this data. Also, the data set  does not have information for North Korea or data for Lao and Vietnam from 1980 - 1984. However, it's unlikely that these three regions would significantly change the outcome of this verification.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3045		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP growth for Latin America will be between 5.4  and 7.3.



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Latin America.		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Americas		Listed countries are in  Central, North, and South Americas. 



Source lists the following countries for Latin America (239):





1. Costa Rica

2. El Salvador

3. Guatemala

4. Honduras

5. Mexico

6. Nicaragua

7. Panama

8. Cuba

9. Dominican Rep

10. Haiti

11. Jamaica

12. Trinidand and Tobago

13. Argentina

14. Bolivia

15. Brazil

16. Chile

17. Colombia

18. Ecuador

19. Guyana

20. Paraguay

21. Peru

22. Suriname

23. Uruguay

24. Venezuela 

		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3045				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual annual growth was almost half the predicted amount. 



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to arrive at this data. Also, the data set  does not have information for Haiti up until 1997; however, it's unlikely that incomplete data for this one country would significantly change the outcome of this verification.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3046		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP growth for the Near East will be between 8.7  and 9.0.



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Near East.		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Asia		Listed countries are in both Central and Western Asia.



Source lists the following countries for Near East (239): 





1. Egypt

2. Libya

3. Sudan 

4. Afghanistan

5. Cyprus

6. Iran

7. Iraq

8. Jordan

9. Lebanon

10. Saudi Arabia

11. Syria

12. Turkey

13. Yemen Arab Republic

14. Yemen, PDR



		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3046		1990		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual growth rate was less than half what was forecast.



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set does not provide complete data for all listed countries. While it's  unclear how much the inclusion of these four regions would change the outcome of this verification, it's unlikely they would double the average growth rate (and only then would the realization outcome be different). 		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3047		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP per capita growth for Africa will be between 2.9  and 3.8. 

		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Africa		Forecast specifies Africa.

		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3047				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast predicted a minimum of a 2.9% annual growth, but in fact, the growth per capita saw a decline. 



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time.		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set does not provide complete data for all listed countries. While it's  unclear how much the inclusion of this data would change the outcome of this verification, it's unlikely they would increase the growth rate by 3.1%  (and only then would the realization outcome be different).		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3048		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP per capita growth for Far East will be between 3.5  and 4.7. 



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Far East. 		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Asia		Listed countries are in both South and Southeast Asia. 



Source lists the following countries for Far East (239): 



1. Bangladesh

2. India 

3. Nepal

4. Pakistan

5. Sri Lanka

6. Burma/Myanmar 

7. Indonesia

8. Korea, Rep. 

9. Korea, DPR

10. Lao

11. Malaysia

12. Philippines

13. Thailand

14. Kampuchea, De.

15. Vietnam 		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3048				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast 10% off: Forecast was .3 higher than the actual growth rate, and .3 is 10% of 3.5 (the lowest forecasted amount).  



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time. 		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to arrive at this data. Also, the data set  does not have information for North Korea or data for Laos and Vietnam from 1980 - 1984. However, it's unlikely that these three regions would significantly change the outcome of this verification.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3049		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP per capita growth for Latin America will be between 2.8 and 4.7. 



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Latin America.		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)

		Economy				Americas		Listed countries are in  Central, North, and South Americas. 



Source lists the following countries for Latin America (239):





1. Costa Rica

2. El Salvador

3. Guatemala

4. Honduras

5. Mexico

6. Nicaragua

7. Panama

8. Cuba

9. Dominican Rep

10. Haiti

11. Jamaica

12. Trinidand and Tobago

13. Argentina

14. Bolivia

15. Brazil

16. Chile

17. Colombia

18. Ecuador

19. Guyana

20. Paraguay

21. Peru

22. Suriname

23. Uruguay

24. Venezuela 		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3049		2000		yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Actual growth is only 1/5th of the predicted amount. 



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time.		4. Little interpretation		A little interpretation needed, as I had to do some calculations to arrive at this data. Also, the data set  does not have information for Haiti up until 1997; however, it's unlikely that incomplete data for this one country would significantly change the outcome of this verification.		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3050		Agriculture: Toward 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome. July 1979. 		Government reports and roadmaps		From 1980 to 2000, annual GDP per capita growth for the Near East will be between 5.9  and 6.2. 



See Geographic Information for list of countries comprising Near East.		xxiii		1979		Document states publication was in 1979.

		i		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		17, xi		"The standard analysis for this report starts with projected national (food and industrial) demand derived from assumptions of GDP growth and initial production projections, linked to the demand through assumptions as to future degrees of self-sufficiency , and initial export targets." (17) 



“In the first alternative, the extrapolation of past production trends for the developing countries is set against a growth of income and demand which also approximates past trends.” (xi)		Economy				Asia		Listed countries are in both Central and Western Asia.



Source lists the following countries for Near East (239): 





1. Egypt

2. Libya

3. Sudan 

4. Afghanistan

5. Cyprus

6. Ian

7. Iraq

8. Jordan

9. Lebanon

10. Saudi Arabia

11. Syria

12. Turkey

13. Yemen Arab Republic

14. Yemen, PDR

		xxiii				Worldwide		Although headquartered in Rome, the FAO's  resources, scope, and execution is global.

		i		>20 years		no		1		yes		3050				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Forecast was 5x over the actual growth rate. 



Note, I have not attempted to find year of realization as this prediction is specific to the growth over a particular period of time and not about an event that could happen at any point in time.		4. Little interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since the data set does not provide complete data for all listed countries. While it's  unclear how much the inclusion of these four regions would change the outcome of this verification, it's unlikely they would quintuple the growth rate (and only then would the realization outcome be different).		yes				2000		1980		1990		no		2000				2000		1980						Usable

		3074		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Data links used by space-based imaging radars for earth observation will be able to transmit  37 megabits per second in 1990. 		Mar-48		1975		Inside cover states publication date		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.		N/A		Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.		28-Mar		11-20 years		yes		2		no		3074		1982		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The forecast was realized several years before the forecast date. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Landsat-4 was the first identified satellite with the capabilities stated in the forecast. The download rate is assumed to be the peak download rate under ideal conditions; it is unlikely that the actual download rate reached the stated value. However, actual download rate data is unavailable, and it is assumed that the actual download rate was still high enough to meet the forecast. -RG		no		1990						1990		yes				0.5333333333		1995		1985		-8		8		Usable

		3075		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Data links used by space-based imaging radars for earth observation will be able to transmit  45 megabits per second in 1995. 		Mar-48		1975		Inside cover states publication date		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.		N/A		Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.		28-Mar		11-20 years		yes		2		no		3075		1982		yes		no		5. Fully realized		The forecast was realized several years before the forecast date. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Landsat-4 was the first identified satellite with the capabilities stated in the forecast. The download rate is assumed to be the peak download rate under ideal conditions; it is unlikely that the actual download rate reached the stated value. However, actual download rate data is unavailable, and it is assumed that the actual download rate was still high enough to meet the forecast.		no		1995						1995		yes				0.65		2001		1989		-13		13		Usable

		3088		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be operational and used to study the depth of snow fields between 1975 and 2000.

		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar		This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		3		no		3088		1998		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		In 1993 "snow depth" had been "attempted" in an academic setting but not succeeded. In 1996, these efforts had narrowed in on calibrations needed to achieve operational understanding. In 1998, an actual product for hydrologists, the Interactive Multisensor Snow and Ice Mapping System, incorporated remote sensing data (from AVHRR, GOES, GMS, METEOSAT) on "snow cover, depth, maximum/minimum" for the purpose of "daily reports." This is  indicative of operational status in a field of application. That means that the full forecast was not actually fulfilled until 1998.		3. Moderate interpretation		One assumption here is in the reliability/credibility of these publishers and the originality of the work presented in them.

Another layer of interpretation comes from my assessment of "operational" -- here I assume that because the reliability of different sources of remote sensing data are being compared, and the reasons for the differences are known, that this is a sufficient achievement for "operational" -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes		1998		0.84		2000		1975		10.5		10.5		Usable

		3089		Whitney, R., R. Mackin, and A. Spear. Outlook for Space 1980 - 2000: A Forecast of Space Technology. Volume III. Management of Information. (Unabridged Version). National Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA: Pasadena, March 3, 1975. 		Government reports and roadmaps		Spacecraft radars will be used to study underground minerals between 1975 and 2000.		Mar-40		1975		Inside cover states publication date

		ii		Quantitative Trend Analysis		Trend Estimation 		12-Mar			This particular section does not include a "Bases of forecast" subsection (as most sections do). So, I am going to defer to the explanation of methods in Part II of this document: 



"Each 'forecast has been developed by an individual actively involved with research in the specific  instrument discipline cited. Most forecasters used trend projection." 



Note, there is nothing to indicate the forecaster used a method other than the one specified above.		Technology				Worldwide		These forecasts are about technology in general and do not specify particular regions.

				Northern America		Americas		Forecast made by researcher affiliated with NASA.

		28-Mar		>20 years		yes		2		no		3089		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		A paper in 1987, from the Journal of Geophysical Research, found that detection of underground minerals was only possible at "high resolution." The book cited in 1990 presents many examples of remote sensing data being used for mineral detection in different countries, as well as the various tools for use of raw satellite data in the field of mineral prospecting and mapping.		3. Moderate interpretation		Assumed trustworthiness of established sources of scientific information. Assumed that the ability to identify multiple kinds of minerals regularly constituted operational status. Assumed "operational" status was not achieved until multiple methodologies and results were proven, per the 1990 ground truth source. -JS		yes				2000		1975		1987.5		yes				0.2		2000		1975		2.5		2.5		Usable

		3090		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Deep space observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be in use between 1975 and 1994.

		31		1964		The report providing this forecast was published in 1964.

		iii		Expert Sourcing		Delphi Method		5		The report explicitly states it's using the Delphi Method.

		Technology				Worldwide		The report states that its interests lay in assessing the direction of long-range trends... and their probable effects on our society and world.

		1		Northern America		Americas		RAND, which is based in CA, USA, conducted the study. Note, 6 out of the 82 respondents were European.

		iii, 6		>20 years		yes		4		no		3090				yes		no		1. Not realized at all		Extraterrestrial laboratories and observatories have been limited to Low-Earth Orbit thus far.

		3. Moderate interpretation		"Deep-space" was evaluated using the definition 'beyond the Earth-Moon system', as the alternative definition 'in interstellar or intergalactic space' seemed unreasonable. "Laboratories and observatories" were determined to refer to manned facilities, since other forecasts from he source used "probe" to refer to unmanned scientific systems.		yes				1994		1975		1984.5		no		2018				1994		1975						Usable

		3091		Gordon T. J., and Olaf Helmer. Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1964.		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		There is a more than 60% probability that long-lasting birth control will be  subsidized by governments by 2000. 

		115		1967		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		1		Gaming and Scenarios		Scenarios		6		As the title suggests, the study predicts what the world will look like in 33 years, which will be the year 2000. 2000 minus 33 is 1967.

		Demographics				Worldwide		This forecast is predicting what "the world will look like over the next thirty-three years," so all forecasts are worldwide unless otherwise specified.

		1		Northern America		Americas		The organization that produced the study, The Hudson Institute, is located in Washington D.C., USA.

		title		>20 years		yes		4		no		3091		1990		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		By 2000, nearly all countries had shifted policies in favor of increased direct or indirect support to contraceptive methods. 



In fact, many countries were likely subsidizing contraceptive methods as early as 1985. The  Second African Population Conference held in Arusha in early 1984 lobbied for government subsidization. The fact they had to lobby at this point in time suggests that the subsidization was not yet in place, however. Consequently, I have chosen 1990 as the year of realization because we have evidence that by the early 90s the US and Russia both had subsidization in place for contraception. 



Note, however, that even as of 2014 only some countries offer full subsidization, with  others offering partial (including the US) or none (most of Africa and perhaps half of South America). 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed because it's not clear if the forecast means all governments or just some governments will be offering subsidized birth control. The analyst has assumed the forecast means that subsidization is typical, although not universal. 



Given the different timelines of different countries, much interpretation was used to identify an estimated year of realization. 		no		2000						2000		yes				0.303030303		2010		1990		-10		10		Usable

		3092		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1983 and 2000, field conditions will be tied in with satellite weather forecasts, to aid in irrigation scheduling.

		51		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.

		xv		Multiple				179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature.

		Technology		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."

		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.

		xiii		11-20 years		yes		3		no		3092		1997		yes		yes		5. Fully realized		As predicted, between 1983 and 2000, satellite weather forecasts were being used for irrigation management. 		3. Moderate interpretation		Moderate interpretation needed, since a specific realization year could not be identified. However, the language used (e.g. "promising") and absence of readily available data regarding the topic before 1997 suggest the recency of this technology. 		yes				2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.6470588235		2000		1983		5.5		5.5		Usable

		3093		Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Division. Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future. OH, Columbus: Battelle Press, 1983. 		Industry organizations, associations, and societies		Between 1983 and 2000, most large farms will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated

		74		1983		Source was published in 1983 and the findings were made public in 1983 as well.

		xv		Multiple				179		Study relies on interviews with experts and on literature.

		Natural Resources		Northern America		Americas		The report specifies that it is taking a "look at prospective U.S. agricultural developments."

		xv		Northern America		Americas		Battelle, an American institution located in Ohio, produced the findings behind this report. Moreover, an American government organization, Production Credit Associations, sponsored this report.

		xiii		11-20 years		yes		4		no		3093		1996		yes		yes		3. Almost realized		Ground truth sources indicate that most "large farms"in the U.S. (which the USDA defines as those whose gross annual sales are between $250,000 and $500,000) belonged to non-family corporations in 1995. This did not change until "about 1996," according to a 2013 Washington Post article (and corroborated by a 1999 article by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis), when families began to own and/or operate the majority of farms in the U.S., including large farms. 		4. Little interpretation		Some interpretation involved in determining what constitutes "large" farm. 		yes				2000		1983		1991.5		yes				0.5294117647		2000		1983		4.5		4.5		Usable








Ground_Truth_Evidence.csv

		Record ID		Forecast Statement		Ground Truth Source - Citation		Quote or Comment		Ground Truth Evidence ID#

		1970		"It is forecast that it will be possible by the year 2000 to provide nearly fully closed (fully recycling) biologica1 life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. These systems could have reliable lifetimes of several years, and "farm" areas of the order of 103 square meters per capita. However, very little advance has occurred in this area to date."		Claude A. Piantadosi, The Biology of Human Survival: Life and Death in Extreme Environments, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003).		Purely closed systems are beyond today's technology because of flaws such as accumulation of useless by-products and leaks in the system.		1258

		1970		"It is forecast that it will be possible by the year 2000 to provide nearly fully closed (fully recycling) biologica1 life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. These systems could have reliable lifetimes of several years, and "farm" areas of the order of 103 square meters per capita. However, very little advance has occurred in this area to date."		Wilfried Ley, Klaus Wittmann and Willi Hallmann, Handbook of Space Technology, (United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons, 2009).		Self-contained, completely closed systems which can be harvested will probably not exist for the time being; in most cases something has to be either added to the system somewhere or removed from somewhere else.		1259

		1970		"It is forecast that it will be possible by the year 2000 to provide nearly fully closed (fully recycling) biologica1 life support systems for large crews in space or on the Moon. These systems could have reliable lifetimes of several years, and "farm" areas of the order of 103 square meters per capita. However, very little advance has occurred in this area to date."		Jones, Harry W. "Would Current International Space Station (ISS) Recycling Life Support Systems Save Mass on a Mars Transit?" 47th International Conference on Environmental Systems, July 20, 2017. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20170007268.pdf.		An evaluation of current recycling systems determining that technology is not sufficiently developed for a completely-enclosed system or a sufficiently efficient system to be capable of bring a significant crew to Mars		3417

		1971		"It will be possible in the time period in question to develop reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. Such vehicles could be capable of delivering payloads of a few hundred thousand kilograms to low Earth-orbit at a cost of $50 per kilogram, or less."		Wilfried Ley, Klaus Wittmann and Willi Hallmann, Handbook of Space Technology, (United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons, 2009).		With the Space Shuttle (first launched in April 1981) a partially reusable and very capable system became available for the USA.		1263

		1971		"It will be possible in the time period in question to develop reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. Such vehicles could be capable of delivering payloads of a few hundred thousand kilograms to low Earth-orbit at a cost of $50 per kilogram, or less."		Mike Wall, "SpaceX Unveils Plan for World's First Fully Reusable Rocket," SPACE.com, September 30, 2011, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.space.com/13140-spacex-private-reusable-rocket-elon-musk.html.		The private spaceflight firm SpaceX will try to build the world's first completely reusable rocket and spaceship, a space travel method that could open the gates of Mars for humanity, the company's milionaire CEO Elon Musk announced Thursday (Sept. 29).



A fully reusable rocket would dramatically decrease the cost of lofting cargo and humans to space, making the exploration and colonization of other worlds such as Mars more feasible, Musk said in a speech at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.		1264

		1971		"It will be possible in the time period in question to develop reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. Such vehicles could be capable of delivering payloads of a few hundred thousand kilograms to low Earth-orbit at a cost of $50 per kilogram, or less."		Valerie Neal, "Viewpoint: The space shuttle - 'magnificent flying machine'," BBC News, July 21, 2011, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-14173630.		The towering complete launch vehicle and the winged orbiter merely by their appearance suggest a rich technical legacy, but perhaps even more significant are the less visible social legacies of the world's first - and to date only - versatile, reusable spacecraft.



The space shuttle signaled a new era in space and markedly expanded the scope of human activity there.		1265

		1971		"It will be possible in the time period in question to develop reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy lift vehicles for low-cost Earth-to-orbit transportation. Such vehicles could be capable of delivering payloads of a few hundred thousand kilograms to low Earth-orbit at a cost of $50 per kilogram, or less."		Shanklin, Emily. "Falcon Heavy Test Launch." SpaceX.com. February 07, 2018. Accessed June 19, 2018. http://www.spacex.com/news/2018/02/07/falcon-heavy-test-launch.		Test flight of the SpaceX Falcon Heavy launch vehicle, with recovery of two-thirds of the boosters. Demonstration flight did not include costs per kilogram to launch, but no estimates are on the same order of magnitude as $50/kg.		3418

		1972		"The next 25 years will see a steady and rapid growth in the amount of data collected in space and returned to the Earth, combined with the necessity for acquiring, processing and disseminating this information at low cost. These two factors will provide the stimuli for the technological evolution of space-related information systems."		Richard S. Carnahan, Stephen M. Corey and John B. Snow, "A Rapid Prototyping/Artificial Intelligence Approach To Space Station-Era Information Management And Access," Telematics and Informatics, 6:3 (1989): 273–297.





		For decades, NASA and other agencies (e.g., NOAA,  NCAR, EROS) have collected vast amounts of scientific data in support of Earth and space research. For the value of  this data to be fully realized, it must be easily accessed in a  timely manner not only by those researchers directly associated with a particular mission or project, but also by researchers who are involved in the domain of interest as well as those in related scientific fields. To complicate the situation, the amount of data being collected or generated is increasing exponentially and should continue to grow in the future.		1246

		1972		"The next 25 years will see a steady and rapid growth in the amount of data collected in space and returned to the Earth, combined with the necessity for acquiring, processing and disseminating this information at low cost. These two factors will provide the stimuli for the technological evolution of space-related information systems."		Lawrence Wald, Thomas Kacpura,and  Dennis Kershner, "An advanced Ka band phased array communication system at commercial frequencies," The Smithsonian/NASA Astrophysics Data System, January, 2000, accessed June 7, 2012, http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2000AIPC..504..643W.		The project will also demonstrate new digital modulation and processing technology that will allow transmission of user/platform data at rates up to 1200 Mbits per second. This capability will enable the management of the substantially increased amounts of data to be collected from the International Space Station (ISS) or other LEO platforms directly to NASA field centers, principal investigators, or into the commercial terrestrial communications network.		1266

		1973		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		Willi Freeden, M. Zuhair Nashed and Thomas Sonar, Handbook of Geomathematics, Volume 1, (Berlin: Springer, 2010).		The volume of data transmitted to the ground by ESA EO satellites is particularly high Envisat satellite transmits about 270 GB of data every day; the future Sentinel-1 satellite will transmit about 900 GB of data every day.		1247

		1973		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		National Research Council, Utilization of Operational Environmental Satellite Data: Ensuring Readiness for 2010 and Beyond, (Washington D.C.: National Academies Press, 2004).		EOSDIS is managing extraordinary rates and volumes of scientific data. The Terra spacecraft produces 194 gigabytes of data per day... In addition to Terra, Landsat 7 is producing 150 gigabytes of data per day... In august 1999, NASA's entire Earth science data holdings were estimate at about 284 terabytes.		1248

		1973		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		NASA, "NASA to Demonstrate Communications Via Laser Beam," news release, September 22, 2011, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/features/laser-comm.html.		"Just as the home Internet user hit the wall with dial-up, NASA is approaching the limit of what its existing communications network can handle," he said.  



The solution is to augment NASA's legacy radio-based network, which includes a fleet of tracking and data relay satellites and a network of ground stations, with optical systems, which could increase data rates by anywhere from 10 to 100 times.		1249

		1973		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		Ma, Yan, Lizhe Wang, Peng Liu, and Rajiv Ranjan. "Towards Building a Data-intensive Index for Big Data Computing – A Case Study of Remote Sensing Data Processing." Information Sciences 319 (October 2015): 171-88. Accessed June 19, 2018. doi:10.1016/j.ins.2014.10.006.		Table attached

"Satellites | Data Amount (GB/Day)

ZY-3 | 494.38"		3416

		1973		"By the year 2000, imaging devices on Earth application satellites will be capable of returning a thousand times more data than in 1975, that is, an increase from 10^10 to 10^11 bits/day to 10^13 to 10^15 bits/ day."		K.Devaraj1,R.Kingsbury,M.Ligon,J.Breu,V.Vittaldev,B.Klofas, P. Yeon, K. Colton, “Dove High Speed Downlink System,” Proceedings of the 31th Annual AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites, pp. 1-9 (2017).		"These co-optimized systems are tightly cou- pled and work together to achieve record downlink speeds of 220 Mbps and data volumes of over 4 ter- abytes per day. Figure 8 shows monthly aggregated historical downlink data rates"		3419

		1975		"By the year 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be reduced by a factor of approximately 100 through application of information extraction and encoding methods. Users will interact with spacecraft and satellite image processing systems to select and control the criteria employed in on-board information extraction."		NASA, "Skylab Experiments: Volume 2 - Remote Sensing of Earth Resources," (Washington D.C.: NASA, 1973).		The sheer volume of the data obtained makes digital data processing techniques, using computers, desirable in order to allow data interpretation and analysis within a reasonable time interval. The 25 reels of magnetic tape resulting from the Skylab earth resource missions are capable of providing up to 30 to 40 gigabits of data.		1268

		1975		"By the year 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be reduced by a factor of approximately 100 through application of information extraction and encoding methods. Users will interact with spacecraft and satellite image processing systems to select and control the criteria employed in on-board information extraction."		National Research Council, Utilization of Operational Environmental Satellite Data: Ensuring Readiness for 2010 and Beyond, (Washington D.C.: National Academies Press, 2004).		EOSDIS is managing extraordinary rates and volumes of scientific data. The Terra spacecraft produces 194 gigabytes of data per day... In addition to Terra, Landsat 7 is producing 150 gigabytes of data per day... In august 1999, NASA's entire Earth science data holdings were estimate at about 284 terabytes.		1272

		1975		"By the year 2000, the volume of transmitted data required to meet a set of space-mission objectives will be reduced by a factor of approximately 100 through application of information extraction and encoding methods. Users will interact with spacecraft and satellite image processing systems to select and control the criteria employed in on-board information extraction."		Dr. Alex Burg, space systems expert at Bryce Space and Technology		"it’s actually been the exact opposite.  The volume of transmitted data has increased by many orders of magnitude.  In 1974, people did not foresee the effects of Moore’s Law and did not understand the growth of computers and information technology.  We are transmitting far more data.  Although there have been significant advancements in data compression, the more important advancements for these purposes have been in total data generation capability and data processing and throughput.”		3428

		1976		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		Paul Evans, "Solar power beamed from space within a decade?" GizMag, February 22, 2009, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.gizmag.com/solar-power-space-satellite/11064/.		The concept of Space-Based Solar Power (SBSP) has been doing the rounds for decades with fantastic claims of 24 hour a day solar power beamed from space via microwave to any point on earth. A start up company called Space Energy, Inc says it plans to develop SBSP satellites to generate and transmit electricity to receivers on the Earth's surface. To do this, the company plans to create and launch a prototype satellite into low earth orbit (LEO). The hitch: this concept is based on as yet unproven technology



SBSP was theorized over 40 years ago by renowned scientist Dr. Peter Glaser. Since then, in response to periodic energy crises, the idea has been re-evaluated from time to time by the U.S. Department of Energy, NASA, major aerospace companies and countries such as Japan and India.		1276

		1976		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		Prachi Patel, "Laser Propulsion Could Beam Rockets into Space," Space.com, January 21, 2011, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.space.com/10658-laser-rocket-propulsion-technology.html.		Instead of explosive chemical reactions onboard a rocket, the new concept, called beamed thermal propulsion, involves propelling a rocket by shining laser light or microwaves at it from the ground. The technology would make possible a reusable single-stage rocket that has two to five times more payload space than conventional rockets, which would cut the cost of sending payloads into low-Earth orbit.



NASA is now conducting a study to examine the possibility of using beamed energy propulsion for space launches. The study is expected to conclude by March 2011.		1277

		1976		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		"Solar power from space: Beam it down, Scotty," The Economist, June 23, 2011, accessed June 7, 2012, http://www.economist.com/node/18864324.		THE idea of collecting solar energy in space and beaming it to Earth has been around for at least 70 years. In “Reason”, a short story by Isaac Asimov that was published in 1941, a space station transmits energy collected from the sun to various planets using microwave beams.



This summer, Stephen Sweeney and his colleagues will test a laser that would do the job which Asimov assigned to microwaves. Certainly, microwaves would work: a test carried out in 2008 transmitted useful amounts of microwave energy between two Hawaiian islands 148km (92 miles) apart, so penetrating the 100km of the atmosphere would be a doddle. But microwaves spread out as they propagate. A collector on Earth that was picking up power from a geostationary satellite orbiting at an altitude of 35,800km would need to be spread over hundreds of square metres. Using a laser means the collector need be only tens of square metres in area.



Whether the Astrium system will remain a specialised novelty or will be the forerunner of something more like the cosmic power stations of Asimov’s imagination is anybody’s guess. But if it comes to pass at all, it will be an intriguing example, like the geostationary communications satellites dreamed up by Asimov’s contemporary, Arthur C. Clarke, of the musings of a science-fiction author becoming science fact.		1278

		1976		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		NASA, "Beam it Down, Scotty!," NASA Science News, March 23, 2001, accessed June 7, 2012, http://science1.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2001/ast23mar_1/.		NASA's involvement in space solar power, or SSP for short, began after the oil embargo of the mid-1970's when the space agency (working under the leadership of the US Department of Energy) began to study alternative energy sources that might result in less dependence on foreign oil.



Proposed space solar power systems utilize well-known physical principles -- namely, the conversion of sunlight to electricity by means of photovoltaic cells



Once the Sun's energy is captured in space, what do you do with it?



One possibility is to convert stored solar energy to microwave radiation and beam it down to a combination rectifier-antenna, called a rectenna, located in an isolated area. The rectenna would convert the microwave energy back to DC (direct current) power. According to Marzwell, the dangers of being close to the microwave beam would be similar to the dangers of cell phone transmissions, microwave ovens or high-power electrical transmission lines.



"There is a risk element but you can reduce it," said Marzwell. "You can put these small receivers in the desert or in the mountains away from populated areas."



Lasers are also under consideration for beaming the energy from space. Using lasers would eliminate most of the problems associated with microwave but under a current treaty with Russia, the U.S. is prohibited from beaming high-power lasers from outer space.



All in all, the positive aspects of such a system appear to outweigh the negative ones. Space-based solar power offers energy from an unending source with no emissions and very little environmental impact.		1275

		1976		"Only laser and microwave beam systems are considered to be feasible during the next 25 years for transmitting large amounts of power between systems in space or between the Earth and space, with the microwave systems being the most advanced and appearing to be the most desirable for use in cislunar space over the time period in question."		Zeng, Yong, Bruno Clerckx, and Rui Zhang. "Communications and Signals Design for Wireless Power Transmission." IEEE Transactions on Communications 65, no. 5 (May 2017): 2264-290. Accessed June 19, 2018. doi:10.1109/tcomm.2017.2676103.		No achievement listed goes beyond the development phase: "2015 | Japan announced successful power beaming to a small device." 		3423

		1982		"The trend of most significance for space - related information management activities is the growth in the sheer volume of data sent back to Earth by satellites and by extraterrestrial spacecraft and probes. An extrapolation to the year 2000 of the expected return of imaging data from a series of projected or planned Earth-applications satellites (Forecast FC 3-1) shows that the daily rate will be 10^13 - 10^15 bits."		NASA, "Terra," June 5, 2012, accessed June 7, 2012, http://science.nasa.gov/missions/terra/.		Phase: Operating 



Launch Date: December 18, 1999



Terra (formerly EOS AM-1) is the flagship satellite of NASA's Earth observing systems. Terra is the first EOS (Earth Observing System) platform and provides global data on the state of the atmosphere, land, and oceans, as well as their interactions with solar radiation and with one another.		1251

		1982		"The trend of most significance for space - related information management activities is the growth in the sheer volume of data sent back to Earth by satellites and by extraterrestrial spacecraft and probes. An extrapolation to the year 2000 of the expected return of imaging data from a series of projected or planned Earth-applications satellites (Forecast FC 3-1) shows that the daily rate will be 10^13 - 10^15 bits."		National Research Council, Utilization of Operational Environmental Satellite Data: Ensuring Readiness for 2010 and Beyond, (Washington D.C.: National Academies Press, 2004).		EOSDIS is managing extraordinary rates and volumes of scientific data. The Terra spacecraft produces 194 gigabytes of data per day... In addition to Terra, Landsat 7 is producing 150 gigabytes of data per day... In august 1999, NASA's entire Earth science data holdings were estimate at about 284 terabytes.		1252

		1982		"The trend of most significance for space - related information management activities is the growth in the sheer volume of data sent back to Earth by satellites and by extraterrestrial spacecraft and probes. An extrapolation to the year 2000 of the expected return of imaging data from a series of projected or planned Earth-applications satellites (Forecast FC 3-1) shows that the daily rate will be 10^13 - 10^15 bits."		Willi Freeden, M. Zuhair Nashed and Thomas Sonar, Handbook of Geomathematics, Volume 1, (Berlin: Springer, 2010).		The volume of data transmitted to the ground by ESA EO satellites is particularly high Envisat satellite transmits about 270 GB of data every day; the future Sentinel-1 satellite will transmit about 900 GB of data every day.		1253

		1982		"The trend of most significance for space - related information management activities is the growth in the sheer volume of data sent back to Earth by satellites and by extraterrestrial spacecraft and probes. An extrapolation to the year 2000 of the expected return of imaging data from a series of projected or planned Earth-applications satellites (Forecast FC 3-1) shows that the daily rate will be 10^13 - 10^15 bits."		K.Devaraj1,R.Kingsbury,M.Ligon,J.Breu,V.Vittaldev,B.Klofas, P. Yeon, K. Colton, “Dove High Speed Downlink System,” Proceedings of the 31th Annual AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites, pp. 1-9 (2017).		"These co-optimized systems are tightly cou- pled and work together to achieve record downlink speeds of 220 Mbps and data volumes of over 4 ter- abytes per day. Figure 8 shows monthly aggregated historical downlink data rates"		3422

		1995		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,

but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		NASA Aerospace Technology Innovation, Advanced Technologies, Communications Satellite Serves Space Projects, Volume 8, Number 5, September/October 2000

http://ipp.nasa.gov/innovation/Innovation_85/R-16937-Web-V8N5/atcomm.html

 		     TDRS-8 features the following new and improved services: S-band Single Access: Two 15-foot diameter steerable antennas used at the 2.0 to 2.3 GHz (gigahertz) band will supply robust communications to user satellites with smaller antennas and receive telemetry and range-safety data from expendable rockets during launch. Ku-band Single Access: The same two large antennas, operating at 13.7 to 15.0 GHz, will provide high data-rate support to the International Space Station with high-resolution digital television, and will dump large volumes of data at rates up to 300 Mbps (megabits per second).		2073

		1995		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,

but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		NASA Glenn Research Center, Fact Sheets, The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS), Accessed July 5, 2012,

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/about/fs13grc.html		 ACTS measures 47.1 feet from tip to tip of its solar arrays and 29.9 feet (9,1 m) across from its main receiving and transmitting antenna. At the beginning of its on-orbit life, it weighed 3250 pounds.		2074

		1995		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,

but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		Solar System Exploration: Missions: By Name: E: Explorer 49, Accessed July 5,2012,

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions/profile.cfm?Print=1&Sort=Alpha&Alias=Explorer%2049&Letter=E&Display=ReadMore&FIELDNAMES=		The first antenna measuring more than 180m in diameter was Explorer 49 antenna back in 1971, but no information on frequency available

Antenna Diameter: 183 meters (would have been 457 m if fully extended)		2076

		1995		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,

but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		 NASA Data Center, Skyterra 1, Accessed July 5,2012,

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecraftDisplay.do?id=2010-061A

 		The closest we got in 2010 - SkyTerra 1, a commercial communication satellite, was launched from Baikonur at 17:29 UT on 14 November 2010. It carries a 22-m diameter L-band antenna, the largest commercial antenna reflector ever built.		2077

		1995		"Large spacecraft antennas enable data to be transmitted at high rates over large distances. Because the beamwidths of such antennas are narrow, accurate beam steering is needed. Gross steering will be accomplished mechanically,

but fine beam-steering will be done electronically with a multiple-feed phased array. The antennas will have to be sufficiently stiff structurally that they will not undergo excessive distortion while being steered. It is assumed that the spacecraft will be sufficiently far from massive objects that gravitationally-induced distortions will be negligible during antenna use. It is further assumed that three-axis stabilization will be employed. Recent work done for the Large Space Telescope indicates that stabilization accuracies of 0.001 arc second are now possible. By the year 2000, the maximum antenna diameter for frequencies up to 15 GHz will be 180 m."		Assessment on Use of Spectrum in the 13-17 GHz Range for the GSO Fixed-satellite Service in Regions 2 and 3. Report no. Report ITU-R S.2366-0. Radiocommunication Sector, International Telecommunication Union. S Series. Geneva, Switzerland: International Telecommunication Union, 2015.		Page 7: "Table 5-1 contains some maximal characteristics for the FSS in the 10-17 GHz band. The impact of each transmission type should be evaluated individually."

The table on Page 8 (attached to ground truth source) shows "Single-Entry characteristics for the [Fixed Satellite Service] FSS in the 13-17 GHz band" "range of antenna sizes (m)" and the highest value found is "9.1"		3427

		1997		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		[1] NASA, . "NASA Schedules SR-71 Flights Over SouthWest, Release 94-2." Last modified Jan 21, 1994. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/news/NewsReleases/1994/94-2.html.		1994 - The experiment is being conducted by Motorola's Satellite Communications Division, Chandler , Ariz. It is part of ongoing work to test prototype equipment for the IRIDIUM system which is being developed to permit any type of telephone transmission - voice, data, FAX, paging -- to reach its destination anywhere on Earth, at anytime of the day or night. The system is expected to become operational in 1998.		1491

		1997		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		[2] NASA, . "Astronomy Picture of the Day." Last modified May 2, 2000. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap000502.html.		2000 - Of these, flares from any of the 66 Iridium satellites can be particularly bright, sometimes even approaching the brightness of the Moon.		1492

		1997		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		[3] NASA, . "Astronomy Picture of the Day." Last modified April 2, 1998. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap980402.html.		1998 - Iridium is the 77th element and so was a good name for the originally intended constellation of 77 satellites. Subsequently, plans were scaled down to 66 satellites with about 51 now in orbit and glinting away.		1495

		1997		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."		NASA, . "SPACEWARN Bulletin, SPX-580." Last modified February 28, 2002. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://nssdcftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/miscellaneous/spacewarn/spx.580.		2002 - Iridium 91, Iridium 90, Iridium 94, Iridium 95, and Iridium 96 are the latest additions to the fleet of 73 (66 + 7 spares) Iridium satellites . They were launched by a Delta 2 rocket from Vandenberg AFB at 17:44 UT on 11 February 2002. The fleet enables link between phones from anywhere to anywhere on the globe. Currently, its main user is the US Department of Defense (DoD)		1498

		1998		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."

		 NASA, Spacecraft Antenna Research and Development Activities Aimed  at Future Missions, John Huang, page 517-519

http://descanso.jpl.nasa.gov/Monograph/series8/Descanso8_10.pdf		  By early 2000, the development of reflectarray had mushroomed and several performance improvement techniques are worth mentioning here. One used multi-layer stacked patches to improve the reflectarray bandwidth from a few percent to more than ten percent [38]. As an extension to the 1-m X-band  inflatable reflectarray mentioned above, a 3-m Ka-band inflatable reflectarray consisting of 200,000 elements was also developed [39], which is currently known as the electrically largest reflectarray.  1

·         These printed reflectarrays came in various forms, as shown in Fig. 10-31 [Fig. 10-31.  Various reflectarray elements: (a) identical patches with variable-length phase delay lines; (b) variable-size dipoles; (c) variable-size patches; (d) variable angular rotations., but all have flat low-profile and low-mass reflecting surfaces] 1		2078

		1998		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."

		NASA Science News, IMAGE First Light, June 5, 2000

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2000/ast05jun_1m/		IMAGE has 2 spin-plane dipole antennas (along the spacecraft X and Y axis) and one spin-axis dipole antenna (along the spacecraft Z axis). The X and Y axis antennas are 1647 ft or 500 meters tip-to-tip each. These antennas are 182 ft longer than the height of the Empire State Building, making the IMAGE spacecraft the largest dipole antenna system currently in space. 2		2079

		1998		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."

		Signal Processing For a Lunar Array: Minimizing Power Consumption, Larry D'Addario, JPL/Caltech and Samuel Simmons, MIT, 2011

http://trs-new.jpl.nasa.gov/dspace/bitstream/2014/41895/1/11-0246.pdf		Dark Ages Radio Interferometer (DALI) - 300 stations each consisting of 1500 printed dipole elements 3		2080

		1998		"It appears reasonable to assume that the overall trend of improvements will continue unabated at the above rate for the remainder of this century, although we lack knowledge of the technologies which will surface to permit such growth. Thus, by the year 2000 three orders of magnitude improvement in available processing capability is expected. If we consider, as state-of-the-art today, a Fast-Fourier-Transform Unit which can develop in real-time a 1024-point Discrete Fourier Transform of a 100 kHz signal, a comparable unit by the year 2000 should be able to provide a 105~point transform of a 10& Hz signal, or perhaps a 104-point transform of a 107-Hz signal, at no increase in cost over today's unit. By the year 2000, the amateur geologist should be able to easily acquire a pocket instrument with the same capabilities as today's state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Unit; just as he can today obtain a handheld calculator with a power which noticeably exceeds that of many early computers. It is futile to speculate on all the applications which will surface as a result of the year 2000 capability. Those we can see today are extensions of today's experience. Those which will dominate the year 2000 are impractical or inconceivable today, such as:

(1) Personnel communications via random access satellite links.

(2) Achievement of large antenna aperture with arrays of billions of small dipole elements.

 (3) Processing 10 -Hz bandwidth to 1-Hz bandwidth resolution in near real-time."

		"List of Space Telescopes." Wikipedia. June 19, 2018. Accessed June 20, 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_space_telescopes.		No space-observing systems with a greater number of dipole elements have been launched recently or are expected to be launched in the near future.		3425

		1999		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		 NASA, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)

https://www.spacecomm.nasa.gov/spacecomm/programs/tdrss/default.cfm		The first Generation 2 Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, TDRS-H, launched in June 2000 

		2090

		1999		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		NASA Facts, Three Newly Designed Tracking and Data Relay Satellites To Help Replenish Existing On-Orbit Fleet, September 2001

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/pdf/97440main_TDRS_fs_9.18.pdf		The Ku-band also can dump huge volumes of data at rates up to 300 megabits per second (Mbps), which is 5,000 times faster than the standard "56K" home computer modem.		2091

		1999		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		NASA, TDRS-J Description

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecraftDisplay.do?id=2002-055A		Forecast is not achieved yet. Last TDRS-J lunched in 2002 has the same data transmission rate as TDRS-H.		2092

		1999		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		 NASA, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)

https://www.spacecomm.nasa.gov/spacecomm/programs/tdrss/default.cfm		 Next Generations 3 launch (TDRS-K) is currently in production.		2093

		1999		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		"TDRS-L." NASA.gov. Accessed June 19, 2018. https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/TDRS-LMediaGuide-FINAL.pdf.		Briefer on most recent TDRS satellite, launched in 2017. No publicized increase in data bandwidth		3420

		2000		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		Optical Communications for Deep Space Missions, Keith Wilson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Michael Enoch, Emergent Information  Technologies, Inc, IEEE Communications Magazine  August 2000, http://grctechlib.grc.nasa.gov/public/digital/sg/MarsScout/Optical%20communications%20for%20deep%20space%20missions.pdf		Page was not provided for source. 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has had a long interest  in optical communications  for  use in deep  space  exploration missions. Lasercomm technology  offers  the  promise  of significant  advantages over RF  in terms of  communication system performance,  and  spacecraft mass and power savings. This paper  describes the activities at JPL  t o  evaluate optical communication systems for use on  deep  space exploration spacecraft.  1



·         To  support its future lasercomm demonstrations, NASA/JPL is building a 1 m Optical Communications Telescope Laboratory (OCTL) transceiver  station at  its Table Mountain Facility (TMF) in the  San Gabriel Mountains of Southern California. The  telescope is being built by Brashear-LP of  Pittsburgh ,  Pennsylvania   and  first  light  is expected in August 2001. Key goals for OCTL are to: Conduct communication experiments  and  demonstrations  with laser-bearing spacecraft from low Eearth orbit  (LEO) to  deep space; Develop optical spacecraft communications technologies,  with an  emphasis on deep space applications		1974

		2000		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Optical Phase Recovery and Locking in a PPM Laser Communication Link, May 2012 http://naca.larc.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20120009256&hterms=optical+communication+space+optical+communication&qs=Ntx%3Dmode%2Bmatchall%257Cmode%2Bmatchall%26t%3D0%26Ntk%3DAll%7CAll%26Ns%3DPublication-Date%7C1%26N%3D0%26Ntt%3Dspace%2Boptical%2Bcommunication%257Coptical%2Bcommunication		Forecast is not achieved yet.

Free-space optical communication holds great promise for future space missions requiring high data rates. For data communication in deep space, the current architecture employs pulse position modulation (PPM). In this scheme, the light is transmitted and detected as pulses within an array of time slots.		1975

		2000		"By the year 2000, the TDRSS system will be expanded to meet increasing satellite tracking and data acquisition and relay needs. Data will be acquired and relayed at gigabit rates. While most communication will continue at K-bands, greater loads and larger bandwidth needs will force use of higher bands. Satellite-to-satellite links will be optical."		Fields, Renny, Carl Lunde, Robert Wong, Josef Wicker, David Kozlowski, John Jordan, Brian Hansen, Gerd Muehlnikel, Wayne Scheel, Uwe Sterr, Ralph Kahle, and Rolf Meyer. "NFIRE-to-TerraSAR-X Laser Communication Results: Satellite Pointing, Disturbances, and Other Attributes Consistent with Successful Performance." Sensors and Systems for Space Applications III, May 01, 2009. Accessed June 13, 2018. doi:10.1117/12.820393.		Abstract: "Starting in late 2007 and continuing through the present, NFIRE (Near-Field Infrared Experiment), a Missile Defense Agency (MDA) experimental satellite and TerraSAR-X, a German commercial SAR satellite have been conducting mutual crosslink experiments utilizing a secondary laser communication payload built by Tesat-Spacecom."		3414

		2001		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tehcnology, Deep Space Network, History

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/history/dsn47.html		64-Meter Antenna, Goldstone, California - The first reception of spacecraft signals by the antenna occurred on March 18, 1966, when Mariner 4 was approaching solar occultation across the solar system from Earth.		2086

		2001		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tehcnology, Deep Space Network, History

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/history/dsn29.html		26-Meter Antenna, Madrid, Spain. The station (DSS 61) was ready for system checkout in May 1965 and began participating in Mariner 4 operations in July.		2087

		2001		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, Voyager Mission Support, N.  Fanel and H.  Nance, Deep Space Network Operations Section

http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19800017849_1980017849.pdf  		The  implementation  of   the  SIX-band  capability  and upgrade  of   DSS  61  from  a  26-meter-diameter  antenna  to  a 34-meter-diameter  antenna  was  completed  on  1 March  1980.		2088

		2001		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tehcnology, Deep Space Network, History

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/history/dsn53.html

 		64-Meter Antenna at Tidbinbilla [Tidbinbilla Valley, about 35 killometers (22 miles) southwest of Canberra, Australia's capital], Australia - Installation of the subreflector, multicone, and control-room electronics followed, and during the period of subsystem testing the antenna supported the Apollo 17 manned lunar landing mission (December 1972) as a backup to the Parkes radio telescope.		2089

		2002		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, "Deep Space Network, Antennas", accessed July 5 2012,

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/antennas/index.html		All the stations are remotely operated from a centralized Signal Processing Center (SPC) at each complex. The Centers house the electronic subsystems that point and control the antennas, receive and process the telemetry data, transmit commands, and generate the spacecraft navigation data.		2068

		2002		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		DSN Control  Center  Operations  Section, Giotto Mission Support, C. Stelzried TDA  Technology  Development

http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19870005920_1987005920.pdf		Technology was present in 1985 - Fig.  1. -  Giotto DSN/ESOC data flow configuration – All the stations have been linked and equipped with SPC

		2069

		2002		"The probable configuration for deep-space communication stations on Earth for the 1985 period will be two 64-meter antennas plus one 26- meter antenna at each of the stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Standard coherent telemetry, command, and twoway tracking will be available along with noncoherent processing at a central location via a 10-MHz bandwidth ground-communication-facilities link. Increased use of differenced radiometric tracking data will reduce sensitivity to ionospheric and tropospheric effects on frequency and time standards for all tracking declinations. S-band uplinks will be used at all stations. Goldstone will also have an X-band uplink. Both S- and X-band downlinks will be available at all stations with an added K-band capability at Goldstone. Network monitoring and control will be largely automated by 1985."		NASA, Deep Space Network, Deep Space Network Operations Control Center at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, accessed July 5, 2012.

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/history/dsn43.html		 In 1964 - The three-story Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) was completed in October 1963 and dedicated on May 14, 1964. In its initial configuration, the facility contained 31æconsoles, 100 closed-circuit television cameras, and more than 200 television displays. More than 50 tons of wiring and cabling were needed to tie the communications and computer equipment together. The early missions supported in this facility were Rangers 6 to 9 and Mariner. At each console in the Network Operations Control Center, Network personnel maintain continuous communication with the operations supervisors at each of the Deep Space Communications complexes. The facility also houses flight-project personnel involved in spacecraft navigation and monitoring and science-payload operations.		2070

		2004		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Metz, C. "TCP over Satellite...the Final Frontier." IEEE Internet Computing 3, no. 1 (January/February 1999): 76-80. Accessed June 13, 2018. doi:10.1109/4236.747326.		"Speed Limits on the Internet

The thousands of concatenated networks that form the global Internet contain a wide variety of transmission technologies that vary in distance, topology, cost and speed. How do satellite transmission speeds, which range from 9.6 kbps up to 622 Mbps, stack up against other popular technologies? A dial-up analog circuit provides a single residential subscriber with a convenient and simple 28.8 kbps (kilobit per second) access connection into the Internet. Local area networks (LANs) such as Ethernet offer unicast and multicast connection services to applications and wide area network (WAN) routers in “campus” proximity to each other at speeds up to 1 Gbps (gigabits per second). Routers in turn are connected to each other by WAN point-to-point links covering hundreds and thousands of miles at speeds ranging from 64 kbps up to OC48 (2.4 Gbps). Now emerging technologies such as Distributed Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) in conjunction with the existing but growing fiber-optic installed base will make it possible to support link speeds up to OC192 (10 Gbps) and beyond."		3408

		2004		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Giggenbach, D. "Mobile Optical High-speed Data Links with Small Terminals." Unmanned/Unattended Sensors and Sensor Networks VI, September 17, 2009. Accessed June 18, 2018. doi:10.1117/12.831141.		"The advantages of optical links in contrast to conventional RF-links can be summarized as follows:

- High data rates (100Mbps to over 1Gbps, factor 10 to 100 compared to conventional mobile RF-links)"		3409

		2004		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Japan. National Institute of Information and Communications Technology. Free-Space Laser Communications: The Japanese Experience. By Morio Toyoshima. Accessed June 18, 2018. https://conference.vde.com/ecoc-2009/programs/documents/moriotoyoshima.pdf.		The attached slide shows that the "Classical limit" for data rates remained around 622 Mbps (per 1999 ground truth source) until TerraSAR-X – however this demonstration was specifically for a satellite link with the U.S. NFIRE satellite.		3411

		2004		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Giggenbach, D., J. Horwath, and M. Knapek. "Optical Data Downlinks from Earth Observation Platforms." Free-Space Laser Communication Technologies XXI, February 12, 2009. Accessed June 18, 2018. doi:10.1117/12.811152.		The table (attached) shows no data downlink from a satellite to the Earth had yet achieved 1 Gbps speeds, although a stratospheric balloon and a satellite-to-satellite link had by this point exceeded 1 Gbps.		3412

		2004		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		Fields, R., D. Kozlowski, H. Yura, R. Wong, J. Wicker, C. Lunde, M. Gregory, B. Wandernoth, and F. Heine. "5.625 Gbps Bidirectional Laser Communications Measurements between the NFIRE Satellite and an Optical Ground Station." 2011 International Conference on Space Optical Systems and Applications (ICSOS), May 2011. Accessed June 18, 2018. doi:10.1109/icsos.2011.5783708.		"To our knowledge the results reported here constitute the first repeated high data rate (5.6 Gbps) low earth orbit bidirectional laser communication. During the late spring and summer of 2010, the atmospheric conditions during both day and night at Tenerife were statistically well represented by the Maui3 profile. Consistent high data rate scintillation index was provided during a high percentage of the links."		3413

		2005		"Satellite communication capability over the next 25 years will exceed gigabit data rates over microwave and optical links. Three types of satellite links will be in use: satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-low-Earth-orbit, and satellite-to- Earth. Satellite optical links will communicate to a multitude of Earth receiving stations, widely separated geographically and connected to a central-processor site with optical and microwave ground links. Satellite communication will continue to lower the cost of communication, making it largely independent of communication distance."		NASA, History of NASA GSFC Tracking Services

http://esc.gsfc.nasa.gov/157.html



 		1975 - Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) [Satellite to Earth]. STDN reduced the total number of stations available to 18 and upgraded the remaining sites to perform specific functions at higher data rates (128 Kbps for Shuttle support, for example), either in support of the upcoming Space Shuttle program, or in supporting specific types of LEO satellites. 



·         April 1983 - TDRS-1 Deployed by Space Shuttle Challenger [Satellite to Satellite]. In September 1983, TDRS-1 supported its first Shuttle mission and provided more communication support for this one mission than the STDN network had provided to the previous 7 Shuttle missions added together.  A single ground terminal at White Sands, NM is used to transfer data to/from TDRS satellites and to ensure their health. 



·         1989 - TDRSS Network Achieves Full Operational Capability [Satellite to LOE – Low Earth Orbit] - With a three satellite constellation (two operational satellites and one on-orbit spare) able to provide 100% orbital coverage for satellites above 650 miles in altitude (lower orbits had a small period in each orbit where they were not able to communicate with either operational satellite, known as the Zone of Exclusion). 



 		1976

		2006		"It is likely that a major attempt will be made in the next 25 years at detection of electromagnetic signals emanating from other civilizations in interstellar space. These signals at microwave, infrared, visible or ultra-violet wavelengths reach Earth either as incident radiation or representing a direct attempt at communication. On Earth, emphasis will be placed initially on the detection of these radiations from space."		Berman, A.L. The SETI Observational Plan . March and April 1980. http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19800017844_1980017844.pdf (accessed June 25, 2012).		The SETI  ("Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence ") Program is a NASA Research and Development  Program  with  primary  thrust  to  search  the  microwave  region  of  the spectrum  for  signals  of  extraterrestrial intelligent origin.  The Program  will search  a well defined  volume  of   "search  parameter  space"  using  existing  antennae  and  a  new, sophisticated  data  acquisition  and  analysis  system.  The  Program  includes  two  major components - the   "target  survey",  which  will  observe  at   very  high  sensitivity  all attractive stellar  candidates within  75  light years of  the sun, and the "sky survey", which will observe the entire celestial sphere at a lower sensitivity.		1513

		2006		"It is likely that a major attempt will be made in the next 25 years at detection of electromagnetic signals emanating from other civilizations in interstellar space. These signals at microwave, infrared, visible or ultra-violet wavelengths reach Earth either as incident radiation or representing a direct attempt at communication. On Earth, emphasis will be placed initially on the detection of these radiations from space."		NASA History Office, First. "SETI: The Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence." Last modified October 12, 2009. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://history.nasa.gov/seti.html.		   In late 1959 and early 1960, the modern SETI era began when Frank Drake conducted the first such SETI search at approximately the same time that Giuseppe Cocconi and Philip Morrison published a key journal article suggesting this approach. NASA joined in SETI efforts at a low-level in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Some of these SETI-related efforts included Project Orion, the Microwave Observing Project, the High Resolution Microwave Survey, and Toward Other Planetary Systems. On Columbus Day in 1992, NASA initiated a formal, more intensive, SETI program. Less than a year later, however, Congress canceled the program.		1514

		2007		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near- Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		NASA, . "Marsha S. Ivins." Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.nasa.gov/externalflash/the_shuttle/157.html.		STS-62 (March 4-18, 1994) was a 14-day mission for the United States Microgravity Payload (USMP) 2 and Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) 2 payloads.  These payloads studied the effects of microgravity on materials sciences and other space flight technologies.  Other experiments on board included demonstration of advanced teleoperator tasks using the remote manipulator system, protein crystal growth, and dynamic behavior of space structures.		1515

		2007		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near- Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		Stelzried, C, and T Howe. Giotto Mission Support. July-Sept 1986. http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19870005920_1987005920.pdf (accessed June 25, 2012).		In 1993 forecasted technology was in research phase and has been used only on Earth. 		1516

		2007		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near- Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		Redmond, Charles, and Michael Mewhinney. NASA, "Release: NASA aims to drive Russian robot via satellite." Last modified May 14, 1993. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/1993/93-084.txt.		Hine said the "tele-operator interface" is designed to be a general purpose control mechanism for robotic vehicles.  "So far, we have controlled surface rovers, underwater vehicles in the Antarctic and now the Russian rover," Hine said.		1517

		2008		"1980 - 1990. During this period of time, teleoperators will come into use in the near-Earth environment and robots will reach the stage of prototype development. Practical problems not considered in earlier test-bed research will be addressed. Algorithms will be simplified, and reliable spaceworthy computer systems able to meet the information-processing requirements of robots will be developed. Tasks to be faced during this time will include managing the supply of power to a system with complex and competing demands for it, and developing reliable and effective electromechanical systems that can withstand repeated use, harsh treatment, and environmental conditions such as temperature extremes and sandstorms."		NASA, Space Shuttle Canadarm Robotic Arm Marks 25 Years in Space, 11.09.06

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/behindscenes/rms_anniversary.html		On Space Shuttle mission STS-2, Nov. 1981, the Canadarm is flown in space for the first time. 

“This was the first space robotics of any size,” said Henry Kaupp, a deputy branch chief in NASA’s Automation, Robotics and Simulation Division. “It was a brand new design. No one had ever done this before.” 		2094

		2010		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic

developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		IFR, st. International Federation of Robotics, "1961 - Unimation installed the first industrial robot at GM." Last modified 2011. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.ifr.org/history/.		  1961 – Unimation installed the first industrial robot at GM – The world’s first industrial robot was used on a production line at the GM Ternstedt plant in Trenton , NJ , which nade door and window handles, gearshift knobs, light fixtures and other hardware for autommotive interiors. Obeying step-by step commands stored on a magnetic drum, the Unikmate robot’s 4,000 pound arm sequenced and stacked  hot pieces of diecast metal. The robot cost US$ 65,000 to make but Unimation sold it for US$18,000.		1520

		2010		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic

developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		IFR, st. International Federation of Robotics, "1962 - The first cylindical robot, the Versatran from AMF." Last modified 2011. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.ifr.org/history/.		1962 - The first cylindical robot, the Versatran from AMF – 6 Versatran robots were installed bt American Machine and Foundry (AMF) at the For factory in Canton , USA . It was named Versatran from the words “versatile transfer”

 		1521

		2011		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic

developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Galileo Fast Facts

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/missions/details.cfm?id=5880		Name: Galileo; Type: Orbiter; Destination: Jupiter, Jupiter's moons - Launch Date: October 18, 1989. Galileo plunged into Jupiter's atmosphere on September 21, 2003 to prevent an unwanted impact with Europa. 1		2081

		2011		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic

developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Casstini Sotlice Mission

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/spacecraft/safety/		On October 15, 1997 the Cassini spacecraft was successfully launched on its mission to Saturn. The spacecraft arrived at Saturn in July 2004.2

		2082

		2011		"1990 - 2000. During the last decade of this century the technological and economic

developments of the preceding 15 years in information science and in computer hardware, combined with advances in problem-solving, learning, decision-making, sensory analysis, and other fields of artificial intelligence, will permit the introduction of simple robots to society at large. These systems will be special-purpose machines able to perform a variety of repetitive tasks requiring low judgment in a somewhat structured environment. Better and more expensive machines will be available for use in hazardous environments -- radioactive laboratories, the ocean floor, fires, mines. Early in the decade, technology will be ready for landing a semiautonomous rover on Mars or on a satellite of Jupiter or Saturn."		NASA Science Missions, Mars Pathfinder

http://science.nasa.gov/missions/mars-pathfinder/		Mars Pathfinder launched December 2, 1996 and arrived on the surface of Mars on July 4, 1997.3

		2083

		2012		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		Website: Robodoc, . "History." Updated 2012. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.robodoc.com/patient_about_history.html.		  1992. The ROBODOC® System makes medical history. By assisting a surgeon in a THA procedure, the system becomes the first of its kind to be used on humans. This breakthrough leads the way to rapid development of 3-dimensional image directed, pre-operative planning, and computer guided robotic surgery.		1506

		2012		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		Huber, Eric, and David Kortenkamp. A Behavior based Approach to Active Stereo Vision for Mobile Robots. Houston, Texas: NASA Johnson Space Center , May 14, 1997. http://daneel.traclabs.com/~korten/publications/eaai.pdf (accessed June 25, 2012).		 The mobile robot system described in this paper uses a stereo based active vision system to accomplish several different tasks including pursuing other agents obstacle avoidance and human gesture recognition. The vision system and the mobile robot are under the control of an intelligent control architecture which can interpret sensory data in task contextsThis integration of high bandwidth sensing and intelligent control produces a highly reactive goal driven robot system.		1508

		2012		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		Fiorini, Paolo, and Erwin Prassler. Cleaning and Household Robots: A Technology Survey. Pasadena, California and Ulm, Germany: April 15, 1993. http://trs-new.jpl.nasa.gov/dspace/bitstream/2014/15897/1/00-1686.pdf (accessed June 25, 2012).		Cleaning robots are among the first members of the service robots family to reach the market place with practical and economical solutions.		1510

		2012		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		IFR, . International Federation of Robotics, "History, 1961 - Unimation installed the first industrial robot at GM." Last modified 2011. Accessed June 25, 2012. http://www.ifr.org/history/.		1980 – First use of machine vision. At the University of Rhode Island , a bin picking robotics system demonstrated the picking of parts in random orientation and positions out of a bin.		1512

		2012		"Robot vision systems will begin to appear outside the factory environment, and will be used for various office and household tasks. Most routine visual tasks will have been automated. In the main, performance capabilities for these tasks will be limited by machine cognitive capabilities as compared to image-manipulation capabilities per se."		Toto, Serkan. "Meet Motoman, the Pancake-making Robot (video)." TechCrunch. December 02, 2008. Accessed June 19, 2018. https://techcrunch.com/2008/12/02/meet-motoman-the-pancake-making-robot-video/.		"Yaskawa Electric, a Tokyo-based electronics company, produced an industrial robot that can cook Okonomiyaki.



The company, which is also nominated for Japan’ Robot Award 2008 with its LCD glass substrate processing robot MOTOMAN-CDL 3000D, named the 220kg-robot Motoman SDA10. It stands 135cm tall and features 7 joints in each arm and one in the torso.



The robot also features speech recognition technology to be able to understand orders from customers. It was showcased last week during the International Next – Generation Robot Fair in Osaka."



The accompanying video also shows the robot assembling a camera.		3421

		2015		"Space-qualified robot systems with some advanced automation will be available toward the end of the 1980s. The first robots used will be interactive in that they will depend upon human beings for most critical decisions and for planning."		Jackrit Suthakorn, Andrew B. Cushing and Gregory S. Chirikjian, “An autonomous self-replicating robotic system,” presented at Intl. Conf. on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics, (Kobe, Japan: 2003).		The concept of self-replicating machines was introduced more than fifty years ago by John von Neumann. However, to our knowledge a fully autonomous selfreplicating robot has not been implemented until now. Here we describe a fully autonomous prototype that demonstrates robotic self replication. This work builds on our previous results in remote-controlled robotic replication and semi-autonomous replicating robotic systems.		1486

		2015		"Space-qualified robot systems with some advanced automation will be available toward the end of the 1980s. The first robots used will be interactive in that they will depend upon human beings for most critical decisions and for planning."		Hirzinger, G., B. Brunner, J. Dietrich, and J. Heindl. "ROTEX-the First Remotely Controlled Robot in Space." Proceedings of the 1994 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, May 1994. Accessed June 13, 2018. doi:10.1109/robot.1994.351121.		Several key technologies have made this space robot technology experiment ROTEX a big success: multisensory gripper technology, local (shared autonomy) sensory feedback control concepts, and the powerful delay-compensating 3D-graphics simulation (predictive simulation) in the telerobotic ground station.		3406

		2015		"Space-qualified robot systems with some advanced automation will be available toward the end of the 1980s. The first robots used will be interactive in that they will depend upon human beings for most critical decisions and for planning."		Hirzinger, G., B. Brunner, J. Dietrich, and J. Heindl. "Sensor-based Space Robotics-ROTEX and Its Telerobotic Features." IEEE Transactions on Robotics and Automation 9, no. 5 (October 1993): 649-63. Accessed June 13, 2018. doi:10.1109/70.258056.		Abstract: "A multisensory robot onboard the spacecraft successfully worked in autonomous modes, teleoperated by astronauts, as well as in different telerobotic ground control modes."		3407

		2017		"By the year 2000, the uprated Space Shuttle recurring flight costs should be about $80/lbm ($180/kg) at Level-II activity. A second-generation fully reusable Shuttle, generically related to the 1971 Phase-B study configuration, could reduce these costs to about $50/lbm ($110/kg). The winged SSTO could displace the Shuttle in the mid to late 1990s and reduce the recurring launch costs to perhaps as low as $20/lbm ($44/kg). This development, however, must have nonrecurring costs no greater than $5 x 10^ to $10 x 109 to be economically competitive (see FC 4-9) and will require extensive technology developments in propulsion system specific impulse and in structure and heat shield mass."		"Space Transportation Costs: Trends in Price Per Pound to Orbit 1990-2000," Futron, September 6, 2002, accessed June 25, 2012, http://www.futron.com/upload/wysiwyg/Resources/Whitepapers/Space_Transportation_Costs_Trends_0902.pdf.		Table 3: Heavy Launch Vehicles (more than 25,000 lbs. to LEO)

Space Shuttle 

Estimated LEO payload cost per lb (kg) - $4,729 ($10,416)		1505

		2017		"By the year 2000, the uprated Space Shuttle recurring flight costs should be about $80/lbm ($180/kg) at Level-II activity. A second-generation fully reusable Shuttle, generically related to the 1971 Phase-B study configuration, could reduce these costs to about $50/lbm ($110/kg). The winged SSTO could displace the Shuttle in the mid to late 1990s and reduce the recurring launch costs to perhaps as low as $20/lbm ($44/kg). This development, however, must have nonrecurring costs no greater than $5 x 10^ to $10 x 109 to be economically competitive (see FC 4-9) and will require extensive technology developments in propulsion system specific impulse and in structure and heat shield mass."		Sarah Zielinski, "Why I’m Not Sorry to See the Space Shuttle End," Smithsonian.com, May 16, 2011, accessed June 25, 2012, http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/science/2011/05/why-im-not-sorry-to-see-the-space-shuttle-end/.		Another way to look at this is the cost per kilogram of getting something into space: The shuttle averages about $10,400 per kilogram of payload while the Russians pay only about $5,400 using their Soyuz spacecraft. We’re overpaying for the service when it’s delivered via shuttles.		1507

		2021		"The feasibility of using solar arrays producing 110 We/kg (ac = 0.009 kg/We) has been established and large, lightweight arrays having this capability, or perhaps even greater, should be available by the 1980s."		Stella, P.M., Kurland , R.M. & Mesch, H.G. "Thin Film GaAs for Space- Moving Out of the Laboratory"		This is the first instance of an array that meets the criteria that I could find. It was from 1991.





"In 1991, NASA-JPL completed the APSA (Advanced Photovoltaic Solar Array) program, demonstrating a lightweight deployable flexible array wing capable of 130 W/kg specific performance, a substantial improvement over convetional flight hardware."		1934

		2024		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Lunar Orbiting Microwave Beam Power System, Edgar H. Fay Sverdrup Technology, Inc. Lewis Research Center Group, Brook Park, Ohio and Ronald C. Cull, 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, NASA Technical Memorandum 103211, August 12-17, 1990



http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19900015857_1990015857.pdf		A microwave beam power system using lunar orbiting solar

powered satellite(s) and surface rectenna(s) was investigated as a possible energy source tor the moon's

surface.		1540

		2024		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Beam It Down: A Drive to Launch Space-Based Solar, National Geographic, Daily News, Victoria Jaggard, For National Geographic News, Published December 5, 2011 



http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2011/12/111205-solar-power-from-space/		According to a new report [PDF] by the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA), space-based solar technologies now in development in the lab will be technically feasible and ready for practical demonstration within the next decade or two.		1541

		2024		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		Zeng, Yong, Bruno Clerckx, and Rui Zhang. "Communications and Signals Design for Wireless Power Transmission." IEEE Transactions on Communications 65, no. 5 (May 2017): 2264-290. Accessed June 19, 2018. doi:10.1109/tcomm.2017.2676103.		No achievement listed goes beyond the development phase: "2015 | Japan announced successful power beaming to a small device."		3424

		2025		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of high powered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		"A Brief History of Cold Laser Thearapy," ColdLaser.net, 2006, accessed June 25, 2012, http://www.coldlaser.net/hist.html.		961 saw the development of the helium neon (HeNe) and neodymium-yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers. In 1962, the argon laser appeared, followed in 1964 by the carbon dioxide (CO2) laser...



The CO2 remains one of the most versatile of the surgical medical lasers. It can produce very high power densities, capable of clean, precise linear and bulk vaporization and can also coagulate.		1489

		2026		"With respect to availability of beam transmitters, the microwave beam technology is in the development stage, whereas the high-power laser beam is on the technology frontier. Availability of microwave beam technology is forecast for 1975 and 1990, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems. Availability of highpowered laser beam technology is forecast for 1985 and 1995, respectively, for Earth-based and space-based systems."		"Space Based Laser [SBL]," Federation of American Scientists, accessed June 25, 2012, http://www.fas.org/spp/starwars/program/sbl.htm.		The SBL program builds on a broad variety of technologies developed by the SDIO in the 1980s. The work on the Large Optics Demonstration Experiment (LODE), completed in 1987, provided the means to control the beams of large, high powered lasers. The Large Advanced Mirror Program (LAMP) designed and built a 4 meter diameter space designed mirror with the required optical figure and surface quality. In 1991, the Alpha laser (2.8 mm) developed by the SDIO achieved megawatt power at the requisite operating level in a low pressure environment similar to space.		1500

		2027		"at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		Phil Smith, space industry expert at The Tauri Group. 		In 2000, the U.S. space program could indeed deliver payloads to any point int he Solar System. New Horizons to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt, for example, was launched in 2006, using technology developed before 2000. The two Voyager probes left the Solar System by 2000. Cassini was launched successfully to Saturn in 1997 and arrived in 2004. Galileo reached Jupiter in 1995.		2291

		2027		"at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		Jason Hay, technology expert at the Tauri Group, interviewed on August 10, 2011.		From a purely technical stand point the technology of 2000 was sufficient to deliver any where, but this wont be demonstrated until 2015.		2292

		2027		"at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		Dr. Alex Burg, space systems expert at Bryce Space and Technology		"For the most part we have achieved this within certain physical bounds, including a maximum mass for which this applies, and not including going into the atmospheres of the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, etc., as well as not yet having fully developed drilling technologies for getting deep into other planets and Moons, which we have not yet fully developed here on Earth, for Earth.  With that being said, we have the capability to send probes with great accuracy to any general point in the Solar System.  With the development of SLS, starting in 2019 we will be able to reach other bodies more quickly, and with greater capability to not just perform flybys of various bodies but actually send probes into orbit of other planetary bodies for which we have not yet done so."		3429

		2028		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		"Exploration of Mars," National Air and Space Museum, 2010, accessed June 21, 2012, http://airandspace.si.edu/etp/mars/explore.html.		The Mars Pathfinder spacecraft landed on the surface of Mars on July 4, 1997. The Lander camera and instruments returned data on the Mars atmosphere and surrounding terrain in an ancient floodplain in the Ares Vallis region. The rover Sojourner became the first micro-rover to operate on another planet, analyzing rocks and soils and testing new rover technology for use in future planetary exploration.		1457

		2029		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		NASA, "Mars Exploration Rovers - Summary," accessed June 21, 2012, http://marsrover.nasa.gov/overview/.		NASA's twin robot geologists, the Mars Exploration Rovers, launched toward Mars on June 10 and July 7, 2003, in search of answers about the history of water on Mars. They landed on Mars January 3 and January 24 PST, 2004 (January 4 and January 25 UTC, 2004).		1458

		2029		"The investigation of the technology of Transferring of Matter has been directed primarily at the accuracy with which a spacecraft or a surface explorer can be positioned at its planned location. These investigations indicate that the normal course of technical developments will enable us by the year 2000 to deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with as much accuracy as would appear to be required, land payloads, manned or otherwise, on the surface of Mars or the Moon, traverse such surfaces with mechanical vehicles with high precision, and, in free-fall, stabilize and point large antennas or other spacecraft structures."		NASA, "Mars Exploration Rovers - Mission Timeline: Surface Operations," accessed July 21, 2012, http://marsrover.nasa.gov/mission/tl_surface_nav.html.		The rovers were designed to trek up to 100 meters (about 110 yards or 328 feet) across the martian surface each martian day, though they have gone much farther.



The rover is expected to move over a given distance, precisely position itself with respect to a target, and deploy its instruments to take close-up pictures and analyze the minerals or elements of rocks and soil.		1459

		2037		"The increasing concern for human health and safety will stimulate the production and use, during the next 25 years, of fire-resistant polymers having minimum smoke and vapor generation. Such polymers will be obtained by changing the basic molecular structure to a more stable form and by adding chemicals which retard flame spread and smoke generation."		Tesoro, G.G. "Chemical Modification of Polymers with Flame-Retardant Compounds". Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1978. http://www.eis.uva.es/~macromol/curso07-08/ignifugos/Giulanca%20C.%20tesoro.pdf (accessed July 4, 2012).		According to table 5 fire retardants were being added to cotton as early as 1970.



According to Table XI, in 1976 there were standards in place for the application of fire resistant polymers in a number of commercial applications.





		2017

		2044		"The technology for processing materials and fabricating complex structures in Earth orbit will be a reality in the 1980-2000 time frame. Furthermore, by the year 2000, the basic technology in this field to accomplish many of the requirements for the very large structures needed for orbiting space habitats will be available."		NASA, "Skylab - America's First Space Station," December 1, 2009, accessed July 4, 2012, http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/skylab/.		Skylab was launched into Earth orbit by a Saturn V rocket on May 14, 1973. Through the use of a "dry" third stage of the Saturn V rocket, the station was completely outfitted as a workshop area before launch. Crews visited Skylab and returned to Earth in Apollo spacecraft. 		2060

		2044		"The technology for processing materials and fabricating complex structures in Earth orbit will be a reality in the 1980-2000 time frame. Furthermore, by the year 2000, the basic technology in this field to accomplish many of the requirements for the very large structures needed for orbiting space habitats will be available."		NASA, "Material Processing Facility - Skylab Experiment M512," accessed July 5, 2012, http://mix.msfc.nasa.gov/abstracts.php?p=1406.		This chart details Skylab's Materials Processing Facility experiment (M512). This facility, located in the Multiple Docking Adapter, was developed for Skylab and accommodated 14 different experiments that were carried out during the three marned missions. The abilities to melt and mix without the contaminating effects of containers, to suppress thermal convection and buoyancy in fluids, and to take advantage of electrostatic and magnetic forces and otherwise masked by gravitation opened the way to new knowledge of material properties and processes. This beginning would ultimately lead to the production of valuable new materials for use on Earth.		2062

		2053		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:

1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		United States of America. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The Evolution of Deep Space Navigation, 1989-1999. By Lincoln J. Wood. Pasadena, CA: Jet Propulsion Laboratory California Institute of Technology, 2008.		"The spacecraft passed about 9km from the B-plane target point, even with no TCMs executed during the last month and a half before the Venus flyby."		3399

		2053		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:

1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		D’Amario L.A. (1997) Navigation of the Galileo Spacecraft. In: Barbieri C., Rahe J.H., Johnson T.V., Sohus A.M. (eds) The Three Galileos: The Man, the Spacecraft, the Telescope. Astrophysics and Space Science Library, vol 220. Springer, Dordrecht		This is the direct source used to support the claim of the other ground truth source.		3400

		2054		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:

1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		United States of America. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The Evolution of Deep Space Navigation, 2004-2006. By Lincoln J. Wood. Pasadena, CA: Jet Propulsion Laboratory California Institute of Technology, 2017.		Most encounters during the second year of Cassini’s orbital tour about Saturn took place within 10 km and a few seconds of the planned conditions, with the Titan encounters being more accurately controlled than those with the icy satellites.		3401

		2054		"During the last twenty years of this century technology will be available to: deliver payloads to any point in the solar system with considerable accuracy; land on and traverse the surfaces of Mars and the Moon; point vehicle payloads with high precision; and stabilize and point large spacecraft structures. Some specific capabilities will include the following:

1) With the advent and use of such techniques as AVLBI, on-board optical measurements, and pulsar navigation in addition to Earth-based radio, the accuracy in delivering spacecraft to the planets on flyby missions should increase from the current 50-100 km for the inner planets and 100-1000 km for the outer planets to 2-20 km for the inner planets and 2-10 km for the outer planets, and their major satellites."		P. G. Antreasian, et al., “Cassini Orbit Determination Performance During Saturn Satellite Tour: August 2005 – Jan- uary 2006,” Advances in the Astronautical Sciences: Astrodynamics 2007, Vol. 129, Pt. I, ed. R.J. Proulx, et al., Uni- velt, San Diego, 2008, pp. 21-40.		This source confirms flyby accuracies within 10 km during Cassini's 2006 flybys around Saturn's moons.		3403

		2055		"The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		Hammond, James C. "A Broadband Actuator Concept for Spaceflight Application." Proceedings of 17th Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA. Accessed June 6, 2018. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19830016610.pdf.		"Actual measured output positions of the unit are shown t gether with calculated errors. The typical error i s on the order of 73 x 10^-3 rad (15 arc seconds)."		3397

		2055		"The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		Jones, R.m. "SP-100 Planetary Mission/system Preliminary Design Study. Final Report, Technical Information Report." February 01, 1986. Accessed June 6, 2018. doi:10.2172/10183927.		"The IPPACS dynamically isolates the platform from the spacecraft, making spacecraft and mission design independent of instrument pointing and attitude control design."		3398

		2056		"5) The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		Sharkey, J., G. Nurre, G. Beals, and J. Nelson. "A Chronology of the On-orbit Pointing Control System Changes on the Hubble Space Telescope and Associated Pointing Improvements." Astrodynamics Conference, August 10, 1992, 1418. Accessed June 5, 2018. doi:10.2514/6.1992-4618.		From the Abstract: "The Pointing Control System on the Hubble Space Telescope was designed to keep an image stable in the focal plane to 0.007 arc seconds (rms) for observations lasting from seconds to hours."		3395

		2056		"5) The ability to accurately point spacecraft instruments will improve from 0. 1 degree to 0. 005 degrees for interplanetary spacecraft and from 0. 001 degrees to 0.0001 for Earth orbiters using sophisticated state-of-the-art sensors and actuators."		Blackmore, Lars, Emmanuell Murray, Daniel P. Scharf, Mimi Aung, David Bayard, Paul Brugarolas, Fred Hadaegh, Allen Lee, Mark Milman, Sam Sirlin, and Bryan Kang. "Instrument Pointing Capabilities : Past, Present, and Future." Proceedings of AAS Guidance and Control Conference, Breckenridge, Colorado. February 4, 2011. Accessed June 5, 2018. https://trs.jpl.nasa.gov/bitstream/handle/2014/41915/11-0422.pdf?sequence=1.		"Hubble is required to achieve a radial pointing stability of 0.007 arcseconds RMS over periods between 60 seconds and 24 hours"		3396

		2295		Economically useful desalination of sea water will actually be implemented between 1964 – 1980.		M. M. Schenkeveld, R. Morris, B. Budding, J. Helmer, S. Innanen, "Seawater and Brackish Water Desalination in the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia: A Review of Key issues and Experience in Six Countries," (December 2004).		pg.31 - See graphs "Figure 3.1 Annually contracted desalination capacity" and "Figure 3.2 Cumulative contracted and operated desalination capacity" showing low levels of desalination activity throughout the 60s and 70s. Particularly of interest "Figure 3.2 Cumulative contracted and operated desalination capacity" demonstrates the quoted 2 million cubic meters per day of desalination activity in 1972.



pg.35 - "Before the formation of the Office of Saline Water in the US in 1952, membranes generally gave low fluxes and low rejections. With the aid of a large amount of sponsored research, commercial membranes were developed which could first of all desalt brackish water and then later seawater. The first commercial seawater RO plants was Seawater and Brackish Water Desalination commissioned in the late 1970’s"		2312

		2295		Economically useful desalination of sea water will actually be implemented between 1964 – 1980.		Accessed October 19, 2017: http://idadesal.org/desalination-101/desalination-by-the-numbers/		"18,426 - The total number of desalination plants worldwide (as of June 30, 2015)"

"More than 86.8 million cubic meters per day The global capacity of commissioned desalination plants (as of June 30, 2015)"		2313

		2295		Economically useful desalination of sea water will actually be implemented between 1964 – 1980.		“Tapping the Oceans,” <i>The Economist Technology Quarterly,</i>  (June 5, 2008).



		"Initial efforts showed only limited success, producing tiny amounts of fresh water. That changed in 1960, when Sidney Loeb and Srinivasa Sourirajan of UCLA hand-cast their own membranes from cellulose acetate, a polymer used in photographic film. Their new membranes boasted a dramatically improved flux (the rate at which water molecules diffuse through a membrane of a given size) leading, in 1965, to a small “reverse osmosis” plant for desalting brackish water in Coalinga, California."



"In the late 1970s John Cadotte of America's Midwest Research Institute and the FilmTec Corporation created a much-improved membrane ... Thanks to the membrane's improved water flux, and its ability to tolerate pH and temperature variations, it went on to dominate the industry. At around the same time, the first reverse-osmosis plants for seawater began to appear. These early plants needed a lot of energy. The first big municipal seawater plant, which began operating in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in 1980, required more than 8 kilowatt hours (kWh) to produce one cubic metre of drinking water."



"Economies of scale, better membranes and improved energy-recovery have helped to bring down the cost of reverse-osmosis seawater-desalination. Although the cost of desalination plants and their water depends on where they are, as well as the local costs of capital and operations, prices decreased from roughly $1.50 a cubic metre in the early 1990s to around 50 cents in 2003, says Mr Pankratz. As a result, reverse osmosis is preferred for most modern seawater-desalination (though rising energy and commodity prices mean the cost per cubic metre has now risen to around 75 cents). Experts reckon that further gains in energy efficiency, and hence cost reductions, will be increasingly difficult, however. "



"The energy-recovery devices in the 1980s were only about 75% efficient, but newer ones can recover about 96% of the energy from the waste stream. As a result, the energy use for reverse-osmosis seawater desalination has fallen. The Perth plant, which uses technology from Energy Recovery, a firm based in California, consumes only 3.7kWh to produce one cubic metre of drinking water, according to Gary Crisp, who helped to oversee the plant's design for the Water Corporation, a local utility. "		2311

		2296		Effective fertility control by oral contraceptives or other simple and inexpensive means will actually be implemented between 1970 – 1983. 		Alexandra Nikolchev, "A brief history of the birth control pill," PBS website, May 7, 2010



 http://www.pbs.org/wnet/need-to-know/health/a-brief-history-of-the-birth-control-pill/480/		"1962 It’s an instant hit. After two years, 1.2 million Americans women are on the pill; after three years, the number almost doubles, to 2.3 million.



1964 But the pill is still controversial: It remains illegal in eight states. The Pope convenes the Commission on Population, the Family and Natality; many within the Catholic Church are in favor.



1965 Five years after the FDA approval, 6.5 million American women are on pill, making it the most popular form of birth control in the U.S."



		2723

		2296		Effective fertility control by oral contraceptives or other simple and inexpensive means will actually be implemented between 1970 – 1983. 		Megan Gibson, "One Factor That Kept the Women of 1960 Away From Birth Control Pills: Cost," Time website,  June 23, 2015



http://time.com/3929971/enovid-the-pill/		"But there was initially one major downside to Enovid — the price. Taking stock of the Pill’s success, a little more than six months after it hit the market, TIME noted in February 1961 that:



Enovid proved to have remarkably few undesirable side effects: in her first month or two on the pills, a woman may be nauseated, and may gain weight. The main trouble with Enovid, as with all progestins, was cost. The pills were priced to retail at 50 cents or 55 cents each, and one a day for 20 days meant $10 or $11 a month. Last week Searle cut it price by 30%, which should bring the retail price down to $7 or $8… And Searle promptly cut this a further 50% by convincing the FDA that five milligrams will inhibit ovulation just as well as ten, making the net cost to the consumer $3.50 to $4 a month.



In spite of the initial cost of the Pill, 400,000 women saw their doctors about getting a prescription that first year — even though $10 in 1960 was the equivalent, with inflation, of nearly $80 today. By 1963, after the price had dropped, the number of women had risen to 2.3 million.



Just three years later, in 1966, TIME summed up just how quickly and thoroughly American women had taken to oral contraceptives, writing, “No previous medical phenomenon has ever quite matched the headlong U.S. rush to use the oral contraceptives now universally known as ‘the pills.’”		2724

		2296		Effective fertility control by oral contraceptives or other simple and inexpensive means will actually be implemented between 1970 – 1983. 		William Mosher, "Trends in Contraceptive Practice: United States, 1965-76," US Department of Health and Human Services, February 1982.		Table indicates that the percentage of US women 15-44 years of age who were using oral contraceptives went from 15.1 in 1965 to 25.1 in 1973 and then dipped to 22.5 in 1976.		2725

		2296		Effective fertility control by oral contraceptives or other simple and inexpensive means will actually be implemented between 1970 – 1983. 		Planned Parenthood, "The birth control pill: A history," 2015		Planned Parenthood notes developments that increased access to birth control pills. Supreme court rulings in 1965 and 1972 guaranteed right to use birth control pills  for married couples and unmarried couples, respectively. Title X of the Public Health Services Act signed into law in 1970  provided federal funding support for family planning -- including access to birth control pills -- for those who otherwise might not be able to afford it.		2726

		2297		Reliable weather forecasts will actually be implemented between 1972 – 1988. 		National Weather Service website, History of the National Weather Service



https://www.weather.gov/timeline		"1975: The first "hurricane hunter" Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) is launched into orbit; these satellites with their early and close tracking of hurricanes, greatly reduce the loss of life from such storms."

		2983

		2297		Reliable weather forecasts will actually be implemented between 1972 – 1988. 		NASA, GOES Satellite Network website



https://www.nasa.gov/content/goes-overview/index.html		"SMS-1 was launched from Cape Canaveral, FL on May 17, 1974. It was the first operational satellite capable of detecting meteorological conditions from a fixed location. "		2984

		2297		Reliable weather forecasts will actually be implemented between 1972 – 1988. 		Roger C. Whiton and Paul L. Smith, "History of Operational Use of Weather Radar by U.S. Weather Services. Part I: The Pre-NEXRAD Era," American Meteorological Society webite, June 1998		" In fiscal year 1976, NWS received funding over 3 fiscal years to replace 82 aging local-warning radars with 66 modern, C-band local-warning radars manufactured by Enterprise Electronics; within NWS, the radar was called the WSR-74C. An additional two systems were purchased, one for use at the NWS Training Center (NWSTC) and the other for use at NWS headquarters, bringing the total buy to 68. The WSR-74Cs were purchased with an integral DVIP. The radar had a coaxial magnetron and a completely enclosed, oil-bath modulator, and it made maximum use of mid-1970s solid-state electronics. It used a lightweight pedestal because the antenna was shielded by a radome and had permanently lubricated antenna gears. NWS made arrangements for cooperative use of one forerunner of the WSR-74C, called the WR100-5, also built by Enterprise. Five of the more capable S-band WSR-74S radars (see following paragraph) were actually used as local-warning radars, bringing the total number of NWS local-warning radars to 71 in 1982."		2985

		2298		Operation of a central data storage facility with wide access for general or specialized information retrieval will actually be implemented between 1971 – 1991.		Internet Hall of Fame website, history timeline



https://www.internethalloffame.org/internet-history/timeline		From timeline:

 "1991

World Wide Web Opens to Public

The World Wide Web is made available to the public for the first time on the Internet. "		3003

		2298		Operation of a central data storage facility with wide access for general or specialized information retrieval will actually be implemented between 1971 – 1991.		Martin Bryant, "20 years ago today, the World Wide Web opened to the public," The Next Web (TNW) website, Aug. 6, 2011		"Today is a significant day in the history of the Internet. On 6 August 1991, exactly twenty years ago, the World Wide Web became publicly available."		3004

		2299		Reformation of physical theory, eliminating confusion in quantum-relativity and simplifying particle theory will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1993.		Corey S. Powell, "Relativity versus quantum mechanics: the battle for the universe," The Guardian, Nov. 4, 2015		"Now for the problem: relativity and quantum mechanics are fundamentally different theories that have different formulations. It is not just a matter of scientific terminology; it is a clash of genuinely incompatible descriptions of reality."		3018

		2299		Reformation of physical theory, eliminating confusion in quantum-relativity and simplifying particle theory will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1993.		MIT Technology Review, "Super Physics Smackdown: Relativity v Quantum Mechanics...In Space," June 25, 2012		"The differences between general relativity and quantum mechanics are so great that every attempt to reconcile them has so far failed."		3019

		2300		Implanted artificial organs made of plastic and electronic components will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1988.		George Mason University ECHO (Exploring and Collecting History Online) website. 



http://echo.gmu.edu/bionics/exhibits.htm		Artificial organ transplant timeline says first successful artificial heart implant occurred in 1982. 		3020

		2300		Implanted artificial organs made of plastic and electronic components will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1988.		Sanna Khan and Waqas Jehangirb, "Evolution of Artificial Hearts: An Overview and History," Cardiology Research, Oct. 6, 2014. NIH National Library of Medicine, NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information		"Before its first successful transplantation in 1982, the Jarvik 7 was tested in clinical trials. Barney Clark, the first recipient of the Jarvik 7 lived for 112 days after the transplant. The second recipient went on to live for 620 days....The main issue with the Jarvik 7 was that a “large pneumatic console” was required for treatment and therefore the patient could not leave the hospital [16]. This caveat would not allow the Jarvik 7 to be a permanent artificial heart implant...

"A large electronic unit the size of a refrigerator supplied power to the Jarvik to allow it to operate...Consequently, the Jarvik 7 was then renamed to the Cardiowest Total Artificial Heart in 1991 [16, 17]. In 2004, the Cardiowest TAH received FDA approval for bridge to transplant indications [2]. Bridge to transplant basically means that the artificial heart is only in place till an actual human heart can be located for transplantation."

		3021

		2301		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.		Anne M Stark, "30 years and counting, the X-ray laser lives on,"  Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, April 14, 2015, accessed March 13, 2018, https://www.llnl.gov/news/30-years-and-counting-x-ray-laser-lives.		"The X-ray laser eventually made it to the Laboratory in 1984 when the first demonstration of an X-ray laser occurred on Novette, the precursor of the Nova laser. Eventually the same diagnostics used for X-ray lasers have been implemented at the National Ignition Facility."



“Our group was the first one to demonstrate the X-ray laser,” said Matthews, who also credited Mordy Rosen and Rich London as seminal to achieving the feat. London worked with Rosen as a postdoc at the time."



"X-ray lasers have evolved quite a bit since the 1980s. At the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) reveals never before seen structures and properties in matter and can be compiled to make movies of molecules in motion. The LCLS is the world’s first hard X-ray free-electron laser that uses ultrabright, ultrashort pulses that capture atomic-scale snapshots in quadrillionths of a second."		2811

		2301		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.		"International X-ray laser European XFEL inaugurated," Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, September 9, 2017, accessed March 13, 2018, http://www.desy.de/news/news_search/index_eng.html?openDirectAnchor=1267.		"European XFEL, the largest and most powerful X-ray laser in the world, was officially inaugurated today...Prof. Dr. Johanna Wanka, German Minister for Education and Research, stressed the importance of the new international research facility: “The establishment of the European XFEL has created a unique cutting-edge research facility, which promises groundbreaking insights into the nanocosmos. The foundations for tomorrow’s innovations are laid by today’s basic research.”



"With the help of specialized instruments, these X-rays enable completely new insights into the atomic details and extremely fast processes of the nanoworld. Scientists will use these X-ray flashes to, for example, map the three-dimensional structure of biomolecules and other biological particles, and do so faster and with more detail than has ever been previously possible. Furthermore, single snapshots of particles produced with the X-ray laser can be sewn together to create “molecular movies” to study the progress of biochemical and chemical reactions – the basis for the development of new medicines and therapies or environmentally friendlier production methods and processes for extracting energy from sunlight. Other applications lie in the field of materials science with the development of new materials and substances, in the optimization of storage media for computers or the investigation of extreme matter conditions such as those found within exoplanets."



Prof. Dr. &#321;ukasz Szumowski, Polish Deputy Minister of Science and Education, said: “The 3.4-kilometre-long underground X-ray laser is truly state-of-the-art. What is important is that it will contribute not only to basic science but also to practical applications, e.g. in materials science, biology and even medicine, which is close to my heart.”		2812

		2301		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.		Jeff Hecht, "The History of the X-ray Laser," Optics & Photonics, May, 2008, accessed March 12, 2018, https://www.osa-opn.org/home/articles/volume_19/issue_5/features/the_history_of_the_x-ray_laser/.

		"Initial experiments produced neon-like ions but no sign of X-ray laser amplification, so experimenters doubled pump-pulse duration to 500 ps. In the next test, on July 13, 1984, “the X-ray lines practically burned a hole in the film,” recalled Dennis Matthews, head of the experimenters. "



"In the past few years, free-electron lasers have reached X-ray wavelengths. The first in the soft X-ray range was the free-electron laser in Hamburg, also called FLASH, which began user operation in 2005 at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. It has now been upgraded to allow tuning from 6.5 to 47 nm, and in October it generated a train of fast pulses at a record short wavelength of 6.5 nm.



Next year, XFEL will be surpassed by the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) being built at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. It will use the last kilometer of SLAC’s linear accelerator to pump electrons to 4.5 to 14.3 GeV of energy, then pass the beam through 112 m of undulator magnets to generate hard X-ray pulses at 0.15 to 1.5 nm lasting 1 to 230 fs.



Livermore is among the labs working on LCLS, and, when the new facility begins operation next year, it may eclipse a couple of records that Livermore has kept under security wraps for more than two decades—the shortest X-ray wavelength and the brightest source of hard X-rays. Delivering a trillion X-ray photons per pulse, LCLS should be 10 billion times brighter than today’s most powerful X-ray synchrotron sources.



But pulses from LCLS won’t zap enemy nuclear warheads or other military targets in outer space. Instead they will illuminate the structure of proteins, extreme states of matter, chemical dynamics, nanoscale dynamics and ultrafast phenomena. Those were among the research targets that Chapline and Wood envisioned 30 years ago, before they turned to missile defense."		2813

		2302		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will actually be implemented between 1980 – 2000.		"Japan successfully undertakes large-scale deep-sea mineral extraction", The Japan Times, September 26, 2017, accessed January 24, 2017.		"Japan has successfully tapped into a deposit of mineral resources from a deep-water seabed off the coast of Okinawa, the economy ministry said Tuesday, the largest such extraction of its type.



It is the first time metals have been mined from the seabed in such quantities using ship-based extraction technology, according to the Economy, Trade and Industry Ministry and Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corp."



"From mid-August through late this month, JOGMEC deployed excavators to access the ore deposit at a depth of about 1,600 meters, sucking mineral ore up to the sea surface.



The ministry believes the mined deposit includes an amount of zinc equivalent to Japan’s annual consumption. The ore deposit also includes gold, copper and lead."



"The ministry expects more ore deposits to be found in the area and is planning to commercialize mining at the sites around the middle of 2020 following an economic evaluation scheduled for fiscal 2018, which starts next April."		2584

		2302		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will actually be implemented between 1980 – 2000.		Emily Feng, "China focuses on deep-sea mining to fuel rare metals ‘gold rush’", The Financial Times, August 20th, 2017, accessed January 24th, 2018.		"For centuries one of China’s biggest ship builders, it is now turning its attention to the ocean floor.



As Beijing seeks to shore up its dominance as a global metals supplier, the state-owned shipyard is building a vessel equipped with diggers to trawl the watery depths for precious minerals and metal deposits. With deep-sea mining set to begin off the coast of Papua New Guinea in early-2019, the boat, designed by Nautilus Minerals, is the first of its kind.



Its development highlights how China is increasingly turning to the ocean to secure control of resources to fuel its high-tech electronics industry."

		2585

		2302		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will actually be implemented between 1980 – 2000.		Mike Ives, "Drive to Mine the Deep Sea Raises Concerns Over Impacts", Yale Environment 360, October 20, 2014, accessed January 24th, 2018.		"Nautilus Minerals’ planned operation in the territorial waters off Papua New Guinea, however, is widely expected to be the world’s first commercial-scale deep-seabed mine. "		2586

		2302		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will actually be implemented between 1980 – 2000.		"Treasure on the ocean floor", The Economist, November 30th, 2006, accessed January 24th, 2017.		"In the 1960s and 1970s, the idea of mining the ocean floor was all the rage. But despite millions of dollars of investment, the commercial extraction of manganese nodules never became reality. Today, deep-ocean mining is done only by the oil and gas industry. Yet the dream of mining the mineral wealth of the deep has never gone away. Now two firms hope to succeed where others have failed."



"Nautilus Minerals, based in Vancouver, is the more advanced of the pair. It has an exploratory licence from Papua New Guinea and has already begun drilling operations 1,600 metres below sea level off the east coast of the country."		2587

		2302		Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil drilling) will actually be implemented between 1980 – 2000.		W. Berry, A. McGivern, T. Thiele, C. Wilhelm and K. Gjerde, "Deep Seabed Mining: A Rising Environmental Challenge (Draft)", IUCN, 14th August, 2017.		pg.8 - "Numerous feasibility studies and deep sea mineral exploration activities took place throughout the 1970s and 1980s... Although exploitation of nodules was planned in the Clipperton Zones by the early 1980s, mining activities did not occur at this time for economic reasons... However, research and development have continued unabated since the 1970s... As anticipated by Glasby in 2000, an initial commercial deep seabed mining project is nearly ready to operate and exploit the hydrothermal vents located off the coast of Papua New Guinea (PNG)."



pg.9 - "After much delay due in part to a commercial dispute between the implementing company, Nautilus Minerals, and the PNG government, but also due to the general lack of finance available to such a risky business, the project is now scheduled to commence in early 2019."



pg. 46 - "Deep seabed exploration activities are currently operating globally, within both international and national waters. Mineral exploitation has not yet started, though the first lease was granted to Nautilus Minerals for mining in Papua New Guinea and is planned to commence by year 2019"		2583

		2305		Automated looking up of legal information will be implemented between 1971 - 1988.		Baylor, Robert G. "Automated Information Retrieval Systems for Legal Research." Master's thesis, Portland State University, 1970. Accessed May 1, 2018. https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1647&context=open_access_etds.		Review and assessment of automated look-up systems for legal information.  The writer identifies two full-text digital search systems for legal information, the operational OBAR system (operated by the Data Corporation and searching  all Ohio law) and Aspen Systems (developed by the University of Pittsburgh Health Law Center and searching hospital law). This thesis was written in 1970.		3167

		2305		Automated looking up of legal information will be implemented between 1971 - 1988.		"The LexisNexis Timeline." LexisNexis.com. Accessed May 1, 2018. http://www.lexisnexis.com/anniversary/30th_timeline_fulltxt.pdf.		Timeline discussed history of LexisNexis, most importantly the 1973 launch of LEXIS. As launched in 1973, LEXIS provided full-text search of all Ohio and New York codes and cases, the U.S. code and some federal case law. In 1974, a private telecommunications network supporting LEXIS was added. The notable developments of 1980 were the launches of NEXIS and the UBIQ terminal		3169

		2306		Automatic language translator with correct grammar will actually be implemented between 1971 - 1996.		Nick Ismail, "Could your business rely on automated translation technology?" Information Age, August 31, 2017		"The New York Times has said that we are in the middle of a “Great AI Awakening” with regards to translation tech.This may have something to do with the fact that digital tech giants Google and Facebook have both recently developed AI software for translation purposes. Facebook’s new tool “could lead to translations that actually make sense”; a grand claim from Wired, considering that translation tech has a reputation far and wide for being completely unreliable."		3030

		2306		Automatic language translator with correct grammar will actually be implemented between 1971 - 1996.		Alison Kroulek, "A Translation Showdown: Man vs Machine Translation," K-international, Feb. 28, 2017		Article says latest translation tools fared poorly in a judged competition with human translators.



"Human Translation Vs Machine Translation: And the Winner Is. . .

The humans, of course. Was there ever any doubt?



Granted, the machines were much faster. They delivered their translations in just a few minutes, while the human translators took almost an hour.



But when the translations were scored, the differences were striking. Out of the three translation programs being tested, Google Translate scored the best. But Google’s translations still only scored a 28 out of 60 possible points. Meanwhile, Papago scored a 17 and Systran walked away with 15."



		3031

		2307		Automated rapid transit will be actually implemented between 1973 - 1985.		J. P. Powell, A. Fraszczyk, C. N. Cheong, and H.K. Yeung, "Potential Benefits and Obstacles of Implementing Driverless Train Operation on the Tyne and Wear Metro: A Simulation Exercise", Urban Rail Transit, 2:3-4 (2016): 114-127.		pg.115 - "The Kobe Port Island Line (opened in 1981) can be considered to be the first passenger-carrying metro with no staff on-board the trains, defined as unattended train operation (UTO)."



pg.166 - "Table 1 UTO lines across the world

Kobe - Port Island Line - 1981

Osaka - Nanko Port Town Line - 1981

Lille - Lille Metro Line 1 - 1983"		2569

		2307		Automated rapid transit will be actually implemented between 1973 - 1985.		UITP Observatory of Automated Metros , “METRO AUTOMATION FACTS, FIGURES AND TRENDS”, 2012.		pg.1 - "In this document, the term automated metros is used for Grade of Automation 4 systems, where there is no driver in the front cabin of the train, nor accompanying staff assigned to a specific train. This can also be referred to as Unattended Train Operation, or UTO."



pg.6 - "Unattended train automation is a proven solution – UTO is associated to innovation, and the public belief is that it is a very recent development. However, the first UTO lines date from 1981. With 30 years of operating experience, automated systems have proven their maturity and accumulated extensive operating experience."		2570

		2307		Automated rapid transit will be actually implemented between 1973 - 1985.		Union Internationale des Transports Publics, "Statistics Brief: World Report on Metro Automation", July, 2006.		"This report covers exclusively fully automated metro lines, defined as those metro lines in which trains can be operated without staff onboard - a defining characteristic is the absence of a driver’s cabin on the train. This type of operation is also known as Unattended Train Operation (UTO), or Grade of Automation 4 in standard IEC 62267 (see table below)."		2571

		2307		Automated rapid transit will be actually implemented between 1973 - 1985.		Jean-Francois Beaudoin, "The Future is Driverless", The Online Citizen,  October 10, 2017, accessed January 22, 2018, https://www.theonlinecitizen.com/2017/10/10/the-future-is-driverless/.		"True driverless metro operations are defined as being GoA4 (Grade of Automation 4) systems, in which trains are able to operate fully automatically at all times, including door closing, detecting obstacles and responding correctly to emergencies.



There tends to be a public belief that driverless trains are a very recent development, but they were actually introduced in the 1980s. The Port Island Line in Kobe, Japan, started operations in 1981, followed in 1983 by the Lille Metro in northern France. This was Europe’s first ever driverless metro, and today it runs over 45 km long route, with 60 stations."



Author of article Jean-Francois Beaudoin is member of Executive Committee of Alstom - French multinational rail company.

http://www.alstom.com/press-centre/2016/7/alstom-appoints-jean-francois-beaudoin-as-senior-vice-president-of-its-asia-pacific-region/		2572

		2308		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		International Federation of Robotics, "Executive Summary World Robotics 2017 Service Robots," 2017.		"In 2016, it is estimated that more than 4.6 million robots for domestic tasks, including vacuum cleaning, lawn-mowing, window cleaning and other types, were sold"		2712

		2308		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		P. Fiorini and E. Prassler, "Cleaning and Household Robots: A Technology Survey," Autonomous Robots, 9:3(2000): 227–235.

		"Cleaning Robots are among the first members of the service robot family to reach the marketplace with practical and economical solutions. Cleaning an indoor area is a challenging practical and theoretical problem whose solution involves all the basic research areas in robotics and lots of common sense. It has also assumed the status of a litmus test for robotics systems, and “robotic vacuum cleaner” is a favorite research and development topic.



So far, useful results are scarce because of a combination of technical and economic factors."		2713

		2308		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Michael John Milford, "Robot navigation from nature : simultaneous localisation, mapping, and path planning based on hippocampal models," (Berlin: Springer, 2010).		"A good example of these new labour-saving robots is the vacuum cleaner robots produced by companies such as iRobot and Electrolux. By the end of 2004, there were an estimate 1.2 million personal domestic robots in service around the world"



"Although not as prolific as vacuum cleaner robots, lawn mowing robots are also in widespread use with an estimated 46,000 units worldwide as of the end of 2004"



"While mobile robots are becoming a normal part of a growing number of domestic homes, they are still quite limited in their capability. Many vacuum cleaner robots are, at their core, wheeled vehicles that combine a set of reactive movement behaviours with a range of pre-programmed path behaviours"		2714

		2308		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Florian Vaussard et al, "Cutting Down the Energy Consumed by Domestic Robots: Insights from Robotic Vacuum Cleaners," presented at 13th Conference Towards Autonomous Robotic Systems,  (Bristol, UK: August 2012).

		"Currently in the domestic environment, only a few mobile robots have been mass-produced. The first successful product, and now the most widespread, is the vacuum cleaner, with first researches dating back to the 1980s, while the first prototype for domestic use can be dated back to 1991"



"Other commercial applications include lawn-mowing, telepresence, pool, or gutter cleaning"		2715

		2308		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Samuel Gibbs, "Could drone-guided robots replace refuse collectors?" The Guardian, February 19, 2016 accessed February 22, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/29/drone-guided-robots-replace-binmen-volvo. 		"Volvo’s latest research prototype uses a small robot to pick up and empty bins into a rubbish truck, guided by an overhead drone and without the need for humans – but Britain’s binmen should not fear for their jobs just yet."



"The Roar system was designed and developed to prototype-testing phase in four months by 35 students across the three universities, but judging by testing videos, binmen have little to worry about just yet.



Götvall said: “This project is intended to stimulate our imagination, to test new concepts that may shape transport solutions of the future.”		2716

		2309		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.		Belew, Leland F. "SP-400 Skylab, Our First Space Station." NASA. Accessed May 02, 2018. https://history.nasa.gov/SP-400/ch2.htm.		Early history of the Skylab mission, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1973.		3170

		2309		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.		"Mir Space Station." Mir Space Station. Accessed May 02, 2018. https://history.nasa.gov/SP-4225/mir/mir.htm.		History of the Mir Space Station, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1986.		3171

		2309		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.		NASA’S SPACE STATION PROGRAM: EVOLUTION AND CURRENT STATUS, 107th Cong., 1-14 (2001) (testimony of Marcia S. Smith).		Early history of the International Space Station, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1998		3172

		2309		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.		Phil Smith, space industry expert at The Tauri Group. 		SME confirms that for the given definitions and as of 2018, there have been no deep space observatories yet, with the closest case being observations made on the far side of the moon during the Apollo missions. However, these observations still occurred within the gravitational region of the Earth-Moon system.		3255

		2310		It is now estimated that the installed power in the European Economic Community will grow by a factor of a hundred from a programmed 3,700 megawatts in 1970 to 370,000 megawatts by the year 2000.		United Nations Statistics Division, "Electricity, net installed capacity of electric power plants", January, 2018, accessed 20th January, 2018.		"Electricity - total net installed capacity of electric power plants, main activity & autoproducer" in thousands of KW in 2000:

Belgium	15685

France	114665

Germany	118884

Italy	75510

Luxembourg	1217

Netherlands	21062

Total 347,023 megawatts.



"Electricity - total net installed capacity of electric power plants, main activity & autoproducer" in thousands of KW in 2005:

Belgium	16096

France	115755

Germany	128612

Italy	85498

Luxembourg	1682

Netherlands	21800

Total 369,443 megawatts



"Electricity - total net installed capacity of electric power plants, main activity & autoproducer" in thousands of KW in 2006:

Belgium	16260

France	115716

Germany	132062

Italy	89486

Luxembourg	1683

Netherlands	22978

Total 378,185 megawatts		2559

		2310		It is now estimated that the installed power in the European Economic Community will grow by a factor of a hundred from a programmed 3,700 megawatts in 1970 to 370,000 megawatts by the year 2000.		U.S. Energy Information Administration, "Total Electricity Installed Capacity", accessed January 20th, 2018.		U.S. Energy Information Administration "Total Electricity Installed Capacity" statistics in millions of KW in 2000:

Belgium	15.368

France	114.274

Germany	109.618

Italy	73.695

Luxembourg	1.204

Netherlands	20.032

Total 334,191 megawatts.



U.S. Energy Information Administration "Total Electricity Installed Capacity" statistics in millions of KW in 2005:

Belgium	16.096

France	115.924

Germany	128.627

Italy	85.498

Luxembourg	1.682

Netherlands	21.801

Total 369,628 megawatts



U.S. Energy Information Administration "Total Electricity Installed Capacity" statistics in millions of KW in 2006:

Belgium	16.26

France	116.004

Germany	132.248

Italy	89.486

Luxembourg	1.683

Netherlands	22.949

Total 378,630 megawatts

		2560

		2311		Furthermore most, or all, reactors by the year 2000 are likely to be

breeder reactors. 		M. Schneider, "Fast Breeder Reactors in France", Science & Global Security, 17 (2009): 36-53.		CEA Chairman and soon to be named Minister of Industry Andre Giraud was more optimistic than ever and, at the December 1976 meeting of the American Nuclear Society in Washington D.C., forecasted 540 commercial breeders in the world for the year 2000, of which 20 would be in France. By 2025, he projected the number of Superphenix-size FBR units worldwide would reach exactly 2,766. In fact, not a single Superphenix-size FBR was in operation in the world in 2000.		2562

		2311		Furthermore most, or all, reactors by the year 2000 are likely to be

breeder reactors. 		M. Schneider, "Fast Breeder Reactors in France", Science & Global Security, 17 (2009): 36-53.		France is the only country in the world ever to operate a commercial scale (1,200 MWe) sodium cooled, plutonium fuelled fast breeder reactor, the Superphenix at Creys-Malville. However, the French fast breeder reactor program turned out to be too costly and could never compete with light water reactor technology.		2563

		2311		Furthermore most, or all, reactors by the year 2000 are likely to be

breeder reactors. 		Cochran, et al, "Fast Breeder Reactor Programs: History and Status: A Research Report of the International Panel on Fissile Materials", February, 2010.		pg. 1 - Because of the high costs and reliability and safety issues that are detailed below, however, no commercial breeder reactors have been deployed.



pg. 10 - The history of the world’s only commercial-sized breeder reactor, France’s Superphénix, is dominated by lengthy shutdowns for repairs (see chapter 2). Superphénix went critical and was connected to the grid in January 1986 but was shut down more than half of the time until operations ceased in December 1996.



pg. 11 - The Superphénix, the world’s first commercial-sized breeder reactor, was abandoned in 1998 and is being decommissioned. 



pg. 12 - The breeder reactor dream is not dead but it has receded far into the future. In the 1970s, breeder advocates were predicting that the world would have thousands of breeder reactors operating by now. Today, they are predicting commercialization by approximately 2050.		2564

		2311		Furthermore most, or all, reactors by the year 2000 are likely to be

breeder reactors. 		M. Schneider, "Climate Change and Nuclear Power", World Wide Fund for Nature, April, 2000.		But, today more than 45 years after Strauss�fs promise and 23 years after Giraud�fs outlook, the picture is radically different. At the end of 1999, 436 nuclear power reactors were listed as operating in 32 countries (that is 17% of the 185 countries represented at the UN), or less than 8% of the IAEA�fs projection of 1974. The current French government shut down Superphenix and not a single commercial-size fast breeder reactor is now operating anywhere in the world. 		2561

		2313		The cure rate, currently, about one-third of cases, is expected to double by the close of the century.		Cancer Society of Finland, "The survival of cancer patients", 2016, accessed January 30, 2018,  https://www.cancersociety.fi/publications/reports/cancer-in-finland-2016/the-survival-of-cancer-patients/.		Key points

The five-year relative survival ratio is generally used as an indirect measure of recovery from cancer. It shows the proportion of cancer patients that are alive five years after the detection of cancer.



The relative survival ratio is used as an indirect measure of recovery from cancer. It indicates how many of the cancer patients are alive at a certain period of time (e.g. one year or five years) after the detection of cancer as compared to the proportion of the population of the same age alive in that period. In other words, the relative survival ratio is the probability of being alive if the only possible cause of death of the patient was the cancer they were suffering from.



If the relative survival ratio is less than 100%, cancer causes additional deaths in patients. In general, the statistical limit of cure is considered to be five years, although there are a small number of extra deaths in some cancers even after five years (e.g. breast and prostate cancer), and in some cases, a statistical recovery is achieved even earlier (e.g. testicular cancer and brain meningioma).		2610

		2313		The cure rate, currently, about one-third of cases, is expected to double by the close of the century.		R. A Stevens, "Health Care in the Early 1960s", Health Care Financing Review, 18:2 (1996), 11–22.		"Even for apparently intractable conditions, medical science held out considerable hope for cure. For example, it was estimated in the early 1960s that about one-third of cancer patients were free of disease 5 years after diagnosis"		2611

		2313		The cure rate, currently, about one-third of cases, is expected to double by the close of the century.		M. D. Joesten, J. L. Hogg, & M. E. Castellion, "World of chemistry: Essentials", (Australia: Thomson Brooks/Cole, 2007).		"Another definition of success in cancer therapy is given by the number of patients who survive for five years after treatment. In the 1930s fewer than 20 cancer patients in 100 were alive 5 years after treatment; in the 1940s it was 25 in 100; in the 1960s, it was 33 in 100, and today it is close to 60 in 100."		2612

		2313		The cure rate, currently, about one-third of cases, is expected to double by the close of the century.		National Cancer Institute, "SEER Cancer Statistics Review 1975-2013", September 12, 2016.		Table 2.8

All Cancer Sites (Invasive)

5-Year Relative and Period Survival (Percent) by Race, Sex, Diagnosis Year and Age

All Races - Both Sexes

1975-1977 	48.9

1978-1980	49

1981-1983 	50.2

1984-1986	52.4

1987-1989	55.3

1990-1992	59.9

1993-1995	61.3

1996-1998	63.3

1999-2001	66

2002-2005	67.2

2006-2012	69.0



Table 2.9

All Cancer Sites (Invasive)

SEER Relative Survival (Percent) By Year of Diagnosis, All Races, Males and Females

1975- 1979	48.9

1980- 1984	50.2

1985- 1989	54.4

1990- 1994	60.4

1995	61.6

1996	62.5

1997	63.3

1998	64

1999	65.2

2000	66

2001	66.8

2002	67.2

2003	66.7

2004	67.3

2005	67.6

2006	68.6

2007	69.1

2008	68.9		2615

		2313		The cure rate, currently, about one-third of cases, is expected to double by the close of the century.		E. G. Baron, & R. Asteggiano, "Cardiac Management of Oncology Patients: Clinical Handbook for Cardio-Oncology", (Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, 2015).		Table 1.2: Five year relative survival by year of diagnosis

1990-1992 - 59.9%

1993-1995 - 61.2%

1996-1998 - 63.3%

1999-2001 - 66.3%

2003-2009 - 68.1%

		2616

		2315		Local-to global Internet access holds the prospect of universal

wireless connectivity via hand-held devices and large numbers of low-cost, low altitude satellites.		Henry, Caleb. "OneWeb Shifts First Launch to Year's End." SpaceNews.com. May 01, 2018. Accessed May 02, 2018. http://spacenews.com/oneweb-shifts-first-launch-to-years-end/.		Most recent (as of verification) article on OneWeb deployment plan. First launch of OneWeb satellites to be no earlier than Q4 2018.		3173

		2315		Local-to global Internet access holds the prospect of universal

wireless connectivity via hand-held devices and large numbers of low-cost, low altitude satellites.		"2017 State of the Satellite Industry Report." SIA.org. Accessed May 2, 2018. https://www.sia.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/SIA-SSIR-2017.pdf.		Estimating 1.9 million satellite broadband subscribers in the past year, with the number growing by about 3% a year.		3174

		2315		Local-to global Internet access holds the prospect of universal

wireless connectivity via hand-held devices and large numbers of low-cost, low altitude satellites.		"Broadband Map - Technology." National Broadband Map. Accessed May 04, 2018. https://www.broadbandmap.gov/technology.		Wireless access map depicting coverage of the United States as reported by NTIA in 2014		3199

		2315		Local-to global Internet access holds the prospect of universal

wireless connectivity via hand-held devices and large numbers of low-cost, low altitude satellites.		"FCC Fixed Broadband Deployment." FCC Fixed Broadband Deployment. December 2016. Accessed May 04, 2018. https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/#/area-summary?type=nation&geoid=0&tech=sw&speed=10_1&vlat=39.70647547550965&vlon=-96.48161720202626&vzoom=3.605648752272612.		Wireless access map depicting coverage of the United States as reported by the FCC in December 2016.		3200

		2315		Local-to global Internet access holds the prospect of universal

wireless connectivity via hand-held devices and large numbers of low-cost, low altitude satellites.		"FCC Fixed Broadband Deployment." FCC Fixed Broadband Deployment. December 2016. Accessed May 04, 2018. https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/#/area-summary?type=nation&geoid=0&tech=sw&speed=10_1&vlat=39.70647547550965&vlon=-96.48161720202626&vzoom=3.605648752272612.		Wireless access map depicting coverage over the world (selection uses United States and Eastern Asia) as reported by crowd-sourced public data through November 2017.

		3201

		2316		The world's population increases 55 percent from 4.1 billion people in 1975 to 6.35 billion by 2000, under the Study's medium-growth projections. 		World Bank,  "Population, total"



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL



		World Bank data says global population was 6.1 billion in 2000. Work bank data also says that global population was 6.35 in 2003, making 2003 the year of realization. 		2535

		2316		The world's population increases 55 percent from 4.1 billion people in 1975 to 6.35 billion by 2000, under the Study's medium-growth projections. 		World Population by Year. Worldometers.com. Accessed January 23 2018. 		According to this source, world population reached 6,381,408,987 in 2003. Before that, in 2002, world population was at 6.3 billion--so 2003 is when population first reached/surpassed 6.35, making 2003 the year of realization.   		2573

		2316		The world's population increases 55 percent from 4.1 billion people in 1975 to 6.35 billion by 2000, under the Study's medium-growth projections. 		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, world population was 6.05 billion in 2000.		2536

		2318		For example, our projections for the average fuel efficiency of automobiles in the U.S.A. are 27 to 29 miles per gallon by 2000, compared to 13.5 mpg in 1972.		U.S. Energy Information Administration, "Annual Energy Review 2011", September, 2012.		Table 2.8  Motor Vehicle Mileage, Fuel Consumption, and Fuel Economy, 1949-2010

Fuel Economy - Miles per Gallon

Light-Duty Vehicles, Short Wheelbase

1972 - 13.5

1980 - 16.0

1990 - 20.2

2000 - 21.9

2010 - 23.5		2600

		2318		For example, our projections for the average fuel efficiency of automobiles in the U.S.A. are 27 to 29 miles per gallon by 2000, compared to 13.5 mpg in 1972.		U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau Of Transportation Statistics, "National Transport Statistics : Table 4-23: Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Light Duty Vehicles", accessed January 29, 2018.



		Average U.S. light duty vehicle fuel efficiency (mpg) (calendar year)

Light duty vehicle, short wheel base	

1980 - 16.0

1990 - 20.3

2000 - 21.9

2015 - 23.9		2601

		2318		For example, our projections for the average fuel efficiency of automobiles in the U.S.A. are 27 to 29 miles per gallon by 2000, compared to 13.5 mpg in 1972.		U.S. Energy Information Administration, "January 2018: Monthly Energy Review", January, 2018.		Table 1.8 Motor Vehicle Mileage, Fuel Consumption, and Fuel Economy

Light-Duty Vehicles, Short Wheelbase

Fuel Economy Miles per Gallon

2015 - 23.9		2602

		2321		A maximum worldwide production of oil from shale of

about 2 million barrels a day in year 2000, mainly in the U.S.A., is

projected in our rising price scenarios.		Adam Sieminski, "Outlook for U.S. shale oil and gas," U.S. Energy Information Administration, Jan. 4, 2014.		Chart indicates that US production of shale and tight oil was less than .4 million barrels per day in 2000 and approximately 2 million barrels per day in 2012.		3040

		2321		A maximum worldwide production of oil from shale of

about 2 million barrels a day in year 2000, mainly in the U.S.A., is

projected in our rising price scenarios.		Institute for Energy Research, " U.S. Leads World in Natural Gas Production from Hydraulic Fracturing, December 6, 2012. Accessed online May 18, 2018. https://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/u-s-leads-world-in-natural-gas-production-from-hydraulic-fracturing/		This 2012 article claims that the US is the leading producer of shale gas. It also implies that the US also leads the world in shale oil, by saying "shale oil and gas" several times. 



"China leads the world in shale gas resources according to the Energy Information Administration, but the United States leads the world in shale gas production, with the world’s second largest resources of shale gas... In the United States, the shale gas boom has brought back industries that have gone abroad for cheaper energy and the shale oil boom has created an economic boost for states like North Dakota, now the second largest oil producing state in the United States...The growth of shale oil and gas production in the United States was essentially due to small, independent companies that were willing to take large financial risks, and landowners who owned their mineral rights and were ready to lease their lands for a share of the profits. The shale industry in the United States also benefited from a large existing pipeline network to transport the fuels, the availability of drilling rigs, and geologic information available from state regulators.		3289
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projected in our rising price scenarios.		Energy Information Administration, "Shale gas and tight oil are commercially produced in just four countries," February 13, 2015. Accessed online May 18, 2018. https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=19991		Charts show that, in 2014, the US produced the most shale gas and "tight oil" (also known as shale oil) in the world, ahead of Canada, China, and Argentina. This corroborates our assumption that the US first began to produce the most shale oil as early as 2012.  		3290

		2321		A maximum worldwide production of oil from shale of

about 2 million barrels a day in year 2000, mainly in the U.S.A., is

projected in our rising price scenarios.		Jean Laherrere, "Review on Oil Shale Data, August 2005. Accessed online May 18, 2018. http://ecolo.org/documents/documents_in_english/OilShaleReview.pdf		Percentage of  production in 2002 [end of 2002]:



Estonia - 48 

Brazil - 27 

China - 17 

Australia - 8

USA - 0

Russia - 0

Jordan - 0 

France - 0 
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(North Dakota and Montana), the resource potential of tight and shale oil was virtually absent from the United States and the international oil map. It remained so until 2011, when Bakken shale oil production

started to surprise most experts and the Eagle Ford and Permian Basin shale formations began to emerge as additional contributors to the unexpected shale oil boom. By the end of 2012, that boom released an overall production of more than 1.5 mbd of crude oil, starting from virtually zero in 2006."		3293
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		2325		Feasibility of limited weather control, in the sense of substantially affecting regional weather at acceptable cost will actually be implemented between 1987 – 2000. 		Keith, David W. "Geoengineering the Climate: History and Prospect." Innovative Energy Strategies for CO2 Stabilization, 2000, 411-53. Accessed May 4, 2018. doi:10.1017/cbo9780511536038.010		2000 research paper defining geoengineering, evaluating the potentials impacts and risks of various proposals, and evaluating the economic viability of geoengineering.		3210

		2325		Feasibility of limited weather control, in the sense of substantially affecting regional weather at acceptable cost will actually be implemented between 1987 – 2000. 		Travis, William R. "Geo-Engineering the Climate: Lessons from Purposeful Weather and Climate Modification." Colorado.edu. Accessed May 4, 2018. https://www.colorado.edu/geography/class_homepages/geog_3402_s07/Travis_geoengineering.pdf		2017 research paper looking at the prospective social impacts of geoengineering based on historical reactions to weather modification efforts		3211

		2326		Economic feasibility of commercial generation of synthetic protein for food will actually be implemented between 1985 – 2003.		Wolfson, Wendy. "Lab-grown Steaks Nearing the Menu." New Scientist. December 30, 2002. Accessed May 07, 2018. https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn3208-lab-grown-steaks-nearing-the-menu/.		2002 article describing experimental technology  for synthetic/cultured meat growth.		3215

		2326		Economic feasibility of commercial generation of synthetic protein for food will actually be implemented between 1985 – 2003.		Sample, Ian. "Fish Fillets Grow in Tank." New Scientist. March 20, 2002. Accessed May 07, 2018. https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn2066-fish-fillets-grow-in-tank/.		2002 article describing research into cultivated/synthetic fish fillets.		3216

		2326		Economic feasibility of commercial generation of synthetic protein for food will actually be implemented between 1985 – 2003.		Van, Eelen Willem Frederik, Kooten Willem Jan Van, and Wiete Westerhof. Industrial Production of Meat from in Vitro Cell Cultures. WO: PCT/NL1997/000710, filed December 18, 1997.		1997-98 patent application for process for the industrial-scale production of synthetic/cultivated meat.		3217

		2326		Economic feasibility of commercial generation of synthetic protein for food will actually be implemented between 1985 – 2003.		Sorvino, Chloe. "Tyson Invests In Lab-Grown Protein Startup Memphis Meats, Joining Bill Gates And Richard Branson." Forbes. January 30, 2018. Accessed May 07, 2018. https://www.forbes.com/sites/chloesorvino/2018/01/29/exclusive-interview-tyson-invests-in-lab-grown-protein-startup-memphis-meats-joining-bill-gates-and-richard-branson/#1d2cfb423351.		2018 article describing industry investment in startup with cultured/synthetic meat production technology.		3218

		2330		Electronic prosthesis (radar for the blink, servomechanical limbs, etc.) will be implemented between 1975 - 1990.		Zuo, Kevin J., and Jaret L. Olson. "The Evolution of Functional Hand Replacement: From Iron Prostheses to Hand Transplantation." Plastic Surgery 22, no. 1 (2014): 44-51. doi:10.1177/229255031402200111.		2014 article discussing the overarching history of hand prosthesis, as well as the general history of prosthesis.		3219

		2330		Electronic prosthesis (radar for the blink, servomechanical limbs, etc.) will be implemented between 1975 - 1990.		Childress, Dudley S. "Historical Aspects of Powered Limb Prostheses | O&P Virtual Library." OandPLibrary.org. 1985. Accessed May 07, 2018. http://www.oandplibrary.org/cpo/1985_01_002.asp.		1985 article on history of prosthesis with focus on recent (1967-1984) history		3220

		2330		Electronic prosthesis (radar for the blink, servomechanical limbs, etc.) will be implemented between 1975 - 1990.		Hayes, Caroline. "Smarter Prosthetics Created Using Sensors, Software, Electronics and 3D Printing." TheIET.org. May 25, 2017. Accessed May 07, 2018. https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2017/05/smarter-prosthetics-created-using-sensors-software-electronics-and-3d-printing/.		2017 article with an in-depth review of developing prosthetic technologies.		3221

		2331		Automated interpretation of medical symptoms will be implemented between 1980 - 1990.		G. C. Kagadis & S. G. Langer, "Informatics in Medical Imaging", (CRC Press, 2011).		"It is important to differentiate CAD from Automated Computer Diagnosis (ACD). In ACD, the final diagnosis is derived from computer algorithms alone, without  human intervention. With CAD, computer performance does not necessarily have to be comparable to or exceed that of physicians, but need only be complementary. On the other hand, ACD must have a performance equal or better to that of humans in all possible clinical scenarios, as the images would not be viewed by a physician at all. To date, there is no approved software for clinical utility as an ACD system."		2592

		2331		Automated interpretation of medical symptoms will be implemented between 1980 - 1990.		J. Then et al, "Literature Review and Proposed Framework on CAD: Automated Cardiac MR Images Segmentation and Classification", in IAIT 2012: Advances in Information Technology, Communications in Computer and Information Science, vol 344, (Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 2012).

		"The early studies on the use of computers in analysis of medical images began in the 1960s . At that time, researchers were investigating the computerized image analysis for automated diagnosis in radiology. The concept was to create an automated computer diagnosis system that could replace radiologist in detecting abnormalities. However, these attempts were not successful due to the limited computer power, and insufficient quality of image processing techniques and equipments. Eventually,the thinking of "replacing radiologist" was gradually subsided over time.



Later in the 1980s, the concept was shifted to utilize the computer output as assistance to radiologists in reading the medical images. This concept is currently known as Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD). The main difference between CAD and automated computer diagnosis is how the computer output is utilized in detecting abnormalities. With CAD, the radiologists use the computer output as a "second reader", which provides a second opinion to the radiologists. The radiologist may or may not agree with the computer output to make the final decision. Often, this final decision is improved with the aid from computer output and therefore, the current CAD has become widely used in clinical practice."		2593

		2331		Automated interpretation of medical symptoms will be implemented between 1980 - 1990.		S.A. Wood, "Computer-Aided Diagnosis", In Multidetector-Row CT of the Thorax, (Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 2006).		"In their current form, Computer Aided Detection (CAD) systems are used for automatic detection in medical images and are currently position as a second review for radiologists"



"Computer-aided detection (CAD) techniques have been researched for over a decade with initial work mostly concentrating on CAD for two-dimensional modalities of mammography and projection chest radiography. The first commercially available CAD product was approved in the United States in 1998 by the Food and Drug Administration for screening mammography. Presently, the number of mammography CAD systems in routine clinical use for both film-based and digital mammography approaches 1000. It is, therefore, only mammographic CAD systems that have transitioned from concept, to product to common clinical use."		2594

		2331		Automated interpretation of medical symptoms will be implemented between 1980 - 1990.		Kunio Doi, "Computer-Aided Diagnosis in Medical Imaging: Historical Review, Current Status and Future Potential", Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics,  31:4-5 (2007): 198–211.		"CAD is a concept established by taking into account equally the roles of physicians and computers, whereas automated computer diagnosis is a concept based on computer algorithms only. With CAD, the performance by computers does not have to be comparable to or better than that by physicians, but needs to be complementary to that by physicians. In fact, a large number of CAD systems have been employed for assisting physicians in the early detection of breast cancers on mammograms."



"Large-scale and systematic research and development of various CAD schemes were begun in the early 1980s at the Kurt Rossmann Laboratories for Radiologic Image Research in the Department of Radiology at the University of Chicago. Prior to and since that time, we have been engaged in some of basic research on the effects of digital images on radiologic diagnosis..."



"In the 1980s, the concept of automated diagnosis or automated computer diagnosis was already known from studies (26-31) in the 1960s, but these early attempts were not successful. (The difference and the common aspects between automated diagnosis and computer-aided diagnosis will be discussed in the next section.) Thus, it appeared to be extremely difficult to carry out a computer analysis on lesions involved in medical images. It was, therefore, not easy to predict whether the development of CAD schemes would be successful or fail."



"Early studies on quantitative analysis of medical images by computer (26-31) were reported in the 1960s. At that time, it was generally assumed that computers could replace radiologists in detecting abnormalities, because computers and machines are better at performing certain tasks than are human beings. Thus, the concept of computer diagnosis or automated diagnosis in radiology was established at that time. Although interesting results were reported, these early attempts were not successful, because computers were not sufficiently powerful, advanced image-processing techniques were not available, and digital images were not easily accessible. However, a serious flaw was an excessively high expectation from computers. In fact, many different approaches to automated computer diagnosis have been attempted as aids in decision-making in many fields of medicine since the 1950s. In the medical subspecialty of hematology, for example, R.L. Engle (32), in his review article on 30 years’ experience, stated in his conclusion, “Thus, we do not see much promise in the development of computer programs to simulate the decision making of a physician. ---- However, after many years we have concluded that we should stop trying to make computers act like diagnosticians.”



In the 1980s, however, another approach emerged which assumed that the computer output could be utilized by radiologists, but not replace them. This concept is currently known as computer-aided diagnosis, which has spread widely and quickly. "



"Thus, at the Rossmann Laboratories in the mid 1980s, we had already developed basic schemes for the detection of lung nodules in chest images (52,53) and the detection of clustered microcalcifications in mammograms (54). Although the sensitivities of these schemes for detection of lesions were relatively high even at that time, the number of false positives was very large. It was therefore quite uncertain and unpredictable whether the output of these computerized schemes could be used by radiologists in routine clinical work. For example, the average number of false positives was four per mammogram in the detection of clustered microcalcifications by computer, although the sensitivity was about 85%. However, in order to examine the possibility of practical uses of CAD in clinical situations, we carried out an observer performance study without and with the computer output. To our surprise, radiologists’ performance in detecting clustered microcalcifications was improved significantly when the computer output was available, even with such a large number of false positives"		2595
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		2338		Transportation energy use declines from about 27 % to about 25 % of total energy demand by 2000, owing largely to automobile efficiency improvements and improvements in load factors in other forms of transportation.		"Final Energy Consumption By Sector And Fuel." EEA.europa.eu. January 11, 2017. Accessed May 9, 2018. https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/final-energy-consumption-by-sector-9/assessment-1.		Transportation as share of total energy demand in 2000 in Europe reported as 30.45%. Last reported period is 2014, with transportation as share of total energy demand  in Europe as 33.24%		3234

		2338		Transportation energy use declines from about 27 % to about 25 % of total energy demand by 2000, owing largely to automobile efficiency improvements and improvements in load factors in other forms of transportation.		"Energy Outlook Downloads and Archive." BP.com. 2018. Accessed May 09, 2018. https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/energy-outlook/energy-outlook-downloads.html		Transportation as share of total energy demand in 2000 worldwide reported as 19.4%. Last reported period was 2010, with transportation as a share of total energy demand worldwide being reported as 19.2%. Data set includes forecast for 2020, with anticipated transportation share of total energy demand worldwide as 20.2%		3235

		2340		In the year 2000 about 50% of oil consumption will go to transport and petrochemical feedstocks, where it is an essential fuel.		BP p.l.c, "BP Energy Outlook 2017 edition," 2017, accessed February 22, 2018, https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/pdf/energy-economics/energy-outlook-2017/bp-energy-outlook-2017.pdf.		pg 26 Graph showing oil consumption by transport sector with historical data from 2000 - 2015. Shows just over 50% of oil consumption was in transport sectors in 2000.		2720

		2340		In the year 2000 about 50% of oil consumption will go to transport and petrochemical feedstocks, where it is an essential fuel.		International Energy Agency, "IEA Headline Energy Data," 2017, accessed February 22, 2018, https://www.iea.org/statistics/.		Gives World Total final consumption (ktoe) Oil products and final consumption Oil products - Transport (ktoe) 1971 - 2015, used data to calculate the following:

1977 	47.46%

1978 	48.09%

1979 	47.86%

1980 	49.14%

1981 	50.68%

1982 	51.45%

1983 	52.31%

1984 	52.78%

1985 	53.28%

1986 	53.83%

1987 	54.28%

1988 	54.99%

1989 	55.94%

1990 	57.10%

1991 	56.99%

1992 	57.73%

1993 	58.13%

1994 	58.31%

1995 	58.26%

1996 	58.74%

1997 	58.40%

1998 	59.41%

1999 	59.42%

2000 	60.31%

2001 	60.01%

2002 	60.56%

2003 	60.66%

2004 	60.60%

2005 	61.09%

2006 	61.42%

2007 	62.20%

2008 	62.84%

2009 	63.00%

2010 	62.98%

2011 	63.68%

2012 	64.32%

2013 	64.55%

2014 	64.81%

2015 	65.20%		2719

		2342		World food production is projected to increase 90 percent over the 30 years from 1970 to 2000.  		United Nations Food and Agricultural Service statistics website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QI		Global food production reported as 3,274,931,000 tonnes of food in 1970. Global food production reported as 6,450,519,000 tonnes of food in 2000. 2000 food production is approximately 97% greater than the food production of 1970.



Global food production reported as 6,269,997,000 tonnes of food in 1999, making it 91% greater than the food production of 1970.		3236

		2343		After decades of generally falling prices, the real price of food is projected to increase 95 percent over the 1970-2000 period, in significant part as a result of increase petroleum dependence. 		From Boom to Bust: A Typology of Real Commodity Prices in the Long Run." NBER Working Paper 18874.

		Real price comparison of 10 different categories of food from  1850 to 2015. 2000 real prices ranged from 26% to 72% of 1970 real prices. An average of the ten categories produced a result of a 58.7% decrease in the the real price of food from 1970 to 2000.		3241

		2344		Arable land worldwide will be 1,538.6 million hectares in 2000, up from 1,476.8 in 1975. 		"FAOSTAT - Land Use - Arable." FAO.org. Accessed May 10, 2018. http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/RL.		Source reports arable land worldwide in 2000 as 1,399.7 million hectares. Peak reported arable land worldwide is 1,425.9 million hectares in 2015.		3242

		2348		The projections indicate that by 2000 some 40 percent of the remaining forest cover in LDCs will be gone.		Keenan, Rod. Forest loss has halved in the past 30 years, latest global update shows. The Conversation. September 7, 2015. 		This article shows that deforestation rates have continued to decrease as of 2015. 



“Forest loss has halved over the past 30 years according to the 2015 Global Forest Resources Assessment released yesterday. 



Between 1990 and 2015, global forest area declined by 3%, but the rate of loss has halved between the 1990s and the past five years.”		3328

		2348		The projections indicate that by 2000 some 40 percent of the remaining forest cover in LDCs will be gone.		Total forest coverage by country. The Guardian. Accessed May 29 2018. 		This source, which uses data from the World Resources Institute, shows that forest cover in developing countries declined 4.5% between 1990 and 2000.  



Between 2000 and 2005, the decrease was only 1.8%, which corroborates the decline in  deforestation other sources claim to be occurring. 



To arrive at this data, I isolated developing countries (using the UN definition of developing countries) and summed their forest area. The resulting numbers:



1990: 2148498000 ha 

2000: 2055666000  ha

2005: 2018911000 ha 





		3329

		2348		The projections indicate that by 2000 some 40 percent of the remaining forest cover in LDCs will be gone.		State of the World's Forests. (1999). The status of forest resources. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 		Between 1980 and 1995 there was a net loss of 200 million hectares in developing nations.



According to chart, there were 1,961 million ha in of forest in developing countries in 1995. So if forest area shrank 200 million between 1980 and 1995, that means forest area in 1980 was 2,161 million. Therefore, forest area decreased by 10% between 1980 and 1995.  



Meanwhile, between 1990 and 1995, there was a decrease of 65.1 million hectares in developing countries, which suggests the shrinking rate of deforestation corroborated by other sources. 		3331

		2349		The rate of growth per year in 1975 was 1.8 percent; the projected rate for 2000 is 1.7 percent. 		The World Bank, "Population growth (annual %)",  January 25, 2018, accessed January 29, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.GROW.		World	

Population growth (annual %)	

	

1961	1.35

1962	1.72

1963	2.07

1964	2.05

1965	2.05

1966	2.10

1967	2.05

1968	2.03

1969	2.11

1970	2.09

1971	2.10

1972	2.04

1973	1.98

1974	1.96

1975	1.87

1976	1.79

1977	1.75

1978	1.75

1979	1.77

1980	1.75

1981	1.76

1982	1.79

1983	1.78

1984	1.74

1985	1.75

1986	1.77

1987	1.78

1988	1.77

1989	1.74

1990	1.74

1991	1.65

1992	1.56

1993	1.56

1994	1.51

1995	1.51

1996	1.45

1997	1.43

1998	1.39

1999	1.36

2000	1.33

2001	1.30

2002	1.28

2003	1.27

2004	1.26

2005	1.25

2006	1.25

2007	1.24

2008	1.25

2009	1.23

2010	1.22

2011	1.19

2012	1.21

2013	1.20

2014	1.20

2015	1.19

2016	1.18

		2598

		2349		The rate of growth per year in 1975 was 1.8 percent; the projected rate for 2000 is 1.7 percent. 		United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Average annual rate of population change (percentage)", 2017.		Average annual rate of population change (percentage)	

WORLD	

1950-1955	1.78

1955-1960	1.80

1960-1965	1.93

1965-1970        2.05

1970-1975	        1.95

1975-1980	        1.78

1980-1985	1.78

1985-1990	1.79

1990-1995	1.52

1995-2000	1.32

2000-2005	1.25

2005-2010	1.23

2010-2015	1.19		2599

		2350		Most of the population growth (92 percent) will occur in the less developed countries rather than the industrialized countries.		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Developing countries grew 1510085209 from 1980 to 2000.  The world grew 1680384859 from 1980 to 2000.  Developing countries accounted for  89.8% of the growth in 2000. 



Developing countries reached 90% of the overall growth in 2005,  when the world grew 2079330364 and the developing countries  1872520324. 



However, it does not appear that this share of growth ever exceeded 90% and in fact began to go back down to 89%, which may be because of developing countries' declining fertility rate. As of 2016, developing countries accounted for 89.8% of the growth from 1980. 		3325

		2351		Of the 6.35 billion people in the world in 2000, 5 billion will live in LDCs.		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, "Population Division. World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Total Population by sex (thousands), Less developed regions", 2017.		Total Population by sex (thousands)

Less developed regions - Both sexes combined

1997	4731247.569

1998	4805773.278

1999	4880090.302	

2000	4954502.254	

2001	5029153.415

2002	5104099.227			2623

		2351		Of the 6.35 billion people in the world in 2000, 5 billion will live in LDCs.		Population Reference Bureau, "2002 Population Reference Bureau—World Population Data Sheet", 2002.		Demographic Data and Estimates for the Countries and Regions of the World

Population Mid-2002 (millions)

LESS DEVELOPED - 5,018		2624

		2351		Of the 6.35 billion people in the world in 2000, 5 billion will live in LDCs.		Jacob S. Siegel, "Demographic and socioeconomic basis of ethnolinguistics", (Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, 2018).		Table 8.1 Estimated Population of the World and its Major Regions: 2000 and 2015 (millions)

Less Developed 

2000 - 4883

2015 - 6082		2625

		2352		The study's projections assume that world fertility rates will drop more than 20 percent over the 1975-2000 period, from an average of 4.3 children per fertile woman to 3.3.		Fertility rate, total (births per woman). The World Bank. Accessed January 12, 2018. 		According to World Bank data, fertility rates in 2000 were 2.6 children per woman. World Bank data also shows that fertility rates were at 3.3 children per woman in 1989, 11 years before the forecasted year. 		2538

		2352		The study's projections assume that world fertility rates will drop more than 20 percent over the 1975-2000 period, from an average of 4.3 children per fertile woman to 3.3.		Roser, Max. "Fertility Rate." Our World in Data. December 2, 2017. 		The “Children per woman” chart shows that fertility rates in 2000 were 2.6 children per woman. According to the same chart, fertility rates were 3.3 children per woman in 1989, 11 years before the forecast year. 		2537

		2353		In LDCs, fertility rates are projected to drop 30 percent as a result of moderate progress in social and economic development and increased availability and use of contraceptive methods. 		Fertility rate, total (births per woman). The World Bank. Accessed January 12, 2018. 		In 2000, developing countries' fertility rate dropped from 5.92 in 1975 to 4.06 in 2000, which is a 31.5% decrease. Fertility rate first decreased by 30% in 1999, when the fertility rate was 4.13 (a 30.3% decline from 1975). 



To arrive at this number, I used the United Nation's definition for developing countries and isolated all 105 of those countries, then found the average for their data. 		3324

		2354		By 2000, Mexico City is projected to have more than 30 million people--roughly three times the present population of the New York metropolitan area.		Connolly, Priscilla. "The Case of Mexico City, Mexico." UCL.AC.uk. Accessed May 17, 2018. http://www.ucl.ac.uk/dpu-projects/Global_Report/pdfs/Mexico.pdf.		Case study of Mexican urban demographics reporting the population of the Mexico City metropolitan area to be 18,396,677 in 2000		3281

		2354		By 2000, Mexico City is projected to have more than 30 million people--roughly three times the present population of the New York metropolitan area.		"The World's Cities in Data 2016." UN.org. Accessed May 17, 2018. http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/pdf/urbanization/the_worlds_cities_in_2016_data_booklet.pdf.		Booklet on global urbanization reporting the population of the Mexico City metropolitan area as 18,457,000 in 2000 and 21,157,000 in 2016		3282

		2355		Calcutta will approach 20 million.		World Urbanization Prospects: The 2005 Revision. Working Paper No. ESA/P/WP/200. United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2006). 		According to the chart on page 2, population of Calcutta was 13.1 million in 2000. The same chart shows that population of Calcutta in 2015 was 17 million--still 15% off from the forecasted number of 20 million. 		2534

		2355		Calcutta will approach 20 million.		Nitai Kundu, "Urban Slums Reports: The case of Kolkata, India," UNDERSTANDING SLUMS: Case Studies for the Global Report on Human Settlements 2003		Chart on page 2 indicated population of Kolkata (Calcutta) was just over 13 million in 2001.		2830

		2358		GNP, a rough and inadequate measure of social and economic welfare, is projected to increase worldwide by 145 precent over 25 years from 1975 to 2000. 		"GDP (current US$)." WorldBank.org. Accessed May 15, 2018. https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gross World Product in 1975 reported as 5.897 trillion 2017 USD. Gross World Product in 2000 reported as 33.566 trillion 2017 USD. Gross World Product in 1986 reported as 15.022 trillion 2017 USD. 		3266

		2358		GNP, a rough and inadequate measure of social and economic welfare, is projected to increase worldwide by 145 precent over 25 years from 1975 to 2000. 		"United Nations Statistics Division - National Accounts." UNStats. December 2017. Accessed May 15, 2018. https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Gross World Product in 1975 reported as 6.635 trillion 2017 USD. Gross World Product in 2000 reported as 33.601 trillion 2017 USD. Gross World Product in 1987 reported as 17.648 trillion 2017 USD.		3268

		2360		Within about fifteen years, data-transmission costs are likely to be reduced so much that information storage and retrieval will become a runaway revolutionary process.

		May, Kate Torgovnick. "What the Internet Looked like in 1982: A Closer Look at Danny Hillis' Vintage Directory of Users." TED.com. October 30, 2014. Accessed May 15, 2018. https://blog.ted.com/what-the-internet-looked-like-in-1982-a-closer-look-at-danny-hillis-vintage-directory-of-users/.		Article describing the composition of ARPANET in 1982		3257

		2360		Within about fifteen years, data-transmission costs are likely to be reduced so much that information storage and retrieval will become a runaway revolutionary process.

		Tarnoff, Ben. "How the Internet Was Invented." The Guardian. July 15, 2016. Accessed May 15, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/15/how-the-internet-was-invented-1976-arpa-kahn-cerf.		Article describing the first successful test of the interconnectivity of networks in 1976, and the prerequisites and impacts of the technological development.		3258

		2360		Within about fifteen years, data-transmission costs are likely to be reduced so much that information storage and retrieval will become a runaway revolutionary process.

		Zimmermann, Kimm Ann, and Jesse Emspack. "Internet History Timeline: ARPANET to the World Wide Web." LiveScience.com. June 27, 2017. Accessed May 15, 2018. https://www.livescience.com/20727-internet-history.html.		Timeline describing key events in the development of the internet each year, including the emergence of TCP/IP in 1982, and the subsequent spread of digital access .		3259

		2362		Within about fifteen years, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		The Need for New Contraceptives. Developing New Contraceptives: Obstacles and Opportunities. Mastroianni L Jr., Donaldson PJ, Kane TT, editors. Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 1990.		Worldwide, about a half billion women are currently using some method of contraception; an estimated three-quarters of these women live in the less developed world (United Nations, 1987a). 		3277

		2362		Within about fifteen years, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		Trends in Contraceptive Use Worldwide. NY: United Nations. 2015. 		"Contraceptives are used by the majority of married or in-union women in almost all regions of the world."  (2015) 		3278

		2362		Within about fifteen years, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		Ford, Liz, and Josh Holder. "Contraception and Family Planning around the World – Interactive." The Guardian. March 08, 2016. Accessed June 12, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/datablog/2016/mar/08/contraception-and-family-planning-around-the-world-interactive.		1970 to 2015 saw an increased use of contraceptives worldwide, including notable growth in use of progesterone or "the pill".		3392

		2362		Within about fifteen years, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		"A Brief History of the Birth Control Pill." PBS.org. May 7, 2010. Accessed June 12, 2018. http://www.pbs.org/wnet/need-to-know/health/a-brief-history-of-the-birth-control-pill/480/.		From 1969 onwards, iterative improvements are made to the pill, primarily reducing the dosage to maintain effectiveness but mitigate harmful side effects. By 1988, the original pill is completely replaced with new versions.		3393

		2362		Within about fifteen years, birth control with superior techniques than

those today will have become, or will be becoming, a universal phenomenon.

		Campbell, Martha, Nuriye Nalan Sahin-Hodoglugil, and Malcolm Potts. "Barriers to Fertility Regulation: A Review of the Literature." Studies in Family Planning 37, no. 2 (2006): 87-98. doi:10.1111/j.1728-4465.2006.00088.x.		A review of barriers to birth control technology access, including economic, social, and cultural barriers that may be faced. These barriers inhibited access to birth control by individual members of national populations, even after the technology had reached the region.		3394

		2364		We have the feeling, though, that the likely extent of birth control usage from 1980 to 2000 is substantially underestimated today, and consequently that the world's population by the year 2000 will almost certainly be less than the seven billion once commonly predicted, perhaps by a billion or two.		World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, (2001) New York: United Nations		World population reached 6.1 billion in mid-2000 and is currently growing at an annual rate of 1.2 per cent, or 77 million people per year

		2494

		2364		We have the feeling, though, that the likely extent of birth control usage from 1980 to 2000 is substantially underestimated today, and consequently that the world's population by the year 2000 will almost certainly be less than the seven billion once commonly predicted, perhaps by a billion or two.		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, world population in 2000 was 6,118,075,293.		2493

		2366		Year 2000 population: 318 million		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, population of the US in 2000 was 282,162,411. World Bank data also shows that US population did not reach 318 million until 2014, when it was 318,563,456.		2491

		2366		Year 2000 population: 318 million		"US Population by Year." U.S. Census Bureau, ww.multpl.com. Accessed January 3, 2018. 		The table this source provides shows that US population in 2000	282.16 million. The table also shows that US population did not reach 318 million until 2014, when it was 318.56 million. 		2492

		2367		Per cent employed: 38 per cent		United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, "United States, Employment-to-population ratio, total (%)" accessed January 18, 2018.		Year	2000 

Value 64.4

	

		2548

		2367		Per cent employed: 38 per cent		United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey - Employment-population ratio" accessed January 18, 2018.		Gives monthly Employment-population ratio for 2000 an annual average of 64.4%.

		2549

		2368		Work year: 1,600		Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, "Average annual hours actually worked per worker" accessed January 18, 2018.  		Average annual hours actually worked per worker - United States

2000 -1,834		2550

		2368		Work year: 1,600		United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Division of International Labor Comparisons "International Comparisons of GDP per Capita and per Hour, 1960–2011" November 7, 2012 accessed January 18, 2018, https://www.bls.gov/ilc/intl_gdp_capita_gdp_hour.pdf.		Table 7a 

Average annual hours worked per employed person,

by country, 1960–2011

Year 2000

United States 1,857		2551

		2369		Table III shows a year 2000 world population of 6.4 billion persons, 1 .9 times the 1965 population of 3.3 billion.		World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, (2001) New York: United Nations		World population reached 6.1 billion in mid-2000 and is currently growing at an annual rate of 1.2 per cent, or 77 million people per year		2490

		2369		Table III shows a year 2000 world population of 6.4 billion persons, 1 .9 times the 1965 population of 3.3 billion.		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, world population in 2000 was 6,118,075,293. World Bank data shows that world population did not reach 6.4 until 2004, when world population was 6,436,346,998.		2489

		2369		Table III shows a year 2000 world population of 6.4 billion persons, 1 .9 times the 1965 population of 3.3 billion.		World Population by Year. Worldometers.com. Accessed January 23 2018. 		The table this source provides shows that world population in 2000	was 6,145,006,989. The table also shows that world population did not reach 6.4 billion until 2004, when population was 6,461,370,865. 		2574

		2370		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.		United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Average annual rate of population change (percentage)", 2017.		Average annual rate of population change (percentage)	

Africa	

1960 - 1965	2.46

1965 - 1970	2.56

1970 - 1975	2.63

1975 - 1980	2.77

1980 - 1985	2.82

1985 - 1990	2.76

1990 - 1995	2.61

1995 - 2000	2.46

2000 - 2005	2.46

2005 - 2010	2.53

2010 - 2015	2.59

		2800

		2370		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Used population data for UN regional group "Africa" to calculate the following:



Population growth - Africa - 1965-2015

1965	2.53%

1966	2.55%

1967	2.56%

1968	2.58%

1969	2.59%

1970	2.61%

1971	2.62%

1972	2.63%

1973	2.65%

1974	2.68%

1975	2.72%

1976	2.75%

1977	2.78%

1978	2.81%

1979	2.83%

1980	2.85%

1981	2.86%

1982	2.87%

1983	2.87%

1984	2.87%

1985	2.86%

1986	2.84%

1987	2.83%

1988	2.81%

1989	2.78%

1990	2.75%

1991	2.72%

1992	2.69%

1993	2.65%

1994	2.61%

1995	2.57%

1996	2.53%

1997	2.50%

1998	2.48%

1999	2.47%

2000	2.47%

2001	2.45%

2002	2.47%

2003	2.49%

2004	2.50%

2005	2.52%

2006	2.54%

2007	2.56%

2008	2.58%

2009	2.60%

2010	2.61%

2011	2.63%

2012	2.22%

2013	2.64%

2014	2.63%

2015	2.61%		2801

		2374		South America is also anticipated to sustain considerable growth in population to year 2000, 2.7 per cent, and this expansion will limit that continent's per capita GNP growth to 1.9 per cent.		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Used population data for countries Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,  Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela 1965-2016 to calculate the following.



South America - Population Growth percentage 1965-2016

1965 	2.67%

1966 	2.62%

1967 	2.58%

1968 	2.53%

1969 	2.48%

1970 	2.43%

1971 	2.38%

1972 	2.34%

1973 	2.30%

1974 	2.29%

1975 	2.28%

1976 	2.28%

1977 	2.27%

1978 	2.26%

1979 	2.26%

1980 	2.25%

1981 	2.24%

1982 	2.23%

1983 	2.20%

1984 	2.16%

1985 	2.11%

1986 	2.06%

1987 	2.01%

1988 	1.96%

1989 	1.91%

1990 	1.86%

1991 	1.82%

1992 	1.77%

1993 	1.73%

1994 	1.69%

1995 	1.66%

1996 	1.62%

1997 	1.59%

1998 	1.55%

1999 	1.51%

2000 	1.46%

2001 	1.42%

2002 	1.37%

2003 	1.33%

2004 	1.29%

2005 	1.25%

2006 	1.21%

2007 	1.17%

2008 	1.14%

2009 	1.12%

2010 	1.10%

2011 	1.09%

2012 	1.07%

2013 	1.05%

2014 	1.03%

2015 	1.00%

2016 	0.96%		2842

		2374		South America is also anticipated to sustain considerable growth in population to year 2000, 2.7 per cent, and this expansion will limit that continent's per capita GNP growth to 1.9 per cent.		United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Average annual rate of population change (percentage)", 2017.		South America - Average annual rate of population change (percentage)

1965 - 1970	2.50

1970 - 1975	2.29

1975 - 1980	2.24

1980 - 1985	2.16

1985 - 1990	1.94

1990 - 1995	1.72

1995 - 2000	1.53

2000 - 2005	1.32

2005 - 2010	1.14

2010 - 2015	1.04		2843

		2376		As is suggested above, gross world product rises from $2.1 trillion in

1965 to $ 10.9 trillion in year 2000, with an accompanying increase in world population from 3-4 billion to 6-4 billion.		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		World - GDP

1978	8542924735220.41

1979	9925897437975.24

1980	11172203734232.9

1981	11464351513520.9

1982	11363646516060.8

1983	11623710624558.5

2000	33566568243507

		2617

		2376		As is suggested above, gross world product rises from $2.1 trillion in

1965 to $ 10.9 trillion in year 2000, with an accompanying increase in world population from 3-4 billion to 6-4 billion.		Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, "Gross Domestic Product for World," August 30, 2017, accessed January 30, 2018, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MKTGDP1WA646NWDB.		Gross Domestic Product for World - Current Dollars

1979 - 9.90 trillion

1980 - 11.15 trillion

2000 - 33.55 trillion		2618

		2382		Laser leveling of land will be practiced to prepare it for more effective water usage.		Smith, Ron. Laser leveling system helps conserve moisture. Southwest FarmPress. November 2, 2000. 		This article describes a Texan farmer's use of a laser system to conserve moisture on his land. 		3260

		2382		Laser leveling of land will be practiced to prepare it for more effective water usage.		Daubert, John and Harry Ayer. Laser Leveling and Federal Incentives. Western Journal of Agricultural Economics. December 1982. 		This 1982 article describes the use and benefits of laser leveling technology for preserving moisture, calling it "new":



"Laser leveling of gravity irrigated fields is an important new water-saving technology..." 		3261

		2396		Crop chemical applications in the future should make greater use of electrostatic spraying processes, which involve the principle of static electricity.		Y. Ru, J. Zheng, "Design and Experiments on Droplet Charging

Device for High-Range Electrostatic Sprayer," Nanjing Forestry University, China, Intech (2011)		Electrostatic spray technique has been introduced into agricultural pesticide applications for many years. Law and Cooper (1988) investigated depositions of charged and uncharged droplets from orchard air carrier sprayer They found the deposition charged droplets could increase from 1.5 to 2.4-fold over uncharged droplets from the same air-atomizing, inducting-charging nozzles. Combining Electrostatic spray technique with high-range spray technique, a trailer-mounted ULV sprayer was re-equipped with an electrostatic device (Zhu, 1990). A knapsack electrostatic sprayer was developed with a centrifugal fan driven by a gasoline engine. A rotary-cage electrostatic spraying nozzle was driven by air-stream with contact charging electrode (Zheng and Xian, 1990). A power-carried axial air-assisted electrostatic sprayer for locust control (Xian and Zheng et al, 1992) was developed. 		2335

		2396		Crop chemical applications in the future should make greater use of electrostatic spraying processes, which involve the principle of static electricity.		J.R. Brown, D. C. William, R. O. Melson, T. Gwinnt, "An Electrostatic Backpack Sprayer: Potential for Mosquito Control," Journal of the American Mosquito Control Association, 13(l):90-91 (1997)		The droplet velocity vector can be determined by the gravitational field and momentum, the interactions of droplets with the air stream propelling them, and electrical charges (Law et al 1992). An assisted electrostatic spraying (AES) has been an accepted practice in agriculture for more than a decade (Brown et al. 1994).		2336

		2412		There will be a few large corporate farms, developed and managed by absentee owners, but these will not account for a significant number of farms or a large share of total production.		Ronald A. Wirtz, "Saving the Family Farm, but From What?" Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, October 1, 1999. Accessed online May 23, 2018. https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/fedgazette/saving-the-family-farm-but-from-what. 		This 1999 article explains that corporate farms made up 4% of farms in the U.S. in 1997, and suggests that the majority of this 4% was still family-owned or -operated:



"... family-controlled farms still make up 99 percent of all farms. Close to nine of 10 farms in the Ninth Federal Reserve District (except in Montana, with eight of 10) are operated by an individual or family as a sole proprietorship (the "traditional" family farm). The remaining farms are mostly either partnerships or corporate farms, which despite being vilified by many, are predominantly operated and controlled by families...Corporate farms made up just over 4 percent of all farms nationwide in 1997—double the percentage two decades ago—and are grabbing a bigger chunk of the production and sales pie. But contrary to the glass-building image of corporations, 90 percent of the 84,000 corporate farms in the United States are family owned, whose shareholders (usually capped at 10 or fewer) are usually required to have close kinship to the farm operator (e.g., brother, father, grandmother)."		3318

		2412		There will be a few large corporate farms, developed and managed by absentee owners, but these will not account for a significant number of farms or a large share of total production.		"What is the Family Farm?" American Public Media, undated. Accessed May 23, 2018. http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/farm/familyfarm.html. 		The pie chart embedded in this article ("Farm Ownership in 1997"

Source: USDA/National Agricultural Statistic Service) shows that non-family entities owned or operated only 1% of US farms in 1997, while  family-held corporations owned or operated 4% , "partnerships" owned or operated 9%, and families and individuals owned or operated 86%.		3319

		2412		There will be a few large corporate farms, developed and managed by absentee owners, but these will not account for a significant number of farms or a large share of total production.		Lydia DePillis, "Farms are Gigantic Now. Even the 'Family-Owned' Ones," Washington Post, August 11, 2013. Accessed online May 23, 2018. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/08/11/farms-are-gigantic-now-even-the-family-owned-ones/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.bcbadb2f4e38		This 2013 article explains that, since around 1996, families have owned and/or operated most of the US' most value-generating/largest farms. The article distinguishes between these family farms and non-family farms, which suggests that non-family farms (what forecasters likely thought to mean "farms managed by absentee owners") have been limited in number since 1996. 



"And here's the second thing that's wrong about our understanding of the disappearance of family farms: 96.4 percent of the crop-producing farms in the U.S. are owned by families, and they represent 87 percent of all the agricultural value generated (non-family owned farms are defined as "those operated by cooperatives, by hired managers on behalf of non-operator owners, by large corporations with diverse ownership, and by small groups of unrelated people"). That hasn't changed since about 1996. Part of the reason is that some mega-corporations have moved from direct ownership of cropland into a coordinating role, sourcing product from family-owned pieces of land that they've sold off. Also, families are just as capable of operating modern agricultural technology as agribusinesses are, as Chrystia Freeland described last year in the Atlantic. And finally, deep understanding of an area's soil conditions and weather patterns--not to mention the local political landscape--are still valuable to productivity, which advantages families that pass such knowledge on through generations."		3321

		2412		There will be a few large corporate farms, developed and managed by absentee owners, but these will not account for a significant number of farms or a large share of total production.		United States Department of Agriculture, “Structural and Financial Characteristics of U.S. Farms, 1995.” Accessed online May 24, 2018. https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/42178/32545_aib746b_002.pdf?v=42487		Table 2 on page 12 shows the number of farms, mean acres operated, mean gross cash farm income, and mean gross value of sales for sole proprietorships, partnerships, and family corporations (all of which are considered “family farms” per the definition on page 15) as well as non-family farms. 



The table shows that “family farms”(sole proprietorships, partnerships, and family corporations) had over 2 million farms in 1995, while non-family corporations had fewer than 9,600 farms.		3322

		2412		There will be a few large corporate farms, developed and managed by absentee owners, but these will not account for a significant number of farms or a large share of total production.		Robert A. Hoppe, Penni Korb, Erik J. O’Donoghue, and David E. Banker, “Structure and Finances of U.S. Farms: Family Farm Report,” United States Department of Agriculture, June 2007. Accessed online May 24, 2018. Robert A. Hoppe, Penni Korb, Erik J. O’Donoghue, and David E. Banker, “Structure and Finances of U.S. Farms: Family Farm Report,” United States Department of Agriculture, June 2007. Accessed online May 24, 2018. https://naldc.nal.usda.gov/download/22839/PDF.		Figure 15 shows that sole proprietorships (which USDA considers "family-run") made up the majority of product sales from 1978 to 2002, followed by partnerships (also considered "family-run") and family corporations. The category of "other" (which includes nonfamily corporations, cooperatives, estates or trusts, institutional farms, etc.) made up a very small fraction of product sales from 1978 to 2002. 



However, the document notes that most non-family corporations "are not large, publicly held companies. Between 80 and 87 percent of them, depending on the year, had no more than 10 stockholders." This suggests that most of the "large corporations" in farming have been family-owned or -operated. 		3323

		2426		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.		World Energy Council, "Global Transport Scenarios," 2011.		"As the figure shows, road transport accounts for the bulk (around 76%) of the transportation energy consumption." Note, this data is for 2010 (the source is from 2011 but the figure uses 2010 data). 		3256

		2426		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.		World Energy Outlook. (1995). International Energy Agency. 		In 1995, road accounted for 75% of the total transport energy demand: “In terms of energy consumption, the road subsection is by far the most important, generally accounting for about three quarters of total transport energy demand.”  		3302

		2426		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.		2.1 Road transport energy consumption. International Renewable Energy Agency. CleanLeap. 2013. Accessed May 22, 2018. 		Figure shows that road was 60% of all transport energy consumption in 2000, a number which slowly rises near 70% by 2010. 		3303

		2426		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.		Elliott, Curtis M.  (1967). The Insurance Definition of "Automobile", Nebraska Law Review, vol. 46, no. 3. pp. 3-23. 

		"Black defines the term 'automobile' as 'a vehicle for the transportation of persons or property on the highway, carrying its own motive power and not operated upon fixed tracks.'"		3304

		2426		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.		Transportation sector energy consumption.  International Energy Outlook 2016. U.S. Energy Information Administration. 2016. 		In 2012, automobiles accounted for about 67% of all transport energy use. 



I arrived at this number using data from Figure 8-8. This figure separates energy use by machine type. I am using the broad definition of automobiles provided by the Elliot source included int this list of ground truth sources. So, the data is (approximately) as follows:



Light-duty: 45%

Bus: 3%

Heavy truck: 9%

Other true: 10%



Total: 



67% (approximately) 		3305

		2427		Yet the magnitude of the oil used in automobiles will be large in 2000-nearly 15 MBD by our projections.		World Energy Outlook. International Energy Agency. 2002. 		Oil demand in 2000 was 75 mb/d (same as 1997) 

		2542

		2427		Yet the magnitude of the oil used in automobiles will be large in 2000-nearly 15 MBD by our projections.		Global Transport Energy Consumption. In book: Alternative Energy and Shale Gas Encyclopedia, Edition: 1st, Chapter: 61, Publisher: John Wiley and Sons, NY., Editors: J.H. Lehr and J. Keeley. April 2016.		See tables on page 3: Fuel for transportation was 94-92% oil between 1973 and 2012. Road transportation makes up 72% of transportation sector in 2000. 		2543

		2427		Yet the magnitude of the oil used in automobiles will be large in 2000-nearly 15 MBD by our projections.		World Energy Outlook 2000. International Energy Agency. 2000. 		"Transportation’s share [of world energy demand; note, according to the Global Transport Energy source, more than 90% of transportation uses oil, so when we talk about energy demand of transportation, we can think of it as oil demand] increases to 31% in 2020 from 28% in 1997." (page 60)



"The volume of world oil demand is projected at close to 115 million barrels per day in 2020, compared to 75 mb/d in 1997."(page 22)



^28% (the transportation oil demand) of 75 (world oil demand) = 21. So, transportation used 21 mbd in 1997. 		2541

		2429		The population of the world will have increased about 40% from its present size to 4.3 billion--that is, provided no third world war will have taken place before then. 		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 

Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2010 Revision (Vol. 1: Comprehensive Tables)" 2011		Graph shows global population was in the neighborhood of 5 billion in 1984.		2397

		2429		The population of the world will have increased about 40% from its present size to 4.3 billion--that is, provided no third world war will have taken place before then. 		World Bank,  "Population, total"



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL



		Graph says global population was 4.76 billion in 1984. Population passed the 4.3B mark in 1979.		2396

		2431		Effective fertility control will be practised, with the result that the birth rate will continue to drop.		The World Bank, "Fertility rate, total (births per woman)" online table



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN/		Graph clearly shows fertility rates steadily declining from the 1960s through the 1980s.		2394

		2431		Effective fertility control will be practised, with the result that the birth rate will continue to drop.		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 

Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2010 Revision (Vol. 1: Comprehensive Tables)" 2011		Graph clearly shows fertility rates steadily declining from the 1960s through the 1980s.		2395

		2433		The use of personality-control drugs will be widespread and widely accepted.		Denis Campbell, "Lithium should be more widely used for bipolar disorder, researchers say"; The Guardian, Aug. 14, 2016		“'Lithium is a drug with a bad reputation. It is seen by patients, and some psychiatrists, as a dangerous drug. People rightly have suspicions about it. Patients say that the downsides include emotional numbing – feeling that you aren’t connected with your feelings – as well as tremors,'” said Dr Joseph Hayes, a psychiatrist at University College London.



"But lithium’s reputation is largely misplaced and based on the experiences of patients from the 1960s to the 1980s who were given too large a dose of the drug, he added." 		2393

		2433		The use of personality-control drugs will be widespread and widely accepted.		Edward Shorter, "The history of lithium therapy"; Bipolar Disorders: An International Journal of Psychiatry and Neurosciences," June 1, 2009		"In 1970, the United States became the 50th country to admit lithium to the marketplace. Meanwhile, interest in lithium for the prophylaxis of depression was growing apace and today the agent is widely prescribed for that indication, even though it has not been accepted by the Food and Drug Administration."



"By the late 1960s, a kind of “lithium underground” had formed in the United States, many physicians prescribing it without bothering to seek “INDs,” or a permit to use an investigational new drug from the FDA (32). Meanwhile, lithium had long become registered elsewhere: lithium gluconate in 1961 in France, lithium carbonate in 1966 in the United Kingdom, lithium acetate in 1967 in Germany, and lithium glutamate in 1970 in Italy (33, 34). Surely it was now time for the FDA to act?"		2392

		2434		Sophisticated teaching machines will be in general use. 		Ludy T. Benjamin, Jr., "A History of Teaching Machines"; American Psychologist, September 1988		"In concluding this brief history of teaching machines in

the classroom, it has been shown that they emerged in

the 1920s at the hand of Sidney Pressey and were largely

confined to the dissertations of a handful of Ohio State

University doctoral students. They reappeared in the

1950s with the work of B. E Skinner and enjoyed considerable

popularity through the early 1960s. By the late

1960s, they had gone the way of hula hoops, only to be

reincarnated in the personal computers of the 1980s. The

vision of machines carrying the brunt of the instructional

role in a mechanized classroom of multiple child-machine

pairs has never materialized; these machines remain

as minor adjuncts to the educational process. Psychologist

Robert Daniel (1985), a long-time observer of teaching

practices, said that is as it should be. Teaching machines

are successful as a supplement to but not as a substitute

for the teacher. Daniel speculated that some of the failure

of the machines was clue to teachers who expected the

machines to perform roles that could only be handled by

the human teacher."		2434

		2434		Sophisticated teaching machines will be in general use. 		Bill Ferster, "Teaching Machines: Learning from the Intersection of Education and Technology" (online preview); Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014		"So why is technology so conspicuously absent from education? Or it it is used at all, why is its role minor and supportive, or, as in the case of online instruction, why is it used for content delivery only?... Despite the potential that many feel educational technology as in increasing the efficacy of instruction, technology as not yet provided a compelling enough alternative to the status quo."		2435

		2434		Sophisticated teaching machines will be in general use. 		Amanda J. C. Sharkey, "Should we welcome robot teachers?", Ethics and Information Technology, 18:4 (2016): 283-297.		"...it is apparent that the current abilities of robot teachers to operate autonomously are still quite limited, and often aided by covert or even overt human intervention or remote control."



"The use of fully fledged robot teachers (the extreme of Scenario 1) is surely something that should not be encouraged, or seen as a goal worth striving for. There seems no good reason to expect that robot teachers would offer extra educational benefits over a human teacher. It is also apparent that robot teachers will not be able form an adequate replacements for humans in the near future."		2632

		2434		Sophisticated teaching machines will be in general use. 		Michael Russell, "Technology and Assessment: The Tale of Two Interpretations", (Greenwich, Conn: Information Age Publishing, 2006).		"Skinner introduced programmed instruction at Harvard University in 1957. A year later, Evans used the programmed instruction concept in books at the University of Pennsylvania. The first use of programmed instruction in an elementary school was in 1957 at the Mystic School in Winchester, Massachusetts. In general, though, teaching machines and programmed instruction were not widely used in public school classrooms or in higher education.



The popularity of teaching machines and programmed instruction followed the familiar cycle of most other forms of educational technology. In the late 1950s many people in the educational technology community expressed praise for this new tool: "In its short history this area of teaching technology has had a remarkably widespread effect on all forms of teaching" (Kay, Dodd & Sime, 1968, p.1). However, teaching machines and instructional programming never reached the stage of widespread use and in the late 1960s, even the strongest proponents were backing down from their initial claims."		2633

		2435		Automated libraries which look up and reproduce relevant material will greatly aid research. 		Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)



https://www.oclc.org/en/news/releases/2016/201620dublin.html		"On 26 August 1971, the OCLC Online Union Catalog (now known as WorldCat) began operation. From a single terminal, catalogers at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio, were able to catalog 133 books online that day. Today, WorldCat comprises more than 380 million records representing more than 2.4 billion titles in libraries worldwide."		2390

		2435		Automated libraries which look up and reproduce relevant material will greatly aid research. 		Joyce Duncan Falk, "OCLC and RLIN: Research Libraries at the Scholar's Fingertips" American Historical Association, May 1989		"OCLC, the older of the two networks, began in 1967 as the Ohio College Library Center and put its database online in 1971. It is now international in scope having almost 8,000 member libraries of all types in twenty-six countries."		2391

		2436		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine. 		Susan Rasky, "Soviet is said to seek membership in Intelsat"; New York Times, March 13, 1985		"Intelsat, a nonprofit cooperative open to all nations, provides two-thirds of the world's telephone service, almost all international television transmission, most telex service and many kinds of data transmission. It was established in 1964 and is based in Washington.



"The consortium's members include Yugoslavia, Vietnam, China and Nicaragua. The Soviet Union is a customer of the system, and as such is entitled to attend meetings where traffic and frequency information is discussed, but it is not given information from technical, planning and board meetings that is available to full members."		2388

		2436		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine. 		David Whalen, "Communications Satellites: Making the Global Village Possible"; history.NASA.gov 



		"The INTELSAT III series was the first to provide Indian Ocean coverage to complete the global network. This coverage was completed just days before one half billion people watched APOLLO 11 land on the moon on July 20, 1969."		2389

		2437		Automation will span the gamut from many service operations to some types of decision making at the management level. 		Devin Fidler, "Here’s How Managers Can Be Replaced by Software"; Harvard Business Review, April 21, 2015		"While management is an information-intensive activity, APIs (or software interfaces), are making it ever easier for computers to effectively route and track work projects. We’re already accustomed to services like Uber and Lyft actively managing the process of coordinating and paying for on-demand transportation. Our iCEO prototype points to a not-too-distant future in which these APIs will not only manage simple processes, but also help conceptualize and oversee an endless variety of projects — functions traditionally performed by management."		2386

		2437		Automation will span the gamut from many service operations to some types of decision making at the management level. 		Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, "Automated Decision making comes of age"; MIT Sloan Management Review, July 15, 2005		"This brave new world of automated decision making has been a long time in coming, but it is now upon us. Businesses need to find ways to incorporate it into their strategies and processes or they may be left behind and lose their competitive advantage."		2387

		2438		In space, a permanent lunar base will have been established. 		Bernard Weintraub, "President calls for Mars mission and a moon base," New York Times, July 21, 1989.		"President Bush proposed today that the United States establish a base on the Moon, send an expedition to Mars and begin 'the permanent settlement of space.'"		2384

		2438		In space, a permanent lunar base will have been established. 		Marina Koren, "Trump's Advisers Want to Return Humans to the Moon in Three Years"; The Atlantic, Feb. 9, 2017

		"Donald Trump’s advisers want NASA to send humans to the moon three years from now, nearly five decades since the last astronaut left his footprints there."		2385

		2439		Manned Mars and Venus fly-bys will have been accomplished.

		Guinness World Records



http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/farthest-distance-from-earth-reached-by-humans/		According to Guinness, farthest distance traveled by humans from Earth is the Moon.		2382

		2439		Manned Mars and Venus fly-bys will have been accomplished.

		Cornell University



http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/about-us/150-people-in-astronomy/space-exploration-and-astronauts/general-questions/932-what-is-the-farthest-in-space-that-we-have-gone-beginner		According to Cornell University, the farthest humans have traveled from Earth is the moon.		2383

		2440		Deep-space laboratories will be in operation. 		Guinness World Records



http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/farthest-distance-from-earth-reached-by-humans/		According to Guinness World Records, the farthest humans have traveled from Earth is to the Moon, which according to Webster's dictionary is not in deep space.		2380

		2440		Deep-space laboratories will be in operation. 		Cornell University



http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/about-us/150-people-in-astronomy/space-exploration-and-astronauts/general-questions/932-what-is-the-farthest-in-space-that-we-have-gone-beginner		According to Cornell University, the farthest humans have traveled from Earth is to the Moon.		2381

		2441		Propulsion by solid-core nuclear-reactor and ionic engines will be becoming available. 		NASA press release, "NASA Contracts with BWXT Nuclear Energy to Advance Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Technology" NASA website, Aug. 2, 2017.		"Nuclear-powered rocket concepts are not new. The United States conducted studies and significant ground tests from 1955 to 1972 to determine the viability of such systems, but ceased testing when plans for a crewed Mars mission were deferred. Since then, nuclear thermal propulsion has been revisited several times in conceptual mission studies and technology feasibility projects."		2514

		2441		Propulsion by solid-core nuclear-reactor and ionic engines will be becoming available. 		Matt Williams, "NASA Reignites Program for Nuclear Thermal Rockets"; phys.org, Aug. 14, 2017		"Despite these efforts, no nuclear rockets ever entered service, owing to a combination of budget cuts, loss of public interest, and a general winding down of the Space Race after the Apollo program was complete."		2515

		2442		In the military arena, ground warfare will be modified by rapid mobility and a highly automated tactical capability, aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, ranging from non-lethal biological devices and light-weight rocket-type personnel armament to small tactical nuclear bombs and directed-energy weapons of various kinds. 		Boyne, Walter, "How the Helicopter Changed Modern Warfare: Vietnam"; thehistoryreader.com, Nov. 18, 2011. [excerpted from the book "How the Helicopter Changed Modern Warfare," Pelican Publishing Co. 2011]		"Establishment of the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile)



The combined results of [testing] and the operations in Vietnam led to the establishment of the iconic 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), uniting the resources of the Second Infantry Division and the 11th Air Assault Division (Test). There was a mad scramble to obtain the necessary personnel and equipment, but an advance party arrived in the Republic of Vietnam on August 25, 1965. It immediately proceeded to An Khe, where it began a new tradition."		2422

		2442		In the military arena, ground warfare will be modified by rapid mobility and a highly automated tactical capability, aided by the availability of a large spectrum of weapons, ranging from non-lethal biological devices and light-weight rocket-type personnel armament to small tactical nuclear bombs and directed-energy weapons of various kinds. 		Lt. Gen. John Tolson, "Vietnam Studies: Airmobility 1961-1971"; Department of the Army, 1999 (first printed in 1973) 		"By the end of 1966, the United States would have a total of

385,000 U. S. military personnel in South Vietnam and would be

in a position for the first time to go over to the offensive on a

broad and sustained basis. General Westmoreland remarked, 'During 1966, airmobile operations came of age. All maneuver battalions became skilled in the use of the helicopter for tactical

transportation to achieve surprise and out-maneuver the enemy.'" 		2423

		2443		Ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		Reagan Library Archives



https://reaganlibrary.archives.gov/archives/speeches/1983/32383d.htm		"After careful consultation with my advisers, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff, I believe there is a way. Let me share with you a vision of the future which offers hope. It is that we embark on a program to counter the awesome Soviet missile threat with measures that are defensive. Let us turn to the very strengths in technology that spawned our great industrial base and that have given us the quality of life we enjoy today.



What if free people could live secure in the knowledge that their security did not rest upon the threat of instant U.S. retaliation to deter a Soviet attack, that we could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our own soil or that of our allies?"



		2376

		2443		Ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		U.S. Missile Defense Agency, "Missile Defense: The First Seventy Years" pamphlet, August 2013 		"Consequently, on March 23, 1983, President Reagan announced his decision in a nationally televised speech to launch a major new program, the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), to determine whether or not missile defenses were technically feasible."		2377

		2443		Ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, "Soviet Military Power," 1985		"The Soviets maintain around Moscow the world's only operational ABM system. This system is intended to form a layer of defense for Soviet civil and military command authorities in the Moscow area during a nuclear war rather than blanket protection for the city itself."		2378

		2443		Ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		Union of Concerned Scientists, "History of Russia's Anti-ballistic Missile (ABM) System," October 27, 2002		"The Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Strategic and Theater Nuclear Forces told the House Armed Services Committee in 1987 that although the Soviets had spent over 10 years and billions of dollars developing an ABM system, the United States could penetrate it with a small number of Minuteman ICBMs equipped with 'highly effective chaff and decoys,' he went on to say that, 'dif the Soviets should deploy more advanced or proliferated defenses we have new penetration aids as counters.'"		2379

		2443		Ground-launched anti ICBM missiles will have become quite effective.		Ballistic Missile Defense Intercept Flight Test Record [Fact Sheet]. Missile Defense Agency. May 20 2017. 		Fact sheet of flight tests shows that three out of the five tests of GMD/GBI since 2010 have failed to result in intercepts. Note, these are carefully choreographed tests, not realistic situations where MDA doesn't know about launches and trajectories in advance. So, although we have demonstrated the ability to shoot down ICBMS, it does not appear that we have enough consistency in performance to consider this capability "quite effective."  		2631

		2444		Anti-submarine warfare techniques will have advanced greatly, but improved deep-driving, hard-to-detect submarines will present new problems. 		John R. Benedict, "The unraveling and revitalization of U.S. Navy antisubmarine warfare"; Naval War College Review, Spring 2005, Vol. 58, No. 2		In the 1960–80 time frame the primary ASW sensor technology enablers were passive narrowband acoustics (in all antisubmarine communities), towed arrays for submarines and surface ships, and active acoustics for ships (3.5 kHz) and helicopters. Electronic intelligence from aircraft and spaceborne systems became

a key component of all-source intelligence and cueing. As described earlier, the ASW and intelligence communities focused on tracking Soviet first- and second-generation nuclear submarines, and they had considerable success.

Ship-towed arrays and shipborne medium-range helicopters came into the fleet at the end of the era and (along with developments in carrier-based antisubmarine air) showed real promise."		2374

		2444		Anti-submarine warfare techniques will have advanced greatly, but improved deep-driving, hard-to-detect submarines will present new problems. 		Carol Kopp, "Identification underwater

with towed array sonar"; Defence Today, December 2009 		"Through the early 1960s the US Navy conducted a

series of experiments with two SSNs and a surface

vessel, with tests culminating in 1964-1965 with

the detection of a snorkeling submarine at 60

nautical miles. These led to the tender for the AN/

SQR-14 towed array in 1967, and the deployment

in 1970 of three systems on Dealy class destroyers

operating in the Mediterranean. The success of

these systems – and the appearance of much

quieter Soviet Charlie, Victor and Yankee class

submarines – led to the development of the

TB-16, eventually deployed across the US Navy

submarine fleet, and the interim STASS (Submarine

Towed Array Sonar System). "		2375

		2445		The population size will be up to about 5.1 billion (65% more than 1963).		World Bank



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		Chart on World bank website shows world population reached 5.1 billion by 1988 and 6 billion by 2000.		2372

		2445		The population size will be up to about 5.1 billion (65% more than 1963).		World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision, The United Nations, 2001		Chart on page 1 indicates world population was 6.057 in 2000.		2373

		2447		Controlled thermonuclear energy will be a source of new energy.		U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science



https://science.energy.gov/fes/		"...we are on the verge of a new age in fusion science during which researchers will undertake fundamental tests of fusion energy’s viability."		2371

		2447		Controlled thermonuclear energy will be a source of new energy.		World Nuclear Association



http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/nuclear-fusion-power.aspx		"Fusion power offers the prospect of an almost inexhaustible source of energy for future generations, but it also presents so far insurmountable engineering challenges...A long-standing quip about fusion points out that, since the 1970s, commercial deployment of fusion power has always been about 40 years away. While there is some truth in this, many breakthroughs have been made, particularly in recent years, and there are a number of major projects under development that may bring research to the point where fusion power can be commercialised...While fusion power clearly has much to offer when the technology is eventually developed, the problems associated with it also need to be addressed if it is to become a widely used future energy source."		2370

		2449		Regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 						2365

		2449		Regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 		City of Wichita Falls, Texas. "Frequently asked questions about cloud seeding" 		"One of the Nation's most enduring weather-modification projects is located in West Texas between the Permian Basin and the South Plains, at the headwaters of the Colorado River of Texas. The rain-enhancement project of the Colorado River Municipal Water District (CRMWD) was begun in 1971 to generate additional rainwater, and hence runoff, into the two reservoirs (Lake Thomas and E. V. Spence Reservoir) on the Colorado."		2366

		2449		Regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 		Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, "Harvesting the Texas Skies in 2016 - A Summary of Rain Enhancement (Cloud Seeding) Operations in Texas" TDLR website, 2016		"With more substantive evidence that cloud seeding, when performed in timely and appropriate ways, could invigorate convective clouds, promoting their growth and capacity to produce rainwater, a coordinated, State-funded program began in earnest in the latter half of the 1990s."		2367

		2449		Regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 		U.S. National Research Council, press release, Oct. 13, 2003		"There is ample evidence that "seeding" a cloud with a chemical agent -- such as silver iodide, which could form ice crystals that may fall as rain -- can modify the cloud's development and precipitation. However, scientists are still unable to confirm that these induced changes result in verifiable, repeatable changes in rainfall, hail fall, and snowfall on the ground, according to the report."		2368

		2449		Regional weather control will be beyond experimental stage. 		North American Weather Consultants, Inc. "Cloud seeding frequently asked questions"		"However, modern cloud seeding dates from the late 1940's, springing from a discovery at the General Electric labs in Schenectady, New York in 1946.  The ability of dry ice shavings to convert supercooled water droplets (those existing as water at temperatures colder than freezing) to ice crystals was observed during the conduct of an unrelated experiment.  Later consideration of those observations led to a series of laboratory trials which demonstrated the nucleating properties of various materials in certain cold cloud conditions.  Trials in the atmosphere soon followed, and operational cloud seeding programs began in about 1950."



		2369

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website



https://www.cdc.gov/measles/about/history.html		"In 1963, John Enders and colleagues transformed their Edmonston-B strain of measles virus into a vaccine and licensed it in the United States."		2507

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		The History of Vaccines website



https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/tuberculosis		"The BCG vaccine has been in use since 1921."		2508

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		The History of Vaccines website/Measles



https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/measles		"A vaccine to protect against measles was developed in the 1960s and was quickly adopted."		2506

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		World Health Organization website



http://www.who.int/immunization/research/development/tuberculosis/en/		"Priming TB vaccines, such as the current BCG, are administered to newborns as part of the expanded programme for immunization and, since its first use in 1921, BCG has become the most widely administered vaccine in history with approximately 4 billion doses administered worldwide."		2509

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		Center Watch, Pediarix Vaccine, accessed 1 February 2018, https://www.centerwatch.com/drug-information/fda-approved-drugs/drug/815/pediarix-vaccine. 		This source provides an example of a multivalent vaccine that protects against multiple bacterial (diptheria, pertussis, tetanus)  and viral (hepatitis B, polio) diseases. 		2628

		2450		General immunization against bacterial and viral diseases will be available. 		Shannon Fye-Marnien, The Tauri Group		As of 2018, no universal vaccine has been developed. The way we currently conceptualize and develop vaccines makes it virtually impossible to have a “universal” vaccine as described by one vaccine that protects against all infections. Multivalent vaccines that protect against a certain number of bacterial and viral agents would not count as a universal vaccine.  		2629

		2451		Primitive forms of artificial life will have been generated in the laboratory. 		U.S. Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues. "New directions: The ethics of synthetic biology and emerging technologies"; December 2010		"By contrast, the idea of assembling living organisms wholesale from nonliving parts has intrigued human imagination for centuries with no success outside of fiction. For some, that possibility came one step closer last May with the announcement that scientists at the J. Craig Venter Institute had created the world’s first self-

replicating synthetic (human-made from chemical parts) genome in a bacterial cell of a different species."		2363

		2451		Primitive forms of artificial life will have been generated in the laboratory. 		Thomas Douglas, et. all. "Is the creation of artificial life morally significant?"; Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, December 2013		"In 2010, the Venter lab announced that it had created the first bacterium with an entirely synthetic genome. This was reported to be the first instance of ‘artificial life,’ and in the ethical and policy discussions that followed it was widely assumed that the creation of artificial life is in itself morally significant." 		2364

		2451		Primitive forms of artificial life will have been generated in the laboratory. 		Shannon Fye-Marnien, The Tauri Group		In 2010, researchers at the J. Craig Venter Institute created the first self-replicating bacterial cell using synthetic/artificial DNA. Since the host bacterial cell (Mycoplasma capricolum) accepted the transplanted synthetic Mycoplasma mycoides genome, replicated, and exhibited all of the characteristics of Mycoplasma mycoides, it can be considered artificial life. 



The forecast predicts that "primitive" forms of artificial life will be created. Synthetic biologists typically consider protocells to be primitive forms of life. Although there have been several attempts to create artificial protocells artificially, to date no functional protocell has been created in the laboratory. 		2589

		2452		The correction of hereditary defects through molecular engineering will be possible. 		Lauran Neergaard, "No designer babies, but gene editing to avoid disease? Maybe"; Science X, February 2017		"Don't expect designer babies any time soon—but a major new ethics report leaves open the possibility of one day altering human heredity to fight genetic diseases, with stringent oversight, using new tools that precisely edit genes inside living cells."

		2361

		2452		The correction of hereditary defects through molecular engineering will be possible. 		Anne Trafton, "Curing disease by repairing faulty genes"; MIT News, February 2016		"The genome-editing technique known as CRISPR allows scientists to clip a specific DNA sequence and replace it with a new one, offering the potential to cure diseases caused by defective genes. For this potential to be realized, however, scientists must find a way to safely deliver the CRISPR machinery and a corrected copy of the DNA into the diseased cells."		2362

		2452		The correction of hereditary defects through molecular engineering will be possible. 		Shannon Fye-Marnien, The Tauri Group		Researchers have been using CRISPR to correct genetic mutations that cause hereditary disease. In 2017, researchers at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center used CRISPR to correct mutations causing Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) in patient-derived stem cells, as well as in a mouse model of DMD (Yu Zhang, Chengzu Long, Hui Li, John R. McAnally, Kendryn K. Baskin et al 2017).  In 2016, U.S. researchers used CRISPR to correct a mutation responsible for sickle cell disease in patient-derived stem and progenitor cells (D.P. Dever, R.O. Bak, A. Reinisch, J. Camerena, G. Washington et al 2016). However, none of these CRISPR-derived treatments are in clinical use, and therefore are not "available."  		2590

		2453		Automation will have advanced further, from many menial robot services to sophisticated, high-IQ machines. 		 Marie Del Prado, Guia. 18 AI researchers reveal the most impressive thing they've ever seen. Business Insider. Nov. 30, 2015. 		In this 2015 article, AI researchers cite self-driving cars, self-flying model helicopters, a program matching kidneys with donors using AI techniques, a program that can discover new drugs and new treatment avenues, among other things, as "the most impressive AI" they'd ever seen. 		2739

		2453		Automation will have advanced further, from many menial robot services to sophisticated, high-IQ machines. 		Paul Herzing, IT, The Tauri Group, "Question on programming language forecast." [Email] January 2, 2018 		"I would say we missed the mark (so far) on “high-IQ machines”. To me, this implies a level of AI that doesn’t exist yet. Our manufacturing robots, 3D printers, computer-aided testers, and CAD tools are sophisticated and precise. But they are not thinkers; they are doers (or in the case of CAD, they help the humans control the doers). That doesn’t mean we won’t eventually get to this point, but we’re not there yet.





[In response to article used as Ground Truth source] "Self-driving cars: The problem is hard enough, certainly, but it feels to me like we’re still brute-forcing the problem (tons of input, not much machine learning or strategic thinking).... when it really works — when vehicles can adapt to changing terrain and make value judgments in response to changing conditions (“this is the most safe action”, not just just a binary “can/can’t”), that certainly seems High IQ to me.



The article about the system that “learned” to fly the helicopter through observation.... I would call this High-IQ — not due to the helicopteryness of the accomplishment (three dimensions is, at worst, one exponent harder than two), but because observe-and-learn is orders of magnitude harder than “programmed to do”.



Some of these items seem more like a triumph of giant data than High IQ. We can’t really know if Google is as good as it is due to “intelligence”, or if it simply uses relatively simple analysis on an overwhelming amount of high-quality data. Is it intelligent or just really well architected?"





		2740

		2453		Automation will have advanced further, from many menial robot services to sophisticated, high-IQ machines. 		Anyoha, Rochwell. The History of Artificial Intelligence. Science in the News. Harvard University, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Summer 2017. 		"During the 1990s and 2000s, many of the landmark goals of artificial intelligence had been achieved. In 1997, reigning world chess champion and grand master Gary Kasparov was defeated by IBM’s Deep Blue, a chess playing computer program. This highly publicized match was the first time a reigning world chess champion loss to a computer and served as a huge step towards an artificially intelligent decision making program. In the same year, speech recognition software, developed by Dragon Systems, was implemented on Windows. This was another great step forward but in the direction of the spoken language interpretation endeavor. It seemed that there wasn’t a problem machines couldn’t handle. Even human emotion was fair game as evidenced by Kismet, a robot developed by Cynthia Breazeal that could recognize and display emotions."

		2741

		2454		A universal language will have evolved through automated communication.		Paul Herzing, IT, The Tauri Group, "Question on programming language forecast." [Email] January 2, 2018 		"I agree with you that no universal language for automation exists. I would argue that, until we get to the point where we can describe a set of goals and have the machine or system invent a solution, universal language is not that useful.



Things we have that are similar to the notion being described:



An essentially-universal set of protocols for inter-machine data exchange (TCP/IP + XML)... 



Some big improvements in standardizing human communication:



A method for communicating semantic information (HTML)

A nearly-standard set of long form communications formats (PDF, various eBook formats)

A method of mid form communications (email)

A nearly-standard set of short form communications (Twitter, SMS)





Like you, I took the word “evolved” to mean that the machines were evolving more efficient methods of communication without human assistance. I suppose it doesn’t have to mean that, but if it doesn’t then they’re just describing human improvements to processes, which I assume would have been taken as a given."		2522

		2454		A universal language will have evolved through automated communication.		Napier, Jessica Renee. "Speech Translation Technology Demonstrates Potential for Universal Language." Government Technology. November 20, 2012. 		This 2012 article describes the potential of speech translators to enable a "universal language." 



Although slightly outdated, this article presents a concrete example of the fact that the closest we have gotten to a universal language is this translation capability, which does not create a universal language but rather enables world-wide communication between different languages.		2764

		2455		On the Moon, mining and manufacture of propellent materials will be in progress. 		NASA Resource Prospector mission web page



https://www.nasa.gov/resource-prospector		"NASA’s Resource Prospector mission, which is in pre-formulation, aims to be the first mining expedition on another world."		2357

		2455		On the Moon, mining and manufacture of propellent materials will be in progress. 		Charles Reynerson. "Impact of Water Ice on Lunar Propellant Production", AIAA SPACE 2008 Conference & Exposition, AIAA SPACE Forum		Premise of technical paper is that hydrogen and oxygen extracted from the lunar surface will be useful as propellant for future landing and ascent vehicles operating on the moon.		2358

		2456		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.		Michael Greshko, "Here's Why There's Still Not a Human on Mars," November 11, 2015. Accessed 12 Oct 2017: http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/11/151111-mars-mission-fail-history-astronaut-science/.		Title indicates humans have not been to Mars; article explains why not.		2303

		2456		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.		NASA, "Journey to Mars Overview." Accessed 12 Oct 2017. https://www.nasa.gov/content/journey-to-mars-overview 		Article says NASA plans to send humans to Mars in 2030, and that a trip to circle the moon in the 2020s would have humans traveling "farther than humans have ever traveled before." Article was last updated August 3, 2017.  Indicates that humans had not traveled as far as Mars by 2017. 		2304

		2457		Weather manipulation for military purposes will be possible. 		U.S. National Research Council, press release, Oct. 13, 2003		"There is ample evidence that "seeding" a cloud with a chemical agent -- such as silver iodide, which could form ice crystals that may fall as rain -- can modify the cloud's development and precipitation. However, scientists are still unable to confirm that these induced changes result in verifiable, repeatable changes in rainfall, hail fall, and snowfall on the ground, according to the report."

		2355

		2457		Weather manipulation for military purposes will be possible. 		 Janet Pelley, "Does cloud seeding really work?"; Chemical and Engineering News, May 30, 2016		"Last year marked the conclusion of a massive six-year study that has been the most comprehensive and rigorous to date to investigate whether cloud seeding actually increases precipitation. Called the Wyoming Weather Modification Pilot Project (WWMPP), the study was run by a team of researchers from government, academia, and private industry. In the end, WWMPP wasn’t able to provide a definitive answer. “But the results do provide a body of evidence that cloud seeding is working under certain conditions,” says Roelof Bruintjes, an atmospheric scientist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), who was not part of the project although his colleagues at NCAR were deeply involved."		2356

		2458		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.						2351

		2458		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.		U.S. Missile Defense Agency



https://www.mda.mil/news/history_resources.html		

"Upon taking office in 2001, President George W. Bush brought to his presidency a strong commitment to deploying missile defense in the shortest possible time. "		2352

		2458		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.		Alex Lockie, "Why Russia's ballistic-missile defense works and the US's kinda doesn't"; Business Insider, July 21, 2017		"On the other hand, Russia has 68 nuclear-tipped ballistic-missile interceptors around Moscow. US missiles interceptors do not have explosive payloads and have to actually slam into an incoming warhead to incapacitate it."		2354

		2458		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.		Warren Ferster, Senior Aerospace Analyst, Bryce Space and Technology, "Need your expert opinion on anti-ICBM." [Email] February 27, 2018. 		"As for ICBM defenses in the form of air launched missiles, these haven't been even tested in the US during the time I've been been paying attention (the last 20 years or so) and certainly haven't been demonstrated as effective. If someone else, such as Russia or China, had them I'd know about it."		2742

		2459		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		NASA



https://history.nasa.gov/marschro.htm		NASA Mars chronology lists all missions launched to date and status. None launched prior to 2000 remain operational, and all missions launched since then have finite design lives.		2349

		2459		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		European Space Agency



http://exploration.esa.int/mars/56504-missions-to-mars/		ESA Mars chronology lists all missions launched to date and status. None launched prior to 2000 remain operational, and all missions launched since then have finite design lives.		2350

		2460		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		U.S. Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration,Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, "Point-to-Point Commercial Space Transportation in National Aviation System Final Report"; March 2010		Page 1. "The advent of suborbital transport brings promise of point-to-point (PTP) long distance transportation as a revolutionary mode of air transportation." 



Page 10.  "Although several horizontal and vertical commercial space vehicles designs are evolving, those with an aircraft-like appearance and those that launch horizontally will most probably to be used for PTP flights, since the cargo and passenger loading and unloading processes can be executed with a minimum of

auxiliary equipment."		2346

		2460		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		European Space Agency



http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Engineering_Technology/FAST20XX_Future_High-Altitude_High-Speed_Transport_20XX		"Will we be able to fly faster during the 21st century than we could by the end of the 20th? The Future High-Altitude High Speed Transport 20XX project aims to establish sound technological foundations for the introduction of advanced concepts in suborbital high-speed transportation."		2347

		2460		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		Sean O'Kane, "Elon Musk proposes city-to-city travel by rocket, right here on Earth"; The Verge, Sept. 29, 2017		"This proposed method of Earth-city-to-Earth-city travel would be, by far, the fastest ever created by humanity."		2348

		2460		Men will have landed on Mars, and permanent unmanned research stations will have been established there, while on Earth commercial global ballistic transport will have been instituted.

		U.S. Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration,Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, "Point-to-Point Commercial Space Transportation in National Aviation System Final Report"; March 2010		Although several horizontal and vertical commercial space vehicles designs are evolving, those with an

aircraft-like appearance and those that launch horizontally will most probably to be used for PTP flights,

since the cargo and passenger loading and unloading processes can be executed with a minimum of

auxiliary equipment. 		2345

		2461		Manned Mars and Venus fly-bys will have been accomplished.

		Guinness World Records



http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/farthest-distance-from-earth-reached-by-humans/		"The greatest distance from Earth achieved by humans was when the crew of the Apollo 13 were at apocynthion (i.e. their farthest point) 254 km (158 miles) from the lunar surface, on the far side of the Moon, and 400,171 km (248,655 miles) above the Earths surface, at 1:21a.m. BST on 15 Apr 1970."		2343

		2461		Manned Mars and Venus fly-bys will have been accomplished.

		Cornell University



http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/about-us/150-people-in-astronomy/space-exploration-and-astronauts/general-questions/932-what-is-the-farthest-in-space-that-we-have-gone-beginner		"The farthest in space that humans have gone is the moon, most recently during the Apollo 17 mission in December 1972."		2344

		2462		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine.

						2340

		2462		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine.

		Jonathan Slocum, "Machine Translation: its History, Current Status, and Future Prospects";  Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Computational Linguistics and 22nd annual meeting on Association for Computational Linguistics, July 1984  		P. 557 "EUROTRA is the largest MT project in the Western world. It is the first serious attempt to producea true multi-lingual system, in this case intendedfor all seven European Economic Community languages. "



P. 551: "It is also important to realize that, though none of these systems produces output mistakable for human translation [at least not good human translation], their users have found sufficient

reason to continue using them. "		2341

		2462		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine.

		W. John Hutchins, "Machine Translation over Fifty Years"; Histoire, Epistemologie, Langage, Tome XXII, fasc. 1 (2001), p.7-31]		

"One of the best known projects of the 1980s was the Eurotra project of the European Communities. Its aim was the construction of an advanced multilingual transfer system for  translation among all the Community languages... However, by the end of the 1980s no operational system was in prospect and the project ended, having however achieved its secondary aim of stimulating cross-national research in computational linguistics."



		2342

		2462		World-wide communication will be enhanced by a universal satellite relay system and by automatic translating machine.

		Yunker, John. "Google Translate: Ten Years Later." Global by Design. June 7 2016. 		This article describes Google's translating machine, which is now supports 103 languages, translates  100 billion words per day, and has  500 million users around the world.



The software became available in 2006 and has grown in number of languages and accuracy over time. A chart in the article shows that the number of languages went up from 13 in 2008 to 40+ in 2009, a large enough number to be considered "worldwide enhancing." 		2637

		2464		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		Ronald A. Wirtz, "Saving the Family Farm, but From What?" Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, October 1, 1999. Accessed online May 23, 2018. https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/fedgazette/saving-the-family-farm-but-from-what. 		This 1999 article explains that family farms make up the majority of farms in the US, and even large corporate farms are actually family-owned or -operated:



"... family-controlled farms still make up 99 percent of all farms. Close to nine of 10 farms in the Ninth Federal Reserve District (except in Montana, with eight of 10) are operated by an individual or family as a sole proprietorship (the "traditional" family farm). The remaining farms are mostly either partnerships or corporate farms, which despite being vilified by many, are predominantly operated and controlled by families...Corporate farms made up just over 4 percent of all farms nationwide in 1997—double the percentage two decades ago—and are grabbing a bigger chunk of the production and sales pie. But contrary to the glass-building image of corporations, 90 percent of the 84,000 corporate farms in the United States are family owned, whose shareholders (usually capped at 10 or fewer) are usually required to have close kinship to the farm operator (e.g., brother, father, grandmother)."



This indicates that family-owned or -operated farming corporations were common in the predicted time frame. 		3310

		2464		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		"What is the Family Farm?" American Public Media, undated. Accessed May 23, 2018. http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/farm/familyfarm.html. 		The pie chart embedded in this article ("Farm Ownership in 1997"

Source: USDA/National Agricultural Statistic Service) shows that family-held corporations owned or operated 4% of farms in 1997, while "partnerships" owned or operated 9%. Non-family entities owned or operated only 1%, and families and individuals owned or operated 86%. 		3311

		2466		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.

		International Energy Agency, "Energy Analysis and Modelling Transport: IEA Energy Training Week," June 2016		Sand chart shows that light vehicles accounted for more than 20 percent of total oil consumption in 2000 and that this percentage has been steadily increasing since 1971.		2338

		2466		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.

		World Energy Council, "Global Transport Scenarios," 2011.		 "More than 60% of the oil consumed globally (around 51 million barrels per day) goes to the transportation sector. As the

figure shows, road transport accounts for the bulk (around 76%) of the transportation energy consumption. The light-duty vehicles (LDVs), including light trucks, light commercial vehicles, and minibuses accounted for about 52%, while trucks, including medium- and heavy-duty, accounted for 17%. The remaining share of road transport was covered by full-sized buses (4%) and two-three wheelers (3%). Air and marine each accounted for about 10% of total transport energy consumption, while the railways accounted for only 3%.		2339

		2466		We project the auto's share to drop to about 40% of all transport uses, and about 15% of all oil uses by 2000.

		International Energy Agency, "IEA Sankey Diagram - World Final Consumption", accessed February 20, 2018, https://www.iea.org/Sankey/#?c=World&s=Final consumption.		Gives Total Consumption in Mtoe of Oil Products and amount used in road transport yearly.



Year	Oil Products

2015	3820

2014	3738

2013	3679

2012	3627

2011	3593

2010	3574

2000	3101



Year	Transport – Road

2015	1907

2014	1861

2013	1830

2012	1794

2011	1743

2010	1721

2000	1420



Used this data to calculate the following percentages.



Year	Percentage

2015	49.92%

2014	49.79%

2013	49.74%

2012	49.46%

2011	48.51%

2010	48.15%

2000	45.79%

		2693

		2468		Crop farmers in the future will use more plant growth regulators to enhance yields, reduce biological and environmental stress, and influence plant maturity and reproductive cycles.

		CISION PR Newswire, "Global Plant Growth Regulators Report 2017." Accessed 26 October 2017. https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-plant-growth-regulators-report-2017-300488549.html		"Since 1990, the significant uptake in the adoption of plant growth regulators (PGRs) has seen their use quadruple globally."		2337

		2468		Crop farmers in the future will use more plant growth regulators to enhance yields, reduce biological and environmental stress, and influence plant maturity and reproductive cycles.

		G. Hoffmann. “Use of plant growth regulators in arable crops: Survey and outlook.” In Progress in Plant Growth Regulation, edited by C.M. Karen, L.C. van Loon, D. Vreugdenhil. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers,1992. 		Plant growth regulators (PGRs) have gained significant importance in arable crops by improving resistance to lodging in small grains, by facilitating crop protecting and harvesting, and by increasing crop yields both quantitatively and qualitatively.		2479

		2468		Crop farmers in the future will use more plant growth regulators to enhance yields, reduce biological and environmental stress, and influence plant maturity and reproductive cycles.

		Harms, C.L. and Oplinger, E.S. (1988) Plant Growth Regulators: Their Use in Crop Production. North Central Region Extension Publication 303, Wisconsin.		These problems have not been resolved; therefore, PGR use in field crop production is, at this time (1988), strictly limited. 		2482

		2470		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.

		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs Population Division, "World Population Prospects, The 2000 Revision"; February 28, 2001.



		Table on page 1 shows populations of the continents and the world.		2331

		2470		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.

		World Population Review, 2017



http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/asia-population/



http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/world-population/		Asia and world populations (3.7B and 6.1B, respectively) are on separate pages of website. A simple calculation -- 3.7/6.1 -- yields 60 percent figure.		2332

		2470		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.

		Asia Population. Worldometers. Accessed February 8 2018. 		In 2000, Asia population was 3,730, 370, 625, which is 60.7% of the world total*, 6,145,006,989. 



Asia population was at 58% of total in 1971, when Asia population was 2,189,385,932 out of 3,762,198,347



In fact, at the time of the forecast, 1967, Asia population was 57% of the world total, with a population of 1,985,086,190

out of 3,464,439,525. 



World total numbers retrieved from World Bank data: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		2650

		2471		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.

		World Population Review, 2017



http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/south-america-population/		Table shows population S. American population growth rates from 1950-2017.		2329

		2471		The continents of Africa and South America show the highest population growth rates over the 1965-2000 period, both 2.7 per cent, but the bulk of population, 58 per cent, will continue to be Asian.

		Dadax, WorldOMeters, 2017



http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/south-america-population/		Website has interactive graph showing population growth rates on annual basis from 1955-2017.		2330

		2472		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

		U.S. National Center for Health Statistics. "Health, United States, 2010: With Special Feature on Death and Dying." Hyattsville, MD. 2011. 		Table on page 134 clearly shows rise in U.S. life expectancy from 1967 to 2000.		2328

		2472		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

		Felicitie C. Bell and Michael L. Miller, "Life Tables

for the United States Social Security Area 1900-2100," Actuarial 

Study No. 120; U.S. Social Security Administration, August 2005 		Chart on page 10 clearly shows rising life expectancy from 1967 to 2000. Charts on pages 11 and 13 confirm a rise in life expectancy in the forecasted timeframe.		2327

		2473		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

						2324

		2473		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

		Satizabal CL et. al,, "Incidence of Dementia over Three Decades in the Framingham Heart Study," New England Journal of Medicine, February 2016		"The 5-year age- and sex-adjusted cumulative hazard rates for dementia were 3.6 per 100 persons during the first epoch (late 1970s and early 1980s), 2.8 per 100 persons during the second epoch (late 1980s and early 1990s), 2.2 per 100 persons during the third epoch (late 1990s and early 2000s), and 2.0 per 100 persons during the fourth epoch (late 2000s and early 2010s)"		2325

		2473		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

		Manton KC, Gu XL, Ukraintseva SV. Declining prevalence of dementia in the U.S. elderly population. Adv Gerontol 2005;16:30-37		"We found 310,000 fewer severely cognitively impaired elderly in 1999 than in 1982. The average decline in prevalence was from 5.7% to 2.9% for this period. This was associated with a significant decline in mixed but not Alzheimer's dementias."		2630

		2473		Present life expectancies-sixty-seven years for men and seventy-four for women in the United States-will increase somewhat, senility will also be reduced, and arthritis may be eliminated before the year 2000.

		Walter A. Rocca, et al, "Trends in the incidence and prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, and cognitive impairment in the United States," Alzheimer's and Dementia, January 2011		"Results from the HRS analysis provide quite strong support for falling rates of cognitive impairment in late life in the United States." The study compared cognitive impairment levels from 1993 to 2002 in the U.S. 



"A significant reduction in cognitive impairment measured by neuropsychological testing was identified in the national survey. Cautious optimism appears justified." 		2326

		2474		Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "A World of Cities," August 2014		Figure 2 chart shows number of cities exceeding 1M threshold was 239 in 1990, 417 in 2014.		2322

		2474		Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "The World's Cities in 2016," 2016		"In 2016, there were 436 cities with between 1 and 5 million inhabitants and an additional 551 cities with between 500,000 and 1 million inhabitants. By 2030, the number of cities with 1 to 5 million inhabitants is projected to grow to 559 and 731 cities will have between 500,000 and 1 million inhabitants."		2323

		2474		Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		Human Population: Urbanization. The Popular Reference Bureau. Accessed February 9 2018. 

		"In 2008, for the first time, the world's population was evenly split between urban and rural areas. There were more than 400 cities over 1 million and 19 over 10 million." 		2661

		2475		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		SOUTH KOREA: Seoul Metropolitan City. City Population.com. Accessed February 9 2017. 		Seoul Metropolitan City had a population of  10,389,057 in 1997 and 10,280,523 in 2002. 		2656

		2475		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		"File 11a: The 30 Largest Urban Agglomerations Ranked by Population Size at Each Point in Time, 1950-2030." United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2014). World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014 Revision. Accessed February 9 2018. 		According to U.N. data, the urban agglomeration of Seoul had a population of 9.88 million in 2000. In 2010 (latest year this source has data for), population was 9.80  million. 		2657

		2475		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		Seoul Population 2018. World Population Review. Accessed February 9 2018. 		According to this source, which uses U.N. data, population of Seoul was 9.878 million in 2000 and 9.798 in million in 2018. Population in Seoul is actually decreasing.



Note: "These estimates represent the Urban agglomeration of Seoul, which typically includes Seoul's population in addition to adjacent suburban areas."		2658

		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.
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		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook website, 2017

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/id.html		"Major urban areas - population:

JAKARTA (capital) 10.323 million; Surabaya 2.853 million; Bandung 2.544 million; Medan 2.204 million; Semarang 1.63 million; Makassar 1.489 million (2015)"		2317

		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.
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		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		"File 11a: The 30 Largest Urban Agglomerations Ranked by Population Size at Each Point in Time, 1950-2030." United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2014). World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014 Revision. Accessed February 9 2018. 		According to U.N. data, the urban agglomeration of Jakarta had a population of 8.39 million in 2000. In 2010 (latest year this source has data for), population was 9.63  million.		2659

		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		INDONESIA: Urban Population of Cities. City Population.com. Accessed February 9 2018. 

		Population of Jakarta in 2000 was 8,361,079		2319

		2476		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		Jakarta Population 2018. World Population Review. Accessed February 9 2018. 		Jakarta population was 8,390,000 in 2000 and 10,855,000 in 2018. 



Note: " These estimates represent the Urban agglomeration of Jakarta, which typically includes Jakarta's population in addition to adjacent suburban areas." 		2660

		2477		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		"Cairo Population 2018." World Population Review. Accessed February 7 2018. 		According to the table near the end of this source, Cairo population was 13,626,000 in 2000. Population did not reach 15M until 2005, when population was 15,174,000. 



Note, although the table in this source says Cairo, its number align with the other ground truth source and the source states "These estimates represent the Urban agglomeration of Cairo, which typically includes Cairo's population in addition to adjacent suburban areas." 		2310

		2477		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		Greater Cairo. City Population. Accessed February 8 2018. 		Line graph charting growth of GCR from 1997-2010 shows that the population in 2000 was around 13M, and clearly indicates 15M threshold was not reached until approximately 2005.		2653

		2478		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		The World's Cities in 2016. United Nations. 2016. 		According to statistics on a UN website, population of Greater Mumbai (urban agglomeration is the term used) topped 16.3M in 2000. 		2652

		2478		The Urban Agglomerations in Greater Bombay, Greater Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul are all expected to be in the 15-20 million range, and 400 cities will have passed the million mark.

		Mumbai Population 2018. World Population Review. November 7, 2017. 		Greater Cairo Urban agglomeration's population in 2000 was 16,367,000. In 1995, population was 14,310,000. (no data is provided for the years in between) 		2655

		2483		By 2000, U.S.A. natural gas production is expected to fall to between 5.4 and 7.2 MBDOE.		United States: Natural Gas for 2000. International Energy Agency (IEA). Accessed April 26 2018.		US natural gas production was at 20792062 terajoules in 2000, which is equal to 3397395751.63 (bboe). [used this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/terajoules-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent] 



To get barrels per day, divide bboe by 365, which equals: 9307933 or 9.3 MBDOE of natural gas production in 2000. 



 



		3136

		2483		By 2000, U.S.A. natural gas production is expected to fall to between 5.4 and 7.2 MBDOE.		U.S. Natural Gas Marketed Production. U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA). Accessed April 26 2018.		According to EIA, US produced 20,197,511,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas in 2000. 



20197511000000 cubic feet = 3481944802.11 boe (using this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/cubic-feet-of-natural-gas-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent) 



To get barrels per day, divide bboe by 365, which gives you: 9539574 boe/or 9.5 MBDOE



The chart indicates that the lowest production of natural gas after since the forecast was made (1977) was 16,884,095 million cubic feet in 1983 or (using the same conversion steps shown above) 7.9 MBDOE. After some small ups and downs in the 80s, USA natural gas production has seen a steady growth since 1990.		3137

		2484		By 2000, demand is expected to fall between 7.8 and 8.8 MBDOE. 		Natural gas consumption in the United States from 1995 to 2017 (in trillion cubic feet). Statista. Accessed May 22 2018. 		In 2000, U.S. natural gas consumption was 23 trillion cubic feet, 



Used this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/cubic-feet-of-natural-gas-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent		3308

		2484		By 2000, demand is expected to fall between 7.8 and 8.8 MBDOE. 		U.S. Natural Gas Total Consumption. Energy Information Administration. Accessed May 22 2018. 		In 2000, U.S. natural gas consumption was 23 trillion cubic feet, which is equal to 3965079184.68 barrels of oil or 10 MBDOE.



This graph shows that natural gas consumption declined from 1972 to 1986 and then began steadily increasing.  



Natural gas first reached the predicted drop to between 7.8 and 8.8 in 1982, when natural gas production was 18 trillion cubic feet, which is 3103105448.88 barrels of oil or 8.5MBDOE. 



Used this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/cubic-feet-of-natural-gas-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent		3307

		2485		Between 1985 and 2000, production is expected to decline to between .7 and .85 MBDOE, while gas demand increases.		Canada: Natural Gas for 2000. International Energy Agency (IEA). Accessed April 26 2018.		Canadian natural gas production was at 6901752 terajoules in 2000, which is equal to 1127737254.9 (bboe). [used this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/terajoules-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent] 



To get barrels per day, divide bboe by 365, which equals: 3089691 or 3.08 MBDOE of natural gas production in 2000. 



By going through different years of data using the Advanced Search tool on the right, I saw that natural gas production began to decline in 2007, reaching an all-time low of 6033139 TJ or (using the steps shown above) 2.7MBDOE in 2012. Natural gas production then began to see growth again, up through 2015, which is the year with latest available data. 		3148

		2485		Between 1985 and 2000, production is expected to decline to between .7 and .85 MBDOE, while gas demand increases.		Data source for Chart 11.1 Energy production, by primary energy source. Statistics Canada. Accessed April 26 2018.		According to Statistics Canada, natural gas production was 1.7MBDOE in 1988, 2.3 MBDOE in 1993, 2.9 MBDOE in 1998, and 3.1 MBDOE in 2003. 



I arrived at these numbers by converted terajoules into barrel of oil equivalent using this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/terajoules-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent



After converting to boe, I divided by 365 to find boe per day. Calculations are shown below:



1988:



3942089 TJ = 



644132189.54 boe / 365 = 



1764745.7 or 1.7MBDOE



———



1993:



5,347,996 TJ = 



873855555.56 boe / 365 = 



2394124 or 2.3 MBDOE



——



1998:



6,664,073 TJ =



1088900816.99 boe / 365 = 



2983289.9 or 2.9 MBDOE



————



2003:



7,065,218 TJ =



1154447385.62 boe / 365 = 



3162869 or 3.1 MBDOE		3150

		2487		We project demand to increase from about 2.2 MBDOE in 1972 to 5 MBDOE in 1985, and to between 4.6 and 6 MBDOE in year 2000.		International Energy Agency Atlas of Energy website



http://energyatlas.iea.org/#!/tellmap/-1165808390/1		Annual as consumption data available for individual countries from 1973-2015		2815

		2487		We project demand to increase from about 2.2 MBDOE in 1972 to 5 MBDOE in 1985, and to between 4.6 and 6 MBDOE in year 2000.		Dave Jones et. al, "EUROPE’S DECLINING GAS DEMAND: TRENDS AND FACTS ON EUROPEAN GAS CONSUMPTION," Dave Jones Consulting Ltd., June 2015		Gas consumption data in 2000 for Germany, UK, Italy, France, Netherlands, Spain. Total = 5.8 MBDOE		2816

		2488		Domestic natural gas production in Japan is expected to be small--less than .1 MBDOE by the year 2000.		Japan: Natural Gas for 2000. International Energy Agency (IEA). Accessed April 26 2018.		Japan's natural gas production was at 106340 terajoules in 2000, which is equal to 17375816.99 (bboe). [used this converter: http://www.kylesconverter.com/energy,-work,-and-heat/terajoules-to-barrels-of-oil-equivalent] 



To get barrels per day, divide bboe by 365, which equals: 47604 or .047 MBDOE of natural gas production in 2000. 



By going through different years of data using the Advanced Search tool on the right, I saw that natural gas production has increased steadily from 1990 to 2015 (the full range of time for which data is available), reaching a high of 110598 TJ or (using the steps shown above) .049 MBDOE in 2015. 		3152

		2490		Much more likely, based on present indications, is a Canadian production rate of some 800,000 barrels a day by year 2000.		Canadian Crude Oil, Natural Gas and Petroleum Products: Review of 2009 & Outlook to 2030. Petroleum Resources Branch Energy Sector, Natural Resources Canada. May 2011. 		Graph on page 6 titled "Canadian Crude Oil Production" indicates that Canada's production of oil sands (including synthetic and bitumen) in 2000 was around 700,000 barrels per day. 



Chart also indicates that number of barrels per day was up to around 800,000 in 2002. 		3131

		2490		Much more likely, based on present indications, is a Canadian production rate of some 800,000 barrels a day by year 2000.		Hughes, David. OIL SANDS GROWTH 1984-2011: A Visual Chronology – and Forecasts for the Future. Global Sustainability Research Inc. 2011. 		Between 1999 and 2001, Canada's oil sand production rate was at 570,000 and 660,000 thousand barrels per day, respectively.  The average for those numbers would be 615,000 for 2000. 		3130

		2491		The WAES projections show a total world primary energy growth in hydroelectricity from 6 MBDOE in 1972 to as much as 12 MBDOE in the year 2000. 		Breakdown of Electricity Generation by Energy Source. The Shift Project: Data Portal. Accessed March 15 2018. 		This source shows that global hydroelectricity production was 2,622 twh in 2000. 



I converted this number to tonnes of oil equivalent (toe), to get 225451418.74463. 



225451418.74463 toe = 1610367276.7474 barrels of oil equivalent (boe)



I divided 1610367276.7474 by 365 to get boe per day, which is 4411965.14 or, in other words, 4.4 MBDOE. 		2834

		2491		The WAES projections show a total world primary energy growth in hydroelectricity from 6 MBDOE in 1972 to as much as 12 MBDOE in the year 2000. 		Electricity production from hydroelectric sources (% of total). World Bank. Accessed March 15 2018. 		Hydroelectricity was 16.8% of total electricity production in 2000.



According to the IEA (figure 1), total electricity production in 2000 was approximately 16,000 twh a number I arrived at by adding the OECD and non-OECD lines in Figure 1. of this document: https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/ElectricityInformation2017Overview.pdf 



16.8% of 16,000 twh  is 2688 twh of hydroeletricity.



2688 twh  = 1581176470.59 barrels of oil equivalent (boe). This number divided by 365 gives us 4331990.3 boe a day.



In other words, hydroelectricity production was  4.3 MBDOE in 2000. 		2835

		2492		By year 2000 the less-developed world will contain three-quarters of world population and will account for about the same proportion of world product as it did in 1965.		The United States in International Context: 2000, United States Census Bureau, issued in 2002		This source breaks down regions into United States, Other More Developed Countries, and then lists the following regions (which means they do not fall into the "Other More Developed Countries" category and are, consequently, less developed countries): 



Sub-Saharan Africa	656682

Near Eaast and North Africa	313780

Asia and Oceania	3314435

Latin American ad the Caribbean	518301

Other Less Developed Countries	73089



Added up, these areas have a total population of 4,876,287, which is 80% (or 4/5) of the total world population of 6,067,418. 		2334

		2492		By year 2000 the less-developed world will contain three-quarters of world population and will account for about the same proportion of world product as it did in 1965.		UNITED NATIONS DESA / POPULATION DIVISION

World Population Prospects 2017

		According to World Bank Data, the population of  Less developed regions (the label used in this source, a spreadsheet) in 2000 was 4,954,502. 



 4,954,502 is 80.6% (or 4/5) of the total world population in 2000 of 6,145,006. 



Less developed regions first reached the predicted 3/4 or 75% of world population in 1978, when less developed region population was 3,233,498 out of a world total of 4,304,377. 



		2333

		2493		By year 2000 the less-developed world will contain three-quarters of world population and will account for about the same proportion of world product as it did in 1965.		Maddison, Angus (2007): "Contours of the World Economy, 1–2030 AD. Essays in Macro-Economic History", Oxford University Press, ISBN 978-0-19-922721-1, p. 379, table A.4.		The source table shows GDP numbers for Latin America, Asia (excl. japan), and Africa in 1973, 1989, and 2008. Combined, these figures constitute about 18% in 1973, 34% in 1989, and 49% in 2008. Although there are no numbers for 2000, it can be derived based on general growth trend that it would be between 34% and 49%, i.e. larger than in 1973 (and therefore in 1965).		2402

		2493		By year 2000 the less-developed world will contain three-quarters of world population and will account for about the same proportion of world product as it did in 1965.		Past Forward: The Future of Global Economies. Finance and Development. The International Monetary Fund. September 2014. 		The article discusses so called "emerging economies". The chart (Chart 3 on page 8) shows GDP share of emerging economies and other developing economies which combined could be used as proxy for less developed countries. the share of these combined countries in world GDP increased from ~30% in 1965 to ~40-45% in 2000 according to the chart.		2401

		2500		By the year 2000, the population age fourteen and over will approximate 232 million; this is the population from which the labor force is recruited.		"Table 1. Total Population by Age, Race and Hispanic or Latino Origin for the United States: 2000." U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Summary.  October 3, 2001.		In 2000, population for ages 14+ is 225,220,762.



I arrived at this number by using the “Selected Age Groups” selection and added up the following columns:



14 to 17 years (16 092 668)

18 to 64 years (174 136 341)

65 years and over (34 991 753) 		2523

		2500		By the year 2000, the population age fourteen and over will approximate 232 million; this is the population from which the labor force is recruited.		Population ages 0-14 (% of total). World Bank. Accessed January 25 2018. 		According to World Bank Data, ages-014 made up 30% of the total population in 2000. Total U.S. population (found using World Bank: https://data.worldbank.org/country/united-states) was 282,162,411. 30% of total population is 84,930,885.711. So, 84,930,885.711 (total population) minus 282,162,411 (ages 0-14) = 197,231,525. So, in the U.S. in 2000, population ages 15+ was approx. 197 million. 



Population did not reach the predicted 232 million until 2013: 



ages 0-14 in U.S. in 2013 = 26.5% of total population

total population = 316,204,108

26.5% of total population =  83,794,088.62

316,204,108 - 83,794,088.62 = 232,410,019



So in the U.S. in 2013, population ages 15+ was approx. 232 million.		2591

		2501		An "on balance" estimate of this rate has led us to use a labor force participation rate for year 2000 of 59.8 per cent of the population aged fourteen and over, a figure slightly in excess of recent experience and also in excess of other estimates.		Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey. United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Accessed January 11, 2018. 		This source provides a table with the monthly percentage civilians aged 16 and over in the work force. The average of the months for year 2000 is 67%. 		2526

		2501		An "on balance" estimate of this rate has led us to use a labor force participation rate for year 2000 of 59.8 per cent of the population aged fourteen and over, a figure slightly in excess of recent experience and also in excess of other estimates.		Labour force participation rate. OECD. Labour Market Statistics: Labour force statistics by sex and age: indicators. Accessed January 11, 2018.  

		Labour force participation for ages 15 and over is 67.1%. This source also shows that labor force participation for ages 15 and over  was 59.6% in 1968 and  60.1% in 1969. 		2527

		2502		The female participation rate is projected to approximate 42 per cent in year 2000, as against 1964 experience of 37 per cent.		Clark, Luckett Sandra and Mai Weismantle. "Employment Status: 2000." United States Census Bureau. August 2003.		The chart on page 4 shows that 58% of the work force in 2000 was female. 		2524

		2502		The female participation rate is projected to approximate 42 per cent in year 2000, as against 1964 experience of 37 per cent.		U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate: Women [LNS11300002], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; January 24, 2018.		Chart shows that female participation in the work force was approx. 60%. Meanwhile, female participation reached 42% in 1968. 		2581

		2503		The participation rate for males is projected at 78.1 per cent.		Clark, Luckett Sandra and Mai Weismantle. "Employment Status: 2000." United States Census Bureau. August 2003.		According to the chart on page 4, 71% of the work force in 2000 was male. 		2525

		2503		The participation rate for males is projected at 78.1 per cent.		U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate: Men [LNS11300001], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; January 24, 2018.		In 2000, male participation in work force was approximately 75%. The participation reached the predicted 78% in 1974. 		2582

		2504		For year 2000, 210 billion man-hours of work are projected.		Hours Worked: Average annual hours actually worked. OECD. Access January 11 2018. 		1,834 hours worked per worker 		2528

		2504		For year 2000, 210 billion man-hours of work are projected.		Number of full-time employees in the United States from 1990 to 2016 (in millions). Statista.com. Accessed January 11 2018. 

		113.85 million full time employees in 2000 		2529

		2504		For year 2000, 210 billion man-hours of work are projected.		Active Population: Aged 15-64: All Persons for New Zealand. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated February 26, 2018. 		Intergraph shows US non-farm hours worked annually from 1964-2017.  For 2000, total was nearly 230B.		2831

		2505		Negroes will make up half or more of the population inside these cities by the year 2000: Washington, D.C, 53.9 per cent Negro in 1960, 75 per cent Negro in 2000. 		McKinnon, Jesse. "The Black Population: 2000." U.S.Department of Commerce Economics and Statistics Administration, U.S. Census Bureau. August 2001. 		Table in this source shows that Black population in D.C. was at 60% in the year 2000. 		2420

		2505		Negroes will make up half or more of the population inside these cities by the year 2000: Washington, D.C, 53.9 per cent Negro in 1960, 75 per cent Negro in 2000. 		Washington, District of Columbia Population: Census 2010 and 2000 Interactive Map, Demographics, Statistics, Quick Facts. CensusViewer. Accessed December 7 2017. 		Table in this source shows that Black population in D.C. was at 60.01% in the year 2000. In 2010, that number decreased to 50.71%		2421

		2505		Negroes will make up half or more of the population inside these cities by the year 2000: Washington, D.C, 53.9 per cent Negro in 1960, 75 per cent Negro in 2000. 		Population Demographics for Washington DC 2017 and 2016. Suburban Stats. Accessed January 24 2017. 		Table in source shows that Black population in DC in 2016/17 was at 50%. 		2580

		2506		Negroes will make up one-third to one-half of the population inside these cities: Atlanta, Ga, 38.3 per cent in 1960, 44 per cent in 2000.		Atlanta City, Georgia Statistics and Demographics (US Census 2000). AreaConnect. Accessed December 7 2017.		According to the table in this source, Black population in Atlanta in 2000 was 61.39%		2418

		2506		Negroes will make up one-third to one-half of the population inside these cities: Atlanta, Ga, 38.3 per cent in 1960, 44 per cent in 2000.		Atlanta, Georgia Population: Census 2010 and 2000 Interactive Map, Demographic, Statistics, and Quick Facts. CensusViewer. Accessed December 7 2017. 		Table in this source shows that Black population in Atlanta in 2000 was 61.55%. 		2419

		2506		Negroes will make up one-third to one-half of the population inside these cities: Atlanta, Ga, 38.3 per cent in 1960, 44 per cent in 2000.		Gibson, Campbell, and Kay Jung. "Historical Census Statistics On Population Totals By Race, 1790 to 1990, and By Hispanic Origin, 1970 to 1990, For Large Cities And Other Urban Places In The United States." U.S. Census Bureau. February 2005. 		In 1970, African American population in Atlanta was 51.3%.  Given that population was 38% in 1960, African American population must have reached 44% between 1960 and 1970. 		2651

		2507		Negroes will make up one-fifth of the population in these cities: Boston, Mass., 9.1 percent in 1960, 31 per cent in 2000.		Boston City, Massachusetts Statistics and Demographics (US Census 2000. AreaConnect. Accessed December 7 2017. 		According to the table in this source, Black population in Boston was	25.33%. 		2416

		2507		Negroes will make up one-fifth of the population in these cities: Boston, Mass., 9.1 percent in 1960, 31 per cent in 2000.		Boston, Massachusetts Population: Census 2010 and 2000 Interactive Map, Demographics, Statistics, Quick Facts. CensusViewer. Accessed December  2017. 		According to the table in this source, Black population in Boston in 2000 was 25.34%. In 2010, Black population in Boston was 24.36%. 		2417

		2507		Negroes will make up one-fifth of the population in these cities: Boston, Mass., 9.1 percent in 1960, 31 per cent in 2000.		Population Demographics for Boston, Massachusetts in 2016 and 2017. Suburban Stats. Accessed January 24, 2018. 		According to the table in this source, Black population in Boston in 2017 was 24%. 		2579

		2508		Including both suburbs and central cities, Negroes by 2000 will make up half or more of the population in these cities: Baltimore, Md., 34.7 per cent in 1960, 56 percent in 2000.		"Baltimore, Maryland Population: Census 2010 and 2000 Interactive Map, Demographics, Statistics, Quick Facts." CensusViewer. Accessed December 7 2017. 		

Table shows that African Americans made up 64% of the population in 2000 in Baltimore, Maryland.		2413

		2508		Including both suburbs and central cities, Negroes by 2000 will make up half or more of the population in these cities: Baltimore, Md., 34.7 per cent in 1960, 56 percent in 2000.		Baltimore City, Maryland Statistics and Demographics (US Census 2000). AreaConnect. Accessed December 7 2017. 		Table shows Black or African American was 64.34% of the Baltimore MD population in 2000 		2414

		2508		Including both suburbs and central cities, Negroes by 2000 will make up half or more of the population in these cities: Baltimore, Md., 34.7 per cent in 1960, 56 percent in 2000.		The City of Baltimore Master Plan: Key Trends. Baltimore City Department of Planning. Government. 2005. 		According to the chart titled “Baltimore City Racial Composition, 1950-2000,” the was a population of approximately 450,000 Blacks living in Baltimore in 1980. The total population, according to the U.S. Census Bureau (https://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=kf7tgg1uo9ude_&met_y=population&hl=en&dl=en) was 786,741. 450,000 is 57% of 786,741. Therefore, population reached the predicted 56% in 1980 or immediately before it. 		2597

		2509		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		Seffers, George I. Holograms Coming to a Military Theater Near You. Signal. AFCEA. December 1, 2015. 		This source states that, as of 2015, holograms were being used create 3-D maps of villages or specific buildings.



"Maj. Gen. Jonathan Maddux, USA, program executive officer for simulation, training and instrumentation, indicates that hologram technology “continues to be a work in progress” but that Tactical Digital Hologram technology has “shown promise” with the U.S. Army Special Forces in Afghanistan and Iraq. Special operators use the technology to create 3-D maps of villages or specific buildings."



		2825

		2509		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		Making Three-Dimensional Holograms Visible From All Sides. NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. Tech Briefs. April 1, 2002. 		The hypothetical language in this article--could, would, and "has potential for"--suggest that holograms have not yet been used for  "military uses like displaying battlefield scenes overlaid on three-dimensional terrain maps" as of 2002. 



"A technique for projecting holographic images to make both still and moving three-dimensional displays is undergoing development... Unlike in holographic display as practiced until now...  the image would be visible from any side or from the top; that is, from any position with a clear line of sight to the projection apparatus. In other words, the display could be viewed as though it were an ordinary three-dimensional object. The technique has obvious potential value for the entertainment industry, and for military uses like displaying battlefield scenes overlaid on three-dimensional terrain maps."		2826

		2509		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		Eisenberg, Anne. "Holograms Deliver 3-D, Without the Goofy Glasses." The New York Times. December 05, 2010. Accessed March 22, 2018. http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/05/business/05novel.html.		"Zebra’s main customer has been the Defense Department, which sends data in computer files to the company. Zebra then renders holographic displays of, for example, battlefields in Iraq and Afghanistan."

1) proves military use 2) recon and satellite imagery both (assumed/inferred because of image of soldiers looking at hologram of near-future battlefield aka reconnaissance)		2868

		2513		The FAO has estimated that the demand for fuelwood in LDCs will increase at 2.2 percent per year, leading to local fuelwood shortages in 1994 totaling 650 million cubic meters--approximately 25 percent of the projected need. 		UN Data. 2018. Accessed March 28, 2018. http://data.un.org/Data.aspx?d=EDATA&f=cmID:FW;trID:1231.		Contains data on fuelwood production, consumption, exports and imports by country year. The excel file attached contains the data for 1994. To determine if there was a local shortfall in supply, I deleted "developed" countries' data (Canada, U.S., Europe, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, former Warsaw Pact), and subtracted total consumption from total production for 1994, giving the following result:

In 1994, "less developed countries" whose consumption of fuelwood exceeded their domestic production (i.e. "local shortage") totaled 27856519 m3, which is only 1/23 of the predicted shortages of 650000000m3.

Subtracting local consumption from local production by country-year using the UN data on fuelwood production and consumption, I was able to see which countries experienced shortages in which years and by how much. Accordingly, not one year on record, 1990 - 2015, saw local shortages rise as high as 650 million m3.

The largest local shortfalls on record are from 1998, when shortages by country totaled 34356302 m3, which is still only 1/19th of the predicted amount. After 1998, local shortages decline to near-zero in the early 2000s.

In the period of study, imports of fuelwood in these countries never surpassed 182735 m3 (imports, 1994). Exports never surpassed 109900 m3 (exports, 1993). Even these largest amounts of international trade are still 7 orders of magnitude smaller than total fuelwood production or consumption for the same group of countries.		2921

		2513		The FAO has estimated that the demand for fuelwood in LDCs will increase at 2.2 percent per year, leading to local fuelwood shortages in 1994 totaling 650 million cubic meters--approximately 25 percent of the projected need. 		J. M. Arnold, "Fuelwood revisited : what has changed in the last decade?" Center for International Forestry Research, CIFOR Occasional Paper, 39 (2003), accessed May 8, 2018, http://www.cifor.org/publications/pdf_files/OccPapers/OP-39.pdf.		pg.5 - "It was also becoming clear in many situations shortages were not growing or emerging to the extent predicted"



pg.29 - "This review supports the conclusions arrived at in the late 1980s that there is not a 'fuelwood crisis' of such a magnitude and with such potentially dire consequences, as to require major interventions devoted just to this issue. More accurate and better defined data and more realistic analytical and projection models show that demand is not growing at rates earlier estimated."		3231

		2513		The FAO has estimated that the demand for fuelwood in LDCs will increase at 2.2 percent per year, leading to local fuelwood shortages in 1994 totaling 650 million cubic meters--approximately 25 percent of the projected need. 		D. Evan Mercer and John Soussan, "Fuelwood Problems and Solutions", 1992, accessed May 8th, 2018, https://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/pubs/ja/ja_mercer004.pdf.		Concern over the “fuelwood crisis” facing the world’s poor has been widespread since the late 1970s (Eckholm et al. 1984; Soussan 1988; Agarwal 1986). At first the problem was frequently overstated. In the extreme, analysts (foresters, economists, and others) in many countries made erroneous projections of the rapid total destruction of the biomass resource. These projections were usually based on simplistic supply and demand analysis, the so-called gap analysis that was highly influential throughout most of the 1980s (Leach and Mearns 1988). These projections often led to projects that sought to boost fuelwood supplies without regard to local needs, priorities, or resource potentials-or to the economic viability of the plans.		3232

		2515		Four-fifths of the word's population will live in less developed countries. 		The United States in International Context: 2000, United States Census Bureau, issued in 2002		This source breaks down regions into United States, Other More Developed Countries, and then lists the following regions (which means they do not fall into the "Other More Developed Countries" category and are, consequently, less developed countries): 



Sub-Saharan Africa    656682

Near Eaast and North Africa    313780

Asia and Oceania    3314435

Latin American ad the Caribbean    518301

Other Less Developed Countries    73089



Added up, these areas have a total population of 4,876,287, which is 80% (or 4/5) of the total world population of 6,067,418.		2606

		2515		Four-fifths of the word's population will live in less developed countries. 		UNITED NATIONS DESA / POPULATION DIVISION

World Population Prospects 2017

		According to World Bank Data, the population of  Less developed Regions (the label used in this source, a spreadsheet) in 2000 was 4,954,502. 



 4,954,502 is 80.6% (or 4/5) of the total world population in 2000 of 6,145,006. 



Less developed regions first reached the predicted 4/5 or 80% of world population in 1997, when less developed region population was  4,731,248 out of the world population of  5,910,566. 

		2607

		2517		Over the same period world per capita water supplies will decline by 35 percent because of greater population alone; increasing competing demands will put further pressure on available water supplies. 		AQUASTAT Database. 2016. Accessed March 27, 2018. http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/data/query/index.html?lang=en.		According to the FAO, the average water supply per capita for 1973-1977 was 14955440030 m3.



In 1998 - 2002, the world's average yearly water supply per capita was 8598941014 m3, which represents a 43% decrease from 1975.



1993 - 1997, the world's average yearly water supply per capita was 9418489660 m3. This represents a 37% decrease from 1975. This suggests the forecast was most likely realized around 1995.



To arrive at these numbers, the analyst downloaded a spreadsheet (attached) using the category "Total renewable water resources per capita" and calculated the provided data accordingly. 

		2905

		2518		The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide will be nearly one-third higher than preindustrial levels. 		Lindsey, Rebecca. "How much will Earth warm if carbon dioxide doubles pre-industrial levels?" Climate.gov. January 24, 2014. 		"At those rates, it would take 60-80 years to double the pre-industrial level of 275 ppm"

		2409

		2518		The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide will be nearly one-third higher than preindustrial levels. 		"IPCC Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007." Intergovermental Panel on Climate Change. 2007. Accessed December 7 2017. 		"The concentration of atmospheric CO2 has increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 ppm..." 

		2410

		2518		The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide will be nearly one-third higher than preindustrial levels. 		"Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Concentration: Last 2,000 years." Portland State University. Accessed December 7 2017. 		Table shows levels of 370ppm in 2000 		2412

		2518		The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide will be nearly one-third higher than preindustrial levels. 		"Carbon Through the Seasons." United States Environment Protection Agency. 2012. 		Table shows monthly CO2 levels for 2000. Adding up all 12 months and dividing by 12 reveals a yearly average of 368.9. 		2411

		2521		Installed nuclear generating capacity in the United States is expected to grow from 11 thousand megawatts in 1970 to more than 900 thousand megawatts in 2000.		Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico: Environmental Impact Statement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. August 2005. 		“Installed nuclear-generating capacity in the United States is projected to increase from approximately 98 gigawatts (98,000 megawatts) in 2001…” 		2530

		2521		Installed nuclear generating capacity in the United States is expected to grow from 11 thousand megawatts in 1970 to more than 900 thousand megawatts in 2000.		McCarthy, Niall, "United States Still No. 1 For Nuclear Energy." Statista.com. Sep 10, 2013. 		By the end of 2012, the United States had 101,465 megawatts of installed nuclear capacity. 		2531

		2521		Installed nuclear generating capacity in the United States is expected to grow from 11 thousand megawatts in 1970 to more than 900 thousand megawatts in 2000.		World Energy Outlook. International Energy Agency. 2002. 		Literature confirms that nuclear energy has experienced a decline, lending further credence to the extremely minor growth in nuclear power (particularly in comparison to the forecast's predictions of large growth): 



"The role of nuclear power will decline markedly, because few new

reactors will be built and some will be retired... The biggest declines in nuclear production are expected to occur in North America and Europe. The prospects for nuclear power are particularly uncertain." 		2547

		2522		Unless there is a sharp rise in mortality, which mankind will certainly strive mightily to avoid, we can look forward to a world population of around 7 billion persons in 30 more years.		"Global Population at a Glance: 2002 and Beyond." U.S. Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration, U.S. Census Bureau. March 2014. 		"In 2002, global population stood at 6.2 billion and was growing at 1.2 percent per annum. "		2408

		2522		Unless there is a sharp rise in mortality, which mankind will certainly strive mightily to avoid, we can look forward to a world population of around 7 billion persons in 30 more years.		"World Population by Year." Worldometers. Accessed November 30 2017. 		According to World Bank data, the world population (row 262, column AU) in 2002 was 6,276,824,418. Population did not reach 7 billion until 2011, when it was 7,043,008,586. 		2407

		2535		Calculations including the known exchanges of CO2 between atmosphere, biosphere, and oceans predict that the CO2 concentration will reach 380 ppm by the year 2000, an Increase of nearly 30 percent of the probable value in 1860. 		NOAA Earth System Resource Center website



https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/dv/iadv/graph.php?code=MLO&program=ccgg&type=ts		Interactive website produced chart showing CO2 concentrations in atmosphere were between 360ppm and 370ppm in 2000. Data correspond roughly with data from other sources.		2577

		2535		Calculations including the known exchanges of CO2 between atmosphere, biosphere, and oceans predict that the CO2 concentration will reach 380 ppm by the year 2000, an Increase of nearly 30 percent of the probable value in 1860. 		NASA data posted online



https://data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/ghgases/Fig1A.ext.txt		Tables show CO2 concentrations at 370ppm in 2000, >379 ppm in 2005, and >381 ppm in 2006.  		2578

		2558		By the year 2000 the demand for food in South Asia will be about 30 percent greater than the supply--an alarming but conceivably a manageable gap. 		United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, "Regional Overview of Food Insecurity Asia and the Pacific," 2015		Chart shows that around 18 percent of people in "Southern Asia" were affected by hunger.		2545

		2558		By the year 2000 the demand for food in South Asia will be about 30 percent greater than the supply--an alarming but conceivably a manageable gap. 		United Nations, "The Millennium Development Goals Report 2010"; 2010		Chart shows 20 percent of people in Southern Asia were undernourished in 2000-2002.		2546

		2560		It can therefore be considered as certain that in the year 2000 the South Asian population will have increased by more than a half billion people. 		United Nations Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, "World Population Prospects: The 2002 Revision. Volume III: Analytical Report"; 2004		UN data indicate combined population of countries comprising South-central Asia grew from 879M in 1975 to 1.48B in 2000, an increase of 600M. South-central is not defined, but even if tally is limited to Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, combined increase over that time period exceeds 500M		2540

		2560		It can therefore be considered as certain that in the year 2000 the South Asian population will have increased by more than a half billion people. 		World Bank



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		Interactive World Bank population graph indicates combined population of countries comprising South Asia grew from 780 million in 1974 to 1.38 billion in 2000, an increase of 600 million.



South Asia first grew by over 500 million in 1996, when they went from 780 million in 1974 to 1.28 billion in 1996, an increase of 503 million. 		2539

		2572		To add 2 billion more it will only take another twenty years, with the world population overshooting the 6 billion mark in 2000. 		World Bank



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		According to WB data, world population surpassed 6B mark in 1999, reaching 6.1B in 2000.		2483

		2572		To add 2 billion more it will only take another twenty years, with the world population overshooting the 6 billion mark in 2000. 		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, world population surpassed 6B mark in 2000.		2484

		2573		In 2000, North America will have 21.0 percent of the world's GDP. 		"GDP, current prices." World Economic Outlook. International Monetary Fund. Last updated April 24 2017. 		IMF data show US, Canada, and Mexico alone had a combined GDP of $11.7T in 2000, or roughly 35 percent of global total of $33.1T.		2481

		2573		In 2000, North America will have 21.0 percent of the world's GDP. 		World Bank GDP data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD		World Bank data shows North America had a  GDP of $11T in 2000, or roughly 33 percent of global total of $33.5T. Data also shows that North America GDP in 2017 was 20.1T, 26% of the world's total GDP of 75.8T. While North America GDP has declined, it has not yet gone as low as 21%. 		2480

		2574		The Soviet Union will have 15.4 percent of world GDP in 2000.		"GDP, current prices." World Economic Outlook. International Monetary Fund. Last updated April 24 2017. 		IMF data indicate the 15 countries comprising the former Soviet Union collectively had a GDP of $377.9 billion for 2000, or 1.1 percent of the world total of $33.1 trillion.		2478

		2574		The Soviet Union will have 15.4 percent of world GDP in 2000.		World Bank GDP data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD		World Bank data indicate the 15 countries comprising the former Soviet Union collectively had a GDP of $376.6 billion for 2000, or 1.1 percent of the world total of $33.5 trillion. In 2017, the former Soviet Union had a GP of 1.8 trillion,  which is 2.4% of the world's total GDP in 2017 of 75.8 trillion. 		2477

		2575		In 2000, the Middle East will have 4.0 percent of the world's GDP.		"GDP, current prices." World Economic Outlook. International Monetary Fund. Last updated April 24 2017. 		IMF has 2000 GDP data for world the 17 countries that comprise the Middle East, including Cyprus, Turkey and Egypt. Closest year for which GDP data for Iraq are available is 2004. Middle East total of $1.07 trillion for 2000 is 3.2 percent of world total of $33.1 trillion. =		2476

		2575		In 2000, the Middle East will have 4.0 percent of the world's GDP.		World Bank GDP data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD		World Bank has 2000 GDP data for world the 17 countries that comprise the Middle East, including Cyprus, Turkey and Egypt. Latest GDP data for Iraq are for 1990. Middle East total of $1.24 trillion for 2000 is 3.7 percent of world total of $33.5 trillion.



The Middle East did not reach the predicted GDP percentage until 2006, when its total GDP (2072,219,022,529.19) was 4.03% of the world GDP (51,363,239,608,528.70). 		2475

		2576		In 2000, Japan will have 6.5 percent of the world's GDP.		"GDP, current prices." World Economic Outlook. International Monetary Fund. Last updated April 24 2017. 		According to data from the IMF, Japan's GDP was about $4.7 trillion in 2000, or about 14 percent of the world total of $33.1 trillion.		2474

		2576		In 2000, Japan will have 6.5 percent of the world's GDP.		World Bank GDP data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD		World Bank data indicate that Japan's GDP in 2000 was $4.8 trillion, or 14.3 percent of the world total of $33.5 trillion. Data show that Japan's portion ($211B) of world GDP (2.958T) surpassed the 6.5 percent threshold in 1970.		2473

		2577		According to scenario X, by 2000 total world agricultural production should increase threefold or fourfold, as compared to 1970.		United Nations Food and Agricultural Service statistics website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QI		UN FAO website says assigned gross agricultural production index numbers of 46.33 for 1970 and  88.85 percent for 2000.		2472

		2577		According to scenario X, by 2000 total world agricultural production should increase threefold or fourfold, as compared to 1970.		World Bank Crop Production Index website



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.PRD.CROP.XD		Data show crop production increased x2.1  from 1970-2000.  By 2014, the world agricultural output had increased to 127.5, or about 3x the 1970 total of  41.7.		2806

		2578		The world output is expected to increase at an average rate of growth of 3.4 per cent per annum in 1970-2000. starting with the lower rate of 2.7 per cent in the 1970s, which is expected to accelerate to 3.4 per cent in the 1980s and further to 4.0 per cent in the 1990s.		World Bank Crop Production Index website



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.PRD.CROP.XD		According to my calculations using World Bank data 30-year AAGR for global crop production from 1970-2000 was 2.5 percent. I did an additional calculation for the period from 2000 to 2014, the last year for which data are available, and came up with a AAGR of 2.7 percent, well below predicted average of 3.4 percent for 1970-2000.		2824

		2578		The world output is expected to increase at an average rate of growth of 3.4 per cent per annum in 1970-2000. starting with the lower rate of 2.7 per cent in the 1970s, which is expected to accelerate to 3.4 per cent in the 1980s and further to 4.0 per cent in the 1990s.		United Nations Food and Agricultural Service statistics website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QI		UN FAO website provides yearly gross production index number based on input parameters including time period and region.



World - Gross Production Index Number

1970 	3.14%

1971 	2.57%

1972 	-0.34%

1973 	5.41%

1974 	0.78%

1975 	1.99%

1976 	2.30%

1977 	2.55%

1978 	4.44%

1979 	1.41%

1980 	0.25%

1981 	3.29%

1982 	3.37%

1983 	0.23%

1984 	5.31%

1985 	1.75%

1986 	1.66%

1987 	1.11%

1988 	1.26%

1989 	3.47%

1990 	2.62%

1991 	0.46%

1992 	2.29%

1993 	0.73%

1994 	2.56%

1995 	1.91%

1996 	4.26%

1997 	1.73%

1998 	1.46%

1999 	3.11%

2000 	2.19%



1970-2000 AAGR - 2.23%



2000 	2.19%

2001 	1.46%

2002 	1.22%

2003 	2.87%

2004 	4.36%

2005 	2.07%

2006 	2.06%

2007 	3.27%

2008 	3.88%

2009 	0.64%

2010 	2.45%

2011 	3.45%

2012 	1.20%

2013 	3.44%

2014 	1.21%



2000-2014 AAGR - 2.38%		2471

		2579		The world output is expected to increase at an average rate of growth of 3.4 per cent per annum in 1970-2000. starting with the lower rate of 2.7 per cent in the 1970s, which is expected to accelerate to 3.4 per cent in the 1980s and further to 4.0 per cent in the 1990s.		United Nations Food and Agricultural Service statistics website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QI		According to my (WF)  calculations using UN FAO data, AAGR for world crop production from 1990-1999 was 2.1%.  Bracketed text below is from previous verifier--methodology looks ok, but I came up with slightly different numbers.



[FAO website generates yearly gross production index number based on input parameters including period and region. Year-over-year growth rate is then calculated by hand, generating numbers that can be averaged to produce AAGR figure.] 		2470

		2579		The world output is expected to increase at an average rate of growth of 3.4 per cent per annum in 1970-2000. starting with the lower rate of 2.7 per cent in the 1970s, which is expected to accelerate to 3.4 per cent in the 1980s and further to 4.0 per cent in the 1990s.		World Bank Crop Production Index website



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.PRD.CROP.XD		According to my (WF)  calculations using WB data, AAGR for world crop production from 1990-1999 was 2.5%.  I calculated the AAR for the 10-year period ending in 2014, the last year for which data are available, and it was 2.6 percent, so the forecast still has not been realized.		2805

		2585		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 3.2 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		International Longevity Center --Japan, "A Profile of Older Japanese"; 2013		Chart citing Japanese government data says per-capita food consumption in the country was slightly below 2 kilo-calories in 2000.		2467

		2585		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 3.2 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		Benjamin Senauer and Masahiko Gemma, "Reducing Obesity: What Americans Can Learn from the Japanese"; Choices (The magazine of food, farm, and resource issues, American Agricultural

Economics Association, 4th Quarter 2006

		"The average daily intake of Japanese over one year old was 1,930 calories in 2002, whereas Americans ages 1-85 consumed 2,168 calories on average in 2001-02 (Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare, Japan, 2002; NCHS, 2006)."		2468

		2585		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 3.2 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		"Average Calorie Intake of Japanese People by Year." Hatena Blog. Accessed February 2 2018. 		“According to the survey, the average daily calorie intake of a Japanese person in 2012 was 1,874 kcal." In 2000, the intake was 1,948 kcal. 		2636

		2586		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 117 grams of protein per day.  (see Table 20)		International Longevity Center --Japan, "A Profile of Older Japanese"; 2013		Chart indicates that per capita protein consumption in Japan averaged 92 grams from 2006-2008.		2463

		2586		In 2000, Japan will per capita consume 117 grams of protein per day.  (see Table 20)		Charts Bin website



http://chartsbin.com/view/1155		Japan's per-capita daily protein consumption in 2000-2002 was 95 grams. Consumption in 2005-2007 was 92 grams. 		2464

		2587		In 2000, all of Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 2.4 and 2.8 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/FBS/visualize		Interactive data on UN FAO website indicate food supply in Africa reached 2400 k/cal per capita in 1997.		2787

		2587		In 2000, all of Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 2.4 and 2.8 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		World Health Organization website



http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/3_foodconsumption/en/		Chart indicates daiuly food consumption in subsaharan Africa was 2195 in 1997-9. However, southern Africa, which has higher food consumption rates, is excluded, as is North Africa, which is lumped with the Near East and had consumption of 2953 k/cal per day. Assuming, but cannot fully verify, that addition of these countries would push total to near or above 2400 k/cal threshold.		2788

		2587		In 2000, all of Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 2.4 and 2.8 kilo-calories (thousands) per day.  (see Table 20)		Basudeb Guha-Khasnobis, et. al, "Food Security: Indicators, Measurement, and the Impact of Trade Openness," Oxford University Press, 2000		Book cites FAO data in saying African consumption was 2389 k/cal per day in 2000-02. However, publication date is 2007, and review of FAO reports indicates data have been revised upward over the years.		2789

		2588		In 2000, all of Africa (both arid and tropical areas) will per capita consume between 78 and 87 grams of protein per day.  (see Table 20)		United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization website



http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/FBS/visualize		Interactive chart data show protein supply in Africa from 1993-2013. Figure for 2000 is 62.34 grams. Chart shows that, as of 2013, protein intake in Africa had not reached 78 grams. 		2791

		2589		"Until 1350 the world population doubled more or less

every 1400 years, but since then has grown with increasing rapidity. The time taken for it to double, which was 700 years in 1650, 300 years in 1750, 140 years in 1850, 88 years in 1950, is now 35 years, which corresponds to an annual growth rate of 2%. The latest information suggests that this rate will now decline."		World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision, The United Nations, 2001		"World population reached 6.1 billion in mid-2000 and is currently growing at an annual rate of 1.2 per cent, or 77 million people per year."		2460

		2589		"Until 1350 the world population doubled more or less

every 1400 years, but since then has grown with increasing rapidity. The time taken for it to double, which was 700 years in 1650, 300 years in 1750, 140 years in 1850, 88 years in 1950, is now 35 years, which corresponds to an annual growth rate of 2%. The latest information suggests that this rate will now decline."		World Bank population growth data		World Bank chart indicates world population growth rate was 1.3 percent in 2000.		2461

		2589		"Until 1350 the world population doubled more or less

every 1400 years, but since then has grown with increasing rapidity. The time taken for it to double, which was 700 years in 1650, 300 years in 1750, 140 years in 1850, 88 years in 1950, is now 35 years, which corresponds to an annual growth rate of 2%. The latest information suggests that this rate will now decline."		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Population growth from 1980 (4,437,690,434) to 1981 (4,515,764,583) was 1.8%



Growth from 1990 (5,284,886,348) to 1991 (5,372,078,249) was 1.7%



Growth from 1999 (6,038,067,278) and 2000 (6,118,075,293) was 1.3%		2639

		2590		Under scenario X the world grain output would increase from 1,217 million tons in 1970 to 3,471 million tons in 2000.		Earth Policy Institute data center



http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/book_wote_crops.pdf		EPI data show world grain production was 1.8 million metric tons in 2000. Same data shows that world grain production was 2.1 million metric tons in 2010. 		2458

		2590		Under scenario X the world grain output would increase from 1,217 million tons in 1970 to 3,471 million tons in 2000.		Total global grain production from 2008/2009 to 2017/2018 (in million metric tons). Statista.com Accessed February 2 2018. 		Chart shows that worldwide grain production was 2.8 million metric tons in 2017. According to the associated spreadsheet, which provides numbers 1950-2007, production was 1.8 million in 2000. 		2638

		2607		"According to recent United Nations forecasts, the world population will increase from just under 4 billion in 1975 to somewhere between 5,840 million (low variant) and 6,640 million (high variant) in the year 2000 (see Table l)."		World Bank,  "Population, total"



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL



		World Bank data says global population was 6.1 billion in 2000.		2456

		2607		"According to recent United Nations forecasts, the world population will increase from just under 4 billion in 1975 to somewhere between 5,840 million (low variant) and 6,640 million (high variant) in the year 2000 (see Table l)."		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, world population was 6.05 billion n 2000.		2457

		2617		Japan's net total emission of pesticide in 2000 will be 1.25 million tons.		Ota, Hiroki. Historical Development of Pesticides in Japan. Survey Reports on the Systemization of Technologies, no. 18, 2013, 

National Museum of Nature and Science, Japan. 		This source indicates that Japan's pesticide use began to decline in 1996: 



"The following is an overview of events from the 1990s to the present day. With the bubble bursting in 1991, the

Japanese economy went into a long recession, which continues to this day. This also had a major impact on the

pesticide industry, which has had a steady decrease in sales since turning over ¥440 billion in 1996. By 2011, this figure

had dropped by around 20% to ¥350 billion." 



In other words, pesticide use (the quotation is talking about sales, but we can reasonably translate that into use) dropped 20% between 1996 and 2011. According to FAO, pesticide use in 2000 was 51,796.3 tonnes, which is a 20% drop from 64,700. So, Japan's pesticide use was likely around 64,700 tonnes in 1996.		3227

		2617		Japan's net total emission of pesticide in 2000 will be 1.25 million tons.		Pesticides Use. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. Accessed May 8 2018. 		In 2000 (earliest year with available data), Japan's net total emission of pesticide was 79821.18 tonnes (.079 million tonnes), going steadily down to 53543.7 tonnes by 2014. 		3226

		2619		Oceania's net total emission of pesticide in 2000 will be 0.04 million tons.		Pesticides Use. FAOSTAT. Food and Agriculture Organization. Accessed May 31 2018. 		In 2000, Oceania's pesticide use was 38949.34 tonnes. Reached the predicted 0.04 tonnes in 2005, when pesticide use was 40140.04. 



To arrive at these numbers, I used FAO's database and selected the region Oceania, Pesticides (Total) and all years, exporting to a spreadsheet. 



Note, not all countries comprising Oceania contained data for the specified years. However, these countries (such as Vanuatu and Tonga) only contributed a small amount of pesticide use (15-200) in the years for which data is available. So, the inclusion of these countries would not significantly alter the outcome. Also, some of the countries did not have data for the specific year (e.g.) but for years immediately following. In these instances, I included the data for the available year, even when it was not exact, since to not include the data at all would impact the data more than to include data for a following year. 		3367

		2620		Oceania's net total emission of pesticide in 1990 will be 0.03 million tons.		Pesticides Use. FAOSTAT. Food and Agriculture Organization. Accessed May 31 2018. 		In 1990, Oceania's pesticide use was 22126.07 tonnes. Reached the predicted 0.03 tonnes in 1995, when pesticide use was 30202.89. 



To arrive at these numbers, I used FAO's database and selected the region Oceania, Pesticides (Total) and all years, exporting to a spreadsheet. 



Note, not all countries comprising Oceania contained data for the specified years. However, these countries (such as Vanuatu and Tonga) only contributed a small amount of pesticide use (15-200) in the years for which data is available. So, the inclusion of these countries would not significantly alter the outcome. Also, some of the countries did not have data for the specific year (e.g.) but for years immediately following. In these instances, I included the data for the available year, even when it was not exact, since to not include the data at all would impact the data more than to include data for a following year.		3368

		2621		In fact, in 2000, 14.5 per cent of world gross product will cross national borders as compared to 10.6 per cent in 1970.		Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis website



https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MKTGDP1WA646NWDB		Chart shows gross world product in 2000 was $33.5 trillion.		2452

		2621		In fact, in 2000, 14.5 per cent of world gross product will cross national borders as compared to 10.6 per cent in 1970.		World Trade Organization, "International Trade Statistics 2001"		According to WTO, total value of global merchandise exports was $6.2 trillion in 2000.		2455

		2621		In fact, in 2000, 14.5 per cent of world gross product will cross national borders as compared to 10.6 per cent in 1970.		World Bank GDP data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD		Interactive World Bank chart say gross world product (combined GDP  of all countries was $33.5 trillion in 2000. Data also show gross world product was $19T in 1988.  		2453

		2621		In fact, in 2000, 14.5 per cent of world gross product will cross national borders as compared to 10.6 per cent in 1970.		World Bank merchandise export data



https://data.worldbank.org/topic/trade		Interactive World Bank chart says global merchandise exports were $6.5 trillion in 2000. Data show  global merchandise exports were  2.8T in 1988.		2454

		2622		"The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million."		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Adding up World Bank's data for the listed countries shows that the combined population in the listed countries in 2000 was 1,406,046,949.		2488

		2622		"The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million."		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, "Population Division. World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Total Population by sex (thousands)", 2017.		Population (thousands) for regions - "More developed regions", Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan.



1980	1182039.105

1981	1190184.817

1982	1198226.993

1983	1206229.842

1984	1214273.854

1985	1222403.223

1986	1230656.92

1987	1238983.107

1988	1247221.32

1989	1255151.734

1990	1262615.663

1991	1269572.61

1992	1276068.605

1993	1282140.926

1994	1287859.905

1995	1293291.39

1996	1298446.941

1997	1303350.819

1998	1308102.333

1999	1312825.228

2000	1317619.911

2001	1322504.713

2002	1327492.88

2003	1332667.407

2004	1338121.733

2005	1343907.944

2006	1350080.391

2007	1356587.528

2008	1363242.748

2009	1369787.167

2010	1376032.04

2011	1381899.06

2012	1387431.398

2013	1392710.496

2014	1397871.664

2015	1403009.507		2790

		2623		"The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million. It is much wider for the developing world

(excluding China): from 3430 to 3990 million"		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, in 2000, population of the countries in the forecast was 3,611,362,662. To arrive at this number I subtracted the  list of excluded countries from the world population total. 		2544

		2623		"The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million. It is much wider for the developing world

(excluding China): from 3430 to 3990 million"		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, "Population Division. World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Total Population by sex (thousands)", 2017.		Less developed regions, excluding China

Total population, both sexes combined, as of 1 July (thousands)

1979	2300633.569

1980	2357419.196

1981	2415840.781

1982	2475780.979

1983	2537020.105

1984	2599254.115

1985	2662232.088

1986	2725864.13

1987	2790108.763

1988	2854819.744

1989	2919844.697

1990	2985061.977

1991	3050394.025

1992	3115805.653

1993	3181279.86

1994	3246825.302

1995	3312454.642

1996	3378157.832

1997	3443939.053

1998	3509852.73

1999	3575973.862

2000	3642371.416

2001	3709070.097

2002	3776100.926

2003	3843549.289

2004	3911515.033

2005	3980077.157

2006	4049235.086

2007	4118990.845

2008	4189420.663

2009	4260613.466

2010	4332606.955

2011	4405430.289

2012	4478990.918

2013	4553048.983

2014	4627282.13

2015	4701441.323

		2783

		2624		The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million. It is much wider for the developing world

(excluding China): from 3430 to 3990 million and still more for China: from 1070 to 1210 million (disregarding any error in the starting estimate) (1)

(1) INTERFUTURES' own analyses of China suggest a figure of between 1130 million and 1150 million."		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, China's population was 1.27 billion in 2000.		2451

		2624		The spread between the different variants in the year

2000 is very narrow for the most developed regions according to the United Nations definition (N.America, East and West Europe, USSR, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay): from 1310 to 1430 million. It is much wider for the developing world

(excluding China): from 3430 to 3990 million and still more for China: from 1070 to 1210 million (disregarding any error in the starting estimate) (1)

(1) INTERFUTURES' own analyses of China suggest a figure of between 1130 million and 1150 million."		World Bank,  "Population, total"



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL



		According to World Bank data, China's population was 1.26 billion in 2000. China cleared the 1.13B threshold in 1990.		2450

		2625		"In any case, notwithstanding the uncertainties, it can be reckoned that the share of the population of the present Member countries of OECD in the world population will decline from 20 to about 15% in the next quarter-century."		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According toUN data, combined population of OECD countries was 895.1 million in 2000, 14.7 percent of the world total.		2449

		2625		"In any case, notwithstanding the uncertainties, it can be reckoned that the share of the population of the present Member countries of OECD in the world population will decline from 20 to about 15% in the next quarter-century."		World Bank,  "Population, total"



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL



		According to World Bank data, combined population of OECD countries was 898.7 million in 2000, 14.7 percent of the world total.



OECD countries declined to the predicted 15% a few years earlier in 1997, when the combined countries' population was 898.2 million, 15.2% of the world population of 5.8 billion. 		2448

		2626		"North America | Population in 2000 | 275 million"		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, North America reached a population of 312.9 million 2000. North America reached 275M in 1990, when population was 277.4 million (up from 274.2 million in 1989).  		2447

		2626		"North America | Population in 2000 | 275 million"		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, North America had a population of 309.6 million in 2000. 



Note, in this document the UN defines North America as Bermuda, Canada,  Greenland,  Saint Pierre and Miquelon, and United States of America.		2446

		2627		"Japan | Population in 2000 | 133 million"		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		UN data shows Japan's population was 126.7 million in 2000.		2444

		2627		"Japan | Population in 2000 | 133 million"		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank data, Japan's population was 126.8 million in 2000. The highest Japan's population has ever been was 128M in 2007 (and it has since gone back down to 126.9 million as of 2017).		2445

		2628		"EEC | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 4.5"		New World Encyclopedia website 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/West_Germany		Population in W. Germany was 63.2 million in 1990, or 80 percent of the total German population.		2440

		2628		"EEC | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 4.5"		New World Encyclopedia website http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/East_Germany		Population of E. Germany in 1990 was 16.1 million, or 20 percent of total German population.		2441

		2628		"EEC | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 4.5"		World Bank website https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		Combined population of countries in question was 294.4 million, or 4.7 percent of the total population of 6.1 billion. Even if E. Germany is factored out using a formula based on East German percentage of total German population in 1990, combined total is 4.5 percent of world total.		2442

		2628		"EEC | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 4.5"		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		Combined population of countries in question was 292.3 million, or 4.8 percent of the total population of 6.05 billion. Even if E. Germany is factored out using a formula based on East German percentage of total German population (20) in 1990, combined total is 4.5 percent of world total.		2443

		2629		"Other European OECD Countries | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 3"		World Bank website https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL		According to World Bank data, combined population of countries in question was 95.64 million, or 1.5 percent of the world total of 6.1 billion.		2438

		2629		"Other European OECD Countries | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 3"		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, combined population of countries in question was 94.54 million, or 1.5 percent of the world total of 6.05 billion.		2439

		2629		"Other European OECD Countries | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 3"		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Gives data for total populations of Austria, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and World, 1960-2016.



Used data to calculate percentages below.

1979 	2.01%

1980 	1.99%

1981 	1.96%

1982 	1.94%

1983 	1.91%

1984 	1.89%

1985 	1.86%

1986 	1.83%

1987 	1.81%

1988 	1.78%

1989 	1.75%

1990 	1.73%

1991 	1.71%

1992 	1.70%

1993 	1.68%

1994 	1.66%

1995 	1.64%

1996 	1.63%

1997 	1.61%

1998 	1.59%

1999 	1.58%

2000 	1.56%

2001 	1.55%

2002 	1.55%

2003 	1.54%

2004 	1.54%

2005 	1.53%

2006 	1.53%

2007 	1.53%

2008 	1.53%

2009 	1.52%

2010 	1.51%

2011 	1.49%

2012 	1.48%

2013 	1.46%

2014 	1.45%

2015	1.43%

2016	1.42%		2744

		2629		"Other European OECD Countries | Percentage of world population in 2000 | 3"		United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, "Population Division. World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision: Total Population by sex (thousands), Less developed regions", 2017.		Gives data for total populations of Austria, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and World, 1950-2015.



Used data to calculate percentages below.

1979  2.01%

1980  1.99%

1981  1.96%

1982  1.94%

1983  1.91%

1984  1.88%

1985  1.86%

1986  1.83%

1987  1.80%

1988  1.77%

1989  1.75%

1990  1.73%

1991  1.71%

1992  1.69%

1993  1.67%

1994  1.66%

1995  1.64%

1996  1.63%

1997  1.61%

1998  1.59%

1999  1.58%

2000  1.57%

2001  1.56%

2002  1.55%

2003  1.55%

2004  1.55%

2005  1.54%

2006  1.54%

2007  1.53%

2008  1.53%

2009  1.52%

2010  1.51%

2011  1.50%

2012  1.48%

2013  1.47%

2014  1.45%

2015  1.43%

2015  1.42%		2745

		2630		"Australia and New Zealand | Population in 2000 | 22 million"		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		According to World Bank Data, Australia's population in 2000 was 19,153,000 and New Zealand's was 3,857,700. Those combine for a total population of  23,010,700 in 2000. 



Australia and New Zealand first reached 22M in 1997, when Australia's population was 18,517,000 and New Zealand's 3,781,300 (for a combined total of 22,298,300). 		2436

		2630		"Australia and New Zealand | Population in 2000 | 22 million"		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, Australia and New Zealand population was 22.7 million in 2000. 		2437

		2631		"Ocean Gradients || 1st Commercial Feasibility (Est.) || 2000"		"Ocean Thermal Energy Corporation (OTCQB: CPWR) Announces Significant Progress for OTEC EcoVillage." UPTICK Newswire. February 26, 2018. Accessed March 25, 2018. 

		Latest news from Ocean Thermal Energy Corporation (involved in both previously mentioned OTEC power plants). Demonstrates that while OTEC utilization is still small scale, there is investment for further growth.		2902

		2631		"Ocean Gradients || 1st Commercial Feasibility (Est.) || 2000"		Martin, Benjamin. "Project History." Renewable Energy for the Future. Accessed March 25, 2018. 

		History of Okinawa OTEC plant, the first scale demonstrator power plant which began construction in 2012.		2900

		2631		"Ocean Gradients || 1st Commercial Feasibility (Est.) || 2000"		Owano, Nancy. "Celebrating Hawaii Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Power Plant." Tech Xplore - Technology and Engineering News. August 25, 2015. Accessed March 25, 2018. 

		News article discussing the start of operations in early 2015 of the OTEC power plant operated by the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii.		2901

		2632		"World consumption of energy in the year 2000 (in MMTOE) || OECD || 6.0 ||"		"BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2011", June 2011, Accessed June 28,2012, http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/reports_and_publications/statistical_energy_review_2011/STAGING/local_assets/pdf/statistical_review_of_world_energy_full_report_2011.pdf		OECD energy consumption in 2000 reported as 5,325.3 million tonnes of oil equivalent. OECD energy consumption in 2016 reported as 5,529.1 million tonnes of oil equivalent.		2950

		2632		"World consumption of energy in the year 2000 (in MMTOE) || OECD || 6.0 ||"		"Global Energy Statistical Yearbook 2017." World Energy Statistics. Accessed March 06, 2018. https://yearbook.enerdata.net/. 		OECD energy consumption in 2000 reported as 5,303 million tonnes of oil equivalent. OECD energy consumption in 2016 reported as 5,5306 million tonnes of oil equivalent.		2951

		2634		"Thus, from 1976 to 2000, consumption will double approximately for the OECD area; but, for the developing countries, it will increase by a factor of between five and seven. Nevertheless, an inhabitant of the developed countries of the East or of the West will still consume seven times more commercial energy than an inhabitant of the developing countries."		"BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2011", June 2011, Accessed June 28,2012, http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/reports_and_publications/statistical_energy_review_2011/STAGING/local_assets/pdf/statistical_review_of_world_energy_full_report_2011.pdf		According to source, in 1976 the OECD consumed approximately 3,999 million tonnes of oil equivalent. In 2000, the OECD consumed approximately 5,325 million tonnes of oil equivalent. In 2016, the OECD consumed approximately 5,529 million tonnes of oil equivalent.		2947

		2635		"Total OECD | Coal | 1130"		"BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2011", June 2011, Accessed June 28,2012, http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/reports_and_publications/statistical_energy_review_2011/STAGING/local_assets/pdf/statistical_review_of_world_energy_full_report_2011.pdf		OECD energy consumption from coal in 2000 reported as 1133.3 million tonnes of oil equivalent.		2944
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		2691		"Water Supply Situation in Africa 1970-2000

Population | Rural | Served | 126.5"		A Snapshot of Drinking Water in Africa. Prepared for AMCOM as a contribution to the 11th Summit of Heads of State and Government of the African Union. UNICEF and World Health Organization. June 30 to July 1, 2008. 		47% of rural African population had "drinking water coverage" in 2000, up from 42% in 1990. Population "using improved drinking water sources" in rural Africa was 247 in 2000, up from 181 in 1990. 		3251

		2691		"Water Supply Situation in Africa 1970-2000

Population | Rural | Served | 126.5"		 Rose, Sydney and Jeffrey R. Vincent. Household Water Resources and Rural Productivity in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Review of the Evidence. Cambridge: Harvard Institute for International Development, 1999. 		Other words, only 33% of the rural Africa population in the 90s had access to drinking water: "Based on the most recent data available in mid-1998—which in many cases are not very recent—approximately 250 million people in rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa lack a safe and accessible water supply. This constitutes some 67 percent of the total rural population." 



Table 2 in this source also provides data on water access for rural Africa in 1985. I exported this table to an excel spreadsheet (attached to ground truth source) so I could calculate the total population of the given countries and the total population without access to water for the given countries. The outcome was:



Total population in 1985: 298,106,963								

Total population without access to safe water: 217,330,521



So, 73% of rural Africa did not have access to safe water in 1985--or, conversely, 27% did.  					

		3252

		2694		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | OECD | Percentage of World GDP | 53 | 50 | 47 | 49"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Has GDP data in current US$ billions 1979-2016 for relevant forecast countries. (Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany (UN data source). Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States, World)



Proportion of World GDP forecast countries

1979	75.31%

1980	74.94%

1981	73.79%

1982	73.95%

1983	74.93%

1984	75.33%

1985	75.63%

1986	78.11%

1987	79.44%

1988	79.71%

1989	79.21%

1990	79.29%

1991	78.88%

1992	79.70%

1993	78.81%

1994	78.16%

1995	77.89%

1996	76.48%

1997	75.36%

1998	76.86%

1999	77.53%

2000	76.20%

2001	75.80%

2002	76.03%

2003	76.13%

2004	75.17%

2005	72.93%

2006	70.64%

2007	68.32%

2008	65.98%

2009	65.55%

2010	62.18%

2011	59.96%

2012	58.58%

2013	57.40%

2014	56.91%

2015	57.00%

2016	57.42%		2670

		2694		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | OECD | Percentage of World GDP | 53 | 50 | 47 | 49"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for relevant forecast countries (Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. Finland. France. the Federal Republic of Germany (UN data source). Greece. Iceland. Ireland. Italy. Japan, Luxembourg. the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Turkey. the United Kingdom and the United States, World). Data for Germany consists of West Germany only until 1991, then re-unified Germany thereafter.



Proportion of World GDP for relevant forecast countries

1980	75.07%

1981	74.40%

1982	75.06%

1983	75.86%

1984	76.47%

1985	77.16%

1986	79.90%

1987	80.48%

1988	80.51%

1989	79.58%

1990	76.28%

1991	78.20%

1992	81.09%

1993	79.31%

1994	78.62%

1995	77.79%

1996	76.00%

1997	74.74%

1998	76.09%

1999	77.05%

2000	75.61%

2001	75.28%

2002	75.99%

2003	76.15%

2004	75.13%

2005	72.86%

2006	70.55%

2007	68.25%

2008	65.90%

2009	65.59%

2010	62.40%

2011	60.24%

2012	58.92%

2013	57.63%

2014	57.26%

2015	57.13%

2016	57.80%		2671

		2694		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | OECD | Percentage of World GDP | 53 | 50 | 47 | 49"		United Nations Statistics Division, "GDP and its breakdown at current prices in US Dollars", December, 2017, accessed February 14, 2018, https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Gives GDP figures for Germany 1979-2016 in US$ billions current prices. Data up until 1991 are for West Germany, after this the data covers Germany.		2672

		2695		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Australia and New Zealand | Percentage of World GDP | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data (current US$) 1960-2016 for World, Australia and New Zealand.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP for Australia & New Zealand

1979	1.57%

1980	1.55%

1981	1.76%

1982	1.92%

1983	1.73%

1984	1.78%

1985	1.62%

1986	1.42%

1987	1.34%

1988	1.47%

1989	1.71%

1990	1.58%

1991	1.54%

1992	1.45%

1993	1.39%

1994	1.36%

1995	1.40%

1996	1.50%

1997	1.60%

1998	1.46%

1999	1.38%

2000	1.39%

2001	1.30%

2002	1.33%

2003	1.43%

2004	1.64%

2005	1.70%

2006	1.67%

2007	1.71%

2008	1.87%

2009	1.74%

2010	1.96%

2011	2.13%

2012	2.29%

2013	2.28%

2014	2.10%

2015	2.03%

2016	1.83%		2642

		2695		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Australia and New Zealand | Percentage of World GDP | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for World, Australia, New Zealand.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP for Australia & New Zealand

1980	1.67%

1981	1.87%

1982	1.89%

1983	1.76%

1984	1.85%

1985	1.59%

1986	1.43%

1987	1.49%

1988	1.67%

1989	1.77%

1990	1.58%

1991	1.51%

1992	1.43%

1993	1.37%

1994	1.46%

1995	1.43%

1996	1.55%

1997	1.56%

1998	1.38%

1999	1.44%

2000	1.34%

2001	1.28%

2002	1.40%

2003	1.60%

2004	1.73%

2005	1.78%

2006	1.73%

2007	1.87%

2008	1.87%

2009	1.86%

2010	2.12%

2011	2.29%

2012	2.33%

2013	2.22%

2014	2.10%

2015	1.89%

2016	1.92%		2643

		2696		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Western Europe other than EEC | Percentage of World GDP | 5 | 5 | 3 | 4"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP for Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and World in current US$ 1960-2016.



Proportion of World GDP of countries in forecast excluding Yugoslavia.

1980	7.09%

1981	6.32%

1982	6.16%

1983	5.62%

1984	5.35%

1985	5.32%

1986	6.03%

1987	6.55%

1988	6.62%

1989	6.68%

1990	7.53%

1991	7.39%

1992	7.43%

1993	6.49%

1994	6.19%

1995	6.61%

1996	6.65%

1997	6.20%

1998	6.69%

1999	6.45%

2000	5.94%

2001	5.85%

2002	6.28%

2003	7.03%

2004	7.34%

2005	7.30%

2006	7.29%

2007	7.57%

2008	7.65%

2009	7.29%

2010	6.82%

2011	6.65%

2012	6.14%

2013	6.23%

2014	6.11%

2015	5.74%

2016	5.75%



Proportion of World GDP  former Yugoslavia states (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia)

2000	0.18%

2001	0.20%

2002	0.23%

2003	0.26%

2004	0.27%

2005	0.27%

2006	0.28%

2007	0.30%

2008	0.33%

2009	0.31%

2010	0.27%

2011	0.26%

2012	0.23%

2013	0.24%

2014	0.23%

2015	0.21%

2016	0.22%		2667

		2696		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Western Europe other than EEC | Percentage of World GDP | 5 | 5 | 3 | 4"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and World.



Proportion of World GDP for countries (Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey excluding Yugoslavia)

1980	7.90%

1981	7.16%

1982	7.04%

1983	6.44%

1984	6.14%

1985	6.15%

1986	6.87%

1987	7.36%

1988	7.38%

1989	7.41%

1990	8.00%

1991	8.01%

1992	8.27%

1993	7.23%

1994	6.81%

1995	7.28%

1996	7.31%

1997	6.87%

1998	7.12%

1999	6.92%

2000	6.42%

2001	6.33%

2002	6.84%

2003	7.60%

2004	7.93%

2005	7.94%

2006	7.95%

2007	8.23%

2008	8.37%

2009	7.93%

2010	7.48%

2011	7.35%

2012	6.86%

2013	6.95%

2014	6.77%

2015	6.28%

2016	6.27%



Proportion of World GDP  former Yugoslavia states (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia)

2000	0.12%

2001	0.14%

2002	0.16%

2003	0.18%

2004	0.19%

2005	0.19%

2006	0.20%

2007	0.22%

2008	0.24%

2009	0.23%

2010	0.20%

2011	0.19%

2012	0.17%

2013	0.18%

2014	0.17%

2015	0.16%

2016	0.16%		2668

		2697		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | United States | Percentage of World GDP | 19 | 18 | 24 | 21"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for World and United States.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of United States

1980	25.76%

1981	28.26%

1982	29.98%

1983	31.75%

1984	34.05%

1985	34.99%

1986	31.35%

1987	28.91%

1988	27.73%

1989	28.35%

1990	25.53%

1991	25.40%

1992	26.02%

1993	26.62%

1994	26.29%

1995	24.73%

1996	25.43%

1997	27.09%

1998	28.74%

1999	29.52%

2000	30.41%

2001	31.63%

2002	31.63%

2003	29.53%

2004	27.97%

2005	27.54%

2006	26.92%

2007	24.94%

2008	23.12%

2009	23.92%

2010	22.71%

2011	21.22%

2012	21.69%

2013	21.80%

2014	22.17%

2015	24.38%

2016	24.71%		2644

		2697		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | United States | Percentage of World GDP | 19 | 18 | 24 | 21"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data (current US$) 1960-2016 for World and United States



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of United States

1979	26.52%

1980	25.62%

1981	28.01%

1982	29.44%

1983	31.30%

1984	33.49%

1985	34.26%

1986	30.56%

1987	28.49%

1988	27.44%

1989	28.16%

1990	26.46%

1991	25.80%

1992	25.74%

1993	26.60%

1994	26.32%

1995	24.82%

1996	25.67%

1997	27.38%

1998	29.00%

1999	29.72%

2000	30.64%

2001	31.85%

2002	31.69%

2003	29.59%

2004	28.02%

2005	27.61%

2006	26.98%

2007	25.02%

2008	23.19%

2009	23.96%

2010	22.69%

2011	21.18%

2012	21.57%

2013	21.68%

2014	22.00%

2015	24.24%

2016	24.56%		2645

		2698		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Canada | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 2"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for World and Canada.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of Canada

1980	2.47%

1981	2.69%

1982	2.81%

1983	2.97%

1984	2.99%

1985	2.94%

1986	2.58%

1987	2.56%

1988	2.68%

1989	2.83%

1990	2.54%

1991	2.51%

1992	2.36%

1993	2.23%

1994	2.08%

1995	1.95%

1996	1.97%

1997	2.05%

1998	2.00%

1999	2.07%

2000	2.19%

2001	2.19%

2002	2.18%

2003	2.29%

2004	2.33%

2005	2.46%

2006	2.56%

2007	2.52%

2008	2.43%

2009	2.27%

2010	2.45%

2011	2.45%

2012	2.45%

2013	2.41%

2014	2.28%

2015	2.09%

2016	2.03%		2646

		2698		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Canada | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 2"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data (current US$) 1960-2016 for World and Canada



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of Canada

1979	2.45%

1980	2.45%

1981	2.67%

1982	2.76%

1983	2.93%

1984	2.95%

1985	2.87%

1986	2.51%

1987	2.52%

1988	2.65%

1989	2.81%

1990	2.63%

1991	2.55%

1992	2.33%

1993	2.23%

1994	2.08%

1995	1.96%

1996	1.99%

1997	2.08%

1998	2.02%

1999	2.08%

2000	2.21%

2001	2.21%

2002	2.19%

2003	2.29%

2004	2.34%

2005	2.47%

2006	2.56%

2007	2.53%

2008	2.44%

2009	2.28%

2010	2.45%

2011	2.44%

2012	2.44%

2013	2.39%

2014	2.27%

2015	2.08%

2016	2.02%		2647

		2699		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Japan | Percentage of World GDP | 10 | 10 | 5 | 9"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for World and Japan.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of Japan

1980	9.81%

1981	10.61%

1982	10.06%

1983	10.68%

1984	10.94%

1985	11.18%

1986	14.08%

1987	14.82%

1988	15.98%

1989	15.18%

1990	13.28%

1991	14.64%

1992	15.44%

1993	17.22%

1994	17.65%

1995	17.59%

1996	15.18%

1997	13.90%

1998	12.76%

1999	13.89%

2000	14.45%

2001	12.82%

2002	11.86%

2003	11.41%

2004	10.97%

2005	10.00%

2006	8.80%

2007	7.78%

2008	7.92%

2009	8.68%

2010	8.65%

2011	8.42%

2012	8.33%

2013	6.73%

2014	6.17%

2015	5.89%

2016	6.55%		2648

		2699		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Japan | Percentage of World GDP | 10 | 10 | 5 | 9"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data (current US$) 1960-2016 for World and Japan



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of Japan

1979	10.57%

1980	9.84%

1981	10.60%

1982	9.94%

1983	10.60%

1984	10.86%

1985	11.04%

1986	13.81%

1987	14.71%

1988	15.94%

1989	15.19%

1990	13.90%

1991	14.95%

1992	15.34%

1993	17.27%

1994	17.67%

1995	17.65%

1996	15.32%

1997	14.04%

1998	12.87%

1999	14.03%

2000	14.56%

2001	12.90%

2002	11.88%

2003	11.43%

2004	10.99%

2005	10.03%

2006	8.82%

2007	7.80%

2008	7.94%

2009	8.69%

2010	8.64%

2011	8.40%

2012	8.28%

2013	6.70%

2014	6.13%

2015	5.86%

2016	6.51%		2649

		2700		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | CEE | Percentage of World GDP | 16 | 14 | 13 | 14"



The following region is "Western Europe other than EEC" so I believe CEE is a typo, and they meant to write EEC.		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP for Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom and World in current US$ 1960-2016.



Proportion of World GDP for countries (Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom) and Germany (UN data source)

1979	27.34%

1980	27.84%

1981	23.90%

1982	23.21%

1983	22.25%

1984	20.41%

1985	20.04%

1986	23.29%

1987	25.30%

1988	25.09%

1989	24.18%

1990	26.70%

1991	26.17%

1992	26.95%

1993	24.40%

1994	24.11%

1995	25.00%

1996	24.87%

1997	23.58%

1998	24.38%

1999	23.42%

2000	20.99%

2001	21.22%

2002	22.14%

2003	23.82%

2004	24.29%

2005	23.23%

2006	22.69%

2007	23.04%

2008	22.21%

2009	20.99%

2010	19.02%

2011	18.53%

2012	17.22%

2013	17.49%

2014	17.71%

2015	16.57%

2016	16.30%		2665

		2700		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | CEE | Percentage of World GDP | 16 | 14 | 13 | 14"



The following region is "Western Europe other than EEC" so I believe CEE is a typo, and they meant to write EEC.		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for Belgium, France, Italy, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom and World. Data for Germany consists of West Germany only until 1991, then re-unified Germany thereafter.



Proportion of World GDP for countries (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom)

1980	27.47%

1981	23.84%

1982	23.30%

1983	22.28%

1984	20.51%

1985	20.34%

1986	23.61%

1987	25.36%

1988	25.10%

1989	24.05%

1990	25.37%

1991	26.15%

1992	27.61%

1993	24.67%

1994	24.36%

1995	24.87%

1996	24.60%

1997	23.31%

1998	24.13%

1999	23.25%

2000	20.84%

2001	21.06%

2002	22.13%

2003	23.78%

2004	24.25%

2005	23.19%

2006	22.64%

2007	22.97%

2008	22.24%

2009	20.99%

2010	19.05%

2011	18.57%

2012	17.31%

2013	17.57%

2014	17.81%

2015	16.64%

2016	16.37%		2666

		2700		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | CEE | Percentage of World GDP | 16 | 14 | 13 | 14"



The following region is "Western Europe other than EEC" so I believe CEE is a typo, and they meant to write EEC.		United Nations Statistics Division, "GDP and its breakdown at current prices in US Dollars", December, 2017, accessed February 14, 2018, https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Gives GDP figures for Germany 1979-2016 in US$ billions current prices. Data up until 1991 are for West Germany, after this the data covers Germany.		2669

		2701		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | South-East Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 4 | 4 | 4 | 3"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data in current US$ for Cambodia, Indonesia, Korea, Rep, Lao PDR (Laos), Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, World. 1960-2016. 

Missing data for Cambodia 1975-1992, Lao PDR 1960-1983, Vietnam 1960-1984.



Using this data and adding in Taiwan from IMF data source the following was calculated.

Proportion of World GDP for relevant countries (excluding DPRK)

1980	1.28%

1981	2.81%

1982	2.99%

1983	3.00%

1984	3.12%

1985	3.08%

1986	2.84%

1987	2.41%

1988	3.13%

1989	3.42%

1990	3.44%

1991	3.70%

1992	3.92%

1993	4.32%

1994	4.61%

1995	4.85%

1996	5.15%

1997	4.95%

1998	3.61%

1999	4.14%

2000	4.48%

2001	4.26%

2002	4.55%

2003	4.47%

2004	4.44%

2005	4.66%

2006	4.91%

2007	4.96%

2008	4.67%

2009	4.71%

2010	5.25%

2011	5.33%

2012	5.43%

2013	5.52%

2014	5.55%

2015	5.73%

2016	5.83%		2763

		2701		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | South-East Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 4 | 4 | 4 | 3"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data current prices US$ for Cambodia, Hong Kong SAR, Indonesia, Korea, Lao P.D.R. (Laos), Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan Province of China, Thailand, Vietnam, World 1980-2016.

Missing data for Cambodia 1980-1986.



Using this the following was calculated.

Proportion of GDP for relevant countries (excluding DPRK)

1980	3.36%

1981	3.48%

1982	3.74%

1983	3.77%

1984	4.08%

1985	3.64%

1986	3.41%

1987	3.48%

1988	3.62%

1989	3.96%

1990	3.82%

1991	4.19%

1992	4.58%

1993	4.92%

1994	5.24%

1995	5.44%

1996	5.77%

1997	5.61%

1998	4.17%

1999	4.70%

2000	4.98%

2001	4.77%

2002	5.05%

2003	4.91%

2004	4.86%

2005	5.05%

2006	5.30%

2007	5.33%

2008	5.04%

2009	5.07%

2010	5.60%

2011	5.68%

2012	5.81%

2013	5.91%

2014	5.95%

2015	6.17%

2016	6.28%





		2782

		2702		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | South Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP data (current prices, U.S. dollars, Billions) 1980-2016 for World, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), India, Macao, Maldive Islands, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of selection of countries.



1999	1.97%

2000	1.93%

2001	2.00%

2002	2.05%

2003	2.14%

2004	2.20%

2005	2.32%

2006	2.44%

2007	2.74%		2641

		2702		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | South Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP data (current US$) 1960-2016 for World, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), India, Macao, Maldive Islands, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of selection of countries.

1999	1.84%

2000	1.89%

2001	1.95%

2002	1.97%

2003	2.06%

2004	2.12%

2005	2.24%

2006	2.37%

2007	2.66%		2640

		2703		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Latin America | Percentage of World GDP | 10 | 10 | 11 | 10"		The United Nations. 2016. National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. New York, N.Y.: The United Nations (producer and distributor). https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/introduction.asp		Select the relevant variables from each list, clicking "add" to ensure they appear in the column of selected data on the right-hand side of the page:

- Latin America and the Caribbean; World;

- GDP in constant US dollars;

- 2000 (and any other desired years);

- Click Submit		2621

		2703		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Latin America | Percentage of World GDP | 10 | 10 | 11 | 10"		The World Bank. 2012. World Development Indicators. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank (producer and distributor). http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators		- Select the data sheet in the excel spreadsheet

- lift the row for "Latin America & Caribbean" / "GDP (constant 2010 US$)"  (shortcut query: "LCN") as well as the row for"World" / "GDP (constant 2010 US$) (shortcut query: "WLD")

- paste into a new sheet in order to create a third row that calculates the percentage share. This will let you see the percentage for the entire period of 1960 - 2016 at once, e.g.:

2000

World: $4.99413E+13

Latin America & Caribbean: $3.87709E+12

7.7632972%

2016

World: $7.73278E+13

Latin America & Caribbean: $5.91428E+12

7.648318437%

1980

World: $2.78149E+13

Latin America & Caribbean: $2.46984E+12

8.879575887%		2622

		2704		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Eastern Europe | Percentage of World GDP | 16 | 18 | 20 | 18"		The World Bank, "GDP (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed January 30, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD.		Gives GDP in current US$ for Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and World.



Proportion of World GDP accounted for by geographical region.

1989	3.30%

1990	3.85%

1991	3.70%

1992	3.26%

1993	3.10%

1994	2.79%

1995	2.76%

1996	2.77%

1997	2.83%

1998	2.51%

1999	2.10%

2000	2.21%

2001	2.51%

2002	2.71%

2003	2.94%

2004	3.34%

2005	3.81%

2006	4.31%

2007	4.94%

2008	5.66%

2009	4.69%

2010	4.92%

2011	5.47%

2012	5.52%

2013	5.66%

2014	5.20%

2015	4.17%

2016	3.94%		2673

		2704		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Eastern Europe | Percentage of World GDP | 16 | 18 | 20 | 18"		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Gives GDP in current US$ billions for Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and World.



Proportion of World GDP accounted for by geographical region.

1992	1.18%

1993	1.73%

1994	2.13%

1995	2.46%

1996	2.80%

1997	2.87%

1998	2.52%

1999	2.10%

2000	2.24%

2001	2.55%

2002	2.77%

2003	3.00%

2004	3.42%

2005	3.91%

2006	4.44%

2007	5.11%

2008	5.84%

2009	4.84%

2010	5.09%

2011	5.48%

2012	5.55%

2013	5.68%

2014	5.23%

2015	4.19%

2016	3.95%		2674

		2705		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | China | Percentage of World GDP | 7 | 8 | 9 | 8"		The World Bank. 2012. World Development Indicators. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank (producer and distributor). http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators		Gives GDP data (constant 2010 $ prices, U.S. dollars) 1960-2016 for China and World.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of China.

1980	1.23%

1981	1.27%

1982	1.37%

1983	1.49%

1984	1.64%

1985	1.79%

1986	1.89%

1987	2.03%

1988	2.16%

1989	2.17%

1990	2.19%

1991	2.36%

1992	2.65%

1993	2.97%

1994	3.26%

1995	3.50%

1996	3.73%

1997	3.93%

1998	4.13%

1999	4.31%

2000	4.47%

2001	4.76%

2002	5.08%

2003	5.43%

2004	5.73%

2005	6.14%

2006	6.64%

2007	7.27%

2008	7.83%

2009	8.72%

2010	9.25%

2011	9.82%

2012	10.34%

2013	10.85%

2014	11.32%

2015	11.77%

2016	12.26%		2516

		2705		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | China | Percentage of World GDP | 7 | 8 | 9 | 8"		The United Nations. 2016. National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. New York, N.Y.: The United Nations (producer and distributor). https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/introduction.asp		Gives GDP data (constant 2010 $ prices, U.S. dollars) 1970-2016 for China and World.



Using this data the below was calculated.



Proportion of World GDP of China.



1980	1.22%

1981	1.26%

1982	1.36%

1983	1.47%

1984	1.62%

1985	1.77%

1986	1.87%

1987	2.02%

1988	2.15%

1989	2.16%

1990	2.17%

1991	2.34%

1992	2.63%

1993	2.95%

1994	3.24%

1995	3.49%

1996	3.70%

1997	3.90%

1998	4.10%

1999	4.28%

2000	4.45%

2001	4.72%

2002	5.04%

2003	5.39%

2004	5.69%

2005	6.10%

2006	6.59%

2007	7.22%

2008	7.79%

2009	8.67%

2010	9.19%

2011	9.75%

2012	10.27%

2013	10.80%

2014	11.26%

2015	11.72%

2016	12.27%		2517

		2706		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | North Africa and Western Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6"		The United Nations. 2016. National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. New York, N.Y.: The United Nations (producer and distributor). https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/introduction.asp		UN Data GDP (constant 2010 $) in 2000:

Algeria: 110,436,747,870

Bahrain: 15,256,295,181

Egypt: 132,749,723,826

Iran: 316,905,537,340

Iraq: 85,915,975,197

Israel: 171,004,302,171

Jordan: 14,339,815,352

Kuwait: 73,759,882,772

Lebanon: 22,042,666,101

Libya: 47,084,553,732

Morocco: 55,049,670,222

Oman: 41,969,692,827

Qatar: 36,486,417,346

Saudi Arabia: 379,223,407,557

(World Bank): Sudan: 34053114158

Syria: 37,217,132,364

Tunisia: 28,547,619,410

UAE: 198,216,423,471

Yemen: 17,705,815,362

Total: 1,732,048,814,158

World: 50,073,053,037,192

= 3.46% of world GDP		2520

		2706		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | North Africa and Western Asia | Percentage of World GDP | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6"		The World Bank. 2012. World Development Indicators. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank (producer and distributor). http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators		World Bank Data:



In 2000, the Middle East and North Africa generated $1.78847E+12, and the world total gdp was $4.99413E+13, which gives 3.581135662%



As of 2016, these countries only comprised 4.3% of world GDP. 		2521

		2707		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Sub-Saharan Africa | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 1 | 1 | 2"		The United Nations. 2016. National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. New York, N.Y.: The United Nations (producer and distributor). https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/introduction.asp		From this page, navigate by selecting the countries, years, and metric (sub-saharan africa, world, 2000, gdp)



Sub-Saharan Africa GDP in 2000 (constant 2010 dollars): 742,949,497,278

World GDP in 2000 (constant 2010 dollars): 50,073,053,037,192

Total percentage: 1.4%		2518

		2707		"Gross domestic product and per capita GDP, 1975-2000:

Comparison of estimates for scenarios A, B2, C and D

Region | Sub-Saharan Africa | Percentage of World GDP | 2 | 1 | 1 | 2"		The World Bank. 2012. World Development Indicators. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank (producer and distributor). http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators		This is a spreadsheet; when tabulating the corresponding data (sub-saharan africa, world, gdp, 2000): 



Sub-Saharan Africa GDP in 2000 (constant 2010 dollars): 785173988835.836

World GDP in 2000 (constant 2010 dollars): 49 941 325 596 539.4

Total percentage: 1.5%		2519

		2712		"In the next 25 years, economic growth in the advanced

industrial societies is possible since it will encounter neither physical limits nor an insufficiency of innovations. But the rate of this growth, which remains uncertain, will probably be slower than over the last 25 years, for both national and international socioeconomic reasons."		Bhalla, Surjit S. Imagine theres no country: poverty, inequality, and growth in the era of globalization. Washington, DC: Institute for International Economics, 2002. Accessed January 17, 2018. https://piie.com/publications/chapters_preview/348/2iie3489.pdf.		on page 14, (page 2 of the pdf) "the industrialized world witnessed a large 1.7 percent decrease in its annual growth rate [...] from 3.3 to only 1.6 a year." referring to the difference between the period from 1960-1980 versus 1980-2000 respectively		2554

		2712		"In the next 25 years, economic growth in the advanced

industrial societies is possible since it will encounter neither physical limits nor an insufficiency of innovations. But the rate of this growth, which remains uncertain, will probably be slower than over the last 25 years, for both national and international socioeconomic reasons."		The World Bank. 2012. World Development Indicators. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank (producer and distributor). http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators		The document uses "OECD" and "advanced industrial societies" interchangeably, and the ground truth source contains a spreadsheet of OECD growth by year, which I averaged for the period of 1975 - 2000 and found 1.8%



This data was used to get GDP growth data from 1975 - 2000

It was also used to corroborate my assumption that GDP per capita growth tracks GDP growth at approximately 1 percentage point less.		2552

		2712		"In the next 25 years, economic growth in the advanced

industrial societies is possible since it will encounter neither physical limits nor an insufficiency of innovations. But the rate of this growth, which remains uncertain, will probably be slower than over the last 25 years, for both national and international socioeconomic reasons."		The United Nations. 2016. National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. New York, N.Y.: The United Nations (producer and distributor). https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/introduction.asp		This data was used to corroborate 1975 - 2000 GDP growth data



From this link, I selected the relevant countries/regions, years, and variable (gdp); averaged the year by year findings, and found 1.6% average growth for the period.		2553

		2714		Propulsion by solid-core nuclear-reactor and ionic engines will be becoming available. 		Vladimir Kim and Garri Popov, "Electric Propulsion Activity in Russia"; Presented as Paper IEPC-01- at the 27th International Electric Propulsion Conference, Pasadena, CA, 15-19 October, 2001		"The first so-called stationary plasma thruster (SPT) was launched in 1971 and tested successfully on board “Meteor” satellite in 1972" 		2532

		2714		Propulsion by solid-core nuclear-reactor and ionic engines will be becoming available. 		John Brophy, "Stationary Plasma Thruster Evaluation

in Russia: Summary Report"; NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, March 15, 1992		"On March 1, 1972, the SPT was first operated in space. The thruster was operated for a total of 150 hours and demonstrated that the SPT could be integrated into and be compatible with the host spacecraft.

Since 1972, more than fifty SPTS70 thrusters have been flown in space."		2533

		2715		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.

		Stracqualursi, Veronica. "A brief history of US missile defense systems." May 31, 2017. ABC News. 

		"In 1996, the Pentagon pushed for the development of an airborne laser weapon system. The result was a modified Boeing 747 with tracking lasers and a chemical oxygen iodine laser (COIL). The Airborne Laser’s first flight was over Kansas in July 18, 2002 and, after a series of flight tests, the COIL laser was test-fired in September 2008...While the Boeing 747 was a no-go, the Pentagon is now envisioning drones with the capability to shoot down ballistic missiles."

		2596

		2715		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.

		Szondy, David. "Lockheed Martin tapped to develop anti-missile laser." New Atlas. October 20, 2017. 		Previously, Lockheed Martin successfully shot down a drone with a laser, and the military has now tasked Lockheed (as of October 2017) to develop a "low-power demonstrator for a directed fiber optic beam weapon that can be fitted into an aircraft platform" to take down ICBMs. This request suggests that anti-missile laser technology is still in development as of 2017. 		2634

		2715		Effective anti-ICBM defenses in the form of air-launched missiles and directed-energy beams will have been developed.

		Warren Ferster, Senior Aerospace Analyst, Bryce Space and Technology, "Need your expert opinion on anti-ICBM." [Email] February 27, 2018. 		"No country has, to my knowledge (and I would have heard if otherwise), developed effective anti-ICBMs in the form of energy beams. The US, via the airborne laser program, has demonstrated the principle that missiles can be taken out with a laser beam, but the ABL never made it past the experimental phase and was abandoned as impractical for operational missile defense."		2743

		2716		The medium series forecasts that Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline from 30.4 in 1975 to 25.6 in 2000. 		Crude Birth Rate [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		Worldwide crude birth rate in 2000 was 21.6. 



Worldwide crude birth rate first hit 25 in 1990, when it was 25.8. It went down to 25.2 the following year. 		2675

		2716		The medium series forecasts that Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline from 30.4 in 1975 to 25.6 in 2000. 		Index Muni data portal website





https://www.indexmundi.com/g/g.aspx?c=xx&v=25		Chart indicates CBR was 22 in 2000. Cites CIA World Factbook as data source.		2836

		2717		The medium series forecasts that Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline from 12.3 in 1975 to 9.1 in 2000.

		Death rate, crude (per 1,000 people). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		Crude death rate was 8.5 in 2000. Crude death rate first reached 9.1 in 1991. 		2685

		2717		The medium series forecasts that Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) worldwide will decline from 12.3 in 1975 to 9.1 in 2000.

		index muni data web portal crude death rate



https://www.indexmundi.com/facts/world/indicator/SP.DYN.CDRT.IN		Index muni website chart, citing UN data, indicates CDR had declined to 8.53 by 2000. The website sources are: (1) United Nations Population Division. World Population Prospects, (2) Census reports and other statistical publications from national statistical offices, (3) Eurostat: Demographic Statistics, (4) United Nations Statistical Division. Population and Vita		2837

		2718		Africa's population is characterized by high fertility and high mortality rates--a population of about 0.81 billion in the year 2000, a net increase of 0.42 billion over 1975. 		Africa Population. Worldometers. Accessed February 20 2018. 		Africa's population was 817,566,004 in 2000. 		2689

		2718		Africa's population is characterized by high fertility and high mortality rates--a population of about 0.81 billion in the year 2000, a net increase of 0.42 billion over 1975. 		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		I added up the population for the 54 countries comprising Africa, for a total of 815,529,980 (or .81 billion) in 2000. 

		2688

		2719		The lower middle classes (who in general will be making between ten and twenty thousand 1965 dollars a year) would enjoy a greatly reduced work week with some emphasis on leisure.		Kearney, Melissa S., and Benjamin H. Harris. "A Dozen Facts about America's Struggling Lower-Middle-Class." Brookings. November 18, 2016. Accessed February 17, 2018. https://www.brookings.edu/research/a-dozen-facts-about-americas-struggling-lower-middle-class/.		This article states the lower middle class includes those with income between 100 and 250% of the federal poverty threshold.



The source, from 2013, also notes this threshold was roughly $15,000 and $60,000, depending on family size and composition. 		2762

		2719		The lower middle classes (who in general will be making between ten and twenty thousand 1965 dollars a year) would enjoy a greatly reduced work week with some emphasis on leisure.		"Data." Poverty Thresholds. January 19, 2018. Accessed March 01, 2018. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html.		If we use the Brookings Institute framework, which states the lower middle class includes those are 100-250% of the poverty level, then (according to the poverty thresholds below), the lower middle class family of three was making between $13,738 and $34,345. In 2017, these numbers were $19,173 and $47,932.



2000 poverty thresholds (weighted average):

1 person: 8,794

2 persons: 11,239

3 persons: 13,738



2017 poverty thresholds (unweighted):

1 person: 12,752

2 persons: 16,414

3 persons: 19,173		2761

		2719		The lower middle classes (who in general will be making between ten and twenty thousand 1965 dollars a year) would enjoy a greatly reduced work week with some emphasis on leisure.		Dalaker, Joseph. Poverty in the United States: 2000. US Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Commerce. September 2001. 		This reports states the poverty line for a family of 3 in 2000 was $13,470. 



If we use the Brookings framework, which defines lower middle class as 100-250% of the poverty line for a family of 3, then the lower middle class were making between $13,470 and $33,675.		3301

		2721		"The upper middle class (most of whom will have annual income of perhaps twenty to sixty thousand 1965 dollars), by contrast, would, in many ways, be emulating the life-style of the landed gentry of the previous century, such as emphasizing education, travel, cultural values, expensive residences, lavish entertainments, and a mannered and cultivated style of life."		Dalaker, Joseph. Poverty in the United States: 2000. US Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Commerce. September 2001. 		This reports states the poverty line for a family of 3 in 2000 was $13,470. 



If we use Stephen Rose's analysis, which defines upper middle class as 5 times the poverty line for a family of 3, then the upper middle class were making, at the lower bound, was $67,350. 		3245

		2721		"The upper middle class (most of whom will have annual income of perhaps twenty to sixty thousand 1965 dollars), by contrast, would, in many ways, be emulating the life-style of the landed gentry of the previous century, such as emphasizing education, travel, cultural values, expensive residences, lavish entertainments, and a mannered and cultivated style of life."		Denavas-Walt, Carmen, Robert W. Cleveland, and Marc I. Roemer. Money Income in the United States: 2000. US Census Bureau. September 2001. 		Table C shows that the 80th percentile upper limit (or top 20%) was $81,960 in 2000. 



As noted in another source, Reeves defines the top 20% as the upper-middle-class, making 81,960 the upper limit for the upper middle class in 2000. 



The report also notes:



90th percentile upper limit in 2000 . . 111,602 

 95th percentile lower limit in 2000 . . . 145,526		3247

		2721		"The upper middle class (most of whom will have annual income of perhaps twenty to sixty thousand 1965 dollars), by contrast, would, in many ways, be emulating the life-style of the landed gentry of the previous century, such as emphasizing education, travel, cultural values, expensive residences, lavish entertainments, and a mannered and cultivated style of life."		Covert, Bryce. We Are the 99 Percent—Except for the Top 20 Percent of Us. The Nation. July 3 2017. 		This source indicates which percentile upper middle class falls into. 



“This is the upper middle class, as [Richard V. Reeves] defines it: households in the top 20 percent of the income distribution..." 		3246

		2721		"The upper middle class (most of whom will have annual income of perhaps twenty to sixty thousand 1965 dollars), by contrast, would, in many ways, be emulating the life-style of the landed gentry of the previous century, such as emphasizing education, travel, cultural values, expensive residences, lavish entertainments, and a mannered and cultivated style of life."		Rose, Stephen J. The Growing Size and Incomes of the Upper Middle Class. Income and Benefits Policy Center. June 2016. 		This source provides a framework for identifying upper middle class. It also provides data for 2014. 



The source defines the upper middle class as five times the poverty level. Table 2 shows the upper middle class, using 2014 incomes, is $100,000 at the lower bound and $349,000 at the upper bound. 



Note, these numbers are for a family of 3, as following sentence indicates: “I set the bottom threshold for the upper middle class at five times the poverty  level, or $100,000 for a family of three.” 		3244

		2722		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

USA | 0.6		Working Age Population: Aged 15-64: All Persons for the United States. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated February 26, 2018		Using the excel spreadsheet, I found the average population of working age for each year. I then found the percentage of growth between each of those years (1990-1991, 1991-1992, and so on). I then found the overall average for those percentages of growth, for an average of 1.12% a year.



The uploaded spreadsheet shows my work (I did not leave transparent notes, but the numbers are there). 		2759

		2722		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

USA | 0.6		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		Calculations based on World Bank data indicate that the AAGR for US working  age population was 1.21 percent for 1990-2000.		2845

		2723		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Sweden | 0.0		Working-age Population in Sweden. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Lasted updated June 10 2013. 		Between 1990 and 2000, working age population grew by 0.3 - 0.7 percent each year. Numbers  for a more recent version of this graph (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/LFWA64TTSEQ647S) indicate that the population has grown by some increment each year (with the exception of a few years when the growth dipped). 		2765

		2723		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Sweden | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		Calculations using data on Swedish working-age population yield an AAGR of .3 percent from 1990-2000.		2841

		2724		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

United Kingdom | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		According to World Bank data working age population grew from 37.3 million in 1990 to 38.3 million in 2000. Calculations show AAGR was .2 percent  for the period.  		2847

		2724		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

United Kingdom | 0.0		"Working Age Population." OECD Data. Accessed March 12 2018. 		Chart indicates UK working age for 1990-2000 remained steady at about 65 percent of total.		2848

		2724		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

United Kingdom | 0.0		OECD data, population



https://data.oecd.org/pop/population.htm#indicator-chart		Chart shows population of OECD members, including the UK, from 1990-2000. Total for each year was multiplied by .65 (percentage of working age population) to yield total working age population.  Calculated AAGR for resulting numbers was .2 percent.		2849

		2725		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Netherlands | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		 World Bank data show Netherlands working age population rose from 10.3M in 1990 to 10.8M in 2000. Calculations based on yearly numbers yield AAGR of .4 percent.		2850

		2725		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Netherlands | 0.0		"Working Age Population." OECD Data. Accessed March 12 2018. 		OECD data show Netherlands working-age population as a percentage of total was 69% from 1990-1993 and 68% from 1994-2000.		2851

		2725		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Netherlands | 0.0		OECD data, population



https://data.oecd.org/pop/population.htm#indicator-chart		OECD chart shows total Netherlands population from 1990-2000. Those numbers were multiplied by percentage of working-age  population from separate OECD website to yield total working age population for each year. AAGR calculation then yielded figure of .5 percent.		2852

		2726		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

New Zealand | 1.0		Active Population: Aged 15-64: All Persons for New Zealand. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated February 26, 2018. 		The average rate of growth of working age population in New Zealand between 1990 and 2000 was 1.22%. I came to this number by finding the rate of growth for each year (see below) and calculating for the average. 



1990-01-01	

1991-01-01	1.40%

1992-01-01	0.50%

1993-01-01	1%

1994-01-01	2.50%

1995-01-01	2.50%

1996-01-01	2.80%

1997-01-01	1.30%

1998-01-01	0.03%

1999-01-01	0.05%

2000-01-01	0.08%

	                       1.22%		2772

		2726		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

New Zealand | 1.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		World Bank data indicate working age population rose from 2.1M in 1990 to 2.5M in 2000. Calculations yield AAGR of 1.7 percent.		2853

		2727		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Japan | 0.2		Working Age Population: Aged 15-64: All Persons for Japan. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated: February 28, 2018. 		Between 1990 and 2000, the average rate of growth for the working age population in Japan was 0.02%. I came to this number by finding the average rate of growth for each year (see below) and calculating the overall average. 



1990-01-01	

1991-01-01	0.06%

1992-01-01	0.04%

1993-01-01	0.04%

1994-01-01	0.02%

1995-01-01	0.00%

1996-01-01	0.03%

1997-01-01	0.00%

1998-01-01	0.01%

1999-01-01	0.00%

2000-01-01	0.00%

	0.00%

Total average:	0.02%		2773

		2727		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Japan | 0.2		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		World Bank data show that Japan's working age population rose from 86M in 1990 to 86.5M in 2000. Calculations indicate an AAGR for the period of .05 percent.		2854

		2728		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Italy | 0.0		Working-age Population in Italy. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013.		Between 1990 and 2000, the working population growth rate fluctuated between -1.7% to 0.3%. 



An updated version of this chart (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/LFWA64TTITQ647S) shows similar small dips and peaks until 2004, with large growth changes occurring thereafter. 		2766

		2728		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Italy | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		World Bank data show italy's working age population decreased from 38.9M in 1990 to 38.4M  in 2000. Calculated AAGR for period is -0.1 percent, which is pretty close to zero.		2855

		2729		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

France | 0.0		Working-age Population in France. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013. 		For 1990 - 2000, the average growth rate for working age population in France was 0.6%. 



I found this number by going to the site, clicking "Edit Graph" and selecting Percent Change as the unit. I then found the average for the percentages from 1990 - 2000.		2776

		2729		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

France | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		World Bank data show France's working age population rose from 38.6M in 1990 to 39.7M in 2000. AAGR calculation for the period yielded AAGBR of .2 percent.		2856

		2730		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Canada | 1.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		AAGR calculations from WB data on total working age population from 1990-2000 yield an AAGR of 1 percent.		2922

		2730		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Canada | 1.0		"Working Age Population." OECD Data. Accessed March 12 2018. 		Data show working age population as a percentage of total population. Multiplying percentage by total population yields total number of working age people for 1990-2000. From there AAGR calculation yields figure of 1 percent.		2923

		2730		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Canada | 1.0		OECD data, population



https://data.oecd.org/pop/population.htm#indicator-chart		Total population numbers for Canada for 1990-2000 used to calculate total working age population.		2924

		2731		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Belgium | 0.0		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		Data show Belgian working age population from 1990-2000. Calculations based on annual totals yield AAGR for period of .1 percent.		2925

		2731		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Belgium | 0.0		"Working Age Population." OECD Data. Accessed March 12 2018. 		Data show percentage of working age population from 1990-2000. Those numbers multiplied by total population for those years yields total working age population for each year. AAGR calculations based on the latter numbers yields AAGR of .1 percent for period.		2926

		2731		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Belgium | 0.0		OECD data, population



https://data.oecd.org/pop/population.htm#indicator-chart		Belgian population totals for 1990-2000 used to calculate  total working age population.		2927

		2732		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Australia | 1.6		Working-age Population in Australia. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013. 		For 1990 - 2000, the average growth rate for working age population in Australia was 1.4%. 



I found this number by going to the site, clicking "Edit Graph" and selecting Percent Change as the unit. I then found the average for the percentages from 1990 - 2000. 		2774

		2732		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Australia | 1.6		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		Calculations using WB data on working age population from 1990-2000 yield an AAGR of 1 percent.		2928

		2733		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Germany | -0.8		Working-age Population in Germany. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated  June 10, 2013.		Average rate of growth for Germany's working age population 1990 - 2000 was 2.8%. This percentage takes into account the growth that resulted from the fall of the Berlin wall--a 24% growth between 1990 and 1991. Without this growth, the average would have been 0.6%. 



I found this number by going to the site, clicking "Edit Graph" and selecting Percent Change as the unit. I then found the average for the percentages from 1990 - 2000.		2777

		2733		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Growth rate of population of working age

1990 / 2000

Germany | -0.8		World Bank data, Population ages 15-64, total



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?end=2000&start=1990&view=chart		World Bank data indicate that Germany's working age population increased from 54.9M to 55.7M during the 1990-2000 period.		2929

		2734		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

USA | 2.2		White House Council of Economic Advisers, "Economic Report of the President," US Government Printing Office, Februrary 2007		Includes table showing AAGR in worker productivity for periods 1973-1995 (1.5%) and 1995-2000 (2.2%). Calculated weighted average for 27-year period of 1.6 percent.		2930

		2734		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

USA | 2.2		Economic Policy Institute website, "The link between productivity growth and living standards," April 5, 2000

		Bar chart embedded in article shows US productivity AAGR  for periods 1975-1981 (1.5%), 1982-1990 (1.8%), and 1991-1999 (2.2%). Weighted average AAGR is 1.87 %.		2931

		2735		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Sweden | 3.2		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		Calculations based on OECD data on GDP per hour worked from 1975-2000 yield an AAGR of 1.68 percent and a CAGR of 1.73.		2932

		2735		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Sweden | 3.2		Lennart Schön, "Sweden – Economic Growth and Structural Change, 1800-2000," Economic History Association website, 2006-7



https://eh.net/encyclopedia/sweden-economic-growth-and-structural-change-1800-2000/		Table 2 in article indicates that Annual Growth Rates in per Capita Production for the period from 1975 to 2000 averaged 1.4 percent.		2933

		2736		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

United Kingdom | 3.3		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		Calculated average of annual growth rates for 25-year period from 1975-2000 yielded figure of 2.38 percent.		2942

		2736		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

United Kingdom | 3.3		OECD GDP per hour worked data



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		Year over year growth rates calculated from annual GDP per hour worked figures for 1975-2000, then averaged to produce AAGR of 2.5 percent.		2943

		2737		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Netherlands | 4.1		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		Calculated average based on annual GDP per worker growth data from 1975-2000 yielded average of 2 percent.		2948

		2737		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Netherlands | 4.1		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		Calculated CAGR based on GDP per hour worked data from 1975-2000. Resulting figure was 1.69 percent.		2949

		2738		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

New Zealand | 3.0		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		Average rate of per person GDP growth data for years 1978-2000 is 1.39 percent. Note that 1978 was the earliest year for which WB data were available.		2953

		2738		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

New Zealand | 3.0		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		Calculated CAGR for per-hour GDP in NZ for 1975-2000 was 1.64 percent.		2955

		2739		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Japan | 6.2		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		Simple calculation based on WB  GDP per capita growth data for 1975-2000 yields an average of 2.7 percent.		2965

		2739		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Japan | 6.2		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		CAGR calculation from OECD data on GDP per hour worked from 1975-2000 yields figure of 3 percent.		2966

		2740		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Italy | 5.5		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to WB data, productivity growth, measured in GDP per capita, averaged 2.36 percent from 1975-2000.		2967

		2740		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Italy | 5.5		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		CAGR calculation based on OECD data on GDP per hour worked from 1975-2000 yielded figure of 2 percent.		2968

		2741		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

France | 4.1		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to calculations from WB per capita GDP growth data, the AAGR for 1975-2000 was 1.9 percent.		2969

		2741		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

France | 4.1		OECD data, GDP per hour worked



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		According to calculation using OECD GDP per hour data in France for 1975-2000, CAGR for the period was 2.43.		2970

		2742		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Canada | 2.3		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to WB data, GDP per capita grew at an average annual rate of 1.7 percent from 1975-2000.		2971

		2742		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Canada | 2.3		OECD GDP per hour worked data



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		CAGR calculation for Canada GDP per hour for 1975-2000 yields figure of 1.34 percent.		2972

		2743		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Belgium | 3.9		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to WB data, worker productivity, measured in GDP per capita per year, grew at an average annual rate of 2.1 percent.		2973

		2743		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Belgium | 3.9		OECD GDP per hour worked data



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		According to OECD data, CAGR for worker productivity, measured in GDP per hour, was 2.35 percent.		2974

		2744		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Australia | 3.1		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to WB data, productivty, measured as GDP per capita, grew at an average annual rate of 1.9 percent from 1975-2000.		2975

		2744		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Australia | 3.1		OECD GDP per hour worked data



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		CAGR calculation of OECD GDP per hour data yields an annual growth rate of 1.4 percent from 1975-2000.		2976

		2745		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Germany | 4.1		World Bank per capita GDP growth data



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?end=2000&locations=GB&start=1975		According to WB data, GDP per capita per year grew at an average annual rate of 2.18 percent from 1975-2000.		2978

		2745		Growth rate of population of working age, productivity and GDP in some OECD countries (Scenario A)

Average growth rate of productivity 1975 / 2000

Germany | 4.1		OECD GDP per hour worked data



https://data.oecd.org/lprdty/gdp-per-hour-worked.htm		CAGR calculation using OECD data on GDP per hour from 1975-2000 yields annual average of 2.35 percent. For 2001-2017, this rate was .89%. 

		2979

		2747		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Belgium | (50.4)		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		40.8% of women in Belgium were employed in 	1990. Employment rate came closest to the predicted 50.4% in 1999, when 50.2% of women were employed. 		2871

		2747		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Belgium | (50.4)		Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+). World Bank. Accessed March 22 2018. 		Female labor force participation rate in Belgium in 1990 was 36.5%. 



Note, this source includes population 15+ (not just 15-64). However, it's unlikely that the population of 64 and over would be significant enough to change the outcome given that fewer women in that narrow age range typically work. 		2879

		2748		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Canada | 55.2		Labor Force Participation Rate for Women in Canada. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013. 		Female employment rate was 58.5% in 1990. Reached 55% in 1985.



Note, the chart does not specify the age group. However, the OECD defines "working age" as 15-64, and the OECD is typically the standard for most data related to demographics. 15-64 is also the age range the US uses for working age, and this chart uses data from a US Census report (on International statistics).

		2752

		2749		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Denmark | 74.9		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		70.6% of women were employed in Denmark in 1990. This number does not seem to have ever reached 74.9%, the closest being 74.1% in 2008. 		2869

		2749		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Denmark | 74.9		Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+). World Bank. Accessed March 22 2018. 		Labor force participation rate of women in Denmark in 1990 was 61%. 



Note, this source includes population 15+ (not just 15-64). However, it's unlikely that the population of 64 and over would be significant enough to change the outcome.		2870

		2750		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

France | (51.6)		 Labor Force Participation Rate for Women in France. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013. 		In 1990, France's female employment rate was 46.8. Did not reach the predicted 51.6 until 2008 (when it was 51.5). 



Note, the chart does not specify the age group. However, the OECD defines "working age" as 15-64, and the OECD is typically the standard for most data related to demographics. 15-64 is also the age range the US uses for working age, and this chart uses data from a US Census report (on International statistics).		2760

		2751		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Germany | (52.0)		Labor Force Participation Rate for Women in Germany. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 20, 2013. 		According to this chart, female labor force participation in Germany was 43.1% in 1990 and did not reach 52% until 2009. 



Note, the chart does not specify the age group. However, the OECD defines "working age" as 15-64, and the OECD is typically the standard for most data related to demographics. 15-64 is also the age range the US uses for working age, and this chart uses data from a US Census report (on International statistics). 		2751

		2751		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Germany | (52.0)		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		According to OECD data, 52.2% of women in 1990 in Germany were employed. 		2862

		2752		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Italy | 32.7		Labor Force Participation Rate for Women in Italy. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated June 10, 2013. 		Italy's female employment rate was 32.8% in 1990. 



Note, the chart does not specify the age group. However, the OECD defines "working age" as 15-64, and the OECD is typically the standard for most data related to demographics. 15-64 is also the age range the US uses for working age, and this chart uses data from a US Census report (on International statistics).
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		2752		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Italy | 32.7		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		According to OECD data, female employment ages 15-64 was 36.2% in 1990. 		2861

		2753		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

New Zealand | 42.1		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		In 1990 in New Zealand, 58.2% of women ages 15 - 64 were employed. 		2865

		2753		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

New Zealand | 42.1		Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+). World Bank. Accessed March 22 2018. 		53.2% of women ages 15+ in New Zealand were employed in 1990.



Note, this source includes population 15+ (not just 15-64). However, it's unlikely that the population of 64 and over would be significant enough to change the outcome.		2866

		2753		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

New Zealand | 42.1		Employment. Stats NZ. NZ Social Indicators. Accessed March 22 2018. 		According to chart,  provided by Stats NZ – Household Labour Force Survey, 50% of women were employed in 1990. The same chart shows that female participation was 52% in 1986 (earliest year with available data). 		2867

		2753		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

New Zealand | 42.1		Rankin, Keith. The New Zealand Workforce: 1950-2000, New Zealand Journal of Industrial Relations, 18(2):214-235; (1993). 		Figure 1 shows female workforce from 1950 to 1994, ages 15-64. The line for “estimated workforce” shows that female participation was 42% (for estimated workforce) in 1970. By 1990, this number was over 65%. 



The line for “total employment” also reached 42%  around 1970, and this number was about 55% in 1990. 

		3298

		2754		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Spain | 42.1		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		In Spain in 1990, 31.8% of women were employed. Female employment rate did not reach the predicted 42% until 2000. 		2863

		2754		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Spain | 42.1		Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+). World Bank. Accessed March 22 2018. 		Spain's female labor force participation rate was 33.8% in 1990. 



Note, this source includes population 15+ (not just 15-64). However, it's unlikely that the population of 64 and over would be significant enough to change the outcome. 		2864

		2755		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Sweden | 85.8		Women and Men in Sweden: Equality of the Sexes 1990. Statistics Sweden (SCB). 1990. 		According to chart on page 39, 83.9% of women were employed in 1990. 		2746

		2755		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Sweden | 85.8		Women and Men in Sweden: Facts and Figures 2016. Statistics Sweden (SCB). 2016. 		According to chart on page 46, the percentage for females age 20-64 seems to be just over 80%. The chart also shows that employment rate peaked at this time, taking a deep dip in the 90s down to around 70% and then staying relatively steady since then. 		2747

		2755		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Sweden | 85.8		Labour Market Studies: Sweden. The Swedish Institute for Social Research and ECOTE Research and Consulting Lltd. December 1996. 		“The female labour force participation rate increased from less than 60 per cent In 1970 to around 75 per cent in 1980” (p18)



As Table 1 shows, the male and female labour force participation rates in 1995 were approximately 80 per cent and 76 per cent, respectively (p21)		2748

		2755		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Sweden | 85.8						2749

		2755		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Sweden | 85.8						2750

		2756		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Switzerland | (64.0)		Female Labor Force [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 27 2018. 		According to World Bank, Switzerland's female work force was 43% in 1990. 		2737

		2756		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Switzerland | (64.0)		Changing Life Patterns in Western Industrial Societies. Edited by Janet Zollinger Giele and Elke Holst. Vol. 8. Oxford: Elsevier, 2004. 		“In the case of Switzerland, about 60% of employed women in 1970 declared that they worked full-time, only about 50% did so in 1990. These figures are based on Swiss Census data and represent women’s self-declaration (Federal Office of Statistics, 1970, 1990). 		2738

		2756		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

Switzerland | (64.0)		Statistical Data on Switzerland 2017. Federal Department of Home Affairs. Federal Statistical Office FSO. Swiss Confederation. 2017. 		A line chart indicates that women labor force was around 50% in 1990. The line chart shows the rate exceeding 60% and perhaps nearing 64% by 2016. 		2736

		2757		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

United Kingdom | 60.2		Female employment rate (aged 16 to 64, seasonally adjusted). Office for National Statistics. February 21 2018. 		According to the UK Office for National Statistics, female employment rate was 63.3% in 1990. The rate first reached 60.2 in 1987. 



Note, the chart does not specify the age group. However, the OECD defines "working age" as 15-64, and the OECD is typically the standard for most data related to demographics. 15-64 is also the age range the US uses for working age, and this chart uses data from a US Census report (on International statistics).		2735

		2757		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

United Kingdom | 60.2		LFS by sex and age - indicators. OECD. Accessed March 22 2018. 		According to OECD data, the labor force participation of women aged 15 - 64 in the UK in 1990 was 67.3%. 		2860

		2758		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

United States | 60.8		U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate: Women [LNS11300002], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; January 24, 2018.		In 1990, women participation rate in the U.S. work force was approximately 57.4%. The participation rate peaked in 2000 with 60.3% and has since declined. 		2732

		2758		Percentage of working women in the female population aged 15 to 64 in some OECD countries

Country | 1990

United States | 60.8		Clark, Luckett Sandra and Mai Weismantle. "Employment Status: 2000." United States Census Bureau. August 2003.		In 1990, women participation in the US workforce was 57%. 		2733

		2778		"Infant mortality rates are a good indicator of health conditions. In the past decade these rates decreased in nearly all countries, but more than a quarter, representing 29 per cent of world population, still have rates above 100 per 1,000 live births, compared to less than 20 in the developed countries. The average for the least developed countries is projected to be 103 from 1995 to 2000 and 93 between 2000 and 2005."		Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		To find the average infant mortality rate for the listed countries (39 total) between 2000-2005, I isolated the listed countries in the spreadsheet and found their average for each year.



2000 - Sum: 3098.6 | Average: 79.4

2001 - Sum: 3005.8 | Average: 77.07

2002 - Sum: 2910.8 | Average: 74.6

2003 - Sum: 2814.3 | Average: 72.1

2004 - Sum: 2718.5 | Average: 69.7

2005 - Sum: 2623.2 | Average: 67.2



And the average for those 6 years is 73.3.



The average was 93 in 1992, when the average was 92.8		2707

		2779		Thailand will have a population of 75 million in 2000, up from 42 in 1975. 		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Thailand's population was 62,958,021 in 2000. As of 2016, it's population was 68,863,514. 		2710

		2779		Thailand will have a population of 75 million in 2000, up from 42 in 1975. 		Thailand Population. Worldometers. Accessed February 22 2018. 		Thailand's population in 2000 was 62,958,021. As of 2018, its population is currently 69,183,173. 		2711

		2780		Mexico's population will be 131 million in 2000, up from 60 million in 1975. 		Mexico Population. Worldometers. Accessed March 2 2018. 		Population of Mexico in 2000 was 101,719,673. Currently, population is 130,759,074, the highest its ever been 		2778

		2780		Mexico's population will be 131 million in 2000, up from 60 million in 1975. 		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Mexico's population in 2000 was 101719673. 		2779

		2781		North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand will all have a combined population of 809 million in 2000, up from 708 million in 1975. 		The World Bank, "Population, total", November 11, 2017, accessed November 30, 2017, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Population for the listed regions was 833,990,327 in 2000. (Note, I added up the individual 15 countries that comprise Western Europe) 



Population first reached 809M in 1995, when population was 808,749,755.		2692

		2782		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Africa will be 38.5 in 2000, down from 46.7 in 1975. 		Crude Birth Rate [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		I added up the birth rate data for the 54 countries comprising Africa, for a total of 2046.668. Therefore, the average crude birth rate in Africa in 2000 was 37.9. 



I did the same math for the year 1998 and got the number 2078.666, for an average of 38.5 

		2676

		2783		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Asia and Oceania combined will be 25.9 in 2000, down from 33.7 in 1975.

		World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision. Volume III: Analytical Report. United Nations. New York: 2002. 		From 1995 - 2000, Asia's crude birth rate was 22.3. This number was 18.2 for Oceania. The average for these two areas is 20.25. 

		2780

		2783		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Asia and Oceania combined will be 25.9 in 2000, down from 33.7 in 1975.

		United Nations UN Data website



http://data.un.org/Data.aspx?q=eastern+europe+population&d=PopDiv&f=variableID%3A53%3BcrID%3A906%2C908%2C910%2C920%2C923%2C924%2C925%2C926		Interactive data on UN website provides CBR for countries/regions over five-year intervals. For Asia, CBR was  21.2 for 1995-2000 and 19.7 for 2000-2005.		2804

		2784		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in Latin America will be 28.7 in 2000, down from 37.2 in 1975.

		Crude Birth Rate [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		Latin America is comprised of 26 countries; World Bank had data for 22 of those 26 (missing Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana, and Saint Barthelemy). The sum for the 2000 crude birth data of those 22 available countries  was 513.8. The average is 23.3.



In 1990, doing the same math, the sum was 625, with an average of 28.4 		2678

		2785		Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) in North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand combined  will be 14.5 in 2000, down from 14.8 in 1975.

		Crude Birth Rate [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		To find the crude birth rate for the listed regions, I did the following:



1. I added up the data for the 15 countries comprising West Europe. The total was 177.1, making the mean 11.8. I then added this mean to the total for the other 4 regions, for a total of 51.1. I then divided this sum by 5 (the number of regions in this forecast), for an crude birth rate average of 12.6. 



I repeated the same math for 1990:

Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 196.9. Average = 13.1. 



Total for 4 other regions: 59.4.  4 other regions + W.E= 72.5. 



72.5 divided by the 5 regions = 14.5 crude birth rate		2677

		2787		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Africa will be 11.3 in 2000, down from 19.0 in 1975.

		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		I added up the population for the death rate data for the 54 countries comprising Africa, for a total of 704.26. Therefore, the average crude death rate in Africa in 2000 was 13.04



I did the same math for the year 2005 and got the number 614.3, for an average of 11.3. 		2690

		2788		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Asia and Oceania combined will be 8.7 in 2000, down from 13.0 in 1975.

		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		According to World Bank, Asia's crude death rate in 2000 was 9.14. 



Crude death rate did not reach the predicted 8.7 until 2004. 



To arrive at these number, I used the spreadsheet to isolate data for the countries comprising Asia (50 countries) and Oceania (14). Note, the spreadsheet was missing data for 5 countries: Palestine, Taiwan, Tuvalu, Nauru, and the Marshall Islands. 		2878

		2789		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in Latin America combined will be 5.7 in 2000, down from 8.9 in 1975.

		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		Latin America is comprised of 26 countries; World Bank had data for 22 of those 26 (missing Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana, and Saint Barthelemy). 



The sum for the 2000 crude death data of those 22 available countries  was 137.772, with an average of 6.26. 



Sum in 2015: 135.563 (average: 6.1)

Sum in 2010: 133.472 (average: 6) 		2691

		2790		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) in North America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand combined will be 10.5 in 2000, up from 9.6 in 1975.

		Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		To find the crude death rate for the listed regions, I did the following:



1. I added up the data for the 15 countries comprising West Europe. The total was 141.4, making the mean 9.4. I then added this mean to the total for the other 4 regions (29.6), for a total of 39. I then divided this sum by 5 (the number of regions in this forecast), for an crude death rate average of 7.8 in 2000. 



——



I repeated the same math for 



1985:



Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 149.7. Average = 10

Total for 4 other regions: 29.7.  4 other regions + W.E= 39.7. 

39.7  divided by the 5 regions = 7.9 crude death rate

——

1995:

Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 146.7. Average = 9.8

Total for 4 other regions: 30.4.  4 other regions + W.E= 40.2. 

40.62 divided by the 5 regions = 8.4 crude death rate

——

 2005:

Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 134.8. Average = 8.9.

Total for 4 other regions: 29.6.  4 other regions + W.E= 38.5

39.2 divided by the 5 regions = 7.7 crude death rate

——

2010:

Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 131.8. Average = 8.7. 

Total for 4 other regions: 30.4.  4 other regions + W.E= 39.2

39.2 divided by the 5 regions = 7.84 crude death rate

——

2015:

Total for 15 countries comprising W. E: 135.3. Average = 9.02 

Total for 4 other regions: 31.6.  4 other regions + W.E= 40.62. 

40.62 divided by the 5 regions = 8.1 crude death rate

		2694

		2810		The United States will have 208 million hectare of arable land in 2000, up from 200.5 in 1975. 		Arable Land (in hectares) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20, 2018. 		The US had 175,368,000 hectares of arable land in 2000. 



In 1975, it had 186,472,000.



 The amount of arable land peaked in 1981 with 188,755,000 and has declined since then. 		2687

		2811		Japan will have 5.1 million hectare of arable land in 2000, down from 5.7 in 1975.

		Arable Land (in hectares) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20, 2018. 		Japan's arable land declined to 5.1 million hectares in 1969 and has continued to decline since then. As of 2000, Japan's arable land was 4,474,000 million hectares. 		2686

		2812		Latin America will have 165 million hectare of arable land in 2000, up from 136.5 in 1975.

		Arable Land (in hectares) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20, 2018. 			In 2000, Latin America had 140.8 million hectares of arable land. To arrive at this number I used the spreadsheet to isolate the 24 countries commonly considered to comprise Latin America and find their sum. This number first increased by the predicted 28.5M around 2002, when hectares of arable land was 144.4M, up from 115.4M in 1975.		3313

		2813		South Asia will have 207 million hectare of arable land in 2000, down slightly from 207.5 in 1975.

		Arable Land (in hectares) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20, 2018. 		In 2000, South Asia had 211.3 million hectares of arable land. To arrive at this number I used the spreadsheet to isolate the 8 countries comprising South Asia and find their sum. This number first declined by the predicted .5 in 1994, when hectares of arable land was 212.24M, down from 212.8M in 1975.		3309

		2814		Southeast Asia will have 41 million hectare of arable land in 2000, up from 34.9 in 1975.

		Arable Land (in hectares) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20, 2018. 		 In 2000, Southeast Asia had 62.9 million hectares of arable land. To arrive at this number I used the spreadsheet to isolate the 11 countries comprising South Asia and find their sum. 



This number first  increased by the predicted 6.1M in 1985, when hectares of arable land was 61.98M, up from 56.7M in 1975.		3312

		2815		The world's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 145 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 55 in 1975. 

		Fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare of arable land). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2002, the world's fertilizer consumption was 106.3 kilograms per hectare of arable land. The highest world fertilizer consumption has ever been is 140.8 kilograms per hectare of arable land, in 2014. 		2781

		2816		The United State's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 190 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 85 in 1975. 

		Fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare of arable land). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2002 (earliest year with available data for World Bank), the US's fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare) was 112.5. In 2015, the latest year with available data, fertilizer consumption was 136 kg. 		2679

		2816		The United State's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 190 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 85 in 1975. 

		"Agriculture > Fertilizer use: Countries Compared." NationMaster. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2000, the US's fertilizer use was 103.4 kg per hectare of arable land. 		2680

		2817		Japan's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 635 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 355 in 1975. 

		"Agriculture > Fertilizer use: Countries Compared." NationMaster. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2000, Japan's fertilizer consumption was 301 kg per hectare of arable land. 		2681

		2817		Japan's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 635 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 355 in 1975. 

		Fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare of arable land). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2002 (earlier year of available data for World Bank), Japan's fertilizer consumption per hectare of arable land was 333.5. In 2015 (latest year of available data), this number was 222.8. 		2682

		2818		Latin America's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 125 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 30 in 1975. 

		"Agriculture > Fertilizer use: Countries Compared." NationMaster. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2000, Latin America's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare was 88.48 kg. I came to this number by adding up the data for countries comprising Latin America and finding the average. 



Note, this source only had data for 20 of the 22 countries comprising Latin America (missing St. Martin and Puerto Rico). 		2803

		2818		Latin America's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 125 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 30 in 1975. 

		Fertilizer consumption (kilograms per hectare of arable land). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		Latin America's fertilizer consumption was 118.9 kg per hectare of arable land in 2002 (earliest year with data). I came to this number by adding up the kg per hectare of arable land for each country and then finding the average.



This number went up to 143.5 the following year in 2003. 



Note: I only had data for 19 out of the 22 countries comprising Latin America (missing Haiti, St. Martin, and Puerto Rico)		2802

		2819		South Asia's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 70 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 15 in 1975. 

		"Agriculture > Fertilizer use: Countries Compared." NationMaster. Accessed February 16 2018. 		In 2000, South Asia's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare was 90 kg. 



I arrived at this number by compiling the 8 countries commonly considered to comprise South Asia:Afghanistan

Bangladesh

Bhutan

India

Sri Lanka

Maldives

Nepal

Pakistan



Note, this source did not have data for Bhutan or Maldives.



Since the numbers are for fertilizer consumption per hectare, I found the average for the 6 includes countries' consumption.		3160

		2819		South Asia's fertilizer consumption per arable hectare in 2000 will be 70 kilograms per arable hectare, up from 15 in 1975. 

		FAO Statistics Analysis Service Statistics Division, "Compendium of Agricultural – Environmental Indicators 1989-91 to 2000," November 2003. Accessed online May 16, 2018,  http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/ess/documents/other_statistics/compendium/agr_env_indic.pdf. 		S.9 (Fertiliser consumption per hectare of arable land, in Kg/Ha):  



77.2 (1989-1991)

91.2 (1994-1996)

110.7 (1998-2000)		3276

		2821		Twenty-two years from now, in the year 2000, forests are expected to have been reduced to one-sixth of the land area. 		Forest area (% of land area). World Bank. Accessed February 16 2018. 		Forest was 31.2% of land area in 2000. As of 2015, the year with latest available data, forest was 30.8% of land area. 		2683

		2821		Twenty-two years from now, in the year 2000, forests are expected to have been reduced to one-sixth of the land area. 		Global Forest Resources Assessment 2000. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 2000. 		"Using the FRA 2000 global definition of forests and new baseline information, it was estimated that the world's forest cover at the year 2000 was about 3.9 billion hectares..."



Number of hectares in world is approximately 12 billion (https://www.footprintnetwork.org/resources/glossary/) making FAO's number about 25% of the land area. 		2684

		2824		In South Asia, consumption of calories per capita per day will be 2130-2180 in the year 2000, up from 1954 in 1974.

		Max Roser and Hannah Ritchie (2017) - "Food per Person". Published online at OurWorldInData.org. Accessed March 6 2018. 		In 2000, South Asia's consumption of calories per capita per day was 2261. 



South Asia's consumption of calories per capita per day reached the predicted threshold in 1980, when consumption was 2144. 







I arrived at this number by using the uploaded spreadsheet, identifying the data for each country comprising South Asia, and finding the average for this data. Note, the spreadsheet had data for only 7 out of the 8 countries comprising South Asia (missing Bhutan). 		2807

		2825		In Southeast Asia, consumption of calories per capita per day will be 2400-2365 in the year 2000, up from 2270 in 1974.

		Max Roser and Hannah Ritchie (2017) - "Food per Person". Published online at OurWorldInData.org. Accessed March 6 2018. 		Average consumption of calories per day per capita for Southeast Asia in 2000 was 2379. 



To find this number, I used the uploaded spreadsheet and added up the total consumption for 9 of the 11 countries comprising South Asia, for a total of 21412, and an average of 2379. 



As indicated above, this source did not have data for two Southeast Asian countries: Burma and Singapore. It is unclear how much the inclusion of these two countries would alter the total average. 		2786

		2832		"Figure 4: The relationship between hypothetical fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide and its concentration in the atmosphere is shown in the case where (a) emissions continue at 1990 levels, (b) emissions are reduced by 50% in 1990 and continue at that level, (c) emissions are reduced by 2% pa from 1990, and (d) emissions, after increasing by 2% pa until 2010, are then reduced by 2% pa thereafter"		"Carbon Through the Seasons." United States Environment Protection Agency. 2012. 		In 2010, CO2 levels were 389.78 ppm. Levels first reached 375 ppm in 2003. 		2727

		2832		"Figure 4: The relationship between hypothetical fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide and its concentration in the atmosphere is shown in the case where (a) emissions continue at 1990 levels, (b) emissions are reduced by 50% in 1990 and continue at that level, (c) emissions are reduced by 2% pa from 1990, and (d) emissions, after increasing by 2% pa until 2010, are then reduced by 2% pa thereafter"		Carbon Dioxide. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Accessed January 30 2018. 		In 2010, CO2 levels were  approximately 389 ppm.		2728

		2833		"Sea level changes estimated from the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A. 12, and for the science scenarios in Figure A. 13 and A. 14. Again, "high", "best estimate" and "low" curves are shown for the policy scenarios, corresponding to the same climate sensitivities as used in the temperature rise estimates."		Gregory, Jonathon. Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis: Projections of sea level rise. IPCC. 2013. 		The average annual rate  of sea level rise over the period of 1993-2010 was 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm per year.  



That means that the sea level rose a total of 54.4 millimeters over the span of 1993 to 2010, because 3.2 times 17  (the number of years between 1993 and 2010) is 54.4 mm. 54.4 mm = 5.4 cm.



 If we assume that the average rate for 1990-1992 was also 3.2 mm, then sea level rose 64 mm, which is 6.4 cm. 



So, the sea level rose 6.4 cm between 1990 and 2010. 		2758

		2833		"Sea level changes estimated from the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A. 12, and for the science scenarios in Figure A. 13 and A. 14. Again, "high", "best estimate" and "low" curves are shown for the policy scenarios, corresponding to the same climate sensitivities as used in the temperature rise estimates."		Sea Level. Global Climate Change, NASA. Accessed March 23 2018. 		The interactive chart on this NASA web page shows an annual sea level rise of 3.2 mm from 1993 (when satellites first starting gathering this data) to 2017. If we multiply that average by 20 (the number of years in the timeframe of this forecast), we get 64 -- which is 6.4 cm. In other words, sea level rose approximately 6.4 cm from 1990 to 2010 (assuming, of course, that the average of 3.2 was consistent from 1990-1992). 		2877

		2834		"Temperature rise estimates for the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A.9, and those from the science scenarios are given in Figure A. 10 and A. 11 (best-estimate values only)."		Osborn, Liz. History of Changes in the Earth's Temperature. Current Results.com. Accessed February 27 2018. 		1990s temperature:	14.31 C

2000s temperature:	14.51 C		2729

		2834		"Temperature rise estimates for the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A.9, and those from the science scenarios are given in Figure A. 10 and A. 11 (best-estimate values only)."		"Global Highlights." Global Climate Report - Annual 2010. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Accessed February 26 2018. 		"For 2010, the combined global land and ocean surface temperature tied with 2005 as the warmest such period on record, at 0.62°C (1.12°F) above the 20th century average of 13.9°C (57.0°F)."



 .62 over 13.9 is 14.5, so 2010 temperature was 14.5 C. 		2730

		2834		"Temperature rise estimates for the four policy scenarios are shown in Figure A.9, and those from the science scenarios are given in Figure A. 10 and A. 11 (best-estimate values only)."		"NASA Finds 2013 Sustained Long-Term Climate Warming Trend." NASA, Goddard Institute for Space Studies. January 21, 2014. 		"The average temperature in 2013 was 58.3 degrees Fahrenheit (14.6 degrees Celsius)."		2731

		2835		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		Bullister, John L. Atmospheric Histories (1765-2015) for CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CCl4, SF6 and N2O. Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Seattle, Washington, USA.  April 2015. 		According to the table on page 7, in 2010 CFC-11 concentrations were 241.31 ppt in the north hemisphere and  239.15 ppt in the south, for an average of  240.23 ppt. 		2846

		2836		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		"4. METHANE (CH4)." WMO WDCGG DATA SUMMARY: GAW DATA. Volume IV-Greenhouse Gases and Other Atmospheric Gases. JAPAN METEOROLOGICAL AGENCY IN CO-OPERATION WITH WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION. MARCH 2012. 		"The mean mole fraction was 1808 ppb in 2010, an increase of 5 ppb since 2009." (see Figure 4.1) 		2721

		2836		"Figure 5: Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide methane and CFC-11 resulting from the tour IPCC emissions scenarios"		Recent Global CH4.  Earth System Research Laboratory Global Monitoring Division. National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration. Accessed February 23 2018. 		Full Record Global CH4 figure (updated February 2018) indicates that methane levels were just over 1800 ppm in 2010 and have continued to rise since then. 		2722

		2837		"Figure 6: Increase in radiative forcing since the mid-18th century, and predicted to result from the four IPCC emissions scenarios, also expressed as equivalent carbon dioxide concentrations."		Climate Change Indicators: Climate Forcing. United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Last updated August 2016. 		According to the chart, which uses data from NOAA, radiative forcing was around 2.7 watts per square meter. Radiative forcing did not reach 3 watts per square meter until 2015. 		3262

		2837		"Figure 6: Increase in radiative forcing since the mid-18th century, and predicted to result from the four IPCC emissions scenarios, also expressed as equivalent carbon dioxide concentrations."		Chandler, L David. Explained: Radiative forcing. MIT News. March 10, 2010. 		"The current level of radiative forcing, according to the IPCC AR4, is 1.6 watts per square meter (with a range of uncertainty from 0.6 to 2.4)." 		3263

		2839		"Man made emissions of carbon dioxide and methane (as examples) to the year 2100 in the four scenarios developed by IPCC Working Group III"		Cornell University, "Anthropogenic Changes in Atmospheric

Methane Concentration," In A Primer on Atmospheric Chemistry and

Greenhouse Warming. 2013 (estimated). 		"Table 2 compiles anthropogenic emissions in 2010 from EPA (2013) and a worldwide assessment by EDGAR. The EDGAR estimates for the U.S. are only slightly different from the EPA (2013). EDGAR

estimates the total world anthropogenic emissions in 2010 were 372 Tg [million tons]..."		2903

		2839		"Man made emissions of carbon dioxide and methane (as examples) to the year 2100 in the four scenarios developed by IPCC Working Group III"		L. Hoglund-Isaksson (2012), "Global anthropogenic methane emissions 2005–2030: technical mitigation potentials and costs," Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 9079–9096.		Figure 2 shows global anthropogenic CH4 baseline emissions at less than 350 Mt in 2010. The authors of this paper do not expect anthropogenic CH4 to reach the predicted levels until after 2025. 



Figure 2 and Table 6 show anthropogenic Ch4 baseline emissions at 323 in 2005. 



**The authors used analysis the GAINS model framework to estimate

emissions, mitigation potentials and costs for all major

sources of anthropogenic methane for 83 countries/regions,

which are aggregated to produce global estimates.**		2904

		2840		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Samuel Gibbs, "Could drone-guided robots replace refuse collectors?" The Guardian, February 19, 2016 accessed February 22, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/29/drone-guided-robots-replace-binmen-volvo. 		"Volvo’s latest research prototype uses a small robot to pick up and empty bins into a rubbish truck, guided by an overhead drone and without the need for humans – but Britain’s binmen should not fear for their jobs just yet."



"The Roar system was designed and developed to prototype-testing phase in four months by 35 students across the three universities, but judging by testing videos, binmen have little to worry about just yet.



Götvall said: “This project is intended to stimulate our imagination, to test new concepts that may shape transport solutions of the future.”		2754

		2840		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Zachary Geroux, "How One Small City Changed The Industry Forever - The History of the Automated Side Loader" Waste Advantage Magazine, October 4, 2016, accessed March 1, 2018, https://wasteadvantagemag.com/how-one-small-city-changed-the-industry-forever/.		"Now there has always been a drive in the industry from the truck manufacturers to deliver the highest compaction body to maximize on-route time over the competition yet they all required one key ingredient before the early 1980s: manual loading."



"The city eventually ended up abandoning the project, yet a few companies had taken the idea for Marc’s “Rapid Rail” and developed it into an effective system by 1978. Government Innovators (now a fully realized company), Arizona Special Projects and Ebeling Manufacturing Corp (EMCO) all offered a version of this arm to the public. EMCO was the first company to offer market ready automated packages with their arm design based on Straiger’s “Rapid Rail” for commercial side load dumpsters. However, their arm could be easily modified with “Rapid Rail” grippers for cart collection. Maxon, who had no interest in pursuing further Barrel Snatcher product development with the city after their purchase of Western, finally saw the future in automation and offered their integrated Eagle cab and body truck with an arm copy of the Rapid Rail by 1980."



"Throughout the 1980s, body manufacturers continued to develop and improve the automated arm. For the average hauler, however, it was a gigantic investment in new fleets and carts—one that they were hesitant to make. Municipalities were some of the early adopters to automation due to the fact that they could justify the initial investment by projecting the savings over long term. Automated technology didn’t really take hold nationwide until the 1990s when the technology and arms were more proven and reliable. Even today, the arm design on an ASL is the most competitive feature builders continue to refine and market."		2755

		2840		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Marc J. Rogoff et al, "Automated Waste Collection: How to Make Sure It Makes Sense for Your Community," American Public Works Association Reporter, March, 2010.		"Automated side-load trucks were first implemented in the City of Phoenix in the 1970s with the aim of ending the back-breaking nature of residential solid waste collection, and to minimize worker injuries. Since then thousands of public agencies and private haulers have moved from the once traditional read-load method of waste collection to one that also provides the customer with a variety of choices in standardized, rollout carts. 		2756

		2840		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.		Kelsey D. Atherton, "Robots Are Coming For The Garbageman's Job," Popular Science, September 17, 2015, accessed March 1, 2018, https://www.popsci.com/robots-are-coming-for-garbagemen. 		"A new project by carmaker Volvo, recycling company Renova, Sweden’s Chalmers University of Technology and Mälardalen University, and Penn State University wants to create robot assistants for garbage trucks. With automation, a human driver can stick to the road, and a robot can do the literal heavy lifting."



"Dubbed Robot-based Autonomous Refuse handling, or ROAR, the project will feature a robot designed by Mälardalen University, control system designed by Chalmers University, and a control panel designed by Penn State. Combined, these efforts will hopefully yield a robot that can grab trash and toss it on board a Renova waste truck by June 2016."



"Volvo’s release on the matter suggests the purpose behind ROAR is a system that collects garbage “without waking the sleeping families and without heavy lifting for the refuse truck’s driver,” but there’s little evidence yet that humanoid robots or quieter or more graceful than actual humans. In terms of cost, robots can certainly be cheaper than people, if the same already-employed driver is now also responsible for steering a pair of robots instead of waiting for a couple people to hop off, grab trash, and get back on."



"But that assumes waste collection companies will even still want human drivers in the future. If they’re looking to completely automate the garbage collection process, the next step is to hand the keys over to a robot."		2757

		2841		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.

		A. A. F. Nassiraei et al, "A New Approach to the Sewer Pipe Inspection: Fully Autonomous Mobile Robot "KANTARO"," presented at IECON 2006 - 32nd Annual Conference on IEEE Industrial Electronics, (Paris: 2006).		"With regard to the current sewer pipe inspection technology, all commercial robots are completely tele-operated, usually via a tether cable, by a human operator."		2768

		2841		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.

		Alireza Ahrary, "Sewer Robotics," in Service Robot Applications, (InTech, 2008).		"In general, we observe that fully autonomous robots are not yet marketable systems today. "		2769

		2841		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.

		A. Ghaderi et al, "A Novel Embedded Computer Based Autonomous Robot for Sewer Pipe Inspection," in Brain-Inspired Information Technology, Studies in Computational Intelligence 266, (Berlin: Springer, 2010).		"In current conventional pipes inspection methods, the inspection of sewer pipes is carried out using a tele-operated robot which has an on-board video camera system and is remotely controlled, via a tether cable, by a human operator."		2770

		2841		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.

		R. Montero et al, "Past, Present and Future of Robotic Tunnel Inspection," Automation in Construction, 59 (2015): 99-112.		pg. 99 "Nowadays, the vast majority of the tunnel inspection processes are performed manually by qualified operators."



pg.106 "Presently, as with the inspection procedures discussed previously, practically all maintenance operations in tunnels are performed manually."



pg. 106 "The latest developments in robotic and automation science allow the current tunnel inspection systems being developed to become more automated than the previously seen tele-operated systems. This confirms that the tendency is to reach a fully automated inspection system that allows a remote inspection with no direct human operation needed."

		2771

		2841		Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewer inspectors, etc. will actually be implemented between 1980 – 1996.

		G. Bright, D. Ferreira, R. Mayor, "Automated pipe inspection robot," Industrial Robot: An International Journal, 24:4 (1997): 285-289.		Automated inspection of the inner surface of a pipe can be achieved by a mobile robot. Pipe inspection is necessary to locate defects due to corrosion and wear while the pipe is transporting fluids. Pipe inspection devices are available for these tasks; they commonly use ultrasonic or magnetic flux variation to detect defects. Says that the magnitude of the costs involved in the development and implementation of these inspection techniques is such that it inhibits their more frequent and widespread use. Posits that the automated pipe inspection robot presented is a proposed cost&#8208;effective alternative solution.		2767

		2844		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.

		G.C. Baldwin, "Kinetics of Proposed Gamma-Ray Lasers," In: "Laser Interaction and Related Plasma Phenomena," (Boston, MA: Springer, 1986).		Gamma-ray lasers, although proposed for many years, remain undeveloped because pumping can destroy conditions essential for gain. We review many of the solutions (viz., narrowed-1ine, explosive neutron pump, two-stage pump, two-step pump) proposed so far, with emphasis on kinetics. The most promising approach requires fast interlevel transfer from a separated isomer to initiate a superradiant Borrmann mode in a solid host. However, suitable nuclear transitions and nondestructive transfer mechanisms have yet to be identified.		2827

		2844		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.

		Wendy Ellison, "UK researchers take a very cool step towards a gamma-ray laser," Science and Technology Facilities Council, February 28, 2018, accessed March 13, 2018, https://www.stfc.ac.uk/news/gamma-ray-laser/.		UK scientists are poised to test a new technology that could bring the gamma-ray laser out of science fiction and into reality.



The gamma-ray laser was once described as one of the thirty most important problems in physics. Much discussed, it would herald a new generation of technology for research and industry, with enhanced applications that could range from spacecraft propulsion, to cancer treatment, ultra-precise imaging techniques, and the security sector.



A key stepping stone in making the gamma-ray laser possible is the ability to produce coherent gamma-ray emissions. A long standing challenge since lasers were first invented in 1960, coherent gamma-ray emissions have been considered an almost impossible task, until now.



Professor Ferruccio Renzoni said: “If the project goes as planned, our experiment in Finland will show that it is possible to produce coherent gamma radiation in this way, and will lead on to further tests that will confirm the best conditions for scaling up to make a practical device, the gamma-ray laser, over the coming years. In the meantime, several milestones in atomic physics and new insights in nuclear behaviour will be available for us to study.”		2828

		2844		Stimulated emission (“lasers”) in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum will actually be implemented between 1978 – 1989.

		L. Marmugia, P. M.Walker & F. Renzoni, "Coherent gamma photon generation in a Bose–Einstein condensate of 135mCs," Physics Letters B, 777 (2018): 281-285.		The possibility to realize a gamma-ray laser has been an active field of research since the very first observation of lasing in the visible. Possible applications range from fundamental and applied physics to the bio-medical field, the energy industry and the security sector. Numerous different mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of coherent gamma radiation, such as stimulated &#947; emission from an ensemble of 229mTh nuclei in a host crystal and annihilation of positronium in a Bose–Einstein condensate to name a few.		2829

		2845		Although the outlook for nuclear power in the developed market economies is uncertain, it is expected to represent about 15 per cent of total electricity production by the year 2000.		Electricity production from nuclear sources (% of total). World Bank. Accessed April 26 2018. 		For OECD members (which comprise the developed market economies), nuclear power grew from 22% of total energy production in 1990 to 23% of total energy production in 2000. While nuclear power production has declined since 2000, it has not gone below 18% of total energy production. 		3141

		2847		The number of undernourished persons is expected to grow in sub-Saharan Africa, although the majority of undernourished persons will still be in Asia.		United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization, "The State of Food Insecurity in the World 2003"; exerpt. FAO Corporate Document Repository		Document includes pie chart that shows that more than half of the world's undernourished  population in 1999-2001 resided in Asia.		3446

		2847		The number of undernourished persons is expected to grow in sub-Saharan Africa, although the majority of undernourished persons will still be in Asia.		World Bank, World Development Indicators, "Population" "Prevalence of undernourishment," Accessed June 29 2018		Shows that over 60% of undernourished people lived in Asia in 2000.		3447

		2848		The number of undernourished persons is expected to grow in sub-Saharan Africa, although the majority of undernourished persons will still be in Asia.		World Bank data website



http://datatopics.worldbank.org/sdgatlas/SDG-02-zero-hunger.html		Webpage includes graph showing undernourishment rate in sub-Saharan Africa declined from roughly 34 percent in 1990 to 28 percent in 2000. However, World Bank data show overall population in the region increased from 511M to 670M over the same period. Corresponding malnourishment numbers are 173.7M and 187M.		3434

		2848		The number of undernourished persons is expected to grow in sub-Saharan Africa, although the majority of undernourished persons will still be in Asia.		Jessica Fanzo, "The Nutrition Challenge in Sub-Saharan Africa"; United Nations Development Programme, Regional Bureau for Africa, January 2012 		Report includes bar chart showing the number of undernourished in sub-Saharan Africa increased from roughly 180M in 1990 to 200M in 2000.		3435

		2851		"North America | GDP per capita | 2000 |  17 780"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		The World Bank, "GDP per capita (current US$)", January 25, 2018, accessed February 21, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD.		Gives North America GDP per capita in current $ 1960-2016

1990    23696.3712717686

1991    24131.30752105

1992    25021.2625580602

1993    25822.0803876124

1994    26988.8344390296

1995    27968.7292095918

1996    29189.8461901225

1997    30604.9865877247

1998    31761.2416063396

1999    33397.9809096259

2000    35242.0641955061

2001    35942.4362729718

2002    36794.8536066037

2003    38550.0798996021

2004    40948.2341842791

2005    43514.0819225872

2006    45849.0408211219

2007    47723.7274691787

2008    48232.3100078821

2009    46394.3848463695

2010    48289.700299921

2011    50024.8202953851

2012    51560.704640076

2013    52756.2417743873

2014    54188.9041533054

2015    55156.2441866342

2016    56085.3419362969		3430

		2851		"North America | GDP per capita | 2000 |  17 780"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		United Nations Statistics Division, "Per Capita GDP in US Dollars - All regions/subregions", December, 2017, accessed February 12, 2018, https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Gives North America GDP per capita in current $ 1970-2016

1990    23459.3798434411

1991    23972.3106581418

1992    24950.852688158

1993    25823.4513438944

1994    27031.7846504262

1995    28029.8725547344

1996    29250.7865421654

1997    30663.7508306007

1998    31798.5093859261

1999    33419.3010177464

2000    35262.9002686478

2001    35959.0347683291

2002    36810.1231430528

2003    38562.9670859121

2004    40985.1456482679

2005    43566.1682562473

2006    45912.7888703378

2007    47793.811820685

2008    48311.4889964804

2009    46466.9082848325

2010    48365.4556704713

2011    50084.4699459888

2012    51635.537090573

2013    52840.403139132

2014    54404.1981948014

2015    55286.0029432171

2016    56227.9652245078		3431

		2852		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		Ann Helwege and Melissa B.L. Birch, "Declining Poverty in Latin America? A Critical Analysis of New Estimates by International

Institutions"; Tufts University, September 2007 		Chart using data from two sources shows extreme poverty rates in Latin America did not rise from 1990 to 2000 and if anything dropped slightly.



"Data from all three sources suggest that poverty has declined in the region as a whole since 1990. CEPAL, the World Bank and CEDLAS all provide estimates of extreme and moderate poverty in 1990, and according to all three sources, in no year since then has the regional average exceeded the 1990 estimate (see Figures 2 and 3)."		3439

		2852		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		United Nations Department of Social and Economic Affairs, "Rethinking Poverty: Report on the World Social Situation 2010"; 2009		Table shows percentage of people living below the poverty line decreased in Latin America between 1990, 11.3%, and 1999, 10.9.		3442

		2853		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		Kathleen Beegle et. al., "POVERTY IN A RISING AFRICA:  AFRICA

POVERTY REPORT,"; World Bank, 2016 (via UN)		Chart shows percentage of Africans living in poverty ( income of $1.90 or less per day) increased from 1990-2000. Chart includes data from multiple surveys.		3438

		2853		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		United Nations Department of Social and Economic Affairs, "Rethinking Poverty: Report on the World Social Situation 2010"; 2009		Chart shows a 0.2% increase in the incidence of poverty in "Sub-Saharan Africa" between 1990-1999.		3444

		2854		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		United Nations Department of Social and Economic Affairs, "Rethinking Poverty: Report on the World Social Situation 2010"; 2009		Chart shows poverty rates (less than $1.25 per day) for South Asia and (especially) East Asia and the Pacific (a grouping that contains the vast majority of Asians) declined significantly  from 1990-2000.		3436

		2854		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000. A reduction in the incidence of poverty is expected to take place in the Asian economies, but in Africa and in Latin America and the Caribbean the number of people below the poverty line is projected to increase.		Dylan Matthews, "In 1990, more than 60% of people in East Asia were in extreme poverty. Now only 3.5% arevox.com"; Oct. 2, 2016		Article includes chart based on World Bank Data showing declines in poverty rates in East Asia and the Pacific (significant) and South Asia from 1990-2000.		3437

		2855		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000.		Income Per Capita. World Bank. Accessed January 30 2018. 		To find the population of countries with per capita income below $300, I did the following steps:



1. First, I adjusted to 1990 dollars. $300 in 1990 was worth $395 in 2000. 

2. I highlighted all countries with an income less than $395

3. I then used World Bank population data to check those countries for population.

4. I added up those countries for population. Result: 849,827,399		3443

		2855		Projections of income distribution indicate that almost 1 billion people would still have incomes of less than $300 per capita in the year 2000.		"Report for Selected Countries and Subjects." World Economic Outlook Database. October 2017. Accessed June 29, 2018. http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2017/02/weodata/weorept.aspx?sy=1990&ey=2000&scsm=1&ssd=1&sort=country&ds=.&br=1&pr1.x=48&pr1.y=6&c=512,946,914,137,612,546,614,962,311,674,213,676,911,548,193,556,122,678,912,181,313,867,419,682,513,684,316,273,913,868,124,921,339,948,638,943,514,686,218,688,963,518,616,728,223,836,516,558,918,138,748,196,618,278,624,692,522,694,622,142,156,449,626,564,628,565,228,283,924,853,233,288,632,293,636,566,634,964,238,182,662,359,960,453,423,968,935,922,128,714,611,862,321,135,243,716,248,456,469,722,253,942,642,718,643,724,939,576,644,936,819,961,172,813,132,726,646,199,648,733,915,184,134,524,652,361,174,362,328,364,258,732,656,366,654,734,336,144,263,146,268,463,532,528,944,923,176,738,534,578,536,537,429,742,433,866,178,369,436,744,136,186,343,925,158,869,439,746,916,926,664,466,826,112,542,111,967,298,443,927,917,846,544,299,941,582,446,474,666,754,668,698,672&s=NGDPDPC,LP&grp=0&a=.		Population (in millions) of countries with GDP per capita less than $395 USD (=300 1990 dollars in 2000)

Total: 444.746 million

Benin		6.949

Burkina Faso		11.608

Burundi	6.684

Cambodia		12.223

Central African Republic	3.638

Chad		7.478

Comoros			0.54

Democratic Republic of the Congo		52.427

Eritrea	3.867

Ethiopia		63.5

Guinea-Bissau		1.194

Kyrgyz Republic		4.922

Lao P.D.R.		5.162

Liberia		3.065

Madagascar	15.745

Malawi		12.07

Mali		11.047

Moldova		3.635

Mozambique		18.276

Myanmar		46.379

Nepal	23.74

Niger	10.493

Rwanda	7.495

Sierra Leone		4.14

Sudan		31.1

Tajikistan		6.25

Tanzania	2.822

Togo		4.794

Uganda	21.82

Zimbabwe	11.693		3445

		2856		GDP per capita in Western Asia and sub-Saharan Africa is expected to be lower at the end of the century than in 1985.		United Nations Statistics Division, "Per Capita GDP at constant 2010 prices in US Dollars - 	All regions/subregions", December, 2017, accessed February 12, 2018, https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Gives GDP per capita for Sub-Saharan Africa in constant 2010$ 1960-2016

1985 - 1249.56

2000 - 1165.56		3432

		2856		GDP per capita in Western Asia and sub-Saharan Africa is expected to be lower at the end of the century than in 1985.		United Nations Statistics Division, "Per Capita GDP in US Dollars", December, 2017, accessed February 12, 2018, https://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnlList.asp.		Regions spreadsheet gives data for Sub-Saharan GDP per capita in current US$ 1960-2016

1985 - 872.65

2000 - 612.92		3433

		2858		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of GDP

Developed market economies

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 3.1		GDP growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed March 23 2018. 		Average annual GDP  growth for the listed regions was 3.2% from 1990 to 2000. 



I arrived at this number by isolating the listed regions and countries (Worldbank does not already group South and Western Europe, so I had to look up the countries usually considered to comprise these regions), finding the average annual growth for each year, and then finding the overall average for that time period.		3103

		2858		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of GDP

Developed market economies

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 3.1		International Monetary Fund, "World Economic Outlook Database," October 2017, accessed February 6th.		Calculated average growth rate of GDP for region of forecast using "Gross domestic product, constant prices, Percent change" metric in database linked.  Filtered for relevant countries to forecast. Gives result of 3.22% for region of forecast over time period.		3286

		2859		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of population

Developed market economies

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 0.5		Population growth, annual (%). World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet]. Accessed April 19 2018. 		Average annual population  growth for the listed regions was .5% from 1990 to 2000. 



I arrived at this number by isolating the listed regions and countries (Worldbank does not already group South and Western Europe, so I had to look up the countries usually considered to comprise these regions), finding the average annual growth for each year, and then finding the overall average for that time period.		3104

		2860		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of GDP per capita

Developed market economies

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 2.6		GDP per capita growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed March 13 2018. 		Average annual GDP per capita growth for the listed regions was 2.5% from 1990 to 2000. 



I arrived at this number by isolating the listed regions and countries (Worldbank does not already group South and Western Europe, so I had to look up the countries usually considered to comprise these regions), finding the average annual growth for each year, and then finding the overall average for that time period. 		3102

		2861		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of population

World

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 1.7		"World Population by Year." Worldometers. Accessed November 30 2017. 		From 1990 to 2000, world population grew an average of 1.37% each year.



To arrive at this number, I found the average for the data in the "Yearly Change" column of this webpage from 1990 to 2000. 		2814

		2861		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of population

World

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 1.7		The World Bank, "Population growth (annual %)",  January 25, 2018, accessed January 29, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.GROW.		World population growth was an annual average of 1.49 over the 1990 to 2000 time period. 



To arrive at this number, I selected the data for years 1990 to 2000 and found the average. 		2817

		2862		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of GDP per capita

World

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 1.8		GDP per capita growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed March 13 2018. 		World GDP per capita growth from 1990 - 2000 was an average of 1.3%



I arrived at this number by using the uploaded spreadsheet to find the average for the percentage growth for each year 1990 - 2000. 		2821

		2863		Investment trends and world economic growth: historical

and projected under a baseline scenario

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Growth rate of GDP

World

Projected 1990 - 2000 | 3.5		GDP growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed March 23 2018. 		World GDP growth 1990 - 2000 was an annual average of 2.8%.



I arrived at this number by finding the overall average for the percentage change from 1990 - 2000. 		2822

		2871		World resource allocation and saving. historical and

projected under a baseline scenario 

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Shares in GDP

Country group | Investment

2000

Figures are rounded up so that internal balance may not exactly correspond to investment and saving percentages.

World | 26.0		Investment (% of GDP) Data for Year 2000, All Countries. Economy Watch. 10, May 2018. 		The total share of investment in the world's GDP was 23.737 % in 2000. 



GDP did not reach 25% until 2014. See the data for 2014 by clicking "change year" and selecting 2014. 		3237

		2872		World resource allocation and saving. historical and

projected under a baseline scenario 

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Shares in GDP

Country group | Saving

2000

Figures are rounded up so that internal balance may not exactly correspond to investment and saving

percentages.

World | 26.0		Gross savings (% of GDP). World Bank. Accessed May 10 2018. 		Total share of savings in world's GDP was 24.7%, the highest the share had been. 



Share did not reach 25% until 2004. 		3238

		2873		World resource allocation and saving. historical and

projected under a baseline scenario 

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Shares in GDP

Country group | Private Consumption

2000

Figures are rounded up so that internal balance may not exactly correspond to investment and saving

percentages.

World | 59.0		Household final consumption expenditure, etc. (% of GDP). World Bank. Accessed May 30 2018. 		In 2000, household final consumption was 58.5% of the world's GDP. This number reached the predicted 59% the following year in 2001. 		3341

		2874		World resource allocation and saving. historical and

projected under a baseline scenario 

Measured at 1980 prices and exchange rates

Shares in GDP

Country group | Government Consumption

2000

Figures are rounded up so that internal balance may not exactly correspond to investment and saving

percentages.

World | 14.0		General government final consumption expenditure (% of GDP). World Bank. Accessed May 30 2018. 		According to World Bank, world government consumption as a share of GDP was 16.1% in 2000, down .1% from 1990 (when it was 16.2%). 



According to World Bank, this number has not been as low as 14% since 1973 (17 years before this prediction was made). 



Also, this number has not been as low as 15.9 (which it would need to be to decline .3 as the forecast predicts) since 1980, 10 years before this prediction was made. 		3340

		2875		A result of these assumptions is that the import share in GDP for the United States may remain relatively constant, at about 15 per cent, throughout the projection period whereas the export share is expected to rise.		Exports of goods and services (% of GDP). World Bank. Accessed May 30 2018. 		United State's exports went up from 9.2% in 1990 to 10.6% in 2000. 		3342

		2875		A result of these assumptions is that the import share in GDP for the United States may remain relatively constant, at about 15 per cent, throughout the projection period whereas the export share is expected to rise.		 Shares of gross domestic product: Exports of goods and services. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Last updated April 28 2018. 		U.S. exports as a share of GDP increased from 9.2% to 10.7% in 2000. 		3343

		2882		The goal of reducing infant mortality rates below 120 per 1,000 live births by 1990 is not expected to be met by 21 countries, and 59 countries are projected to have rates above the goal of 50 in the year 2000, including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa.		Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		In 2000,  approximately 70 countries had infant mortality rates over 50/1,000.



In 2005,  60 countries (or approx. 59) exceeded the infant mortality goal.



I arrived at this number by using the attached spreadsheet to find and count the number of countries whose infant mortality rates were over 50/1,000.		3161

		2882		The goal of reducing infant mortality rates below 120 per 1,000 live births by 1990 is not expected to be met by 21 countries, and 59 countries are projected to have rates above the goal of 50 in the year 2000, including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa.		World Heath Organization, "Probability of dying per 1000 live births 

Data by WHO region," Global Health Observatory Data Repository, data last updated September 19, 2017. Accessed online May 17, 2018. http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.CM1300R?lang=en		This source provides infant mortality by WHO region (not country). There are 6 WHO regions, and 3 of them (Africa, Southeast Asia, and Eastern Mediterranean) had infant mortality in excess of  50/1,000  in 2000. These 3 WHO regions are comprised of ~46, 11, and 22 countries, respectively (n=79). 



The analyst assumes that the majority of countries in these regions (i.e., the majority of the 79 countries) had infant mortality rates in excess of 50/1,000. 		3287

		2883		The goal of reducing infant mortality rates below 120 per 1,000 live births by 1990 is not expected to be met by 21 countries, and 59 countries are projected to have rates above the goal of 50 in the year 2000, including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa.		World Health Organization, "Global Health Observatory data repository, Infant mortality rate (probability of dying between birth and age 1 per 1000 live births), accessed May 30, 2018,  http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.182?lang=en.		Count of Sub-Saharan countries with Infant mortality rate (probability of dying between birth and age 1 per 1000 live births) greater than 50 by year.

1990	42

1991	42

1992	42

1993	42

1994	42

1995	42

1996	43

1997	43

1998	43

1999	43

2000	43

2001	43

2002	42

2003	41

2004	39

2005	39

2006	38

2007	36

2008	35

2009	32

2010	32

2011	30

2012	27

2013	25

2014	25

2015	25

2016	24		3348

		2883		The goal of reducing infant mortality rates below 120 per 1,000 live births by 1990 is not expected to be met by 21 countries, and 59 countries are projected to have rates above the goal of 50 in the year 2000, including 41 in sub-Saharan Africa.		Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		Count of Sub-Saharan countries with infant mortality rate of greater than 50/1000 by year.



1990	42

1991	42

1992	42

1993	42

1994	42

1995	42

1996	43

1997	43

1998	43

1999	43

2000	43

2001	43

2002	42

2003	41

2004	39

2005	39

2006	38

2007	36

2008	35

2009	32

2010	32

2011	30

2012	27

2013	25

2014	25

2015	25

2016	24

		3162

		2884		Infant mortality rates are a good indicator of health conditions. In the past decade these rates decreased in nearly all countries, but more than a quarter, representing 29 per cent of world population, still have rates above 100 per 1,000 live births, compared to less than 20 in the developed countries. The average for the least developed countries is projected to be 103 from 1995 to 2000 and 93 between 2000 and 2005.		Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		From 2000 to 2005, the average rate of infant mortality for least developed countries was 72.1



The average rate was the predicted 93 in 1991. 



I arrived at this number by selecting all the countries identified as least developed in the geographic information field and using the average formula to identify the average rate for these countries. I then found the average of those averages. 		3163

		2884		Infant mortality rates are a good indicator of health conditions. In the past decade these rates decreased in nearly all countries, but more than a quarter, representing 29 per cent of world population, still have rates above 100 per 1,000 live births, compared to less than 20 in the developed countries. The average for the least developed countries is projected to be 103 from 1995 to 2000 and 93 between 2000 and 2005.		World Health Organization, "Global Health Observatory data repository - Infant mortality rate (probability of dying between birth and age 1 per 1000 live births)," accessed May 29, 2018, http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.182?lang=en.		Least Developed Countries (not including Democratic Yemen) - Average Infant Mortality Rate - 1990-2018

1990	94.48

1991	92.80

1992	91.22

1993	89.78

1994	88.70

1995	87.04

1996	85.36

1997	83.87

1998	82.17

1999	80.15

2000	78.07

2001	75.74

2002	73.36

2003	70.95

2004	68.56

2005	66.18

2006	63.97

2007	61.85

2008	59.98

2009	57.89

2010	56.61

2011	54.10

2012	52.46

2013	50.87

2014	49.34

2015	47.92

2016	46.52



Using this data it can be calculated that in no period over the forecast was infant mortality rate reaching forecast levels.

From 2000-2005 the average was 72.14.

		3332

		2885		Infant mortality rates are a good indicator of health conditions. In the past decade these rates decreased in nearly all countries, but more than a quarter, representing 29 per cent of world population, still have rates above 100 per 1,000 live births, compared to less than 20 in the developed countries. The average for the least developed countries is projected to be 103 from 1995 to 2000 and 93 between 2000 and 2005.		Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed February 20 2018. 		From 1995 to 2000, the average rate of infant mortality for least developed countries was 82.7



The average rate was the predicted 103 in 1986, when the rate  was at 102 (up from 104 the previous year). 



I arrived at this number by selecting all the countries identified as least developed in the geographic information field and using the average formula to identify the average rate for these countries. I then found the average of those averages.		3164

		2885		Infant mortality rates are a good indicator of health conditions. In the past decade these rates decreased in nearly all countries, but more than a quarter, representing 29 per cent of world population, still have rates above 100 per 1,000 live births, compared to less than 20 in the developed countries. The average for the least developed countries is projected to be 103 from 1995 to 2000 and 93 between 2000 and 2005.		World Health Organization, "Global Health Observatory data repository - Infant mortality rate (probability of dying between birth and age 1 per 1000 live births)," accessed May 29, 2018, http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.182?lang=en.		Least Developed Countries (not including Democratic Yemen) - Average Infant Mortality Rate - 1990-2018

1990	94.48

1991	92.80

1992	91.22

1993	89.78

1994	88.70

1995	87.04

1996	85.36

1997	83.87

1998	82.17

1999	80.15

2000	78.07

2001	75.74

2002	73.36

2003	70.95

2004	68.56

2005	66.18

2006	63.97

2007	61.85

2008	59.98

2009	57.89

2010	56.61

2011	54.10

2012	52.46

2013	50.87

2014	49.34

2015	47.92

2016	46.52



Using this data it can be calculated that in no period over the forecast was infant mortality rate reaching forecast levels.

From 1995-200 the average was 82.78.		3333

		2886		Literacy rates have risen considerably since 1970, but the number of illiterate adults in the world has increased; most are in the developing countries. Females have lower rates of literacy than males in all of the developing regions. Many of the higher-income developing countries reached gross enrolment rates of 100 per cent for primary school during the 1970s, and dramatic increases in primary enrolment were achieved in the lower-income regions. In the 1980s, the gross enrolment rate in South Asia continued to improve, but it fell back in sub-Saharan Africa. The number of unenrolled children aged 6 to 11 will remain over 100 million in the developing countries in the year 2000.		Gene B. Sperling, "Educate Them All," Brookings Institute, April 20, 2002. Accessed May 16, 2018.  https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/educate-them-all/		"The Bush administration could put some flesh on its new Millennium Challenge Account if it took the opportunity... to push for a much-needed initiative: a global compact to achieve universal basic education in the world’s poorest nations. Currently some 130 million children ages 6 to 11 (mostly girls) are out of school. An additional 150 million—one in four children in the developing world—drop out before completing four years of education." 		3273

		2886		Literacy rates have risen considerably since 1970, but the number of illiterate adults in the world has increased; most are in the developing countries. Females have lower rates of literacy than males in all of the developing regions. Many of the higher-income developing countries reached gross enrolment rates of 100 per cent for primary school during the 1970s, and dramatic increases in primary enrolment were achieved in the lower-income regions. In the 1980s, the gross enrolment rate in South Asia continued to improve, but it fell back in sub-Saharan Africa. The number of unenrolled children aged 6 to 11 will remain over 100 million in the developing countries in the year 2000.		World Education Forum, "The Dakar Framework for Action," April 2000. Accessed online May 16, 2018. http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001211/121147e.pdf		This source provides an assessment of the Dakar Framework for Action's  Education for All (EFA) movement, a global commitment to provide quality basic education for all children, youth and adults. The effort focuses much effort on the developing world. 



According to this assessment, although much progress has been made,"..at the start of a new millennium [2000]... Some 113 million children, 60 per cent of whom are girls, have no access to primary schooling..."		3272

		2886		Literacy rates have risen considerably since 1970, but the number of illiterate adults in the world has increased; most are in the developing countries. Females have lower rates of literacy than males in all of the developing regions. Many of the higher-income developing countries reached gross enrolment rates of 100 per cent for primary school during the 1970s, and dramatic increases in primary enrolment were achieved in the lower-income regions. In the 1980s, the gross enrolment rate in South Asia continued to improve, but it fell back in sub-Saharan Africa. The number of unenrolled children aged 6 to 11 will remain over 100 million in the developing countries in the year 2000.		Adefunke Ekine, Madalo Samati, and Judith-Ann Walker, "Improving Learning Opportunities and Outcomes for Girls in Africa," December 2013. Accessed online May 16, 2018. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/WalkerEkineSamatiweb.pdf		"Since the [Dakar Framework for Action's] Education for All movement and the setting of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2000, the number of out-of-school girls at primary school level has dropped from 58.9 million in 2000 to 30.7 million in 2012 and the share of girls that make up the out-of-school population has decreased from 58 to 53 percent."



Since females comprised just under 50% of the global population in 2000 and 58.9 million of them were not enrolled in primary school, there were ~117.8 million children total (58.9 million x 2) not enrolled in primary school globally. The analyst assumes much of this lack of enrollment is in the developing world. 		3275

		2888		The urban population will grow faster than the rural population in all regions.		"World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision" United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.  2014. Accessed April 10, 2018.		Line graph on page 7 indicates that, even though rural population was still higher than urban in the 1990s, urban population growth was occurring more quickly, as the line for urban steeply increases while the line for rural levels out. 		3179

		2888		The urban population will grow faster than the rural population in all regions.		Urban population growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed May 3 2018. 		Urban population growth was 2.6% in 1990, going down to 2.1% in 2000. 



Note, World Bank used data from the the United Nations Population Divisions World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision.		3181

		2888		The urban population will grow faster than the rural population in all regions.		Rural population growth (annual %). World Bank. Accessed May 3 2018. 		Rural population growth was 1.1% in 1990, going down to 0.6% in 2000. 



Note, World Bank used data from the the United Nations Population Divisions World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision.		3182

		2889		The total dependency ratio is expected to fall in the developing countries, as fertility declines.		Madsend, Jakob B., Solmaz Moslehi, and Cong Wang.  What Has Driven the Great Fertility Decline in Developing Countries since 1960? The Journal of Development Studies, 2018 Vol. 54, No. 4, 738–757, https://doi.org/10.1080/00220388.2017.1303675		Source from 2018 indicates that developing countries' fertility rates have been declining since 1960. 



"Most developing countries have been undergoing a demographic transition over the past few decades. The fertility rates have, on average, fallen by 59 per cent in the richest half and by 38 per cent in the poorest half of developing countries since 1960 (see Appendix for data sources and Supplementary Materials for country classifications and data availability)."		3186

		2889		The total dependency ratio is expected to fall in the developing countries, as fertility declines.		"World Population," The Palm Beach Post, August 6, 1991, page 3. 		"In the developing world, overall birth rates fell from 6. 1 per woman in the late 1960s to 4.2 in the late 1980s."		3270

		2889		The total dependency ratio is expected to fall in the developing countries, as fertility declines.		"Welcome to the Garden of Eden," The Guardian, May 14, 1999. Accessed online May 16, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/books/1999/may/15/books.guardianreview3		"Births per woman in the developing world have fallen from 6.5 in 1960 to 3.1 today [mid-1999]." 		3271

		2892		The world population will reach 6.25 billion in the year 2000. The fastest growth, over 3 per cent a year, will occur in sub-Saharan Africa, where economic recovery and the restoration of self-sustained growth will be particularly difficult.		Population growth, annual (%). World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet]. Accessed April 19 2018. 		Sub-Saharan Africa's population growth rate was an average of 2.7%, in fact never reaching a 3.0% growth:



1990: 2.8

1991: 2.8

1992: 2.8

1993: 2.7

1994: 2.7

1995: 2.7 

1996: 2.7

1997: 2.6

1998: 2.6

1999: 2.6

2000: 2.6 



Arrived at data using World Bank's row for Sub-Saharan Africa. This data goes up to 2016; population never reached 3% in this time frame.

		3205

		2893		The world population will reach 6.25 billion in the year 2000.		United Nations, Population Division, "POPULATION IN 1999 AND 2000: ALL COUNTRIES," PDF file on web		According to UN data, world population was 6.05 billion in 2000		2819

		2893		The world population will reach 6.25 billion in the year 2000.		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		World Bank data says global population was 6.1 billion in 2000. Population first hit 6.25B in 2002, when it reached 6.27B (up from 6.19B the previous year). 		2818

		2894		"About 15 million hectares of the world's forests disappear each year, mostly in humid parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America. At that rate, about 40 per cent of the remaining forest cover in the developing countries will be lost by the

year 2000."		Keenan, Rod. Forest loss has halved in the past 30 years, latest global update shows. The Conversation. September 7, 2015. 		This article shows that deforestation rates have continued to decrease as of 2015. 



“Forest loss has halved over the past 30 years according to the 2015 Global Forest Resources Assessment released yesterday. 



Between 1990 and 2015, global forest area declined by 3%, but the rate of loss has halved between the 1990s and the past five years.”		3344

		2894		"About 15 million hectares of the world's forests disappear each year, mostly in humid parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America. At that rate, about 40 per cent of the remaining forest cover in the developing countries will be lost by the

year 2000."		Total forest coverage by country. The Guardian. Accessed May 29 2018. 		This source, which uses data from the World Resources Institute, shows that forest cover in developing countries declined 4.5% between 1990 and 2000.  



Between 2000 and 2005, the decrease was only 1.8%, which corroborates the decline in  deforestation other sources claim to be occurring. 



To arrive at this data, I isolated developing countries (using the UN definition of developing countries) and summed their forest area. The resulting numbers:



1990: 2148498000 ha 

2000: 2055666000  ha

2005: 2018911000 ha 		3345

		2894		"About 15 million hectares of the world's forests disappear each year, mostly in humid parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America. At that rate, about 40 per cent of the remaining forest cover in the developing countries will be lost by the

year 2000."		State of the World's Forests. (1999). The status of forest resources. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 		Between 1980 and 1995 there was a net loss of 200 million hectares in developing nations.



According to chart, there were 1,961 million ha in of forest in developing countries in 1995. So if forest area shrank 200 million between 1980 and 1995, that means forest area in 1980 was 2,161 million. Therefore, forest area decreased by 10% between 1980 and 1995.  



Meanwhile, between 1990 and 1995, there was a decrease of 65.1 million hectares in developing countries, which suggests the shrinking rate of deforestation corroborated by other sources.		3346

		2898		Growth in the world demand for energy will not necessarily lead to oil price increases in the next few years. However, sometime around the mid-1990s, prices may be expected to move up. Later in the decade, many small high-cost fields in non-OPEC countries will be exhausted and oil production capacity will become more concentrated. The maintenance of discipline among producers will be easier, and the possibilities for co-operative action will be enhanced. None the less, given past experience, it seems unlikely that the price of oil will be sustained for any appreciable period above $25 per barrel (in 1987 dollars) over the rest of the century . The maintenance of oil prices below $15 per barrel (in 1987 dollars) for extended periods is also unlikely."		Statement of John S. Cook. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration. March 5, 2001. Accessed May 3 2018. 		Chart on page 1 of pdf shows that oil pride worldwide in US 1999 dollars did not exceed $30 but also dipped down to about $12. 		3192

		2898		Growth in the world demand for energy will not necessarily lead to oil price increases in the next few years. However, sometime around the mid-1990s, prices may be expected to move up. Later in the decade, many small high-cost fields in non-OPEC countries will be exhausted and oil production capacity will become more concentrated. The maintenance of discipline among producers will be easier, and the possibilities for co-operative action will be enhanced. None the less, given past experience, it seems unlikely that the price of oil will be sustained for any appreciable period above $25 per barrel (in 1987 dollars) over the rest of the century . The maintenance of oil prices below $15 per barrel (in 1987 dollars) for extended periods is also unlikely."		Historical Crude Oil prices, 1861 to Present. Chartsbin.com. Accessed May 3 2018. 		World crude oil prices from 1990 to 2000 did not exceed $30 in 2000 US Dollars but dipped down to $12. This source has data for up to 2013. 		3194

		2909		"Least developed | GDP per capita | 2000 |  270"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		GDP per capita for least developing countries (according to UN definition) was $309 in 2000. GDP per capita first reached $270 in 1996, when GDP per capita went from $260 in 1996 to $280 in 1996. 		3213

		2910		"Low-income | GDP per capita | 2000 |  490"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		In 2000, GDP per capita for low-income countries (as defined by UN and labeled by this source) was $266. GDP per capita did not reach $490 until 2009, when GDP per capita was $497, up from $480 the previous year. 		3214

		2918		"Sub-Saharan Africa | GDP per capita | 2000 |  440"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		In 2000, Sub-Saharan Africa's GDP per capita was $253.55 in 1980$.



First reached the predicted $440 between 2007 when GDP per capita was $444.93 in 1980$. 



Used World Bank's "Sub-Saharan Africa" row to collect this data. 		3354

		2921		"Developing countries | GDP per capita | 2000 |  1200"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		In 2000, GDP per capita for developing countries was $1,801 (1980$). Between 2000 and 2016, the lowest GDP per capita was $1,588.79 (1980$)  in 2001. Before 2000, the last time GDP per capita was as low as $1,200 was in 1973, when it was $1,269.03 in 1980$. 



To arrive at this data, I used the UN's definition of developing countries, isolated the countries in the attached spreadsheet, and found the average for the GDP per capita for all chosen countries. 		3357

		2923		"Developed market economies | GDP per capita | 2000 |  16 130"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		In 2000, GDP per capita for developed countries was $8,750 in 1980$. The closest GDP per capita has ever gotten to the predicted $16,130 was in 2008, when GDP per capita was $14,906.68 in 1980$.



To arrive at this data, I used the current United Nation's definition for developed countries, isolated them in the attached spreadsheet, and calculated the average of all these countries for each year. 		3356

		2926		"Other developed | GDP per capita | 2000 |  14 200"

Forecast quote is in a table of data		"GDP per capita." The World Bank. [Excel Spreadsheet] Accessed November 30 2017. 		In 2000, other developed countries (as defined by the forecast document) GDP per capita was $9,023.42 in 1980$. 



The closest these countries have gotten to the predicted $14,200 was in 2011, when GDP per capita was $13,460.32 in 1980$		3355

		2932		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		"Zebra Imaging Contracted by U.S. Government, DARPA to Advance Holographic Imaging and Display Technologies." Military & Aerospace Electronics. October 30, 2006. Accessed April 26, 2018. http://www.militaryaerospace.com/articles/2006/10/zebra-imaging-contracted-by-us-government-darpa-to-advance-holographic-imaging-and-display-technologies.html.		Article reporting 2006 contract DARPA and Zebra Imaging for the delivery of a hologram rendering device for use in producing enhanced information sources for military command.		3145

		2932		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		"World's First 'third Generation' Holographic Imagers Accepted by U.S. Army." GSN.com. November 19, 2010. Accessed April 26, 2018. https://www.gsnmagazine.com/node/21869.		Article describing delivery of a news series of hologram imaging device from Zebra Imaging to DoD in 2010 and noting that over 8,000 tactical holograms had been delivered since 2006.		3146

		2932		For military uses, holograms will be used for three-dimensional satellite reconnaissance and intelligence photography, increasing even further the value of strategic intelligence by satellite and the use of satellite reconnaissance in tactical warfare.		"3D Hologram Prints Invade Military, Commercial Design." Singularity Hub. March 31, 2017. Accessed April 26, 2018. https://singularityhub.com/2010/12/16/3d-hologram-prints-invade-military-commercial-design-videos/.		Overview of Zebra Imaging-DoD relationship, with video demonstrations of hologram usage as a component of military intelligence photography		3147

		2937		World population (millions): 5,174 in 1990 (taken from table). 		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Selecting for "world" and adjusting the graph for 1985 to 2000 shows that world population in 1990 was 5.285 billion, and that world population first reached the predicted level (5.174 billion) in 1989, when it was 5.195 billion. 		2915

		2937		World population (millions): 5,174 in 1990 (taken from table). 		United Nations, "World Population Prospects 2017," accessed 29 March 2018, https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DataQuery/. 		Selecting for "total population by sex," "1985 to 2000," and"both sexes combined"shows that population in 1990 was 5,330,943.460--well above the forecasted amount. Population in 1985 was 4,873,781.796 so the forecast was first realized some time between 1986 and 1989.		2916

		2938		World population (millions): 4,318 in 1980 (taken from table).

		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Selecting "World" and adjusting graph for 1978-1992 shows that world population in 1980 was 4.438 billion, and the forecast was first achieved in 1979, when population was 4.361 billion.		2913

		2938		World population (millions): 4,318 in 1980 (taken from table).

		United Nations, "World Population Prospects 2017," accessed 29 March 2018, https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DataQuery/. 		Selecting for "total population by sex," population from 1975 to 1980 for both sexes (thousands), shows that in 1975, the world population for both sexes combined (thousands) was 4,079,087.198. In 1985, it was 4,458,411.534. This confirms that the forecast (4.361 billion) was first achieved some time between 1976 and 1979. 		2914

		2939		World population (millions): 6,112 in 2000 (taken from table).

		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Selecting for "world" and adjusting graph for 1990-2000 shows that the population in 1999 was 6.038 billion, and in 2000 was 6.118 billion. 		2917

		2939		World population (millions): 6,112 in 2000 (taken from table).

		United Nations, "World Population Prospects 2017," accessed 29 March 2018, https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DataQuery/. 		Selecting "total population by sex," "1985 to 2000," and "both sexes combined" shows that population in 2000 was 6,145,006.989--slightly higher than the predicted amount (6.112 billion).



Population in 1995 was 5,751,474.416 so the forecast was achieved some time between 1996 and 2000. 		2918

		2940		Europe population (millions): 479 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Europe Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 17 2018.		Europe population (for the listed countries) was 486,583,221  in 1980. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total.		3047

		2940		Europe population (millions): 479 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		According to World Bank, Europe population was 471,454,843 in 1980. Population did not reach the predicted 479M until 1986, when population was 479.4M (up from 470M the previous year). 



I arrived at these numbers by using the attached spreadsheet and tallying up the countries listed Geographic Information.  



Note, in lieu of Yugoslavia I included the following countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia (FYROM), Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia

		3044

		2941		Europe population (millions): 504 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Europe Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 17 2018.		Europe population (for the listed countries) was 501,727,977  in 1990. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total.		3048

		2941		Europe population (millions): 504 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		According to World Bank, Europe population was 493,327,495 in 1990. Population did not reach the predicted 504M until around 2001, when population was 504.8M. 



I arrived at these numbers by using the attached spreadsheet and tallying up the countries listed Geographic Information. 



Note, in lieu of Yugoslavia I included the following countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia (FYROM), Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia

		3045

		2942		Europe population (millions): 527 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Europe Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 17 2018.		Europe population (for the listed countries) was 511,942,870 in 2000. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total.		3049

		2942		Europe population (millions): 527 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		According to World Bank,  Europe population was 503,727,711 in 2000. As of 2016, population has reached 517M, which is 10M under the predicted amount. 



I arrived at these numbers by using the attached spreadsheet and tallying up the countries listed Geographic Information. 



Note, in lieu of Yugoslavia I included the following countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia (FYROM), Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia

		3046

		2943		North America population (millions): 262 in 1980 (taken from table).

		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		After selecting for "North America" and adjusting timeframe for 1980, the webpage shows that the population of North America in 1980 was ~252 million. It first reached the forecasted level in 1985, when the population was ~264 million. 		2906

		2943		North America population (millions): 262 in 1980 (taken from table).

		"North America Population 2018," World Population Review, accessed 29 March 2018, http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/north-america-population/. 		This source uses UN population data and confirms that North America's population in 1980 was below 262 million. It shows population in 1985 as ~266 million.		2907

		2944		North America population (millions): 306 in 1990 (taken from table).

		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Selecting "North America" and adjusting graph for 1990-1999 shows that population was ~277 million in 1990 and first reached 306 million in 1998. 		2908

		2944		North America population (millions): 306 in 1990 (taken from table).

		"North America Population 2018," World Population Review, accessed 29 March 2018, http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/north-america-population/. 		This source, which is based on UN data, confirms that the population of North America in 1990 was less than the predicted amount, and that the forecast was first realized some time between 1996 and 1999.		2909

		2945		North America population (millions): 354 in 2000 (taken from table).

		The World Bank, "Population, total", February 22, 2018, accessed February 27, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL.		Selecting "North America" and adjusting graph to show 2000-2014 data indicates that the population in 2000 was ~313 million, and that that the forecasted population (354 million) was first achieved in 2014, when population was just over 354 million. 		2911

		2945		North America population (millions): 354 in 2000 (taken from table).

		"North America Population 2018," World Population Review, accessed 29 March 2018, http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/north-america-population/. 		This source, which is based on UN data, confirms that North America's population in 2000 was ~312 million, and that the predicted population (354 million) was not achieved until some time between 2011 and 2014. 		2912

		2946		Oceania population (millions): 23 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Oceania Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 5 2018. 		Oceania's population was 23,005,068 in 1980. 		2934

		2946		Oceania population (millions): 23 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Population for Oceania in 1980 was 22,725,111.



I arrived at this number by adding up the population for all of the countries listed as Oceania. Note, World Bank does not have data for Melanasia

New Hebrides

Pacific Islands under US administration

Gilbert and Ellice Islands, 

Cook Islands		2935

		2947		Oceania population (millions): 27 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Oceania Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 5 2018. 		Oceania had a population of 27,071,461 in 1990. 		2936

		2947		Oceania population (millions): 27 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Oceania's population was 26,649,571 in 1990. 



I arrived at this number by adding up the population for all of the countries listed as Oceania. Note, World Bank does not have data for Melanasia

New Hebrides

Pacific Islands under US administration

Gilbert and Ellice Islands, 

Cook Islands		2937

		2948		Oceania population (millions): 32 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Oceania Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 5 2018. 		Population of Oceania was 31, 229, 422 in 2000. 



Population did not reach the predicted 32 million until 2002, when population was 32,094, 472		2938

		2948		Oceania population (millions): 32 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Oceania's population was 30,850,216 in 2000. 



Population did not reach the predicted 32 million until 2003 when the population was 32,271,318. 		2939

		2949		East Asia population (millions): 1,041 in 1980 (taken from table).

		East Asia. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		

East Asia's population was 1,191,787,808 in 1980. 



First reached predicted 1.041 billion in 1971 when population was 1.043 billion (up from 1.020 billion the previous year). 		2946

		2949		East Asia population (millions): 1,041 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		East Asia's population was 1,160,603,755 in 1980. 



Note, World Bank does not have data for the following regions: Taiwan,  Ryukyu Islands. The inclusion of these regions would bring the population number closer to Worldometer's number, as Taiwan had a population around 17M in 1980 (according to Worldometer). 		2952

		2950		East Asia population (millions): 1,168 in 1990 (taken from table).

		East Asia. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		East Asia's population was 1,388,798,183 in 1990.  



First reached predicted 1.168 billion in 1979 when population was 1.175 billion (up from 1.159 billion the previous year) 

		2954

		2950		East Asia population (millions): 1,168 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		East Asia's population was 1,330,116,917 in 1990. 



Note, World Bank does not have data for the following regions: Taiwan,  Ryukyu Islands. The inclusion of these regions would bring the population number closer to Worldometer's number, as Taiwan had a population around 20.3M in 1990 (according to Worldometer).		2956

		2951		East Asia population (millions): 1,287 in 2000 (taken from table).

		East Asia. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		East Asia's population was 1,512,377,595 in 2000.  



First reached predicted 1.168 billion in 1986 when population was 1.300 billion (up from 1.279 billion the previous year). 

		2957

		2951		East Asia population (millions): 1,287 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		East Asia's population was 1,468,915,601 in 1990. 



Note, World Bank does not have data for the following regions: Taiwan,  Ryukyu Islands. The inclusion of these regions would bring the population number closer to Worldometer's number, as Taiwan had a population around 21.8M in 1990 (according to Worldometer).		2958

		2952		South Asia population (millions): 1,408 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		South Asia's population was 1,310,345,800 in 1980. 



Population did not reach the predicted 1.408 billion until 1983. 



I arrived at these numbers by tallying up the population for each of the countries listed under Geographic Information. 		3089

		2952		South Asia population (millions): 1,408 in 1980 (taken from table).

		South Asia Population. Worldometers. [Excel Spreadsheet]. Accessed April 19 2018.		According to Worldometers, which relies on UN data, South Asia population was 1.168B in 1980. 



I arrived at this number by searching for each country comprising South Asia in the Worldometers database and creating a spreadsheet that compiles the data for each of those countries. 		3094

		2953		South Asia population (millions): 1,768 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		South Asia's population was 1,655,581,344 in 1990. 



Population did not reach the predicted 1.768B until between 1993 and 1994, when population went from 1.759B to 1.794B. 



I arrived at these numbers by tallying up the population for each of the countries listed under Geographic Information.

		3090

		2953		South Asia population (millions): 1,768 in 1990 (taken from table).

		South Asia Population. Worldometers. [Excel Spreadsheet]. Accessed April 19 2018.		According to Worldometers, which relies on UN data, South Asia population was 1.479B in 1990.



I arrived at this number by searching for each country comprising South Asia in the Worldometers database and creating a spreadsheet that compiles the data for each of those countries.



		3095

		2954		South Asia population (millions): 2,153 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		South Asia's population was 2,009,095,483 in 2000. 



Population did not reach the predicted 2.153B until between 2004 and 2005, when population went from 2.149B to 2.184B. 



I arrived at these numbers by tallying up the population for each of the countries listed under Geographic Information.		3091

		2954		South Asia population (millions): 2,153 in 2000 (taken from table).

		South Asia Population. Worldometers. [Excel Spreadsheet]. Accessed April 19 2018.		According to Worldometers, which relies on UN data, South Asia population was 1.803B in 2000.



I arrived at this number by searching for each country comprising South Asia in the Worldometers database and creating a spreadsheet that compiles the data for each of those countries.

		3096

		2955		Latin America population (millions): 378 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Latin America [Excel Spreadsheet]. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		Latin America's population was 196,376,624 in 1980. 		2959

		2955		Latin America population (millions): 378 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Latin America population was 190,720,072 in 1980. As of 2016, the highest the population has ever been was 337,365,041. 



Note, World Bank is missing data for Bolovia and Guiana. 		2960

		2956		Latin America population (millions): 498 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Latin America [Excel Spreadsheet]. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		Latin America's population was 243,653,224 in 1990.		2961

		2956		Latin America population (millions): 498 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Latin America population was 236,681,196 in 1990. As of 2016, the highest the population has ever been was 337,365,041. 



Note, World Bank is missing data for Bolovia and Guiana.		2962

		2957		Latin America population (millions): 638 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Latin America [Excel Spreadsheet]. Worldometers. Accessed April 6 2018. 		Latin America's population was 288,451,728 in 2000.		2963

		2957		Latin America population (millions): 638 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Population, total [Excel Spreadsheet]. World Bank. Accessed March 23, 2018.		Latin America population was 279,949,051 in 2000. As of 2016, the highest the population has ever been was 337,365,041. 



Note, World Bank is missing data for Bolovia and Guiana.		2964

		2958		Africa population (millions): 449 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 2018. 		Africa population (for the listed countries) was 415,409,250  in 1980. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total. 		3022

		2958		Africa population (millions): 449 in 1980 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldbank. Accessed April 13 2018.		Africa's population in 1980 was 410,394,588. Population did not reach the predicted 449 million until around the year 1983, when population was 447 million (going up to 459 million the following year). 



To arrive at this data, I did the following steps: Using a spreadsheet of Worldbank's population for all countries, I isolated all of the countries listed by the source as comprising Africa. I attached a spreadsheet of those isolated countries and their totals for each year.



Note, the following countries were missing from Worldbank's data: 



1. spanish speaking north africa

2. Ifni 

3. spanish sahara

4. Dahomey

5. st. helena

6. rhodesia

7. reunion

8. somaliland		3025

		2959		Africa population (millions): 587 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 2018. 		Africa population (for the listed countries) was 549,383,693 in 1990. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total. 		3023

		2959		Africa population (millions): 587 in 1990 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldbank. Accessed April 13 2018.		Africa's population in 1990 was 543,876,766. Population did not reach the predicted 587 million until around the year 1993, when population was up to 590 million (up from going up to 574 million the previous year). 



To arrive at this data, I did the following steps: Using a spreadsheet of Worldbank's population for all countries, I isolated all of the countries listed by the source as comprising Africa. I attached a spreadsheet of those isolated countries and their totals for each year.



Note, the following countries were missing from Worldbank's data: 



1. spanish speaking north africa

2. Ifni 

3. spanish sahara

4. Dahomey

5. st. helena

6. rhodesia

7. reunion

8. somaliland		3026

		2960		Africa population (millions): 768 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldometers. Accessed April 2018. 		Africa population (for the listed countries) was 712,703,156 in 2000. 



By visiting the different subregions listed on the web page, I identified the countries that Worldometers includes that the forecast source does not. I tallied up the population of those countries (see spreadsheet) and subtracted that tally from the total.		3024

		2960		Africa population (millions): 768 in 2000 (taken from table).

		Africa Population. Worldbank. Accessed April 13 2018.		Africa's population in 2000 was 707,271,732. Population did not reach the predicted 587 million until around the year 2003, when population was up to 762 million (going up to 782 million the following year). 



To arrive at this data, I did the following steps: Using a spreadsheet of Worldbank's population for all countries, I isolated all of the countries listed by the source as comprising Africa. I attached a spreadsheet of those isolated countries and their totals for each year.



Note, the following countries were missing from Worldbank's data: 



1. spanish speaking north africa

2. Ifni 

3. spanish sahara

4. Dahomey

5. st. helena

6. rhodesia

7. reunion

8. somaliland		3028

		2985		Annual rate of growth for the total World population between 1980-2000: 1.7% 		Census Bureau. "International Programs, International Data Base." Information Gateway - U.S. Census Bureau. June 27, 2011. Accessed April 19, 2018. https://www.census.gov/data-tools/demo/idb/informationGateway.php.		Population for the world in 1980 reported as 4,445,424,000. Population for the world in 2000 reported as 6,084,704,000		3108

		2985		Annual rate of growth for the total World population between 1980-2000: 1.7% 		"World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision" United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.  2014. Accessed April 10, 2018.		Population for the world in 1980 reported as 4,449,049,000. Population for the world in 2000 reported as 6,127,700,000		3107

		2986		Annual rate of growth for the total North America population between 1980-2000: 1.0%

		Census Bureau. "International Programs, International Data Base." Information Gateway - U.S. Census Bureau. June 27, 2011. Accessed April 19, 2018. https://www.census.gov/data-tools/demo/idb/informationGateway.php.		Population for North America in 1980 reported as 251,929,000. Population for North America in 2000 reported as 313.388.000. 		3105

		2986		Annual rate of growth for the total North America population between 1980-2000: 1.0%

		"World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision" United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.  2014. Accessed April 10, 2018.		Population for North America in 1980 reported as 254,800,000. Population for North America in 2000 reported as 315,417,.000.
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		3089		The fields of applications of spacecraft radars which will be at an operational level sometime in the next 25 years are: Solid Earth -- Subsurface water and minerals		Remote Sensing: An Operational Technology for the Mining and Petroleum Industries. London, UK: Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, 1990.		This book details the advances of the time in the application of remote sensing to the field of mineral and resource management and discovery. Its title even proclaims that the field of practice is at an operational level.		3176

		3089		The fields of applications of spacecraft radars which will be at an operational level sometime in the next 25 years are: Solid Earth -- Subsurface water and minerals		King, Trude V. V., and W. Ian Ridley. "Relation of the Spectroscopic Reflectance of Olivine to Mineral Chemistry and Some Remote Sensing Implications." Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 92, no. B11 (October 10, 1987): 11457-1469. Accessed May 3, 2018. doi:10.1029/jb092ib11p11457.		"We show that significant compositional information can only be extracted at relatively high resolution" [...] "This laboratory study is expected to aid in the interpretation of remotely sensed data from both terrestrial and extraterrestrial bodies."		3190

		3090		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.

		Belew, Leland F. "SP-400 Skylab, Our First Space Station." NASA. Accessed May 02, 2018. https://history.nasa.gov/SP-400/ch2.htm.		Early history of the Skylab mission, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1973.		3183

		3090		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.

		"Mir Space Station." Mir Space Station. Accessed May 02, 2018. https://history.nasa.gov/SP-4225/mir/mir.htm.		History of the Mir Space Station, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1986.		3184

		3090		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.

		NASA’S SPACE STATION PROGRAM: EVOLUTION AND CURRENT STATUS, 107th Cong., 1-14 (2001) (testimony of Marcia S. Smith).		Early history of the International Space Station, a LEO observatory and laboratory established in 1998.		3185

		3090		Deep space laboratories and observatories for high-vacuum, zero-g, and space research will actually be implemented between 1975 – 1994.

		Phil Smith, space industry expert at The Tauri Group. 		SME confirms that for the given definitions and as of 2018, there have been no deep space laboratories yet.		3253

		3091		Future birth control will probably be extremely cheap to the user, even in underdeveloped countries, both because it will be long lasting and because it will be subsidized by governments.		Frost, Jennifer J. (1996). Impact of Publicly Funded Contraceptive Services On Unintended Pregnancies and Implications For Medicaid Expenditures. Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health, vol. 28, no. 3. 		"In 1994, almost 6.6 million women received contraceptive services from more than 7,000 subsidized family planning clinics; these providers were located in 85% of U.S. counties. " 		3283

		3091		Future birth control will probably be extremely cheap to the user, even in underdeveloped countries, both because it will be long lasting and because it will be subsidized by governments.		Deschner, Amy, and Susan A. Cohen. (2003). Contraceptive Use Is Key to Reducing Abortion Worldwide. Guttmacher Policy Review, vol. 6, no. 4. 		"Then in 1992, the Russian government, which had always subsidized abortion services, began subsidizing family planning programs and promoting contraceptive use by distributing free contraceptives." 		3285

		3091		Future birth control will probably be extremely cheap to the user, even in underdeveloped countries, both because it will be long lasting and because it will be subsidized by governments.		Fertility, Contraception, and Population Policies. Population Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Secretariat.  New York: United Nations. 25 April 2003. 		This 2003 source is evidence that some governments have been increasingly supporting contraception since the 70s. 



"During the last 30 years, nearly all countries have shifted their policies in favour of increased direct or indirect support for contraceptive methods. Even previously pronatalist Governments, which in the past had wanted to maintain or even increase the rate of population growth, have gradually changed their stance and now accept family planning and contraception as an integral part of maternal and child health programmes. At the same time, some countries, particularly in Europe (for example, Austria, Denmark, France, Italy and Switzerland) have reduced support for family planning programmes, possibly as a response to below-replacement fertility rates, or an acknowledgement that the private sector was meeting demands for contraception without Government subsidies (see Annex table)." (p7)



"A major milestone in the history of contraceptive policies was the Second African Population Conference held in Arusha in early 1984 (United Nations, 1984)…. Recommendations concerning family planning included the following: Governments should ensure the availability and accessibility of family planning services to all couples or individuals seeking them and should offer services free or at subsidized prices.” (p20) 		3288

		3091		Future birth control will probably be extremely cheap to the user, even in underdeveloped countries, both because it will be long lasting and because it will be subsidized by governments.		Beauchamp, Zack. Here's a map of the countries where the pill is fully subsidized (it includes Iran). Vox. Jun 30, 2014. 		The color-coded map in this source shows that, in 2014, only a a handful of countries in each continent offer fully subsidized birth control. 



Using data from Harvard University's Center for Population and Development Studies, Slate put together a map of where almost every country in the world stood on public provision of oral contraceptives.



Chart indicates that, as late as 2014, full subsidization is not standard across most countries

		3284

		3092		Field conditions will be monitored by sensors, and tied in with satellite weather forecasts, to aid in irrigation scheduling.

		Trout, Tom, Melton Forrest, and Lee Johnson. A web-based tool that combines satellite and weather station observations to support irrigation scheduling. Proceedings of the 26th Annual Central Plains Irrigation Conference, Burlington, CO., Feb 25-26, 2014. 		"The most common method to estimate crop water use and schedule irrigation application is to use weather data to estimate the water use or evapotranspiration of a reference crop, and then apply a crop coefficient to convert the reference evapotranspiration (ETO) to the evapotranspiration of a crop in a field (ETc). This method is often referred to as the FAO-56 method (Allen et al., 1998)." 		3265

		3092		Field conditions will be monitored by sensors, and tied in with satellite weather forecasts, to aid in irrigation scheduling.

		Clarke, Tom. Hurdles Facing Irrigation Management with Satellites. TurfGrass, Trends. July 1997. pp. 13-14. 		This source is evidence that satellite weather forecasts were being used for irrigation management on some level in 1997, as it notes the limitations of current satellites for irrigation management. 



"One of the most promising applications for satellite imagery is for irrigation scheduling. In arid environments, high daytime temperatures along with low humidity result in a large amount of evaporation from the soil surface and transpiration from plant material. The transition from no stress to an economically harmful level of water stress can occur quite rapidly. This makes the time to process satellite data and to implement changes in irrigation schedules an important concern." 		3269

		3092		Field conditions will be monitored by sensors, and tied in with satellite weather forecasts, to aid in irrigation scheduling.

		Diak, George R., Martha C. Anderson, William L. Bland,

John M. Norman, John M. Mecikalski, and Robert M. Aune.  (1998) Agricultural Management Decision Aids Driven by Real-Time Satellite Data. Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society. pp. 1345-1355. 		This source mentions an irrigation scheduling project that uses satellite estimates of daily solar energy: 



“…scientists at the University of Wisconsin—Madison have developed a suite of products for agriculture that are based in satellite and conventional observations… These products include an irrigation scheduling product based in satellite estimates of daily solar energy” (1345). 



“The evapotranspiration/irrigation scheduling product utilizes a satellite evaluation of the daytime net radiation, most strongly related to daily solar radiation” (1353). 		3279

		3093		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		Ronald A. Wirtz, "Saving the Family Farm, but From What?" Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, October 1, 1999. Accessed online May 23, 2018. https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/fedgazette/saving-the-family-farm-but-from-what. 		This 1999 article explains that family farms make up the majority (90%) of farms in the US, and even large corporate farms are actually family-owned or -operated:



"... family-controlled farms still make up 99 percent of all farms. Close to nine of 10 farms in the Ninth Federal Reserve District (except in Montana, with eight of 10) are operated by an individual or family as a sole proprietorship (the "traditional" family farm). The remaining farms are mostly either partnerships or corporate farms, which despite being vilified by many, are predominantly operated and controlled by families...Corporate farms made up just over 4 percent of all farms nationwide in 1997—double the percentage two decades ago—and are grabbing a bigger chunk of the production and sales pie. But contrary to the glass-building image of corporations, 90 percent of the 84,000 corporate farms in the United States are family owned, whose shareholders (usually capped at 10 or fewer) are usually required to have close kinship to the farm operator (e.g., brother, father, grandmother)."



This indicates that families likely owned and/or operated most of the large farms in the US in the 1990s, including large corporate farms. 		3314

		3093		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		Lydia DePillis, "Farms are Gigantic Now. Even the 'Family-Owned' Ones," Washington Post, August 11, 2013. Accessed online May 23, 2018. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/08/11/farms-are-gigantic-now-even-the-family-owned-ones/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.bcbadb2f4e38		This 2013 article explains that 96.4% of crop-producing farms (which represent 84% of the agricultural value generated in the US) are family-owned, and that this has been the case since "about1996." It also explains why even large farms are still operated by families. 



"And here's the second thing that's wrong about our understanding of the disappearance of family farms: 96.4 percent of the crop-producing farms in the U.S. are owned by families, and they represent 87 percent of all the agricultural value generated (non-family owned farms are defined as "those operated by cooperatives, by hired managers on behalf of non-operator owners, by large corporations with diverse ownership, and by small groups of unrelated people"). That hasn't changed since about 1996. 



Part of the reason is that some mega-corporations have moved from direct ownership of cropland into a coordinating role, sourcing product from family-owned pieces of land that they've sold off. Also, families are just as capable of operating modern agricultural technology as agribusinesses are, as Chrystia Freeland described last year in the Atlantic. And finally, deep understanding of an area's soil conditions and weather patterns--not to mention the local political landscape--are still valuable to productivity, which advantages families that pass such knowledge on through generations.		3315

		3093		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		United States Department of Agriculture, “Family Farms,” Accessed May 24. 2018. https://nifa.usda.gov/family-farms.		This page on the USDA's website shows what USDA census takers consider "large family farms". 



"National Agricultural Statistics Service’s Census of Agriculture reported that family farms account for almost 96 percent of the 2,204,792 farms in the United States.



The census makes the following useful distinctions among these family farms, based initially on their gross annual sales:



Very large family farms (101,265) gross over $500,000

Large family farms (86,551) gross between $250,000 and $500,000

Small family farms (1,925,799) gross under $250,000"		3317

		3093		Most large farms (for example more than 500 acres) will continue to be primarily family-owned and operated, even though family partnerships and family corporations will become common.

		United States Department of Agriculture, “Structural and Financial Characteristics of U.S. Farms, 1995.” Accessed online May 24, 2018. https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/42178/32545_aib746b_002.pdf?v=42487		Page 15 says “In this [1995] report, all sole proprietorships, partnerships, and family-held corporations are considered family farms.” Table 2 on page 12 shows the number of farms, mean acres operated, mean gross cash farm income, and mean gross value of sales for sole proprietorships, partnerships, and family corporations (all of which are considered “family farms” per the definition on page 15) as well as non-family farms. 



The table shows that “family farms” sole proprietorships, partnerships, and family corporations) had the largest number of farms in 1995 and operated slightly more acres than non-family corporations (2,958 versus 2,606). However, the mean gross cash farm income for non-family corporations was higher than “family farms”  ($695, 298 versus $815,763, as was the mean gross value of sales ($731,702 versus $1,335, 494). 



USDA defines “large farms” based on gross annual sales. According to the USDA, “large farms” are those whose gross annual sales are between $250-$500k. According to the table, non-family corporations were the only farms whose mean gross value of sales reached (or exceeded) $250k. This corroborates year of realization in DePillis’ piece in the Washington Post, which said that family farms generated 87% of all the agricultural value in the U.S. (i.e., most large farms in the US were family-owned or –operated) “since about 1996”. 		3316









